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FOREWORD 

he need for a Historic Structure Report to guide the restoration work in the Capitol was first realized in 1992 

| when work for the West Wing and Northwest Pavilion was being planned. Time did not allow for a report 

to be completed in advance of the West Wing project, but Historic Structure Reports for the South Wing and 

Southeast and Southwest Pavilions (printed in 1995) and the Central Portion (printed in 1997) were completed prior 

to restoration of those areas. Now, nine years after the Restoration and Renovation of the West Wing and Northwest 

Pavilion began, a full-scale study of the wing and pavilion is presented in this Historic Structure Report. This volume 

provides extensive historic detail, offers an account of the work that led to Restoration and Renovation and describes 

what was accomplished. 

Beginning in 1906, the West Wing was the first portion of the Capitol constructed, and it established the precedent for 

excellence in design and materials used throughout the entire building. One of the most dramatic choices, the selec- 

tion of white granite for the exterior, proved inspired for both durability and appearance. The construction of the West 

Wing also generated the processes by which the Capitol would be built. The fledgling Capitol Commission defined 

its role and established its authority during the wing’s construction, and the architect, George B. Post & Sons of New 

York, cooperated with the commission and its secretary, Lew F. Porter, to create an outstanding working relationship 

that lasted for the next eleven years. 

Although preceded by the North Wing Renovation and Restoration, the West Wing and Northwest Pavilion were the 

first parts of the building to undergo restoration using architects outside of the Division of Facilities Development 

(DFD). For this project DFD was the client and like the original members of the Capitol Commission, we in DFD 

valued partnering with a team that brought this important project to a successful conclusion. For the stories of both 

original construction and the Restoration and Renovation, this volume will stand as an important reference tool for 

decades to come. 

Daniel J. Stephans, AIA 

Project Manager 

Division of Facilities Development 

Department of Administration 

April 2003 
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ee a 4 = A as LH a = iscussion of a new or enlarged capitol was already underway when in February 1904 fire gutted the 

oo 4 i) =, = = Lab as . “ - D< state capitol in Madison. The early twentieth century was a time of economic prosperity and 

i re s + Es. < political reform, two conditions that produced a receptive atmosphere for discussing a large, beautiful 

2 a a 2 : building that would accommodate the expanding state government. In 1906 the Wisconsin Capitol Commis- 

' od - 4G) : > sion therefore invited nationally renowned architects to submit proposals for the new building. The winning 

firm, George B. Post & Sons of New York, submitted a design that satisfied these conditions. Post (1837-1913) 

es designed a conventional capitol in that its principal design elements were a large dome and symmetrical wings, 

~ | much like the U.S. Capitol, but its grand scale, cruciform shape, and hierarchy of interior space and decorative 

treatments made it a premier example of turn-of-the century public architecture. Post was a master of this type 

of building; his Manufacturers and Liberal Arts Building (1893) at the Columbian Exposition and his New York 

Stock Exchange (1903) both contained similar design elements. He also used the most innovative technology 

: “ a in both building systems and structure. The Wisconsin Capitol was both beautiful and a state-of-the-art office 

. i a | : o ] “ : building. Despite occasional complaints over costs and some minor missteps in construction, the public watched 

; ee 4 in awe as the West Wing rose from its foundations. 

rn : . The West Wing (1906-09) was the first part of the Capitol constructed. The principal occupant was the assembly, and 

* O % Post provided a large chamber on the second floor and support areas on the third and fourth floors. The wing also 

*. * 2 housed two important constitutional officers, the secretary of state and the state treasurer, both with offices located 

on the first floor. The ornate Assembly Chamber with its marble walls and large mural set the precedent for grand 

ry 4 : public spaces on the second floors of subsequent wings. The Northwest Pavilion (1914-17) was constructed with the 

: North Wing and Northeast Pavilion and contained ornate entrance lobbies on the ground and first floors and commit- 

: tee rooms on the second through fourth. The basement originally contained a public barbershop. Beginning in the 

" Q 1960s, the assembly gradually began to occupy other areas of the wing. Post’s original design elements gave way 

: ay a to makeshift alterations that included acoustical-tile suspended ceilings, fluorescent lights and steel office furniture 

‘ : ZL as offices were modernized and departing occupants frequently took furnishings with them. 

e Efforts launched in the 1980s sought to restore the wing to its original conditions and to provide updated office 

: — facilities for the assembly. The 1988-89 Restoration and Relighting of the Assembly Chamber set preservation 

a precedents for the decade-plus Capitol restoration. Intensive research and survey efforts allowed the Division of 

State Facilities Management (renamed Division of Facilities Development in 1992) to restore the public spaces of 

1.1 West Wing grand stairs through Rotunda, 2001 the wing to their historic appearances. Private spaces were renovated to provide new office spaces for members of 

diciieet Gegize B. Fost & Sons iniended ihe Capitol to be | amodel jor bulldings of 1s the assembly but were finished in a historically sympathetic manner. Updated mechanical and electrical systems 
class.” In 1909 when members of the assembly arrived for their first session in the new i ar . a : z 
wing, they found a grand ceremonial stair leading to their chamber. The public spaces of were installed throughout. The building today remains faithful to Post’s vision of a grand public space that simul- 

the West Wing have remained essentially as they were designed. taneously served as a fully functioning seat of government. 
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veg os z This volume discusses the original design and construction of the West Wing, modifications made to interior spaces 
io. ee o Zz since completion, conditions as they existed in 1993 and the results of the 1993-95 Restoration and Renovation. The 

j Pi re Capitol Restoration and completion of the Historic Structure Report have fostered a greater appreciation for Post’s 
Ps > design and the importance of preserving the Capitol for future generations, not just for its inherent beauty and purpose 

a ’ Z z but also for its place at the heart of Wisconsin’s democracy. 
ee 

if 

fe a | Methodology 
| . 4 The overall goal of the 1993-95 Restoration and Renovation of the West Wing was to restore public areas of the West 

_ | ’ : : { 1 4 Wing as closely as possible to their historic appearance and to renovate private spaces into offices for members of the 
oe assembly. The Division of Facilities Development (DFD) already had ample experience, having completed the 1988- 

ae _ 1 89 Restoration and Relighting of the Assembly Chamber and the 1990-92 North Wing Renovation and Restoration. 
aa - bo ;: 4 As the second phase of the overall Capitol Restoration, the West Wing project benefited from a shift in methodology 

bo SU _ as employed by Kahler Slater Architects, Inc. of Milwaukee, the architect of record employed by DFD. Extensive surveys ' te . i 4 m : | and research ensured the successful completion of the work. 

i / d : a o ie ie ; | Eo Kahler Slater instituted in-depth research methods, including archival research and paint probes, in order to gain in- 
Hy z aS a oe pre formation regarding the wing’s historic appearance. Thorough surveys resulted in base drawings, recorded existing 
| ae © i 2 7 : conditions and documented historic and non-historic building elements. Programming was based on the 1987 Capitol 

: i ce al. 7 1 Master Plan. Public spaces, including main corridors, stair galleries, the Assembly Parlor and Assembly Lobby, were 
| 4 A J restored, and existing private areas were restructured into two-room office suites. On the ground, first and third floors, 

. a y F this process entailed Selective Removal of interior walls and vault spaces. New mechanical and electrical systems 
Q re ey Po AP were integrated into historic and new building fabric, and new walls were erected to create reconfigured rooms and 
= ™ e oe , os a ®., 4 new secondary corridors. 

ee za z espite Kahler Slater’s attention to historical detail, the process was not without controversy. Some members of the 
4 a oS By Ms legislature objected to the more dramatic renovation decisions, including the division of the former secretary of state’s 

: hoes * aat — i a Ce : private office suite into smaller rooms and the creation of new doorways in the ground floor main corridor. The debate 
a ~ _ — 3 became public when a consultant, who formerly was employed on the North Wing project, began attacking the work. 

st ae - 3 DFD and Kahler Slater defended their process, pointing to the directives of the Master Plan, the newly discovered 
: pn Y : . . . - ce historic decorative finishes and the level of restoration work being undertaken in the public spaces; the project contin- 

' fy 2 a a : : i . — ued. The result was a building that retained its historic appearance, including details such as the door to the treasurer’s 
aes — in ee. : << “ogee money vault and restored stencils in first floor offices, while creating a more amenable and up-to-date office complex. 
: al # ~ = — Se a ae This chapter describes the background of the Restoration and Renovation; the methodology employed by DFD and oe eg ‘ - “oe g . mi 3 a 5 i: en ae 3 ‘s Kahler Slater, including surveys, research, and drawing preparation; the decisions made regarding preservation; and 

: “4 + 7 the Selective Removal and New Construction phases of the project. The methodology employed in the West Wing 
as : a 7 r ly . : served as a basis for subsequent restoration of the South Wing, Central Portion and East Wing. 

* : : eee - : 

1.2 Discussion concerning wood finishes, Assembly Parlor, 1995 Historic al Overview 

ite beets? eae aid pencuation Eee tne ara Norte! having peautved Le cae ut Construction of the West Wing began in 1906. The Capitol Commission was eager to have the wing ready by January coordination of numerous disciplines. The methodology that drove all aspects of the work, including i : 
determinations concerning Assembly Parlor finishes, required strict attention to detail and excellent 1909 and pushed Post & Sons for a quick start; this resulted in incomplete foundation plans and delays in the steel 
communication. work. The working relationship got off to a rocky start, especially when Post criticized the commission’s management 
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of the process, but once roles were defined, planning and construction moved more smoothly. Work on the West Wing el a ee : sy z 

was not completed as scheduled. It fell behind because of difficulties in acquiring and setting the proper decorative ‘ 3 3% CE a — of 2 

stone for walls and floors; the commission installed temporary cement floors in order to have the wing usable for the r 7 ad Bai i bie bette ete eee 4 

opening of the legislative session. t a - : as i 

Both the commission and Post took the project very seriously, and decisions made and procedures established for the a : o y | ie = i 

West Wing set precedents that would guide all subsequent construction. The most significant decision involved the a oii e ae | Li Be aS 3 | : g 

exterior stone. In keeping with his Beaux-Arts sensibilities, George B. Post intended some kind of light-colored stone ] Es a 4 ’ Pe € a ¥¢ i, © c es f ty $ 

as was customary for large public buildings; his preference was white marble. After lengthy consideration and a tour of : iw L . & = Stan OS E ie tgs ; IF i : 

eastern buildings, the Capitol Commission selected white granite from Bethel, Vermont. The result was highly pleasing. alae | a =a ve ey a z 

The interior likewise set precedents for the other wings. The ground floor contained minor government departments; a s , ep = s pee ka 2 a = ae LC 4 = 

the first, offices for the secretary of state and state treasurer. The second through fourth floors were given over to the EAS ss ee ore SF. vgs 2 _ oom ae | |: 
assembly and included the ornate Assembly Chamber on the second floor and committee rooms and filing space on the A P Alm. = = “ tye L) Rater Ta pm! aw | ee . 

third and fourth floors. The other wings also would contain ornate chambers on their second floors. pe = 2 Pgs ~ Pye 5 ee Ef = : 

iggy” 7 a a Mid BE a 
The Assembly Chamber included the first public art completed for the Capitol, “Wisconsin” by New York artist Ed- 3 ‘ = Sia a 4 i Wee fy oe es ezteol _ 

win Howland Blashfield. The mural combined historical and allegorical figures in a representation of the state’s past, aie eT : c % rs is 5 a eran 

present and future. It was received with almost universal praise and set the precedent for the quality of the art in the ” rz r a ‘ af a a BB, | ww 

rest of the Capitol. Elmer Garnsey’s decorative finishes on the second floor likewise established how important public a : Fe = aw _ ; o™ 

spaces would appear, with a rich palette of colors, elaborate stencils and gold leaf. : * Bs ty Gals cS ay = @y ya te 

— tt * ned 7 7. oe ag av 
The West Wing was first occupied in 1909; the Northwest Pavilion, containing entrance lobbies on the ground and first a ™ . Re ; ~ ba = 

floors and committee rooms on the second through fourth floors, in 1917. The principal occupant of both spaces, the — : _ ee i 7] af ae 

assembly, remained constant, but the wing saw a gradual removal of its other occupants as state agencies relocated to ti “cage s ee en NY 

office facilities elsewhere in Madison. Beginning in the 1960s, the assembly took over former departmental offices is ae Teen Ne SeaS ee arr a zie 

on the ground floor and committee rooms on the third floor for private offices; the secretary of state and state treasurer 1.3 Governor Philip Fla Follete addressing the legislature, 1931 c : 
0 Z e The largest room in the Capitol, the Assembly Chamber serves an important ceremonial function such as when the legislature 

moved out in the late 1970s, and the assembly used these spaces as well. By the time of the Restoration and Renova- gathers to hear the governor speak. The Capitol Commission had specified that the furniture be movable so that the room could 
tion, the entire wing was used by the assembly. be used for public lectures or gatherings when the legislature was not in session. 

Post insisted on using the best materials and artisans for the Capitol, and following the Restoration and Renovation the 

wing remains a successful architectural space. Post’s practice of incorporating new technology continued in subsequent 

construction, as did his determination to construct a suitably monumental building. Although some of his intentions 

for the wing have since been altered, its principal function remains the same. The wing still houses the assembly and 

provides an ornate chamber in which to conduct the people’s business. 

Structural Systems 
Although it has the appearance of a classical temple, the West Wing (1906-09) was constructed with thoroughly modern 

structural systems that have remained essentially unchanged. Structural systems included concrete foundations and foot- 

ings, a steel superstructure, load-bearing brick exterior walls, clay tile, flat-arch floor and roof structures and skylights. 

The Northwest Pavilion was constructed between 1914 and 1917 along with the North Wing and Northeast Pavilion. 

Post & Sons faced the most serious structural challenge, the site itself, early on. The steep grade of Capitol Park re- 

quired extensive excavation to reach hardpan soil, and the foundation walls were initially above ground until fill was 
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gt Dek eg Saal | a ee ae) is aN bh J Ae Ms ; ey vm WA te z brought in from the East Wing excavations. Further difficulties arose when excavation work uncovered the remains 

x ey Vs be aN 5 on fe i Ua ae he EIN a a ae E of an abandoned well and vault from the first Madison capitol. 

ie S EE a, Va oy i y ct Lah a és" eer re het ; Bea Ts ro Me f The steel superstructure of the wing is supported by massive stepped concrete foundation walls and footings. 
y ey ye 5 4 Ps Fi . i Be ie rf f I rons i rf ¢ id Aa: Foundation walls support exterior load-bearing walls constructed of brick and clad with granite. Concrete footings 

e = i Se nr ‘aneane nis , : pe ra L i fl. re bm me: carry the steel columns that rise through the wing; steel beams, tied together by steel rods, connect to the columns 

ol il see fa yr ef Belk 4 ma Pees fe J i a= eon, Da = ee and support the floor structures. One of the most important requirements was that the wing be fireproof; this was 

a Pd Ft ad Freda sa : Be a. a a : Ee fae a, es accomplished by encasing structural-steel elements in brick or clay tile to prevent structural failure caused by heat. 
5 go Si = So cei: — aa a th ——— = The floor structures were constructed of flat clay tile arches and topped with concrete. Interior walls were almost 

ee =. eae SS { | wet iee all non-load-bearing, constructed of clay tile, which allowed interior spaces to be easily altered. The structural 
eee ener <n ge Joes Te = a 4| a, Ve system of the wing worked very well and was modified only slightly in subsequent wings; Post did adopt use of 

aud = eee ee en ee a ¥ A ~ i : hag ‘ee =e new Bethlehem steel beams in later phases of construction and changed the roof structures slightly to make them 

— - PoP BES ae watertight. 

ap es a . ie ‘ 3 3 Few modifications were made to the wing between initial construction and the 1993-95 Restoration and Renovation. 
= ee = Soe ee . a <<. 4 f ee “a Poe & In 1906, Post & Sons modified the earlier design by adding grillage to support the weight of the treasurer’s money 
este = el aS Se ee ee eee we ot tet.) . de es f an . . a Agta eee eRe oe: 3 aie Be Gi yi oes | a paule and in 1912 ao additional column was es to support the sagging vault door. Other changes involved the 

oe ees en oe e = re: skylights on the third and fourth floor, most of which were closed and covered by 1970. In 1982, the monumental 
Se oe eS —s ee ee fly — — ~ Eo stairs on the ground floor exterior of the Northwest Pavilion were rebuilt, and the pediment was more firmly anchored 
- A eee 5 : A to the building. 

oo ee a el site 
ce paces bee egg C mF . = 7 ee ] — Modifications made between 1993 and 1995 reflect the experience gained from similar work done in the North Wing 

— Be ;: i ee oe 3 ‘ uy a [yi between 1990 and 1992. The basement floor was excavated and lowered to provide more room for mechanical systems. 
os ee oe | ve Pal ee iy : _—— Four new openings were cut through the foundation walls to provide access for a new utility tunnel looping through 

— ais ; Pe: : Ba i i Ie 3 ie y the Northwest Pavilion from the North Wing. Interior walls were reconfigured and vault spaces and interior staircases 

4 Ce TP lege a connecting the basement to the ground and first floors were removed. Post’s use of non-load-bearing clay tile partition 

1.4. West foundation wall, 1907 walls made these modifications possible without challenging the structural integrity of the building. 

To support the exterior walls, Post designed massive stepped, concrete footings and foundation walls. The thickest parts of the 

Joundation are at the west end of the wing to support the weight of the granite portico, columns and pediment. 

Exterior 
George B. Post’s proposal for the Capitol drew from his many years of experience designing monumental public build- 

ings. The exterior designs of the West Wing and Northwest Pavilion contain many elements in common with his recent 

Beaux-Arts-inspired designs, especially the New York Stock Exchange building (1903) whose Broad Street fagade is 

very similar to the west facade of the wing. The wing and pavilion are graceful examples of turn-of-the century public 

architecture, clad in gleaming white granite and combining classical features on a grand scale to create an imposing 

and inspiring structure. 

The west facade of the wing is, except for its window heights and the pediment sculpture, identical to the those of 

subsequent wings, and except for the Dome, these facades represent the building’s most recognizable features. The six 

massive Corinthian columns on the front portico support a classical entablature and pediment. Behind the columns on 

the second floor are two-story windows for the Assembly Chamber. The north and south fagades contain symmetrical 

rows of windows capped with pediments, carved swags and keystones. The pavilion contains similar elements; monu- 

mental grand stairs lead up to an Ionic-columned portico with porte-cochére beneath. Both the wing and the pavilion are 

constructed with rusticated masonry on the ground level, lending a solid appearance. Above the third floor, a balustrade 
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runs around both wing and pavilion, Fourth floors are stepped back from the third floor level. Cee ¥ Se Poe ee —. 

The exterior of the wing and pavilion underwent few modifications after initial construction. Roofs and skylights were a i ve mie Por Me “3 ae A A S — s : ys ae 2 ie Z, . 

replaced in the 1960s, ’70s and ’80s in repeated efforts to prevent leaks. The monumental stairs of the pavilion were mes us ; . é . eee 8 a ’ Ee. : 3 y ae : 8 

rebuilt in 1982. The masonry of the wing and pavilion was repointed in the early 1960s and then cleaned with a weak 7 . So. y . ae a : C ‘é 4 rag “= eS i se ae *) EW y oe Y e & 

hydrofluoric acid. Cleaning the granite has, in fact, been the most difficult aspect of exterior maintenance since very P . Ae yy r Re as eo UF as , i ay Py Fay: 

early in the wing’s history. In 1994, the engineering firm Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates of Chicago and Northbrook, x a N\g ZW: fee i Ge ie sting ae a y | é [ys i 

Illinois surveyed the granite on the Dome, West Wing and Northwest Pavilion and established recommendations for B S ey , or eh Le 5 Ao Vy: ve an 
repairing and restoring the masonry. Between 2000 and 2001, the firm conducted a more exhaustive survey and super- ee Md P\ se Of a 2 [SO a PO ae X.- iN: : jo A Va : 

vised repairs using conventional techniques before the entire exterior was cleaned using the SpongeJet process. Se Me rs ae . ee | a het mn s ‘| | / | ay 5 

Interior Wes _ mY ge — \ZA Nf A : 
Post produced a beautiful and functional arrangement of interior space that was enhanced through the use of decorative f WY lf es " y/. ft eC a = Zg = Pl : ae a ‘ : 

elements. In keeping with his desire to construct a suitable masterpiece, he specified imported marble as well as native cs i £5 : LJ oe a i a ie A Citi & 

Wisconsin stone and hired influential artists and decorators to complement his design. Post’s vision was somewhat com- °] a : eg i“ “il oe ’ ef cS \ cy, rs e 

promised over the years as modifications were made that replaced historic finishes with contemporary ones. The 1988-89 ' | . i . Ca go es S GP: ae ‘a i i js re ¥ Se = 

Restoration and Relighting of the Assembly Chamber and the 1993-95 Restoration and Renovation restored many of the Ny Ae — . Ke me oe At ij a es =~ aR 

historic finishes in public spaces and reconfigured private spaces to accommodate new offices that were given authentic- Ny Zo ths ie 2 se ee a EC i |; ae SS Ny ji : ; 2 ee : 

Cee 1 iil i] = ee 
Post imposed a clear distinction between public and private spaces in the wing. Public spaces were those accessible to a Pe “ ie Ll 4 H 5 A | = ; fy P| i > 

any visitor or used for public functions; in the West Wing these included the main corridors, grand stairs and stair gal- NS ae ag 3 - TEL HM 1 ] i ; = | i : | : : 

leries, secondary stairs and the Assembly Chamber and its associated rooms. To indicate their significance, they were aA og So ae c ae ly: rs “ ee ’ fe i ( 

finished with patterned marble floors, walls lined in marble or other decorative stone, stone columns and pilasters and | ee a e ee a pe “Be a . Pe ee : 

ornamental plasterwork. Private spaces were those to which the public did not have ready access or which were used Bs. Sh p= ~ ena ee : ; Ty jae FT TT | ee TSI 

to conduct private business. They included the secondary corridors, private and business offices on the ground through + Pre BENT PETTETTE | | ae J i j a ;- - ee 

second floors, committee rooms on the third floor and mechanical and support spaces from the basement to the fourth Jy A keel . voy : 4 

floors. Post designed these spaces to be relatively simple, with carpet-over-concrete floors, plaster walls and plain ; 

cove ceilings. Exceptions were the offices of the secretary of state and state treasurer, which contained wood wainscot, ; 

paneled columns, coffered ceilings and ornate window casings, reflecting the relative importance of these officials. : 

The Assembly Chamber and its related rooms were decorated in 1908 by New York artist Elmer Garnsey with elaborate 

stencils and freehand painting in rich colors and gold leaf. Milwaukee painter Conrad Schmitt painted other areas of oe : ; 

the wing with much simpler decorations. Between 1915 and 1917, the New York decorating firm Mack, Jenny and cee : 

Tyler provided a unified decorative scheme for the entire Capitol and used Garnsey’s work as their example for their 4 5 eda 

highest level of finish, which would be used in important public spaces such as the main corridor, stair galleries and : : 

grand stairs. Slightly less elaborate decoration was used in the first floor quarters of the constitutional officers and 

committee rooms. Minor offices received relatively simple paint schemes. For decorative motifs, Mack, Jenny and 3 

Tyler incorporated Greek and Roman themes as well as references to the state, such as Wisconsin county names painted ; : aS 

on the ceiling of the ground floor main corridor. : 5 

1.5 West Wing exterior, 1917 
Post recognized, however, that the spatial configuration of the wing would not go unchanged. His use of non-structural Constructed between 1906 and 1910, the West Wing was the first portion of the Capitol completed. As such it provided the model 

clay tile construction for interior walls ensured that arrangements of space could be easily altered to suit the needs of Sor the three nearly identical wings that were constructed subsequently. 
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ee pg z building occupants. The use of the wing did indeed change. As government agencies moved out of the ground floor, 
So hg / 4 & ; : ‘ 

Ss “a Ga Y / ‘Sa z offices and vault spaces were hastily converted into offices for members of the assembly and their staffs. In the late 

oe oe Y / Sd = 1970s, first floor spaces were likewise altered. Concurrent with this trend was the “modernization” efforts undertaken 
cconcenneeaeamamenmnn fk ie ae hy f / = : ee ‘i : . i was 4 

oe << Vf Vf, g in the wing in the 1960s and ’70s that installed acoustical-tile suspended ceilings, fluorescent lights, new paint colors 
——————— SHY ; = and makeshift partitions. 

: gf lf fj a : s Two major projects in the 1980s and ’90s sought to balance the needs of the wing’s occupants with the historic ap- 

Ee : : ie / if, Sea x pearance of the building. The 1988-89 Restoration and Relighting of the Assembly Chamber returned the room to 

SSS ‘ ‘S/d ia ie its original appearance. During the 1993-95 Restoration and Renovation of the West Wing and Northwest Pavilion, 

i ~ a y b/ 4 A iS public areas in the wing and pavilion were restored as closely as possible to their 1917 appearance. Private areas 
=~ ~ ; ef. ae g ; ; : : ; ; ‘ 

< SN nll if Uf i we s were reconfigured into two-room office suites for members of the assembly but in a historically sympathetic fashion. 
ok yf je Oe NG § ee ? 
OS | yi i“ gil S Anachronistic lighting and architectural elements were removed. In the basement, the floor was lowered two feet to 

aA Nae 4 hi ee te ZA provide additional room for building systems and occupiable space. A new Capitol Police dispatch center was created 
oN BN eee 2 / 5 ae. I ZEB : ne : : : 
LA age i ae ES = wg Za FZ in the Northwest Pavilion as part of the North Wing Renovation and Restoration. On the ground and first floors, vault 

. \ SY oF ‘# ee ee cn ‘ie ‘ A 
oe \ 4 \ aii i CE ee a A ap aXe spaces were removed and new secondary corridors constructed to provide access to offices. The secretary of state’s 
~\ By Fs ee eee E oF] i oF P ae Sh 
‘ey alee aa eA ogi i =f = > a office was restored, the treasurer’s money vault door preserved, and decorative stencils recreated throughout the first 
WN 4) Rei | Pee ee oe : © ae : : 

tae tl gem BZ ket es floor. Third floor rooms were converted into offices, and the fourth floor space was adapted to house the assembly 

. Jones os oe iM Zs —<—S_ ; Ss P sergeant-at-arms. It was the intent of the Restoration and Renovation that the wing and pavilion remain true to Post’s 
Ocal ia cc aa ae es a ee See : é 

ee eee | ae — vision of beautiful and functional space. 

< — i; | a <a ae 

eC CO Building Surveys 
a ee a a . —— : Amore studied methodology that included undertaking comprehensive surveys to document the conditions in the building 
E ee a’ a ‘ See , : : ‘ aS ” 

Par enentctomed co eo a | i & eg fi represented a key innovation in the West Wing Restoration and Renovation. The surveys provided critical information 

: Pa | fe L 3 ; pe PE concerning historic conditions, identified non-historic components and determined what elements could be removed and 
ee a | . (a i ; ; 
ge So i. _ e a i ye | ie f be : reused. Prior to the surveys, the wing was measured to create the base drawings that would be used for new construc- 
— ee at ae ° “ beat : es . 
es aS eae A a | is ’ ay tion, since the only existing drawings were original Post & Sons drawings made between 1906 and 1914. 

CT ve _ Q a a ae i Ee H oe In January 1992, Kahler Slater Architects, Inc. began taking measurements to obtain accurate data on the wing. This 
bo ee | ae ee ioe ol “Ss 5 : oe : 

: a _ ie | 1 S | a | a eae ee j ] Lie op a information was used to produce floor plans, reflected ceiling plans and elevations. In March, a survey began that 
eet. fF aw ae a lle aie ; : 

es! 2 ee ee e i i | Sa documented existing conditions of spaces in the proposed work areas. Room-specific forms were completed, and all Ko Le jg ee ee ‘Te 8 P Prop P P 
' eg a, A. 5 ae a a om PaaS. finish details and conditions were recorded. Additional surveys and inventories were completed that itemized radiator 

oa monies i ~ sce. ie Oe y | (emanate ; f : s 
=i = bo! meget =f RE nd o ee | = bd pd enclosures, doors and frames, hardware, grilles, borrowed lights, fire-hose cabinets, marble and stone, light fixtures 

- a eink 3 ple ay i hi pele f ‘i 
= CF] oo —7 i ~ ee and windows. Data generated by the surveys and inventories informed the design team as to which elements needed 

sti ee : eel eer oo, E : “a P to be replaced or removed, which needed repairs, and which could be reused elsewhere. Results of these surveys were 
‘ : — = ems aN aw ® ‘i ‘: ; S 5 5 ay 

4 oy ba bt Z Oe _ BO compiled into schedules that assisted contractors in preparing bids and guided the removal and storage of building 
‘wae _— ‘ , i faa a “i ee . 

A aon <a a ae e es =e elements. 

INS e aa a = ee ond 

«>: mea : <i eS The decorative finishes and artwork of the West Wing received the most attention. Prior to the 1988-89 Restoration 

as ee a 2 and Relighting of the Assembly Chamber, Fine Arts Conservation Services (FACS) of Sheboygan surveyed the Edwin 

eo ey r Blashfield mural and other painted surfaces in the chamber to assess damage and ascertain original color schemes. 

Pa Assembly cane 1 a aie Mey ter Le a ra eee ae i, Between 1992 and 1993, FACS again surveyed decorative finishes in the wing, although its work had to be supple- 
e centerpi the West Wing is t f i ish ii ted in thi: n id- 5 . ‘ 3 2 . 

n eet ee of Sey Mere Bate miner ein Age! or aeslen raise mlm ce TaN eaee U0 mented later by Garland Guild, Inc. of Indianapolis. Garland Guild uncovered previously undocumented decorative 
ed a glimpse of things to come in the corresponding rooms in the other wings. In 1988, the chamber underwent a thorough 5 aay i 5 

restoration which reinstated its historic appearance. schemes and elaborate stencils under what FACS had declared to be original finish, a discovery that proved critical 
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to restoration efforts. At the close of new construction, DFD hired Preservar, Inc. of New York to survey the painted : 2 
ground and first floor ceilings of the Northwest Pavilion and EverGreene Painting Studios, Inc. to survey murals and 2 
artwork in the Assembly Chamber. Both firms completed minor repairs. ie 

e 
The surveys of the West Wing and Northwest Pavilion proved essential to discerning Post’s original intent and accurately z 
restoring areas of the wing. A similar process carried over to restoration work in the South Wing, Central Portion and 

East Wing, helping to ensure success in those projects as well. 

Building Systems 
Although the appearance of the West Wing and Northwest Pavilion evokes antiquity, Post & Sons included in the 

building the most up-to-date technology available. Systems implemented in the construction of the wing provided 

ventilation, steam heating, plumbing, electricity, communications and elevators. The electric voting machine system, : 
the first of its kind and unique to the wing, was installed in 1917. the 

When construction of the West Wing began in 1906, the combination of mechanical ventilation and perimeter radiant 2c B 

heating was state-of-the-art. Two intake fans in the basement and one exhaust fan on the fourth floor drew fresh air ¢ i | 

into the building from the observation deck, moved it through filters, humidifiers and a manifold duct system to all : i 

areas of the wing and exhausted it at the roof. The skylights also provided exhaust ventilators. Steam was provided P : ; ' | 
originally by a boiler house located on the Square, then by a temporary system in the basement, and after 1911 by the a | 
Capitol Heat and Power Plant, six blocks away, designed by Lew Porter as a part of the Capitol project. Prior to 1911, + % = | 
domestic water was supplied from the University of Wisconsin system; after its completion, the plant supplied lake ; ’ ' 
water for toilet rooms and fire suppression. Post’s electrical systems provided direct current to mechanical equipment ’ be , 
and to lighting fixtures and outlets on all floors. Communications systems included telephone lines, call-bell and buzzer = 
systems and a pneumatic clock system. : c 

Prior to the 1993-95 Restoration and Renovation, some makeshift alterations had been made to the HVAC system, 

including the installation of window air-conditioning units. During the Restoration and Renovation, new fans on the : 
roof and in the basement replaced original fans still in use. A new low-pressure steam system was installed, replacing ma 

the high-pressure steam heating system. Central air conditioning was also installed. Changing needs of the occupants 

required more extensive modifications to the electrical, plumbing and communication systems. The plumbing system * - 
underwent a major overhaul in 1968, when the system supplying domestic water was replaced with a connection to ie ae 3 : : : 
the city water supply. Between 1958 and 1963, the entire Capitol electrical system was converted from direct current “ — . e eh ? a a ee 
to alternating current. Both electrical and communication systems were updated significantly in 1989. lag Ye a ae 

It is a testament to Post’s design that the wing’s systems remained in use for nearly a century. In 1993, original heating = ae ae og ee 
and ventilation systems still functioned. Electrical and communication systems needed to be updated because of the a eee aoe a, 
emergence of new technology Post could not have imagined. The 1993-95 Restoration and Renovation sensitively a Se ee " 

integrated new systems into the historic fabric of the wing, consistent with Post’s objective to make the building tech- — =< + oo. ..lhmr,rmrmrmrrCwOO 
nologically advanced. Be ee 

1.7 Marble and stone survey, ground floor, 1992 

Surveys of building elements in the West Wing played an important part in planning Restoration 

and Renovation. The detailed information that was gathered concerning building components was 

integrated into Construction Documents. The survey process implemented in the West Wing was 

adapted and used in subsequent Capitol restoration work. 
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a Sf 2a V A i Code Analysis 
a o—eg Me - = is , 4 g At the time the West Wing was constructed, Wisconsin had no comprehensive building code. Post was, however, quite 

we — i a = & A ie familiar with New York City building code, the electrical code published by the National Board of Fire Underwriters 

' a od rf > aa , > and other standard building codes; he certainly applied this knowledge in his Capitol design. By the 1980s, however, 
Sed ow yi A & ‘ : ; ; ‘ ‘ alae Seer 
a - , Fs. sa y mG i the Capitol presented a number of serious violations to Wisconsin building code. Legislation in 1989 exempted the 
wt — Py a Capitol from Wisconsin code and allowed architects working on the Restoration and Renovation of the wing to incor- 

d FJ += — =e c : < porate innovative solutions that would preserve the historic appearance of the wing while protecting the safety of its 

a < — a ? Pr : . ia occupants. Modifications also were made to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act, which became effective 
; a - ri. : : 4 — ~- yr ’ 26 January 1992, 
 _———, <a : 

| pe : Code violations in the wing at the time of Restoration and Renovation were largely the result of Post’s design of the 

LL . aie public spaces. Initially all exits from the wing, except on the ground floor, led back through the Rotunda, and a num- 

, a i © ber of rooms, such as the former secretary of state’s basement vault, had only a single exit. Both the grand stairs and 

a — ‘Was S| a secondary stairs were open rather than closed, potentially allowing smoke to penetrate all floors quickly. Because 
= Se — tpg —_— oa “ addressing these issues would have seriously compromised the historic appearance of the building, the Capitol was 

] -_ ie vgs e gg ssi ae exempted from state and municipal codes and ordinances. The Department of Administration became responsible for 

. -—- La =e y -_ ld ~~ life safety (code enforcement). The department always uses equivalent safety as a minimum standard to fulfill the 
' a - poy oo og re gs intent of the building code. 

: : te — Ao In place of more conventional approaches to life safety, other options were implemented. A new access door for fire 
' : fC er tl and rescue workers was installed in the basement of the Northwest Pavilion. “Islands of Safety” were established on 

4 = ee re FlhlU.lhhlCU GR first through fourth floors, equipped with smoke dampers and fire-rated walls and doors. The locations of these rooms, 
Tin OO ee ee BL «, » - : : ‘ 5 ‘ att se ee a also known as “areas of rescue,” were determined in cooperation with the Madison Fire Department. Islands of Safety 

ae _ gas id - i — - i Pe, ee oe 7 | were marked with green strobe lights in case of smoke. In order to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act, 

— UNC eS on a Gf ramps were built in new basement corridors, and wheelchair lifts were installed in the south Assembly Gallery and at 

eo 7 7 | i a a =, 4 the fourth floor sergeant-at-arms’ office. New accessible toilets, lavatories and drinking fountains also were installed, 

— (ap » he sie — a a —— - as were automatic door openers. 

ee : “ a aS 

ee el ap Pt Preservation Recommendations 
a pa QE ‘ fa Beginning in the 1930s, the West Wing underwent numerous, and sometimes ill-considered, renovations. Original 

; a a Pa 5 ee ee paint schemes and decorative stencils were painted over; rooms were subdivided into smaller spaces. In the 1960s the 
, 2 : 0 y a - eg assembly began to take over space on the ground and third floors for private offices, often after installing acoustical- 

— » y . aS  - a. tile suspended ceilings, fluorescent lights and other non-historic elements. By the 1980s it became clear that careful 

: at La ~V~ he planning was required if the wing were to retain its historic character and continue to meet the needs of its occupants. 

x ‘ ee i. cig, The key step in this process was completion of the 1987 Capitol Master Plan, which called for preserving and restor- OO ‘ie te = y step PI iP. ip Pi ig 
on ee ts 2L£AOX& PT i * i : : . : : : . . 
me! — a cate ES ing public spaces to their historic appearance and renovating private spaces into office suites for the legislature. The 

1.8 Electrical work in the Assembly Chamber, 1988 Master Plan served as the preservation plan for the West Wing and guided planning for the entire building. 
The 1988-89 Assembly Restoration and Relighting included repair, rewiring and reinstallation of the globed ceiling fixtures that 

ircle th light. je designed i ; _ ss : : rs Bes 
Ge ae nents Te Pip ices dedi acsie ed away 10 teplace tampa, Iaue iia [ee ures Or cables Preservation processes were tested first in the West Wing with the 1988-89 Restoration and Relighting of the Assembly 

Chamber, which successfully defined preservation practices for the larger project. During the 1990-92 Renovation and 

Restoration of the North Wing, private office spaces were renovated consistent with the directives of the Master Plan. 

When the 1993-95 Restoration and Renovation of the West Wing began, the design team was committed to a balance 

between preserving the historic appearance of the wing and adapting it to current needs. In the West Wing, this meant 
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approximating the 1917 appearance of the public corridors, stair galleries, the former secretary of state’s office, pavilion ae | c & 
rooms, the Assembly Parlor and the Assembly Lobby. Private spaces on the ground, first and third floors were reconfigured ee 1 2 

as two-room office suites, and the fourth floor was refinished to house the assembly sergeant-at-arms and staff. .. } 2 

__ = fam: 
Despite an approach that involved research and careful planning, public controversy surrounded the project. Some FE 4 Gee Ss . 

members of the legislature objected to the removal of building elements, and newspapers and preservation groups . Pee eee _ : “ o 
: . ; eal es — eae 4 4 of ieee 2 

picked up the story. The debate died down when the state preservation officer affirmed that renovation did not threaten : eS a 4 \ . y) s 

the building’s Historic Register status. As similar projects were undertaken in the Central Portion, South Wing and : : a ; | fF Pe 

East Wing, the preservation approached used in the West Wing Restoration and Renovation was further developed to : ee s oe ; = ™ — = a c yn ae i 

guide subsequent projects. DES ee — > , | \ «ss ’ 

. ree on : ehh, : I aN 
——<—s : . ~ “— Boas £8 Aen — ~~ —, . Ve 

7 E ~— > moos all C inva : we " yet 

tt} eee | a i 4 oR eae ee a 

OE eee le'evoil | | ocd ll - iach WL 
ee) / - eek ' raat (i aN pood | 

iE, ia a || | See: ga CR has i ; : 
ia oe i = | = 6 : i 

Hire —_—— y | i i eZ sos te” rg 
j hwo 4 Sead 

‘ 7 | ] 2 soi : nat ete 

ae it a ioe : | fs) | | . 
: “ | \| j | | 
: ll | | ‘ 
i \| i i 

oe j | 1.10 Assembly Parlor, 2001 
. | | | i During the West Wing Restoration and Renovation, the Assembly Parlor was restored as closely as possible to its original 

_ i A | | \ i i | appearance. The process of restoration is intended to recreate the appearance of a space at a particular point in its history 

| =} | | | a 4 if through the refurbishment of existing elements and the recreation of those that are missing. 

2 mae Brey | / | 

Gd 2m fe) | | 4 | | 

| : aie | | | i 

oi ee | | fave 
1.9 Assembly Lobby d 4a i) || | is | 1.9 Assembly Lobby doors Gt A ee ee 
opening inward, 2002 peer 4... | 1 eh i ff <e 
Clearly an anomaly as oS 7 E a a ie z= | 

related to code issues, ae ie roma” 1 be eS 2 e 3 el 

the doors to the Assembly ggg | ‘ tt = 

reasons of safety, doors to -<_ | oe a [—_ 

of assembly open outward  . — _— co pene ee a 
to facilitate egress in the a ! - S ee ——— 
case of an emergency. a OY ae 
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 « z Chapter Two 

— . METHODOLOGY 
: ie 5 

Se F 4 

oS | i fi g contracted Architect/Engineer (A/E) team, modified planning procedures and the demand 

‘ oo 7 / \ for a more highly refined preservation methodology were important characteristics of the 

2 i Restoration and Renovation of the West Wing and Northwest Pavilion. The 1987 Capitol Master Plan, as 

Ss ee a a it had for the North Wing, provided the fundamental planning tool and was assimilated in the restoration work in the 

OV s 1 j wing and pavilion. The project was also distinguished by a construction process that was bid in two phases: Selec- 

a hs —_ & tive Removal/Asbestos Abatement and New Construction. As the A/E, Kahler Slater Architects, Inc. of Milwaukee 
§ my . r ee a and Madison and Affiliated Engineers, Inc. (AEI) of Madison brought to the project an organizational and methodical 

; a 4 = | — 8. 2 presence, which allowed the Division of Facilities Development (DFD) to assume the role of client and concentrate on 

tit : At ee a Eo completing the North Wing Restoration and Renovation, which the division was managing internally.' New techniques, 

; | : a gi vg popes including preliminary building surveys and a higher level of historical research, had a positive effect on the planning and 
i | % _ i. j &, construction of the wing and pavilion. Publicly expressed criticism by legislators, as well as by members of the project 

4 H sf jj team, over preservation practices in the Capitol also affected the design and construction processes, both negatively and 

= Di ; SS positively. Design development and construction did not always proceed smoothly during the West Wing and Northwest 

pd a * a Pavilion Restoration and Renovation, but the project had the benefit of experience drawn from the North Wing project 

a as | Ds and earlier restoration of the Assembly Chamber. The gathering of a project team that consisted of a larger and more 

a << % 4 ag diverse group of preservation professionals than had been assembled for the North Wing project resulted in a revised 

— — a - | : i a 4 methodology that developed into the essential approach to subsequent work in the Capitol. 
oo. rer, f iis — > ae 

_ _ ee. re PY e | Project Scope 
Be * ast “aac . é : The 16 September 1992 “Design Report” identified the title of the project as “Wisconsin State Capitol — Restoration 

es ~~ _ and Renovation, South and West Wings” and the project type as “Major Project; Remodeling and Restoration.”? The 

AP oat ‘ee = e terms used to describe the component of the project that affected the private spaces, “renovation” and “remodeling,” 

—- a = a = ; were used interchangeably throughout the planning phases of the work. Prepared following the preliminary assessment 

: x : ie > a of conditions in the wing and planning already undertaken by Kahler Slater and AEI, the “Project Description” offered 

6 c* Pe t j = in this document provides a statement concerning the intended scope of work: 

~ s =— ' —— PP : . Work includes a spatial reorganization of staff and legislative offices in order to provide appropriate 

a 3 # ” . — contemporary work and equipment space for current and future needs of the occupiers [sic] of the 

: ge ty Wis. Capitol. A goal of that mission as well is to provide the space by renovating the existing office spaces 

Ba ° as to historically match the original aesthetic design intent of the building’s designers. 
2.1 Discussion concerning wood finishes, Assembly Parlor, 1995 
Decisions made during the West Wing and Northwest Pavilion Restoration and Renovation involved careful ‘ : : ' 2 : ae 
coordination. The methodology that drove everything from Assembly Parlor finishes to the basement excavations Also included in the project scope is a complete remodeling of the heating and ventilating systems 
required strict attention to detail and excellent communication. in the building, replacing the existing heating system in its entirety and providing air conditioning 
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: — % ee: ay oe 2 throughout each wing. The building electrical systems will be replaced as will major portions of the 

" —— a et : A. >a 2 plumbing systems. New lighting, chosen to fit the historical nature of the building will be installed 

Wie + : e «4 gh ® along with up-to-date telecommunications systems. Each basement is to be reconfigured for the new 

' a é -—l > electrical substations and new mechanical equipment. Basement floors will be lowered two feet in 
A 

oe 3s 
? 

no 

a 2 Z = @ most places to provide for adequate room for new ductwork and passage of building staff through 
— oh” 5 . i 

7 - 2.2 West Wing office before the basement. Basement space will be allocated for use by the legislature for storage, technical space 

Le o —— Restoration and Renovation, and page work space. The maintenance staff will use space for storage and work areas. Rooms for Za. Fe Pee Wank aD P 8 
be . - ‘ 1992 : telephone equipment and television feeds are included as well as complementary space for the various 
pee Bai In the early 1990s private P ae P oe 

-_ office spaces in the West Wing news organizations that report from the Capitol. The present snack bar vending service in the South 

| k 5 contained contemporary Wing will be replaced with similar, but expanded, services in the West Wing. 

: 4 —— furniture, carpet and light 
4 ie : 

= ae : - fi UTES ees Maker Original building materials will be matched in reconstructing office areas including clay tile and 8) gs gs ig Clay 
Pe ~ Plan directed the creation of jal 5 i ‘ 3 . 

/ | = two-room legislative suites plaster walls, ceilings, white oak wood trim and millwork and decorative metal work. Decorative 

| _~—_ . in these areas that would painting will be re-done to closely match original paint colors and schemes. Long abandoned paint 

| ee 4 <_< a include historically sympa- stencils will be uncovered and replicated and artwork will be restored. 
| be thetic finishes with updated 

: mechanical and communica- ; : 5 

OM tion systems. A number of spaces suffer from acoustical problems, including the Assembly and Senate Chambers, 

hearing rooms and the Assembly Parlor. Solutions for those problems will be incorporated into 

7 ae ae the construction work for each wing. The electronic amplification systems for each Chamber will 

_ A | | -— @ S & be refined to produce better sound during sessions. Wireless hearing systems will be employed to 

7 a 8 a 2 aid the hearing-impaired. Legislative offices will be provided with speakers from the chambers for 

a ee - _ 5 monitoring floor sessions.* 

mg & | West Wing Project Team 

. rd "| . | ek a i 7 Just over a year earlier, in August 1991, while construction on the North Wing Renovation and Restoration was un- 

Pe ] \ a i . derway, the Department of Administration (DOA) initiated planning for additional work in the Capitol.* The State 

4 a ll | : Building Commission approved $620,000 on 9 August to begin preparation for restoration of the Capitol’s remaining 

= \ 4 4 wings and Rotunda.’ As DFD had not contracted architectural services for the North Wing project, undertaking the 

~ 4 fs ’ ‘ A a work internally, the complexity of the project had put a strain on its resources.° On 18 December 1991, DFD signed a 

rf \ = . 4 \ contract with Kahler Slater to act as project architect for preliminary planning of the “three wings & rotunda,” as the 

i / y 7 h project was referred to inside the division. With AEI as engineering consultant, the Architectural/Engineering team 

e,4 ‘ : > advocated a process that emphasized good organization, excellent management and the breakdown and simplification 

4 tA ] of complex issues. According to a document issued by Kahler Slater, the firm expressed a commitment to pre-design 

: ae . 7 processes through which it would “demonstrate attention to detail and an ability to undertake comprehensive survey and 

> . bes a documentation of existing conditions and provide documentation at all levels of design and drawing production. This 

r x ye _ would insure accuracy and clarity and provide comprehensive records of the building project both before construction 

i a , started and after all the new work was competed.”” 

. it 
Ul Hib f a 4 2.3 North Wing construction office, fifth floor, 1993 i ‘ : : 

7 F * Although Kahler Slater Architects, Inc. and Affiliated Kahler Slater entered into subcontracts with multiple consultants through the planning process. Included were Graef, 

i fe __ Engineers, Inc. had offices outside the Capitol, a fifth Anhalt, Schloemer & Associates, Inc. (GAS), Milwaukee and Madison (structural engineering); Kapur and Associates, 
‘ HUE ip , : , ; gs ig iP 

| Fe me (00F office created during the North Wing project by Milwaukee (fire protection and plumbing); Architectonics, Inc., Shorewood (architectural services); Stewart Design As- 
a 0 DFD continued to function as a meeting place for the i i % 5 2 ‘ ‘ ‘ 3 

Ye —— a / team. The on-site construction office was instrumen- sociates, Inc., Madison (food service); Kirkegaard & Associates, Chicago (acoustical consulting); Interface Architectural 

, eg ee eee tal in the coordination of work with the contractors. Signage, Lilburn, Georgia (signage); and Joe Daniels Construction Co., Inc., Madison and J. P. Cullen & Sons, Inc., 
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Janesville (cost estimating).* Linda Anderson acted on behalf of the state assembly; her consistent dedication to the PS ae z 

principles of the 1987 Master Plan influenced planning for the project. Other Capitol occupant groups represented / — z 

included the Division of Buildings and Grounds and Police Services. Seasoned DFD architects, who had worked on __ 2 g 
previous Capitol projects, contributed to the planning process as well. Additionally, DFD was responsible for release Ss nee oi oor ae : 

of information on costs, fees, hardware and design elements while DOA released budget and schedule information.’ / ; pe bees z 

The State Capitol and Executive Residence Board (SCERB) was in place to approve design decisions. \f | | bee 
/ | 

By the time of the project kickoff meeting on 10 January 1992, a diverse and knowledgeable team was assembled. i | =) s 

Project leaders were David Kahler, Kahler Slater partner-in-charge; Art Chadek, Kahler Slater project manager; Tim : i | eee 2 a 1 

Peckham, AEI partner-in-charge and Jeff Parker, AEI project manager. All communications from the project manag- : ai y bo r ee ge 

ers were to be directed through DFD personnel. Art McClure, DOA's Capital Architect, was to be consulted on major x yy | \ Sevan i oN 

decisions regarding the Master Plan and programming; Dan Stephans, DFD project manager, for daily questions and \ Pa | i ‘ ay Ep = 

procedures; Charles Quagliana, DFD preservation architect, for preservation-related issues. Questions concerning W fo N \ : a A 

engineering were to be directed to Thomas Schoen (mechanical), Les McChesney (electrical) and Greg Bares (struc- mT Ase if Sy — zl 

tural). Principal contact with Capitol staff was to be through Dale Dumbleton, with Lyall Leverentz as the general A ac er : | aa 

contact person for issues related to the physical plant and Linda Anderson for access to private spaces in the West Wing. we ae 2 : | = 
+ . .4 Creation of West Wing record drawings, first floor, aj * — 

Weekly progress meetings began Friday, 24 January 1992. 1992 of eg 8, first fl See ‘ i vl ] 

i When the West Wing project began, the only complete set ae atom iis — 

Research and Documentation of drawings for the West Wing and Northwest Pavilion a \ 

In an attempt to learn how the overall scope and approach to work in Wisconsin compared to similar efforts nation- dated to the building s original construction. Measuring és a oe C. 

ally, DFD representatives attended the 1991 State Capitols Symposium in Lincoln, Nebraska and toured the United ped ila idole hc None ry 4 — / 

States Capitol a year later. As DFD gathered general information on restoration projects nationally, it realized the programming and planning could begin in earnest. é __ 

Wisconsin Capitol did not directly compare with many of the other buildings as “there are too many differences in the 

physical [Wisconsin Capitol] building, size of legislature and governmental organization.”! Instead, DFD worked to — = 

learn from the examples set by other projects concerning potential obstacles and turned its attention to documenting : Sake E 

the Wisconsin Capitol through building surveys and historical research. The project kickoff meeting concluded with a j ton : — : : 2 e 

the announcement that the West Wing survey would begin within the week and proceed from the basement through i io 2 he 3 

the fifth and sixth levels.'' The project team first completed measured record plans for the wing and then proceeded 1 5 = 3 
with identification of architectural elements and assessment of their condition. A heightened commitment to research : : ' : Pt 
and documentation, as both a pre-design and an ongoing activity, also distinguished the work in the West Wing from = : | | ./ Ee 

previous efforts and provided the team with the advantage of having historical information and pertinent building data i = | x era i 
close at hand, especially as the design process moved forward. a ie = est | 

Preparation of Record Drawings E ce ‘ : j 7 

Kahler Slater and AEI worked first on gathering measurements for record drawings. Although plans for the building : « Lo _ | y 
existed, drawings were never produced following construction to indicate the extent to which the completed building | P 7 SV sa . 

faithfully followed the architect’s design. Additionally, there was no comprehensive record in place that accounted for | : en — - aS 
the changes that had been made in the building since its completion. Although the historic Post plans were a highly 2 ee = 7 : 
valuable resource, the project team required correct base drawings to begin the survey and design work in earnest. 2.5 Surveyor’s laptop computer and Care 1097 i Bia : oe 

Building measurement began on 15 January 1992 with Kahler Slater staff starting in the West Wing basement. The Using a fairly innovative technique in 1992, arciteeds ' ‘ ‘a iy 

team measured walls, ceilings, stairs, door openings, window openings and other features, and AEI identified and entered their data directly into a laptop computer while : = i 

located building systems. The team worked closely with building occupants to complete its measurements with the yee ding building measur vic enis and surveying. This \ aoe ll bf 
least amount of disruption to daily activities. As a project requirement, the drawing set was to be generated using e doing sie haph kbaay inthe field ana repre a : ¢ 
AutoCAD, a computer-aided drafting program, so for the sake of expediency, field measurements were entered directly i ; ‘ é a 
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Te Treal aan 2 into a notebook computer and the floor plans were completed in the building. Reflected ceiling plans were hand-drawn 
sie : in the field and later entered into AutoCAD. 

C\ aI ae] 
Oss va\\ 1 a 5 Building Surveys 

JI\SE e = : sae z Following completion of the record drawings, the visual survey of the West Wing began. The intent tod i NO DEES Sy : = i 1B p) Bs, t y g beg : was to determine 
INPKE rae = po | Se ne conditions of SurTHecs and elements, especially those that either would remain in place or be removed and reused 
LSK ce NX \ i = ae in the New Construction phase.'? Kahler Slater’s survey team completed the work between March 1992 and March 
oP fs a Lm» LE |} ee 1993, with each individual survey differing slightly in form and purpose. The existing-condition-finish survey re- 
Ke i fi EN \ ee ean corded the location of finishes, including plaster, picture rails and chair rails, but not their condition. Notations such 
Py t {| fe yw 1 oe as “remove discard,” “remove save,” “remove replace with new” or “save” were assigned to these elements room by 

1H 4 rene j | freee room. Windows, doors and hardware, grilles, borrowed lights and firehose cabinets were surveyed for condition, and 
\ he / a Fy 5 tracking systems were established for retrieval and future reuse. Both the existing-condition-finish survey and the 

: BO, Rat 2 ee Ba individual item surveys were completed to inform the Selective Removal bidding process, and the information was also 

Wey ¢ ‘ Y L Vi onan Se repackaged in project documents and schedules including the Door, Brass, Hardware and Borrowed Light Schedules 

ee pe a < ws and The Condition Survey of Doors and Borrowed Lights. The Condition Survey of Marble and Stone was completed 

he, Oe ae owe a cis strictly for citing condition and installing barriers to protect the marble that was to remain in place. Stone marked for 

— SY removal without reinstallation was not surveyed, as breakage was likely to occur during its removal.'? AEI completed a 

catalina light fixture survey that recorded the location and type of each fixture in the wing and pavilion in order to complete the 

2.6 Condition Survey of Marble/Stone, Northwest Pavilion first floor, 1993 Existing Decorative Light Fixture Schedules, which were released to guide the removal and storage of historic fixtures. 

Comprehensive surveys of architectural components were undertaken in the West Wing to document items such The data were also incorporated into New Construction documents to inform bidding and construction. 
as marble, doors, hardware and grilles for condition and identification and to allow for better control over pieces 

removed, refinished and reinstalled during construction. The surveys also indicated the condition of elements left in 

place during construction to facilitate the easy identification of damage caused during construction. A decorative finishes survey of the West Wing was contracted directly through DFD with Fine Arts Conservation Service 

(FACS) of Madison and Sheboygan on 30 September 1992.'* The firm was to evaluate finishes in the West Wing as 

a —~ 3 directed. Fine Arts Conservation Services worked on the restoration of the Assembly Chamber murals during the 1988 

epic 3 . Restoration and Relighting of the Assembly Chamber, conserved murals in the North Hearing Room and documented the 

é ie North Wing decorative finishes. The accepted proposal for services included the documentation and analysis of “walls, 

co 5 ceilings and decorative finishes of the West Wing before selective demolition removes these items.”!> The proposed 

— : scope of work included wall probes, cross sections and photo documentation of stencils. The firm was to prepare a 

a : - - =e Se report within nine months documenting its findings. Later, two separate contractors completed additional probe work 

_ - : a oe : i. _ in the West Wing and pavilion. In February 1994, Garland Guild, Inc. of Indianapolis undertook paint probes in areas 
a —_ 7 - 2 _ : specified by DFD and produced a daily log summarizing its activities that included tracings, paint color information 

_ - _ - : : _ and photographs.'* EverGreene Painting Studios, Inc. of New York City, the decorative finish subcontractor, completed 

= : 2 . a yN Co 2 additional probe work exposing previously undocumented stencils and patterns. EverGreene recorded its findings and 

—— . far : — submitted them as an addendum to the Fine Arts Conservation Services report.!” 

— 2 sl i] On 16 June 1993, the Building Commission approved $241,000 for planning a report on exterior conditions.'* Wiss, 

: : | Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc. of Chicago completed a survey of the exterior granite of the West Wing, Northwest 

/ | rere | Pavilion and Dome during 1993 and released its completed report, Exterior Survey and Analysis of the Wisconsin State 

/ 4a SS) ' Capitol Dome, West Wing, and Northwest Pavilion, on 7 March 1994. 

2.7 Decorative finish paint probe, first floor, 1992 

Another component of the comprehensive surveys involved locating original decorative finishes. Historical Research 
Paint probes undertaken in designated areas uncovered a number of stencil and pounce patterns Historical research on the Capitol continued throughout planning and design processes, informing the execution and 

hidden under layers of paint. The team used the probe information, plus photographic and production of New Construction documents. A search of the papers of the Capitol Commission and other building 
documentary research, to restore original and design new decorative finish schemes. ‘ sete Men f ; oe ae 

records at the Wisconsin Historical Society supplemented previous, more limited study. Additionally, two members of 
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the project team visited the New-York Historical Society in March 1993 to examine the George B. Post architectural —-—lUmUmUmC™t~—~C—~—CCi‘“‘ESCt*ts*sC—C—C—SCO 4 ; z 

collection and gather additional plans and photographs. Data were compiled on changes in the wing since 1917, and 7 LS — : a _ oo vs : . z 

transitional plans were prepared that illustrated the modifications made within the West Wing spaces. Information i fcatnc-:e  . rs 

was gathered on original contractors with special attention given to decorative finishes created by the New York firm  . ee : | a : : 

of Mack, Jenney and Tyler. This research resulted in a significantly enhanced understanding of the hierarchical ar- Lo Ee | - ‘ - a . 

rangement of spaces within the building as the firm’s proposal documented a finish treatment that responds to relative a C ey | | ; j i | 7 

architectural finish and grandeur. Oral accounts were gathered from Capitol employees and people who had previously | a . Phe le 

worked on Capitol construction projects. eo i b* _. - 

A team of DED interns, under the direction of the preservation architect, organized the reference material that had been oe | — oe _? 

assembled with the larger goal of creating a historic structure report on the West Wing. Although work on the volume . | | i i i -_ 

did not progress beyond preliminary data-gathering and organization of the documents, the effort inspired a commit- D - _ | a i ‘ = Cee = 

ment on the part of the state to produce a series of historic structure reports on the Capitol. In 1993 DFD contracted - - S ( i L 1a A _ ee ; 

with Kahler Slater, with the assistance of Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, to produce a full-scale comprehensive historic 7 : | a a i ao j m3 ee a. = ee ce = 

structure report for the South Wing. The goal was to have draft materials ready to inform the development of preserva- oa $ ce aif . a ) : 

tion recommendations for the South Wing by March 1994." dll 4 a : 

Photo Documentation A (i x ee ise ae : 

Existing conditions within the wing were photographed repeatedly over the course of the project, and this documenta- ~ ‘ , é fA i ' oc _. : 
tion represented an important component of both the design and construction processes. Photographs taken of West : A x ae (i < : st me - Pen 

Wing interiors prior to Selective Removal recorded conditions in 1992-93 and aided in the design process. Images | s ! — oo ee Oe 

of specific architectural features, such as doorstops and escutcheon plates, contributed to the survey process and the . tl eae = on ee 

production of schedules and logs. Photographs made during Selective Removal, Asbestos Abatement and New Con- oe a | ye : : coe g ‘ ‘ oo 

struction recorded the actions and results of those phases.” The images also document the processes undertaken by Cena ep ee 

the contractors implementing the work in the wing. A videotape was prepared that documented the removal of light 2.8 Photo documentation before Restoration and Renovation, first floor, 1992 4 j f 
eaulins ‘ i Photographic documentation of the West Wing took place throughout the entire Restoration and Renovation process. Prior to 

fixtures, their original placement and how the component pieces of the fixtures fit together. Photos from West Wing construction, corridors, chambers and offices were photographed to illustrate existing conditions. Photos of building com- 

and Northwest Pavilion Restoration and Renovation illustrate conditions in the wing and pavilion both prior to and ponents informed the drawings and details included in the Construction Documents. Later photos recorded the construction 

following the completion of the work. process and final results. 

Programming 
Programming, or the development of a space plan based on occupant need, began in early 1992. A document prepared 

by Kahler Slater noted such key issues as “Coordination of Mechanical and Electrical with Architectural; Integration 

of Owner furnished research results into design (Historical, Architectural, Decorative Finishes, Art Conservation); 

Restoration of public spaces, renovation of office space.”?! The development of schematic designs for the wing and 

pavilion was driven largely by the 1987 Capitol Master Plan, which provided two-room office suites for the assembly 

in the West Wing, with the intention that each representative occupy one suite. At the 14 February 1992 job progress 

meeting, assembly spokesperson Linda Anderson offered her constituents’ view that the 1987 Master Plan was accu- 

rate and acceptable as a basis for preliminary design work.” Prepared to supplement the 1980 Restoration Guidelines 

by providing specific space allocations, the 1987 Master Plan was the basic planning document for the West Wing 

project. It identified the assembly as the principal occupant and assigned spaces, by floor, for legislators, assembly 

leaders, and the assembly chief clerk, sergeant-at-arms and caucus staff. The Master Plan also identified restoration 

of the Assembly Parlor as an important element of the work.” 
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The design team integrated the results of building surveys and historical research with the Master Plan's space speci- As the design process progressed, Kahler Slater and AEI created reports that addressed project developments and de- 

fications to produce preliminary planning documents. Minor modifications resulted in the placement of two-room lineated ongoing objectives. On 17 April 1992, Kahler Slater and AE] issued their “Preliminary Report” to DFD. The 

office suites on the third floor instead of caucus meeting space and the assignment of the fourth floor to the Assembly document outlined the work accomplished by the team to date, provided a description of what was to be done next and 

Sergeant-at-Arms' office instead of the Legislative Reference Bureau. The assembly leadership offices also were reno- offered a budget summary with estimates of construction costs. Fourteen days later, on 1 May 1992, the A/E submit- 

vated despite the Master Plan’s assertion that the work was not required because the assembly was pleased with the ted fifteen review sets of Design Development drawings to DFD, along with specifications and room programming 

recently redone spaces.* Basement planning and programming were required, as the Master Plan had not addressed guides. Project reviewers appraised the documents and sent their comments back to the architect for integration into 

this area of the building.** Preliminary space proposal recommendations for the basement were presented on 2 June the Selective Removal and New Construction documents. 

1989; in February 1992, planning work for the basement was authorized.”° Further modifications to the Master Plan’s 

assignments occurred throughout the design process, most typically caused by the desires of the building occupants, Selective Removal and Asbestos Abatement Documents 

by historic research and by a growing acceptance of preservation. On 22 May 1992, DFD issued a change order that supplemented Kahler Slater’s original planning contract. The change 

order approved the completion of West Wing Selective Removal and New Construction documents, South Wing Record 

As the architectural team worked on record drawings and programming, engineers from AEI met with DFD architects Survey (through Design Development), East Wing Record Survey (through survey documentation) and the South/West 

and engineers to discuss building systems and “pass along useful information and suggestions...in order to allow the Wing Design Report. The fee provided for contingencies, expected reimbursables, engineering, and Minority Business 

West Wing work to flow as smoothly as possible.””” Discussions of air conditioning and placement of ductwork and Enterprise (MBE) subconsultants within stated amounts.** Of the tasks listed in the change order, the production of West 

grilles dominated the HVAC meeting on 13 February 1992. Choices made for the North Wing project often influenced Wing Selective Removal Documents and the West Wing Design Report took precedence. Document production for this 

HVAC decisions.** The 28 February 1992 plumbing meeting with DFD’s Jim Schey included discussion of schedul- phase and the later New Construction phase required careful planning. The size and complexity of the building together 

ing new fixtures, removal of the original vacuum system and the need for carefully connecting new equipment to the with the high attention to detail expected of the contractors required extremely detailed plans. Rather than risking the 

structure due to the building’s flat-arch floor construction.” Key topics at the electrical planning meeting on 18 March production of plans that bidders might find incomprehensible, the A/E developed an approach using computer-aided 

1992 included new high-intensity discharge (HID) lighting for offices. Another important electrical topic was under- drafting (CAD) and a keynote system to instruct contractors on everything from “removing materials from the building 

floor duct wiring, and it was decided that underfloor wiring should be done by removal and replacement of the concrete to providing new construction instructions, finishing rooms, preserving doors, windows, hardware and marble.” 

topping instead of cutting ducts into the floor as had been done in the North Wing.*” The Master Plan provided little 

information concerning mechanical systems, apart from recommending upgrading electrical and fire protection systems Selective Removal Documents 

and the addition of air conditioning, and this discussion was necessary for planning. By 12 August 1992, DFD submitted its comments on the Design Development drawings and the architectural team 

began work on the Selective Removal bid documents. Planning for Selective Removal began in March 1992 with 

Areas with more elaborate decoration and public use required special planning. Kirkegaard & Associates studied the discussion concerning the division of labor between the Selective Removal and the Asbestos Abatement contractors. 

acoustics in the Assembly Chamber, Loggia, Galleries and Lobby, the Assembly Parlor and the Northwest Pavilion Based on the North Wing experience, the team understood that the removal of elements from the building involved 

rooms on the second through fourth floors. The acoustical engineers developed recommendations for inclusion in potential exposure to asbestos containing materials (ACM). Duties related to the removal of ACM from the building 

the preliminary documents. The restoration of the Assembly Parlor required extra planning to properly restore and and the removal of other elements necessitated careful differentiation and required that decisions were made early in 

protect the woodwork and the marble floor during all phases of construction. During New Construction, the contract the design process. 

for refinishing the woodwork in the parlor was let separately from the general work contract. 

DFD released Selective Removal bid documents on 25 November 1992 with Addendum No. 1 issued 29 December 

On 20 May 1992, the Building Commission approved the release of $1,450,000 for continued planning on the West, 1992. The package contained drawings and specifications with bid and contract forms. DFD also released the Condition 

South and East Wings.*' A proposed kitchen and cafeteria in the East Wing and Rotunda basement were added to the Survey of Doors and Borrowed Lights, and the Door, Brass, Hardware and Borrowed Light Schedules and revised 

scope of the West Wing project. Stewart Design Associates, Inc. of Madison provided kitchen and cafeteria layouts. versions on 25 November 1992 for bidding purposes. The specifications stated that special attention had to be given to 

Between March and August 1992 the design for these areas was scaled back to meet the budget. The revised plan was work performance in the Capitol, as it is “the single most important building in the state from both a usage and historical 

not well received, and it was abandoned by 12 August because it was expected that the Rotunda basement would require point of view.” They also called for a high level of materials and workmanship; in many cases, even a standard method 

scaffolding and bracing during the upcoming restoration of the Central Portion. A second project was added to the scope was not acceptable. The bid package also included two sections entitled “Historic Preservation — Documentation of 

of the West Wing work involving the seventh-level Observation Deck. Plans were developed beginning in September Historic Objects” and “Documentation Space.” DFD expected that historical objects related to previous capitols or 

1992 that included a new paving system. The engineering firm of Arnold and O’Sheridan, Inc. of Madison completed the construction of the present building would be found during Selective Removal. Objects including old foundations, 

a survey of the deck in May 1993. At that time, DFD recommended separating the Observation Deck project from tools and bottles were thought to be in the earth around the Southwest Pavilion, beneath the basement floor and in the 

the West Wing package to save time on bid documents and to better coordinate deck work with the upcoming facade walls and ceilings of other floors. Such items were to be retrieved and/or documented. Additionally, an office space 

study.” The Building Commission later approved money for Observation Deck construction as part of the South Wing on the ground floor was established as the “Owner Documentation Space.” Material placed in this room was to have 

Selective Removal and Asbestos Abatement and Dome repair appropriation on 21 June 1995.* been carefully removed by the contractor and owner in order to record the relationship between materials and original 

building construction.*° 
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The work prescribed in the West Wing Selective Removal Bid Specifications included “the careful, selective removal De a < ; ST 

of existing building materials and mechanical systems.” Specifically, the work included: s ‘rae cc Corben = 2 

[B]asement excavation; removal of plaster and clay tile walls, concrete floor toppings, vault door, SS i ae go e 

finished wood doors, trim and millwork, door hardware, cast brass mechanical grilles, light fixtures, ian a ee 7 g 

marble, toilet fixtures, mechanical systems (steam radiator and forced air), electrical systems, plumbing —_Ditalon recies Drape ann i So 

systems. Many of the above items will require special handling and storage in order to be re-installed 2 oa eer : Mere : > 
PPT iat 5 a aaa 5 s er : 2 jf 

in the building in a future project. Rough carpentry work will include building out extensive protection 3 ies ee serene —f 
-. hetio SHE REMOVAL — AAG I~ 

walls, floors and barriers to protect finished surfaces from damage during this project and the future : ee recorain e : ve Sy Le 

new construction. The existing basement will be excavated to provide a new, lower floor elevation 2.9 Selective Removal bid docu- wi ane to The Door, Bast Hardware and boii eS c fo 
é Borrowed Light Schedules bene. soe Sy J 

and room for new mechanical systems in the future. This project will be required to be closely ments, 1992 oe aa “130! a) MJ oe 

coordinated with State Project 9109-26.1, State Capitol Asbestos Removal. This project will provide Multiple documents comprised the 52h aa a fame ff 
eet ree Blin ced f the buildi one b Selective Removal bid package. _ mre om bem 

selective removal o: ae ard material in order to expose areas of the building containing asbestos emero be ronoed an deioredion : tem oo men -. eo 8 ee 7 

for removal by that project.*” removed and discarded were identi- : 2 a re _ ~~ 
fied in advance of New Construc- ce Se i ea Oe : 

Mandatory pre-bid tours were scheduled for 14 and 21 December. Attendance at one tour was required for contractors tion. These documents allowed ee. -— en 

itting bi i i Be era Ge UL 
submitting bids. Attendance by subcontractors was not required but strongly suggested. DFD held the bid opening on bids for tagging, removing, stor- eo Se 
7 January 1993, concurrent with the Asbestos Abatement bid opening. ing and (in some cases) repairing i oF f 

architectural elements. Rh 

Asbestos Abatement 

Early in the design process, DFD announced its intent to prepare Asbestos Abatement documents internally under the Ges Z 

direction of Lawrence Earll, a certified asbestos project designer. Earll had previously managed asbestos removal as i as Se von \ > 
7 : < 5 ‘ ° He "1 oD ‘\\ § 

part of the North ate eo and aD ee between Selective Removal and Asbestos a == ES hee = os \ Ip 

handled by two different entities, was important as many items scheduled for removal, such as plaster and clay tile yo PER ie ao eee Bt Bee ON \ g > 

walls, HVAC ducts and plumbing pipes, contained asbestos. Experience with the North Wing project helped to establish Wi cia a Wile ‘ i i i : Es » tin Seen“ = 
i ‘ Z 5 qi foe ole ack eab e aie wc steer e) come! 2 

the roles of the Selective Removal and Asbestos Abatement contractors when handling ACM in the West Wing. For at 4 oe wn ig 
: : : : - | oS Ss eee a Cee 

example, the North Wing basement was lowered two feet for mechanical system integration and to create additional OL’ =T 4 iit | H Ticr2-02] ce’ a ‘ 
se 4 . ; pes, , i ee Lee SL 

height in the space. The West Wing plans also called for lowering the basement for the same reasons. Contractors oe Paes a = ‘ ofion| wm 7 ssl 

discovered ACM in the first few inches of floor and dirt during North Wing excavation and expected this to be the oO a he pee Go | : at a | 
ae . ae : / i or ite | Peet we SMM 

condition beneath the West Wing as well. Therefore, the Asbestos Abatement specifications directed removal of the ol Cime = aa 1? SS Aen ae Pr Sy pg un 

floor and top few inches of dirt while the Selective Removal specifications directed the contractor to continue with the \ ui 7a Y i il 

rest of the excavation. iO 8 _ sai as lay ae ama 
6 a7 sl ce ee Nn 

nWre gcc) Toca BM) bear | 
The Asbestos Abatement process consisted of removing ACM from the entire West Wing, Northwest Pavilion and oO t E a “PL [oe | ieee rat iB | 

the sixth level around the Rotunda. Specifically, the work included the removal of heating pipes and air ductwork 2.10 Asbestos Abatement sampling Oo | = mae. F (oe. men | 
: j ; i : : A eee ee DAs : 

systems (both insulated with ACM) and the brick walls, concrete floors and soil that were in contact with ACM. The ite sai pneen oe pula eee “Fak resmireck Se eee ta | | ; . ’ i i" : ‘ reparation for Asbestos Abate- vi | ace ee hae: pone aa oe MBS ee UU tits 
specifications required response-action cleaning by the Asbestos Abatement contractor during Selective Removal.** i included probe work for as- | om i oes ele i ee i a “Me? Zi Pe ae 

DFD released Asbestos Abatement bid documents on 25 November 1992 and released an addendum on 23 December bestos containing materials (ACM). Ol i i ve i wig 8 q Ht ff ¢ 
7 < 5 . . * - oye a NI ey es \ 

1992. Drawings and specifications with bid and contract forms completed the asbestos package. Like the Selective Samples were taken from ceiling _ ee te 9 |} 
. ~ 5 é a J i ‘s q ii ic ij FIRST FLOOR PLAN se een Wh er ff 

Removal bid documents, the specifications called for special attention to craftsmanship, preservation of historic objects ween lasien MOsHis and pipgand REBESTOS ABATEMENT SL > PeRigR™* Ny lot, J) P' p> PI ) \\ Z 
. : i eae HVAC insulation. DFD released SAMPLING. PLAN G1 = MASHC (WATE LAVTE) wi 2 Yea 

and establishment of the documentation space on the ground floor. DFD held mandatory pre-bid tours for bidding the Ashestos Abatement bid docu TPLNDEMS Mz = Mase (a) QO Qa cca a 

contractors on 14 and 21 December 1992 and held the bid opening on 7 January 1993, concurrent with the Selective ments at the same time it released ee Pe 

Removal bid opening, as the projects required careful coordination. the Selective Removal bid package. 
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z Assembly Parlor Wood Preservation and Restoration 

i DFD released bid documents for Assembly Parlor Wood Preservation and Restoration on 12 February 1993. The bid 

2 set contained contract and bidding information as well as carpentry and architectural woodwork specifications.*? The 

GE are zi : work in the Assembly Parlor required the contractor to strip, clean and sand the wood in place, remove, tag and shrink- 

The Capitol Restoration Contr over sy z wrap the wood to maintain moisture content during a year in storage and, later during the New Construction phase, 

‘ ‘ f reinstall, stain, finish, gild and glaze the wood. 

A Public Information Meeting 
& 3 3 Public Debate over Selective Removal Recommendations 

Presented by the Madison Trust for Historic Preserv ation, Inc. Almost as soon as the contracts had been awarded and Selective Removal and Asbestos Abatement began, a public 

; controversy arose over the extent of the materials marked for removal. With the Master Plan having implied the 

S peakers: ; appropriateness of removing most of the existing interior walls in order to reconfigure the spaces as legislative offices, 

An ton Ra j er, Art Cc onservat or the controversy centered on work in the private spaces poncenune wall and marble floor removal The ae mnt 

tremors were felt on 16 February 1993 when Representative William Lorge asked for sponsorship of legislation to 

Charles Quagliana, AIA, Preservation Architect slow or stop work on the Capitol project when procedures were deemed too harmful to the historic fabric. Proposed 

legislation ultimatley included Assembly Joint Resolution 31, Assembly Substitute Amendment 1 to 1993 Assembly 

A d. ees : C . , 1 t J. Joint Resolution 31, and 1993 Assembly Bill 1207. Assembly Joint Resolution 31 called for a committee to review 

re we mo ermizing our ap tot at t 1€ expens e of the results of the North Wing Renovation and Restoration and the plans for the West Wing project and decide if they 

our heritage? Come for revealing slide presentations negatively affected the building.” In 1994, Lorge and Representatives Frank Boyle and James Baumgart introduced 

an d answers to your qu estions. cL Substitute eco et, 1 that ceeeccd disappointment by the legislature abou! the Nort and West Wing 

projects’ lack of sound preservation practices.*! The amendment failed due to Senate Joint Resolution 1.7 Assembly 

Bill 1207 of 1993 related to “renovation of the state capitol building, the location of the supreme court, creation of a 

state capitol preservation officer and the duties of the state historic preservation officer and the state capitol buildin, 

7 p -M., Thursday. ? Nov. 4 and executive residence board.”“? The bill also failed to pass pursuant to Senate Joint Resolution 1.44 Anton ee 

Historic Longfellow School Auditorium, 210 S. Brooks president of Fine Arts Conservation Services, sent a memo to Capitol Architect Art McClure on 22 February 1993 

For more information: Barb Essock 221-245 4, G ary Tipl er 255-1523. outlining Rajer’s unbeepiess at pe Bro ouON of the building slated for destruction during Selective Removal, especially 

the walls that had original decorative finishes that he had uncovered and documented.** 

Lorge and Rajer went public with their complaints in September 1994 through press releases and newspaper articles. 

Lorge claimed historic brass, woodwork and marble were torn out of the Capitol and hauled to the dump; he was 

2.11 Advertisement for a public meeting, 1993 inflammatory in his remarks, classifying the entire process as a “raping” of the building. Rajer continued to complain 
Processes indicated in the Selective Removal documents alarmed some individuals who felt that a much more stringent approach publicly about the restoration and renovation process with his comments appearing in newspapers until he left the 
to preservation practices should be required in the wing and pavilion. In the midst of publicly stated concerns and negative pub- : roe : : 
licity, DFD participated in community forums at which project methodology and intent were discussed. country from January to March 1994. However, while Lorge kept his issues with the project current for the next 

year and a half, Rajer was relatively quiet on the subject after his return in March 1994 as he worked to complete his 

contract with DFD for work in the West Wing. DFD’s strategy against these claims of wholesale destruction was to 

avoid responding to every negative charge or article in the press and to undertake a generally positive campaign to 

present accurate information concerning project objectives. Through a public forum held by the Madison Trust for 

Historic Preservation, newspaper interviews and personally answering questions from legislators, SCERB and concerned 

members of the public, DFD conveyed its commitment to a project methodology that involved careful planning and 

taking historic precedent into consideration as it attempted to impart to the Capitol the functional qualities of a modern 

office building as directed in the Master Plan. 

In response to the public outcry concerning project methodology Jeff Dean, State Historic Preservation Officer, offered 

his conditional approval of work in the West Wing. Apparently, Dean had written to DFD as the debate intensified in 

the newspapers, and the Wisconsin Historic Preservation Office began fielding calls concerning work in the Capitol 
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from citizens. Although the Capitol, by then, was exempt from state historic preservation laws by Wisconsin Statue i 3 
13.48 (13), Dean sent his opinion concerning the ongoing eligibility of the Capitol’s inclusion in the National and State a re 
Registers of Historic Places if work in the building were continued as planned. While Dean believed the 1987 Master i i lg 
Plan called for more invasive action than the Historic Preservation office would have recommended, according to L.N%-4% i = E 
National Park Service rules about changes in primary versus secondary spaces, he also believed the building’s eligibility : : ! 4 # t a 
for the register was not threatened. He also pointed out that the intended building modifications were specified by the i | t i I t i 
legislature and SCERB. The public controversy continued through the production of contract documents and most of DQ Apone Gy be Saven. 5 aya yn i ry t i bi AS. 
the construction process until it finally quieted down in the spring of 1995 as the West Wing and Northwest Pavilion (ver wer Pureven Peqd 7a pre (eee ee ic 
project neared completion. Although negativity characterized most of the controversy, the episode led to a heightened Re nebo les Perrovil.. Co Es 3 pakee ae usta se pee) pe) pre 
preservation ethic that continued into document production for the remaining wings and rotunda.‘ Wea Lider utter be Ga in TH a VEN | i L 

WLS ty Perraia vucloding eel “a % mr 
- 

Weeo tei ™ and Wainsced - 1 eee | f°] Design Development At pisae Ge cayeo! oO GEL 1 i i me Te u 
The creation of New Construction documents became increasingly complicated as the effort moved forward. The A/E j t HS} Y me Ta pedi i a 2 i 
team estimated that as of 3 February 1993 the documents were at twenty percent completion, mostly due to the effort + ad Wek Uh a ee i Yj) 4 LH / { al im | 4 B i C 
expended through design development. The floor plans, at this point, were based largely upon the 1987 Master Plan . x Leng a pee i oO [ VE Yi } oe Nhe tS 
and the wishes of the assembly and contained only minor modifications from the directives of the Master Plan. As toes mand o\pe). UY PG 
the design process progressed to completion, a number of influences resulted in some rather substantial modifications. Sew coh Whale 6 chown | Y Wg Ty 
Requests by the assembly, DFD’s “Preservation Recommendations,” revised conclusions stemming from analysis of en Srcuments » Y/ : “ mes a be eae" 
decorative finish and a commitment to the heightened integration of historical research all affected the design process : = a; i : C 
before it came to its conclusion. ; “ ra he Oe . Uj = peer tl B a werais rom oot ont KIL ode || ||| iA bp p 1 1 i Early in 1993, just as work was beginning in earnest on New Construction documents, DFD held a “walk-thru” of the ete YY,4 ae 8 ; Hl , North Wing to review issues affecting that project. The tour, referred to as the “Voice of the Customer” by AEI, began on -AL ied Winegus lok Ol CLA MRSS SS ele | [| 
the fourth floor. The team moved through the wing floor by floor and considered improved methods for handling materials, of prom 5 \kBw,\w, | ed ee 
meeting design challenges and establishing work priorities. Items discussed included grille size and style, wall colors, Aan (42; Rerrove An aa \peseee pee ppeent pmonees inner 
surveying floor marble for patterns and conditions, fire detectors, hose cabinets and owner-supplied lighting. Modifications ABA Wor As e~ Net ty orl : i i i i | 
to the installation of the underfloor electrical duct system were addressed, and thought was given to improving project ote ey to heug Vere colic i ; i F i 
methodology by removing the entire concrete topping instead of cutting trenches as in the North Wing. DFD hoped the Need to be tangs m ERD ' iat a i j i : L 2 pe I 
tour would result in planning and construction efficiencies that would reduce costs to a level below those of the North Rertever. LS EE — 
Wing project. In fact, DFD expected a more streamlined approach to the work as indicated in a memo dated 7 December \ 
1992. Capital Architect Art McClure insisted all DFD and Capitol occupants’ program and planning matters be resolved VAELE Door AD er 5 y : We, M by the time Kahler Slater began New Construction documents to avoid costly change orders and scheduling delays. He Benen iv gece eae tee | 
also requested that Kahler Slater make no changes without his written approval in the scope or plans for the West Wing koa pee e b (ce aslieg| ee 
once it began to prepare contract documents. McClure pointed out that abnormal procedures on the recent Capitol Yeul-+ AREA. 
projects resulted from the A/E being primarily “in house” and that “.. .change orders to the A/E as a result of changes of oR ( we! Room) ey 
the mind or because program needs were not thought of in a timely fashion.” Despite McClure’s objective, planning enter Were Ge sLet a 
and programming matters were not resolved by the time documents were underway. a ae AW MaApgble 

Design Modifications 
Some major planning and program matters that required resolution during Design Development included the proposed 2.12 Drawing indicating modifications to Selective Removal plans, first floor, 1993 : nie 
cutting of new doors in the ground floor public corridor, maintaining the historical configuration still in place in the area POSS baie mee te pores fomioval p SUAS pe dares is ee @/ SCERE at yelecs Di Prades Us : ‘Preservation Recommendations” for the West Wing. The intent of the modifications was to keep the original secretary of states of the secretary of state’s office and leaving the treasurer’s vault door intact. Other modifications given consideration Office suite intact and maintain the treasurer's vault door in its historic location. 
in the course of the design process included the addition of a spiral staircase in the assembly leadership offices, a 
press room doorway cut through a basement load-bearing wall and the addition of accessible drinking fountains. The t 
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bao Sc ten henley eae y State Capitol and Executive Residence Board (SCERB) made decisions on these items between March and July 1993. 

. ' , S Decisions made at the 15 March 1993 SCERB meeting resulted in some changes that affected Selective Removal, 

i on ; | i i le which was already underway. The first decision involved cutting new doors in the ground floor public corridor, which 

a ee ee ee = represented a violation of the preservation principles put forth in the Master Plan. In August 1992, Capitol Architect 

ed eee ay Art McClure indicated his desire to avoid any modifications to the public corridors partly for historical reasons." The 

oun A/E produced sketches showing the change and generated plans without the new doors, but the issue was not officially 

A pO resolved until the March SCERB meeting. The assembly’s position held that the door cuts were necessary to maximize 

a TH space use. McClure stated that a precedent for creating such new cuts should not necessarily be followed. SCERB 

Pf [| passed a motion allowing the creation of interior door openings into the public corridors on the ground floor of the 

| i West Wing but delayed its decision on South Wing door openings.” 

a P| 
| Another decision made at the March 1993 SCERB meeting involved the first floor business offices. SCERB approved 

— eas ] —— the proposed modification to the Master Plan to keep the secretary of state’s former office intact and also approved the 

Lm TA | R Be | | motion to save the treasurer’s vault door and build it into the interior corridor. This judgment necessitated alterations to 

(| { . ec eceee| ea the design of the offices on the first floor and halted Selective Removal in that area until the A/E produced new plans. As 

im id i} ee be) part of the discussion, Charles Quagliana, DFD's preservation architect, presented the “Preservation Recommendations” 

Zo ( ey { | ! | DFD had developed for the West Wing. Dated 9 March 1993 the document, distributed to SCERB members, provided 
, NY | | ee” | ee N (a a brief background on the Capitol, the alterations that already had been made and the details considered during the 

ins 4 ‘ ry ff renovation and restoration process. Further, it outlined the methodology used in creating specific recommendations for 

eS Selective Removal, New Construction and decorative finish work.*! SCERB members were informed that the first floor 

BSI NY business offices were only 50 percent original but removing sections of the plaster walls could possibly save some of 

ca slps: the recently uncovered decorative work. A third decision at the 15 March 1993 SCERB meeting involved decorative 

SAL BE finishes in the offices of the assembly leaders and sergeant-at-arms. The offices would be reconstructed, not restored, 

(( Say | | eT | but the decorative finishes installed were to reflect the rooms’ original schemes, which had been discovered through 

AA | ey paint probes. The A/E team deemed restoration improbable as the original walls were slated for removal due to plan 

Ap = Z changes and Asbestos Abatement. 

Lt ro = rE patos] ts Not all planning and programming required approval from SCERB. Some plans never made it past the preliminary 

Aha eS ee planning phase. In May 1993, the A/E team decided to abandon a shear wall opening in the basement press room based 

[et = $e \ Pll on structural calculations.’ While planning took the 1992 Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) into account on items 

: : i i such as toilet rooms, elevator call buttons, door width, furniture arrangement and marble drinking fountains, DFD did 

i ; | | i i not allow invasive procedures in public corridors for the sake of ADA compliance. (The intent of ADA was to provide 

Sec lon 1/7 et EVAT ont accessibility for all persons to public buildings.) For example, in June 1993, DFD rejected proposals modifying original 

4 t oo "To ' fountains or placing similar marble fountains into walls at ADA height. Rather than altering the public spaces, DFD 

: , authorized wall-mounted fountains, similar to those placed in the North Wing, for the West Wing.™* In the summer of 
2.13 Proposed assembly leader conference room with spiral staircase, 1993 e 
During New Construction, the A/E team developed some suggestions initiated by the 1993, the A/E also was asked to design a staircase to be situated between the assembly speaker’s second floor office 

assembly and Capitol occupants; one suggestion involved connecting the second floor as- and a proposed first floor conference room. This effort grew out of Assembly Speaker Walter Kunicki’s request for an 

sembly speaker 8 office with a new first floor conference room by a spiral staircase. The informal conference room adjacent to his own office. As the second floor could not accommodate a conference room 

tele Yias ed Hemmented ce OES siructucalissies; lack of fustone tucers) andalie without disrupting the other assembly leadership offices, a spiral stair was proposed to join the assembly speaker’s 
loss of proposed legislative offices in the space. : 

office with an office on the floor below. After initial investigation, the team discovered that its placement would involve 

significant structural change and would reduce the effective usable space at both levels. By July 1993, the plan faced 

possible SCERB review and, taking into account its anticipated effects on budget and space, the spiral staircase and 

informal conference room were abandoned.** 
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New Construction Documents 2 

DFD released New Construction bid documents on 16 September 1993 with addenda issued on 6, 8 and 14 October WISCONSIN on ATE Cc APITOL i 

1993. The bid documents included a two-volume, 158-page drawing set and bound specifications with bid and contract 5 

documents. Similar to the Selective Removal and Asbestos Abatement bid packages, the specifications noted the RESTORATION AND RENOVATION g 

importance of the building and warned that extreme care must be taken with workmanship and materials. Project WE ST WING-NEW CONSTRUCTION z 

requirements demanded a minimum of ten years’ experience for journeymen associated with certain trades, such as 8 

marble and stonework. DFD scheduled mandatory pre-bid tours on 5 and 12 October 1993 to be attended by contractors Siete cof Wisconsin 

submitting bids with attendance by subcontractors strongly suggested. On 16 September DFD also released three Department of Administration : 

separately bound documents, the Brass, Hardware and Borrowed Light Schedules, the Room Finishing Guide and the State of W en oh as ee i ae We Ha wih -FIOOT 

Marble and Stone Restoration Book, for bid calculations, and GAS issued its structural calculations for the wing and 101 East Wilson Street — P.O. Box 7866 

pavilion. DFD released a “Supplemental Information for the Decorative Finish Contractor” document on 18 October Dee Maes 

1993. The bid documents listed the bid opening as 21 October 1993.* 

ROOM FINISHING GUIDE 
The New Construction specifications described the work as including “the complete interior remodeling of the West KER Be ets fee 

Wing (Basement plus five full floors, Ground through Four, and selected areas of the upper Rotunda space on levels (=) ea needs it ain WEN ta dees iat oe. 

Five and Six). Minor exterior work to the building is included to remove construction barriers, chutes and hoists and etary: 2. i Kahler AB ae wy recelved 

landscaping of the construction site.” The specifications called for cast-in-place concrete floors and slabs, concrete and one pee | TS = 

clay tile masonry, metal fabrications and restoration, rough and finished carpentry, membrane waterproofing, single- 

ply roofing, rigid insulation, metal flashings, fireproofing, skylights, sealants, metal and wood doors, wood window 

restoration, door hardware, plastering, painting, metals cleaning, accessible chair lifts, new mechanical air-handling, 2.14 Room Finishing Guide, New Construction documents, 1993 

heating and air-conditioning systems, plumbing and electrical service that included building wiring, telecommunications New Coan GOOUETEs conta ied adaional bound Meera ay aie piading process. In 
: addition to specifications and drawings, DFD released the Room Finishing Guide, the Brass, Hardware 

and underfloor ductwork.*” and Borrowed Light Schedules and the Marble and Stone Restoration Book to provide supplemental 

information. 

The New Construction bid package did not include the entire scope of restoration and renovation work. The A/E team 

created separate bid packages for furniture and finishes, stone procurement and carpet. Released on 12 May 1994, SMe Fi z 

with an addendum issued 9 June 1994, the furniture and finishes package included drawings and a bound document a | oe ital meme 4 : 

containing bid and contract information plus wood and plastics finishes and furnishings specifications.** DFD released a \ || | 4 ee i ] i g 

the bid documents for stone procurement on 8 June 1994. The bid set included drawings plus bound documents with a | i | ———— Vi z 

bidding and contract information and masonry specifications.*? Available for bidding on 11 August 1994, with addenda : . (| ie —— . a 

released on 7 September and 6 October 1994, the bid documents for carpet included drawings and a bound document | 1 —— s 

containing bidding and contract information and furnishings specifications.” Cy a es 

Construction Methodology \ ee 
The construction phase of the West Wing and Northwest Pavilion Restoration and Renovation began in March 1993 , -¢@ V : oe 

with the start of Selective Removal and Asbestos Abatement. That same month, the Wisconsin Building Commission a i, - ae] oo 

preliminarily approved $15 million for the West Wing project. On 8 August 1993, shortly before the release of the New 

Construction bid package, the Building Commission formally released the funds for construction, which combined 

with the previously authorized $2,425,900 for Asbestos Abatement and Selective Removal projects totaled the $15 i : 

million appropriated in March.! es 
2.15 Sample decorative finish boards, 1994 

The multiple layers of paint and decorative patterns discovered during probe work sometimes raised 

difficult questions about which patterns to recreate or restore. In certain instances, instead of directly 
recreating or restoring patterns, the team prepared simplified patterns based on historic research and 

probe work from which selections were made. 
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z Z Selective Removal and Asbestos Abatement 
OO z Z Contracts 

¢ Le — ee a8 Ey DED issued contracts on 15 January 1993 for the Selective Removal general contractor, along with the plumbing, 
————— G i a HVAC, electrical and Asbestos Abatement contractors. J. P. Cullen & Sons, Inc. of Janesville was contracted for all 

—— ‘ : general and related Selective Removal work. It provided DFD with the following subcontractors: Milwaukee Marble 

3 ————— = & Granite, Milwaukee (marble removal); S. R. Block Iron & Supply, Madison (hardware and hollow metal); D. B. I. 

q es —, Wisconsin, Inc., Watertown (vault door removal); MPI Lumber Sales, Middleton (lumber); Mid-America Plywood, 

4 — 4 7a Forest Park, Illinois (plywood); Milwaukee Insulation, Madison (insulation); Elvord Trucking, Madison (trucking); 

/ | ie a ee) McFarlane Mfg. Co., Inc., Sauk City (lintels); Otis Elevator Company, Madison (elevators); and Reynolds Transfer & 
P ie ~— es i | : | : sa ee Storage, Madison (furniture removal and transportation). E-Z Plumbing Co., Inc., Madison received the contract for 
f : ° 4 ae Di DUIe and related work vot subcontractor J. F. Ahern Co., Fond Du Lac (fire protection). General Heating and 

i | ae 7. 2 i Air Conditioning, Inc., Madison was contracted for HVAC and related work with subcontractors Johnson Controls, 

| ; é : 6 - -- . .. ae a Milwaukee (temperature control) and All Temp Insulation, Madison (insulation). Pieper Electric, Inc., Milwaukee was 
i a | | <= : = os —— = contracted for electrical and related work. DFD awarded Dore & Associates Contracting, Inc., Bay City, Michigan 

tf | | a : : eo - Ss ee ae ce the Asbestos Abatement contract with Yapp Construction, Inc., Verona, Wisconsin as the subcontractor for excavation 
id | 2 _. ee ' and concrete removal. DFD contracted with American Air Environmental Services, Oshkosh on 26 February 1993 to 

: i J a 2 e : q 1 nue 2 sy provide air-monitoring services related to Asbestos Abatement. Carley Wood Associates, Madison signed a contract on 
; ey ‘ prs ee I : pa 0 13 May 1993 for the Assembly Parlor wood preservation and restoration. Carley Wood used The Lost Finish, Madison 

ic Be et) SU ‘ as its subcontractor for stripping woodwork.” 
[ od Pea < | & g cB. we ay Be ees oi 

i es | LS aE , : = a ; A pre-construction meeting was held on 24 February 1993 after the Selective Removal and Asbestos Abatement 
oe ae g —* o a : * contractors had signed their contracts. The A/E team outlined administrative details such as payment, submittal of 

2:16 Mabie wall atic ened ko oa. Fee 4 EP = a Ci he ' “ene : shop drawings and worananship: Hine A/E team also Se weekly progress eae to begin 10 March 1993. 

1993 Js i — at Poti DFD took charge of moving the Capitol occupants out of the wing, but the task of removing the Assembly Chamber 

One of the first tasks undertaken during New Con- ve = | i * ay a! and Parlor furniture that was too large to be carried through the building belonged to the general contractor. Cullen & 

struction was to protect surfaces that would remain ie \ oe Sons accomplished this task by removing the furniture through a window in the Assembly Parlor.® 
in place during the work. Contractors laid bead a. fen y a a 3 si vale y 
board and wood blocking over the marble and stone Ti aries 

floors and walls and covered the material with a 2.17 Marble tagged for Selective Removal, first floor, 1993 Selective Removal 
layer of plywood. Bracing across the halls helped to The team identified a few marble walls and floors for removal. In these Selective Removal involved removing and then either discarding or storage of architectural elements from the wing 
hold the plywood in place. areas, contractors tagged each individual piece of marble with a number and pavilion in preparation for the actual Restoration and Renovation. After removal of occupants and furniture, the 

and indicated its location before removal. This technique allowed the Selective Removal specifications and the plans’ keynote system guided the contractors’ tasks. Generally, the keynote 
pieces to be tracked during storage and reinstalled in original locations » i z eee 
if'so specified in the plans. system showed contractors what items to “remove and discard,” “remove and save for reinstallation” or “remain in 

place and protect.” Items to be removed and discarded were usually non-historic or building elements that could not 

economically or feasibly be saved. Examples of items removed and discarded included steam and condensate piping 

insulated with ACM, wood flooring under carpeting, acoustical wall tile, plaster ceilings and walls, metal pan and/or 

plastic egg-crate grids and supports, and wood radiator enclosures. Elements removed and saved for reinstallation 

were tagged and stored according to the schedules and logs created from survey information, such as The Door, Brass, 

Hardware and Borrowed Light Schedules and the Existing Decorative Light Fixture Schedules. Examples of building 

components removed and saved included doors, hardware, grilles, windows, marble, plumbing fixtures, wood wainscot 

and picture rail, some radiator enclosures and historic light fixtures. Examples of elements not removed but protected 

during Selective Removal included marble floors, walls in public corridors and some door casings. 

Closing off the West Wing from the rest of the Capitol and installing an exterior perimeter fence was the first task of 

the general contractors. Beginning on 1 March 1993, the removal of light fixtures in the West Wing represented the 
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2.18 Removal of historic light fixtures, third floor, 1993 2.20 Selective Removal “documentation room” 30W, 1993 

Prior to New Construction, contractors removed the historic light fixtures from the wing. Each type of fixture was The team designated 30W as the project “documentation room.” The Selective Removal specifications called for the deliberate, 

assigned a letter, removed, boxed and stored with a photo of the fixture type placed on the box. In addition, DFD vid- slow, piece-by-piece removal of elements in the room in order to examine and document original construction techniques and 

eotaped the removal process. Documenting their removal allowed the team to understand how each fixture fit together characteristics. 

and aided in their reinstallation later in the process. 

Zz Z 5 g 
= z P 

Z ES — 8 

S = = ’ = £ ? = 

oi ‘ 2 2.21 (near right) Removing the 
4 a di nH 4 treasurer’s vault, first floor, 1993 2 
Ee hears fi0ane 3 At its 15 March 1993 meeting, ee ae — 

fe tt i i on ; as wa Q oe EBs u SCERB voted to save the treasurer s ‘ — oo. > fe | 
oes fi 1 2 ee | =e 

i lh vault door and frame and retain them ae I (J 4 | Ee yO 
o A . s, . : i . 4 . | mee 

- | ee in their historic location. The actual ' ‘ hg 7 | | 14 

Lg : steel-lined vault was removed. Se 4 a Ls “ yh a 

co - i oe a ri amd 

a Pie © 2.22 (far right) Selective Removal, be ones * Lt tee 

third floor, 1993 presse ne 
2.19 Skid-steer loader driving through a foundation , By the fall of 1993, contractors had ee ee eos os s if 2 ; ; . ote a gi ee opening, basement, 1993 a stripped walls of their plaster coating a Bikirncc se Sra St eee 

After contractors cut a large opening in the founda- 7 and removed the concrete floor top- = a cee ee 
tion, they used a skid-steer loader to remove excavated ey ping in preparation for the new under- is es Sipe isnt es eas 7h Ss 
materials from the basement. The Asbestos Abatement (a floor electrical duct system. With the a  < e a 
contractor removed the first few inches of flooring and completion of this work on the third i, eo Aaa Re ee ee 
dirt during excavation because it was found that these and other floors, the New Construc- — : x > 
layers contained ACM. tion phase of the project began. =. lay Pp project beg 
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: iy : | Zz first effort inside the building. The plywood protection was then put into place on the ground floor central corridor.® 

ie Li. z The contractors cut an opening in the foundation for removal of dirt and ACM during the basement excavation. The 

— 7 ee e oe g opening was large enough for a skid-steer loader to drive through with the discarded materials. SCERB had approved 

—— a : a achange in first floor Selective Removal. The decision to save the secretary of state’s private office and the treasurer’s 

- i ES 3 vault door halted Selective Removal in those areas while the A/E worked to issue Construction Bulletin #1007 and 
- oS — Saisie — General Construction Change Order #2. These documents directed that elements be removed, tagged and stored instead 

3 rn a : of discarded, original interior walls remain in place and two pilasters with original decorative finishes saved. 

: s i 1 sl me t i Steere The Selective Removal specifications for the second floor called for the removal of only the furniture from the Assembly 

Ln - S . " | iy a Eee Xs a Chamber. Contractors were instructed to protect the architectural features of the room, which they used as a workspace 

ae iti oo ; 4 4 ft ! e | ; and storage area. Selective Removal progressed in other areas of the second floor with either installation of protection 

SS ) oe ae — Si o | or removal of elements. Decorative finish documentation was completed in the Assembly Parlor, Assembly Lobby 

oe ~ eS 7 a ne aa and the assembly leadership offices. Selective Removal on third, fourth, fifth and sixth floors advanced according to 
= Le : ‘ eS < = ee Sew fe _ the plans and specifications; the process was modified by General Construction Change Order #5 that approved the 

~ oe i .- Cel Be a eae ” ae es Z = removal of fill below the concrete topping of the floor on the ground through third floors in order to place underfloor 

Se ae ee —“— ES = — — electrical systems.’ The specifications called for Selective Removal to be competed by 27 August 1993, and the A/E 
ee 8 Re a : : i : 

i w= os ee 2 al - a ee ba ee held the final project progress meeting for this phase on 15 September 1993. 

Co Amn ee = 
a - 2 : oe i wh 3 Ao - Asbestos Abatement 

ae ~~ . 2 « : ss = y Asbestos Abatement involved the removal of ACM according to Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) 

“ : aT ‘ — —— ae : oe 2. = ae 5 y and other abatement standards. During abatement and removal, DFD expected the contractors to be working within a 

XS 7 o. ] _ le oat Kf EP eg. coordinated schedule that directed Selective Removal in many areas before abatement, with contractors removing all 

: oe A atl i. | designated items not containing ACM. Cullen & Sons needed to complete removal of elements (except for concrete 

2,23 Assembly Chamber storage area, 1994 floors) before Dore & Associates could begin full-scale abatement on a given floor. An exception was on the fourth floor 

After contractors removed the desks and chairs for refinishing, the decorative surfaces of the Assembly Chamber were protected and where Dore & Associates requested that Cullen & Sons provide openings into the horizontal duct spaces. Probe work 

Pe ee ee eae ee eee cing the design proses ans gene knowledge fyi ems with ACM, uch detwork end plmbing pies, 
determined the areas and items considered to contain ACM. However, the Selective Removal contractors abandoned 

work with any item discovered adjacent to or in contact with ACM, and the Asbestos Abatement contractor undertook 

preliminary work in those areas. 

Dore & Associates began moving its equipment into the building on 22 March 1993 with ACM removal expected to 

begin 29 March 1993. Besides establishing the coordinated schedule, the Asbestos Abatement specifications instructed 

the contractor to “begin on the 4" floor and proceed down to the basement with work on the 5" floor and 6" floors, the 

round rooms and other isolated areas scheduled as outdoor/indoor temperature permits and is consistent with the overall 

project schedule.”” The specifications and plans indicated specific elements and areas containing ACM that needed 

abatement, such as the plaster and clay tile wall sections in front of pipe chases and fourth floor HVAC ductwork. Two 

early change orders extended the scope of Asbestos Abatement to include use of a HEPA vacuum and disposal of lead 

paint chips in areas designated by the A/E, including the Assembly Parlor.”! The Asbestos Abatement specifications 

called for the completion of Asbestos Abatement by 27 August 1993. At a progress meeting for Selective Removal 

and Asbestos Abatement on 8 September 1993, the Asbestos Abatement contractor outlined the remaining work and 

estimated it would be another two weeks.” 
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Assembly Parlor Wood Preservation and Restoration z 
The Assembly Parlor wood restoration contract included all phases of work. Beginning on 26 April 1993, Carley 5 
Wood Associates stripped, cleaned and sanded the elaborate wood paneling in the parlor and then removed, tagged and iS 
shrink-wrapped the paneling for storage. Removing the paneling facilitated Asbestos Abatement from areas behind z 
the paneling without cutting or damaging the panels. By 23 June 1993, the panels had been removed, neatly wrapped 

and placed on the floor of the Assembly Chamber for storage. During New Construction, Carley Wood repaired, re- 

placed and built new wood pieces for the parlor. Its work included the replacement of thirty-five panels, the repair of 

twenty-two, the construction of five new radiator enclosures, two new door jambs and new moldings and components 

as required.” The work also included adding electrical, telephone and video cutouts to the panels as requested by 

the assembly. DFD delayed reinstallation, staining, finishing, gilding and glazing of the wood until September 1994 * 
while it awaited further pricing review. Parlor Wood Preservation Change Order #5 added four French walnut speaker Ve 
enclosures to the parlor. Carley Wood completed its work in the Assembly Parlor by June 1995.74 ‘ 

New Construction r 
Contracts | | 

DFD let New Construction contracts on 27 October 1993, awarding J. P. Cullen & Sons the contract as general \ 
contractor. Subcontractors submitted by Cullen & Sons to DFD for approval included Amble Landscaping, Verona, ; 
Wisconsin (landscaping); Monona Masonry, Inc., Madison (marble work); Metal Fabricators, Inc., Rockford, Illinois Poe : . 
(metal work); Lange Bros. Woodwork Co., Inc., Milwaukee (architectural woodwork and wood doors); D. Fogelstrom : : _ - Ea i ' 
& Associates, Brookfield (skylights); Custom Metals, Inc., Madison (historic finish hardware and special finish grilles); Hg o Q | ys Fi 
Lake City Glass, Madison (glazing); Valda Plastering Co., Inc., McFarland, Wisconsin (plaster and moldings); L & il ‘ : Ei PSN 
O Tile Co., Inc., Madison (tile); Sullivan Bros., Inc., Madison (acoustical ceilings and panels); Sergenian’s Floor i ae a PAS 
Coverings, Madison (resilient floors); Burdco, Traverse City, Michigan (painting); EverGreene Painting Studios, Inc., iy / . 3 Py AMG 
New York City (decorative finishes); Baumeister Associates, Inc., Milwaukee (stains and varnishes); LaForce, Inc., ne MD Cj ay 
Green Bay (toilet partitions, toilet accessories and metal lockers); and American (Cheney), New Berlin, Wisconsin Si L a 2 
(the wheelchair lifts). DFD contracted with H & H Electric Co., Inc., Madison (electrical and related work). H & H’s . rr < \ | 
subcontractors included Magaw Electric, Inc., New Berlin (data/telephone wiring) and Cerberus Pyrotronics, McFar- a | 
land (fire alarm/security work). The HVAC contract went to General Heating & Air Conditioning. Its subcontractors 3 
included Johnson Controls (temperature controls), All-Temp Insulation (thermal insulation) and HVA Products, Inc., 
Mequon, Wisconsin (fans/housing). DFD awarded Monona Plumbing and Fire Protection, Inc., Madison the contract 
for all plumbing and related work. Its lone subcontractor was North Central Insulation, Arlington, Wisconsin for pipe 
installation. DFD sent the four prime contractors notices to proceed on 17 December 1993, indicating that work was 
to begin immediately. 7° 

Several special contracts were required during the course of New Construction, including those for stone procurement, 
furniture and furnishings, textiles and carpet. DFD contracted with Quarra Stone Company, Madison on 6 July 1994 
for interior stone that included Napoleon Gray, Royal Tennessee and Hauteville marbles.” Additionally, DFD assigned 
a separate project number to furniture repair and refinishing and let a contract to Custom Metals, Inc. of Madison on 6 
October 1994. The notice to proceed, sent 21 November 1994, specified that all furniture restoration related to the As- 
sembly Chamber, including the speaker’s desk and assembly majority and minority leaders’ desks, was to be completed neo see a . PN Fi eageae : . . . } doy He ee ae 

un, ena, aN a ae ake aceon part of ie work to oe on the north side of the ground, floor public corridor. The ete iad designed to be identical to 
2 ; pping and finishing); Papendiecks, Madison (upholstery); entrances on the south side of the corridor and provide access to the new row of two-room legisla- 

and Reynolds Transfer & Storage (moving and storage).”’ DFD signed a 6 October 1994 contract with Doris Armstrong tive office suites. 
and Mydella Punzel of Janesville to provide all draperies and hangings for the wing and pavilion.”* Nonn’s Flooring, 
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Diag 7. : a : z meth z Inc. of Middleton received the carpet contract and was given notice to proceed with its work on 30 November 1994.” 
: ) | ; ial , z on Ny re 2 DED also contracted independently with Garland Guild, Inc. on 10 November 1994 to restore the decorative finishes 
ea ve | g “ g in the Northwest ground and first floor round rooms and the third floor groin vaults.*° 

ie he E : Ss ’ S 

Veh ee z ee ee eee 
ee —,- Hi i : = Pm ae | E x : : i Restoration and ea o : 

iL ae a y a Be a \ Lo The efforts taken in preparing a thorough set of contract documents paid off during construction. Cullen & Sons and 
me? a “ eS gol i bs cy a : - - eo ere Ne its subcontractors used the drawings, specifications and three separately bound volumes (the Brass, Hardware and 

i. | a os a Ce eather eee Borrowed Light Schedules, Room Finishing Guide and Marble and Stone Restoration Book) to guide the actual work. 
oe ap _ 1 Gay ont i / an ae The specifications and drawings directed the reconfiguration of the private spaces into assembly offices and the res- f oa eo = aan 3 aS. a ee Co J a toration of public corridors and the large public areas of the wing. The documents identified elements that had been 
ae ee ee q — a i A ee ely in 4 oo tagged and removed during Selective Removal, such as marble, doors, hardware and light fixtures and located them 

i a | beg 1 12 - yore ao) within the building following their return. While most of New Construction involved renovation and restoration work, 
. al i = oe : i fi Ek . a. 1 é contractors were also required to remove concrete floor topping and fill, plaster, marble and stone, often to complete 4 : i , j ‘ peg a e A pee : ' the renovation of some spaces. 

gy an e ; 1 I ae a The A/E held a pre-construction meeting with the contractors on 1 December 1993. The team exchanged contact 
ie +, ] le a oa oe ee eo) information and discussed submittal requirements, a preliminary project schedule and administrative details. With 

iy —_ | : a Oo — oe J A i DED having established that work was to be completed by 30 March 1995, the A/E scheduled weekly progress meet- 
Li "eel 5 fo p : ey Py | ings beginning on 15 December 1993. At the pre-construction meeting, the A/E emphasized that great care was to be 
— ee ae — i 7 o a ee a. 7 fo be extended to the building during construction and only qualified craftsmen were allowed to work on the project.*! The 
a ‘ae if 3 ey | 4 : | See bal a critical path of construction called for work to begin on the third floor and continue through the fourth, second, first 

iad See es * | 4 z = SJ 4 as 2 and ground floors. Work in the basement and on the fifth and sixth levels would be ongoing throughout the length of 
ie | | pe — i _ / the project. The plan for floor-by-floor completion faltered when the fourth floor was eliminated from the critical path 

A / ‘ = A bes 2 = ! a as the contractors aimed for the 30 March 1995 contract completion date. By November 1994, the A/E team reported 
4 F i ] oe = that coordination had become especially important as all the trades would be working throughout the building rather 

| ae Ke i 2 than completing one floor at a time.* As directed by the specifications, the general contractor used the first floor mock- 
a a Sp: — ' up room to demonstrate the final finished appearance of materials that would be used similarly throughout the wing. 

es See Electrical, plumbing and mechanical elements were also installed in the mock-up room. 

2.25 New clay tile walls and framing for door, borrowed 2.26 Reinstallation of tagged marble, Assembly Lobby, 1994 

light and grilles, third floor, 1994 Contractors removed marble wall pieces for a variety of Work on the third floor began with the upgrade of mechanicals and the creation of new two-room legislative suites. 
Creating the two-room legislative suites often involved con- reasons, including access for plumbing, HVAC and ACM The Capitol’s floor construction permitted contractors to attach the hangers for piping, ductwork, conduit and other 
structing new walls. Contractors used clay tile construction, abatement. During New Construction contractors used the equipment directly to the steel structural members instead of to the arched structural clay tiles that spanned the struc- 
replicating the original interior wall construction, throughout tags adhered to the pieces to identify the marble and consulted . . 0 . 
the building. The newly framed areas typically received refin- __ detailed drawings to reinstall pieces in their original locations. tural members.“ As new regulations concerning ADA compliance had been enacted by the time work in the wing 
ished original doors, borrowed lights and grilles. began, modifications were carried out in the toilet rooms throughout the wing, and a wheelchair lift to the rear gallery 

of the Assembly Chamber was installed. Garland Guild restored the third floor groin vaults in the public corridors, and 

EverGreene applied detailed decorative finishes in other public areas. Color schemes and decorative stenciling based 

on paint probes and historic research were installed in offices. In both the private and the public areas, the selection 

of paint colors required the approval of spokespersons for the legislature.** The third floor was the first in the wing to 

be completed and cleaned for final approval. 

On the ground floor, the contractors carried out the legislature’s request to insert two new openings on the north side of 

the public corridor. The work involved removing concrete flooring and fill to accommodate the installation of electrical 

chases. Contractors built the two-room office suites as they had been designed. The spaces were finished with either 

replacement or original architectural features such as doors, hardware, light fixtures and marble. On the first floor, as 
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D z directed by SCERB, the secretary of state’s private office suite was restored. While preserving the offices, contractors 

ao : z modernized the HVAC, electrical and plumbing systems in these spaces as well as elsewhere on the floor. Although the 

ES E treasurer’s office and secretary of state’s business offices had been recommended for restoration, they were renovated 

_ | a : . into two-room office suites in accordance with the 1987 Master Plan. The treasurer’s vault door was retained in a new 

- A z secondary corridor. EverGreene restored the original stencils in the secretary of state’s office and provided a decorative 

eC . 19 4 5 scheme for the other offices similar to that implemented in offices on the first floor. The decorative finish contractors 

a a ¢G ‘ € "| - : a also recreated elaborate decorative patterns, discovered on pilasters in the treasurer’s and secretary of state’s business 

E y= | y * . *. me ee in the new pute a oo the ceiling of the first floor pavilion, Garland Guild’s park was impeded by 

LE J 4 Bae a * Gi extensive surface deterioration, and it requested a conservator to propose a treatment for the ceiling. Constance S. 

p ‘ & fa ss Silver of Preservar, Inc., New York City, analyzed the finishes of both the ground and first floor pavilion ceilings and 

, 4a ; Ve issued a report on 25 April 1995 with conservation recommendations.* 

“ae aa OE oe ne ‘a -. ! On the second floor, the contractors focused on restoration of the Assembly Parlor and Lobby, renovation of the as- 

ra 7 ~ 2 sembly leadership offices and restoration of furniture from the parlor, chamber and leadership offices. In the Assembly 

7 3 a - a 7 Parlor, a complication arose over the window heads. Decorative plaster, applied directly to the interior side of the brick 

i } 74 ‘ ] a masonry, had cracked due to thermal transfer and all the window heads needed repair.*’ SCERB approved the decora- 

: | = A be i. tion of the offices of the assembly leadership and the sergeant-at-arms to reflect decoration uncovered by paint probes. 

- i 3 ; rf The decorative finish contractors undertook a greater amount of work on the second floor than elsewhere in the wing. 

- : a - | ss 7 Additional work was required in the Assembly Chamber as advocated in a June 1995 report issued by EverGreene. 

‘ 4 - — =| ‘ ed The document provided a condition analysis of the mural and pendentive paintings. ** Through change orders issued 

Pr, | “¢ yp & bat - ; - in August 1995, EverGreene was retained to clean the murals, retouch the ceiling and repair and paint the east gallery 

(ma ©@6=6hCmh/ Je vit ceilings, photographically documenting the process.*” No amount of protection supplied by the contractors could keep 

ie a : the dust from the Assembly Chamber carpet; it required replacement, and the chamber needed cleaning. The extra 

ee ey Ear ale HIEEDE: ely BaD 1995 p vere work in the Assembly Chamber caused it to be one of the last spaces completed in the wing. 
By the completion of the project, the West Wing team’s methodology and commitment to communication and co- 

operation among its diverse members inspired praise from DFD and other state agencies. The team would build 

on this successful model in subsequent phases of the Capitol Restoration and Rehabilitation. With work on the fourth floor purposefully slowed, it fell behind the initial schedule. When the work was completed, 

contractors had upgraded the mechanical systems, adding the return air fans for the wing and pavilion, and had modi- 

fied the space for use by the assembly sergeant-at-arms. The doors on the fourth floor, originally seven feet, six inches 

high, required modification to accommodate the ceiling, which had been lowered to seven feet, two inches. Early in 

New Construction, the plasterers discovered that the channels required for hanging the new ceilings required the ceiling 

be two inches lower than scheduled. Although this brought ceilings throughout the building four inches lower than 

the originals, Kahler Slater approved the change; this treatment worked on every floor but fourth, where the ceiling 

needed to be lowered more substantially.°° ADA requirements on this floor were partially satisfied with the placement 

of a wheelchair lift to the sergeant's offices near the south elevator. The paint scheme in both public and private spaces 

was relatively simple and without decorative stenciling. 

In the basement, the principal challenge was to integrate new mechanical systems. Plumbing contractors installed new 

pipes in the basement subfloor connecting the hot and chilled water generated in the North Wing basement to the West 

Wing. New sanitary waste and vent piping was installed in the basement as well as in the rest of the wing to replace 

the old piping taken out during Selective Removal. The HVAC contractors replaced the steam-heating system with a 

hot-water system and installed an air-handling unit that provided air conditioning. Pipes for the heating system and 

ductwork for the air-handing system were extended from the basement throughout the wing and pavilion. A return air 

system also was installed with two return fans placed on the fourth floor. The electrical contractors moved a recently 

installed substation to a permanent location in the basement and rewired the entire wing with new electrical wiring 
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and data and communications lines. The basement had contained no decorative finishes when originally constructed, Endnotes 

so the painting subcontractor applied a flat coat in the rooms. ‘Previously known as the Division of State Facilities Management (DSFM), the department gained its new name, 

Division of Facilities Development (DFD), in 1992. “Agency History Record,” Wisconsin Historical Society Archives 

Work on the fifth and sixth floors, like the basement, took place entirely during the New Construction phase. Unlike Catalog, http://www.shsw.wisc.edu/archives/arcat.html. The project number was 9109-26. 

SE econ ee eve) Hoots neecee very little moditieation fousheluses planned for Wee Seema ?Wisconsin, Department of Administration, Division of Facilities Development, “Design Report,” 16 September 1992, 

their use during construction as meeting space, the long, narrow rooms on the fifth floor were finished in a temporary B.11.02, Capitol Archives. Unless otherwise noted, all sources cited in the following endnotes may be found in the 
fashion. The fifth floor room in the West Wing was divided and used as an archive room for Capitol renovation plans Capitol Archives 

and documents and as a storage space for light fixtures temporarily removed from the building. As part of the scope 

of the West Wing work, contractors refinished the sixth floor wooden cabinets and restored the doors to the trumpeters' * Ibid. 

course in the Rotunda. After construction, members of the Division of Buildings Services used the western one-fourth s E eras ges ae iT 6 A 
of the sixth floor to display artifacts related to Capitol history and construction.®! “Wisconsin, Department of Administration, “Agency Request for Building Commission Action, 9 August 1991, Meeting 

Minutes and Correspondence Folder, 1991-1993, box 7, Capitol Maintenance and Restoration Papers, 1980-99. 

° Summary of the State of Wisconsin Building Commission’s action on Capitol projects, n.d., B.19.03b. 

Project Conclusion 
Contractors completed Restoration and Renovation of the West Wing and Northwest Pavilion by July 1995. Work ° According to DFD Preservation Architect Charles Quagliana, “Just in terms of all the subcontract work, the process 

continued in the Assembly Chamber until August, but the A/E team scheduled the wing’s and pavilion’s occupants became competed very quickly.” See [Mnill Ingram], Jala tech and historical: renovating Wisconsin’s State Capitol 

to move back into their new spaces starting 5 July 1995. The revised methodology implemented in the West Wing Coe ee ee een 

worked well for the project with only minor complications. Survey and tracking for individual architectural features 7 “State Capitol,” attributed to Art Chadek, n.d., ibid. 

were not perfect, but for such a complex project, perfection could not be expected. For example, Cullen & Sons noted 

that 109 door closers were to be reused in the New Construction documents but found only 42 in the basement storage * Art Chadek to Art McClure, 11 August 1992 and Chadek to Ron Krohn, 18 September 1992, both in West and South 

area as they readied for reinstallation.** Likewise, a discrepancy over provision of marble in the specifications between Wing Meeting Minutes and Correspondence 1991-1993 folder, box 7, Capitol Maintenance and Restoration Papers, 

owner and contractor showed a need for even better communication among team members.” In February 1994, DFD 1980-99. 

members pc dressed the handling of ciscrepancies and management of RFIs, CBs and shop drawings, but the eoaoce "David Kahler to Project File, 25 October 1991, ibid. 

of the meeting produced a number of complimentary statements from DFD regarding the A/E’s handling of the project 

so far, especially their methodology, detail and coordination of documents.””* At the final project progress meeting, © State Capitol Restoration and Remodeling Minutes, 10 March 1993, B.12.42. 

DFD’s Chuck Johnson noted that “all contractors and consultants working on the West Wing project are to be thanked 

for their cooperation and professional attitude. Because of the combined efforts by all, the West Wing has been a suc- " Art Chadek to Project File, 21 January 1992, B.18.26. 
cessful and high quality project.”** With DFD’s blessing, the project team carried their successful methodology, further iB 5 ‘ -% 

streamlining it with the knowledge gathered in the West Wing and Northwest Pavilion, into the South Wing, the next Seen eee re ec 

phase of the Capitol Restoration and Rehabilitation. 'S State Capitol Restoration and Remodeling Minutes, 10 March 1993, B.12.42. 

'* Anton Rajer and Fine Arts Conservation Services (FACS) are synonymous when reading through the West Wing 

contracts. Rajer’s contracts with DFD extended back to the Restoration and Relighting of the Assembly Chamber. 

During the North Wing Renovation and Restoration, DFD signed three contracts, one on 26 January 1989 with Anton 

Rajer, Sheboygan; one on 1 September 1989 with Fine Arts Conservation Services, Sheboygan (Anton Rajer, president); 

and one on 16 October 1991 with Anton Rajer, Madison. For the West Wing project, DFD let a contract to Fine Arts 

Conservation Services of Madison on 30 September 1992. It is unknown when Fine Arts Conservation Services 

incorporated and when Rajer and Fine Arts Conservation Services changed their address from Sheboygan to Madison. 

It is also unclear why DFD chose to contract with Rajer himself after he incorporated Fine Arts Conservation Services. 

The contract between DFD and Fine Arts Conservation Services of Madison, 30 September 1992, is in B.11.40, all 

other contracts with Rajer and FACS are in box 2, Art McClure Papers. 

'S Contract with Fine Arts Conservation Services, 30 September 1992, B.11.40. 

‘6 The tracings are missing from the log. Garland Guild, Inc., “Daily Log: Wisconsin State Capitol Probes, Etc.,” 14- 

20 February 1994, B.11.23. 
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'7 DED had only a cursory report from FACS at the start of New Construction. A review of the report occasioned a 3 Summary of the State of Wisconsin Building Commission’s actions on Capitol projects, n.d. 

comment from Mike Bath, DFD restoration painter, that “a decorating contractor will have a difficult time providing 

quality surfaces with the information presented.” FACS did not submit a final decorative finishes report until April 1994; * Kahler Slater Change Order to Contract for Professional Services, 22 May 1992, West and South Wing Meeting 
therefore DFD needed Garland Guild and EverGreene to complete additional work to supplement the decorative finish Minutes and Correspondence 1991-1993 folder, box 7, Capitol Maintenance and Restoration Papers, 1980-99. 

information. See “Grand Staircase Soffits, Paint and Plaster Treatments, March-April 1995,” “EverGreene Painting 

Studios Daily Log, 7/11/94-4/28/95” and “EverGreene Painting Studios Photographic Documentation” all in “Grand 35 “State Capitol,” attributed to Art Chadek, n.d., Binder #16. 
Staircase Soffits, Paint & Plaster Treatments” folder, box 9, Pre-1987 Capitol Restoration Papers; Bath to Quagliana, 

23 November 1993, B.11.10; “EverGreene Painting Studios, Photographic Documentation,” B.20.05. 56 Selective Removal Specifications, 25 November 1992, B.13.11. The project number was 9109-26.2. 

'8 Summary of the State of Wisconsin Building Commission’s action on Capitol projects, n.d. 37 Ibid, 

'° Research and plans for DFD’s preliminary West Wing historic structure report can be found in folders B.18.39, B.18.40, 38 Asbestos Abatement Specifications, 25 November 1992, B.13.28. The project number was 9109-26.1. 
B.18.41, B.18.42, B.18.43, B.18.44, B.19.01, B.19.02 and B.19.03. Quagliana, “The Wisconsin State Capitol Historic 

Structure Report Briefing Paper,” 10 April 1995, B.19.01. The report was prepared by Quagliana for Representative %° Assembly Parlor Wood Preservation and Restoration Bid Documents, 12 February 1993, B.14.16a. The project 

William Lorge. number was 9109-26.P. 

20 DFD and Cullen & Sons hired a professional photographer to document the end of New Construction and informed 4# 1993 Assembly Joint Resolution 31,” in Wisconsin Legislative Reference Bureau, Wisconsin Assembly Joint 

other contractors that anyone interested in photos should provide a list of desired shots to Cullen by the end of March Resolutions and Resolutions, 1993. 

1995. See Jeffrey T. Neidorfler to Project Files, 22 February 1995, B.18.31. 

4! “Assembly Substitute Amendment | to 1993 Assembly Joint Resolution 31,”ibid. 

21 “State Capitol,” attributed to Chadek, n.d., Binder #16. 

#” “Assembly Joint Resolution 31,” in Wisconsin Legislative Reference Bureau, Bulletin, Wisconsin Legislature, Part 

» Chadek to Project File, 18 February 1992, B.18.26, Capitol Archives. As early as 21 September 1991, DOA’s Bob 3, Assembly, 1993. 

Brandherm outlined the scope of the Capitol project to David Kahler of Kahler Slater Architects. According to Kahler’s 

notes, the Capitol project would be a six-to-ten year effort with the North, West and South Wings continued as master- 43 “1993 Assembly Bill 1207,” in Wisconsin Legislative Reference Bureau, Wisconsin Assembly Bills, 1993, 1200- 

planned and the East Wing up in the air for the moment. The West and South Wings would be restored first. Kahler 39: 

to Project File, 25 October 1991, West and South Wing Meeting Minutes and Correspondence 1991-1993 folder, box 

7, Capitol Maintenance and Restoration Papers, 1980-99. #4 Assembly Bill 1207,” in Wisconsin Legislative Reference Bureau, Bulletin, Wisconsin Legislature, Part 3, Assembly, 

1993. 

3 Wisconsin Legislature, Joint Committee on Legislative Organization, Capitol Master Plan [1987]. 

45 Rajer to McClure, 22 February 1993, B.18.18. 

4 Thid. 
# Quagliana to Dan Stephans, 18 October 1994, B.18.05; newspaper clippings in B.18.02. For more on the public 

5 David Kahler to Project File, 25 October 1991, West and South Wing Meeting Minutes and Correspondence 1991- controversy, see Research Brief 2.2, B.19.03. 

1993 folder, box 7, Capitol Maintenance and Restoration Papers, 1980-99. 

47 McClure wrote, “Changes during the contract document production stage is not the time to make program and 

6 Basement programming became a contentious issue among the assembly and other Capitol occupants and extended planning changes. Changes at that time are costly and can result in delays in the schedule. Therefore I am asking you 

into New Construction document planning. See Linda Anderson to McClure, 25 January, 15 March and 20 April 1994, to review the design development drawings and the preliminary specifications thoroughly to assure that all requirements 

all in B.18.06, and Dale Dumbleton to John Marx, 9 May 1994, B.11.07. are clear before the start of the contract document production stage.” McClure to Dumbleton, Quagliana, Anderson, 

et. al., 7 December 1992, West and South Wing Meeting Minutes and Correspondence 1991-1993 folder, 1991-1993, 

?7 AEI progress meeting minutes, 28 February 1992, B.18.26. box 7, Capitol Maintenance and Restoration Papers, 1980-99. 

8 AEI meeting minutes, 13 February 1992, ibid. 48 Chadek to Project File, 20 August 1992, B.18.26. 

» AEI meeting minutes, 28 February 1992, ibid. 4° SCERB Meeting Minutes for 15 March 1993 and Chadek to McClure, 19 March 1993, both in B.18.09. 

3° AEI meeting minutes, 18 March 1992, ibid. °° Tbid. 

5! Building Commission summary of projects, n.d., Building Commission folder. *! “Preservation Recommendations,” 9 March 1993, B.18.03. 

* Chadek to Project File, 14 May 1993, B.18.27. * Chadek to McClure, 19 March 1993, B.18.09. 
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* At the 13 May 1993 progress meeting, Dewey Hemba of GAS and Greg Bares of DFD reviewed the proposed opening ” Neidorfler to Project File, 12 September 1993, “Book 2” [Part I] folder, box 5, Capitol Maintenance and Restoration 
through the main shear wall in the basement press room, and Bares did not favor removing any materials from the wall. Papers, 1980-99. A slight mishap occurred during Asbestos Abatement on 9 September 1993 when one of the abatement 
Substantial structural support would be needed if the opening was created. By the next meeting on 27 May 1993, the people was “unable to hold unto [sic] a 1 2” metal pipe while they were working in a crawl space below the 6" floor 
A/JE team decided to abandon the proposed shear wall opening as “the probable cost of structurally accommodating an level. The pipe fell thru [sic] the [East Wing] plaster barrel vault ceiling to the first floor marble floor.” Larry Earll 
opening in the wall is much higher than the benefit of having the opening can justify.” See Chadek to Project File, 14 documented the accident with photos in the “Book 2” [Part I] Folder. 
May and 2 June 1993, both in B.18.27. 

* Quagliana to McClure, 3 March 1993, B.18.22. 
%4 Chadek to Project File, 3 June 1993, B.18.27, ibid. 

™ Change Order #1, 19 July 1994; Change Order #2, 16 September 1994; Change Order #5, 1 November 1995; Request 
** Anderson to McClure, 5 May 1993; Chadek to McClure, 14 May 1993; Stephans to McClure, Bill King, Quagliana, and Certification for Payment, 22 November 1994; Addendum to Contract, 12 September 1994, all in B.12.18, Capitol 
et al., 3 June 1993; Stephans to Joe Sokal, 3 June 1993; Bares to McClure, 4 June 1993; McClure to Anderson, 18 June Archives. Meeting Notes, Assembly Parlor Wood Preservation & Restoration, 19 April 1993 and 23 June 1993, both 
1993; Chadek to McClure, 7 July 1993; David Cullen to Chadek, 1 July 1993; McClure to Brandherm, 12 July 1993, in B.18.22. 
all in West and South Wing Meeting Minutes and Correspondence 1991-1993 folder, box 7, Capitol Maintenance and 

Restoration Papers, 1980-99. 75 See correspondence and documents in B.11.29, B.11.30, the Decorative Finishes Folder in Box 1 of the Art McClure 
Papers and Research Brief 2.3 in B.19.03. 

°° New Construction Specifications, 16 September 1993, B.14.10. The project number was 91926.1. 

7° Contract with Quarra Stone Company, 6 July 1994, and Quarra Stone Company bid form, 23 June 1994, both in 
*’ New Construction Specifications, 16 September 1993, B.14.10. For more on the release of specifications, see B.11.42. 
Research Brief 2.1, B.19.03. 

” Contract with Custom Metals, Inc., 6 October 1994, and List for Subcontractor Approval, 20 June 1994, both ibid. 
** Furniture and Furnishings Specifications, 12 May 1994, B.14.18. 

8 Contract with Doris Armstrong and Mydella Punzel, 6 October 1994, B.11.42. 
* Stone Procurement Specifications, 8 June 1994, B.14.27. 

” Notice to proceed sent to Nonn’s Flooring, Inc., 30 November 1994, ibid. 
® Carpet Specifications, 11 August 1994, B.14.17. 

% Contract with Garland Guild, Inc., 10 November 1994 and Notice to Proceed, 12 December 1994, Garland Guild 
* Summary of the State of Wisconsin Building Commission’s action on Capitol projects, n.d.. Inc., Ground & First Floor & 3 Floor folder, box 9, Pre-1987 Capitol Restoration. Correspondence and financial 

information in the folder suggests that Garland Guild also cleaned and conserved the Assembly Vestibule column 
® Initially approved for vault door removal, D. B. I. Wisconsin, Inc. may not have participated in construction at all capitals. However, this work is not specifically mentioned in the contract. 
with the SCERB decision to leave the treasurer’s vault door in place. See “Request for Subcontractors Approval,” 23 
February 1993, B.12.21, B.12.31 and B.12.34. ‘! Pre-construction meeting minutes, 1 December 1993, B.18.37. 

® Ted Cree to James Schumacher, 26 February 1993, B.12.33. ® Though work began in March 1993, DFD did not approve the construction schedule until late April 1994. It was 
only in late April that the prime contractors hit upon a schedule that had the 30 March 1995 contract completion date 

* “K ey Notes,” Selective Removal Plans, 25 November 1992, A4.2; Kahler Slater Architects and A ffiliated Engineers, as their construction completion date. Neidorfler to Project File, 3 March 1994, B.18.29; Neidorfler to Project File, 28 
Inc., “Preliminary Report,” 17 April 1992, B.11.04. April 1994, B.18.30; and Neidorfler to Project File, 29 September 1994, B.18.31. 

** Pre-Construction Meeting Minutes, 24 February 1993, B.12.38. *s Early New Construction minutes list rooms 322/324 to be constructed as sample rooms. At the 27 July 1994 project 

progress meeting, the Cullen & Sons representative stated that the mock-up room number was 126AW. See New 
* Contract Change Order G2, 30 June 1993, B.12.21. Construction Specifications, 16 September 1993, B.14.10; Chadek to Project File, 18 February 1994, B.18.29; Neidorfler 

to Project File, 29 July 1994, B.18.30. 
*’ Contract Change Order G5, 2 July 1993, ibid. 

“ New Construction Specifications, 16 September 1993, B.14.10. 
® Jeffrey Neidorfler to Project File, 26 March 1993, B.12.41. 

*S Decorative finishes were one of the last parts of New Construction to be approved. The lateness and incompleteness 
® Neidorfler to Project File, 19 March 1993, ibid. of the FACS report, the need for additional probes and length of time it took to approve a decorative finish contractor 

all contributed to this circumstance. See Quagliana to McClure, 3 August 1994, B.13.36. 
” Asbestos Abatement Specifications, 25 November 1992, B.13.28. 

*° Constance S. Silver, “Wisconsin State Capitol: Studies for the Conservation of Mural Paintings and Architectural 
7! Asbestos Abatement Change Order #2, 6 April 1993 and Asbestos Abatement Change Order #3, 18 May 1993, both Finishes in Two Entry Vestibules,” 25 April 1995, B.11.22. 
in B.12.30. 
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87 Neidorfler to Project File, 27 October 1994, B.18.31. 

88 EverGreene Painting Studios, “Wisconsin State Capitol, West Wing Renovation, Assembly Chamber, Mural and 

Pendentive Paintings Condition Report,” 20 June 1995, B.11.10a. 

*° Contract Change Orders, August 1995, B.14.30, and Assembly Chamber photographs, n.d., B.11.12. 

°° Neidorfler to Project File, 20 January 1994, B.18.29. 

°! Laura Davis to Project File, 15 April 1994, B.18.27; meeting minutes on State Capitol 6" level display cases, 9 

January 1995 (minutes prepared 11 January 1995), B.18.12. 

* Neidorfler to Project File, 7 June 1995, B.18.31. 

% Neidorfler to Project File, 10 January 1995, ibid. 

* Chadek to Project File, 18 February 1994, B.18.29. 

5 Ibid. Stephans to Chadek, 10 February 1994, B.18.06; Timothy Peckham to Quagliana, 18 October 1993, B.18.08. 

6 Neidorfler to Project File, 21 June 1995, B.18.31. 
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ia 2. i STORICAL OVERVIEW 
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a \ : 4 @ %< ee ee ra — s f : g onstruction of the Capitol began with the West Wing in August 1906. The West Wing was a eee Senne 

| ] \ ? Pa a iit a eo 3 point since the 1904 fire had made the west wing of the previous capitol, the second to be located in Madison 

ol ge Ned ay (constructed between 1857 and 1869), uninhabitable. State officials then could occupy the remaining wings 

rh 4 ve Pee. P : while construction was underway. The West Wing also was to house the Assembly Chamber (the largest room in the 

& <a 2 pe sa “ \ : or : s <—s * Capitol) which, combined with the large office rooms and vault spaces on the first floor, would allow the entire legisla- 

4 4 a me EFT ase a La % 2 L ture to meet in the new building while the old east wing (where the Senate Chamber had been located) was demolished. 

ca = ~! Lg Ga aS b= =22 In addition, when the legislature was not.in session, government agencies displaced by the construction of the other 

£& Z ep — 2 i io _ _ wings could take up temporary quarters in the committee rooms on the new wing’s third floor, a practice that would 
Le . s : P r p52 4 BS = es continue for years. Proceeding in this manner thus allowed most of the machinery of state government to occupy 

Po FF oe = lad © astra the new Capitol as it was being built a wing at a time. Starting construction of the building with the West Wing was 

yg e MS a yy i = a symbolic decision as well. The fire that had destroyed parts of the old capitol had broken out in the assembly post 

ae pel A Pe 7 fl office on the second floor of the building’s west side, so by launching construction where the fire began, the Capitol 
~ : Pi iC fs iyi literally rose from its own ashes. 

ie ay <— eal rj ‘ i o- Decisions made by the Capitol Commission for construction of the West Wing set precedents for work on the rest of the 

P72 } a 7 jj —s a 2 a= y building, and the commissioners took these decisions very seriously. Selecting the type of stone for the exterior induced 

< 3 be: d é 4 ia" pil the commission to tour quarries and public buildings in the eastern United States, a tour that eventually led it to choose 

—  * Pa s 7 a s White Bethel granite from Vermont; commissioners devoted much time to selecting interior stone and marble as well. 

—— Bie - 4 f=] Sad Architect George B. Post was the driving force behind these decisions; he wanted the best stone, the best decoration 

iia. . ms Y/), 7 df ‘ and the best artwork available in order to create “an architectural monument...which would be a model for buildings 
on Oe, ae “ mT | iF 7 of its class.”' Post’s dedication was matched by members of the commission, including Governor James O. Davidson, 

— ae a ay a Secretary Lew F. Porter, and former U. S. Senator William F. Vilas, a prominent Madison resident and “tastemaker” 

— ee mapas ave who worked to infuse the building with a profound sense of style and grace. Vilas met with Post regularly in New York 

3.1 Governor Philip F. La Follette addressing the legislature (detail), 1931 City and influenced the marble used, the layout of interior spaces and the historical figures depicted in artwork. 
As the largest room in the Capitol, the Assembly Chamber serves an important ceremonial function when the 
entire legislature (sometimes with members of the public) gathers to hear the governor deliver a special message 

or address. Beginning a project of this magnitude and importance inevitably caused conflicts both in planning and in actual con- 

struction. Some government officials resented not being consulted more about their office spaces. Members of the 

assembly, the principal occupant group of the wing, were particularly meddlesome. Assemblymen from quarrying 

areas tried to have native stone (Wausau red granite) used more extensively, members of the assembly complained that 

their new desks were too small, and a resolution was introduced (but never passed) to abandon the new chamber and 

instruct the architect to design a larger space in the South Wing. Actual construction presented difficulties as well. Post 

changed the type of marble he wanted used in the Assembly Chamber and Lobby several times and repeatedly refused 

specimens that did not meet his high standards. Some of the work, such as painting and carpeting, went smoothly. 
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z And then there was the ambitious time frame: some contractors had difficulty readying the wing for the meeting of the 

3 m, 2 legislature in January 1909. 
Ne, s 

‘ . 4 Xeno. 2 
ee NO i ea/s, = This chapter discusses the original construction of the West Wing (1906-09) with particular emphasis on how construc- 
oo ae g tion of the initial wing and planning of the rest of the building coincided. This chapter also provides information on the 

S occupancy of the wing and its use by various state agencies, including the assembly, the state treasurer and the secretary 
™ > of state. Biographical information on many of the significant occupants of the wing is also provided. 

ee > 

‘ = 74 : 3 

Ep re] Exterior Construction 
: L 2 a CS aN & ‘ Of the five architecture firms that submitted plans for the invitational capitol competition, George B. Post & Sons of 

be : t a a4 hoe Be ; New York had the most experience designing large, complicated buildings that used the most innovative of technolo- 
-. : . : oS e oS pes gies. Although the Capitol appears to be a solid stone structure, in fact the exterior walls are made of brick clad with 

oe. ee “ granite facing. The brick and granite walls bear the weight of the structural steel framework, while the steel structure 
: we , Pa S carries the weight of the interior walls, floors and roofs. The inside spaces combined a formal, classical arrangement 

i fe ae : of public space with highly adaptable and very modern private office spaces. The commission wanted a building that 

PGi a would be both beautiful and functional, and Post was the ideal architect for the job. 
eat i ; 

a | Siting 
a 2 io Demolition and excavation for the West Wing began soon after the commission selected Post & Sons of New York as the 

ma — eS architect. The commission, anxious to have the wing ready for the legislature as soon as possible and to make visible 

i at progress for the public, requested that representatives from Post & Sons visit Madison to finalize plans in July 1906. 
? ae : : = 3.2 West Wing of previous capitol following fire, 1904 

$ = le The 1904 fire completely gutted the west wing of the old i i a , Skee eo z 
Ts a red capitol, rendering it unusable and contributing to the Constructing an enlarged capitol on the existing site presented early and significant difficulties. The west corner of 

——— : Capitol Commission's decision to begin construction of Capitol Park dropped sharply to the head of State Street, which was 66 feet above city grade, a full 24 feet lower than 
rer the new Capitol with the West Wing. the center of the park and over 20 feet lower than each of the park’s other corners. Since the new West Wing extended 

about 100 feet farther west than the old wing, it required deeper foundations to reach the specified hardpan soil. Post & 
BZ RRR oo A CaM COE rs iaiag Sons provided Lew Porter with a drawing to indicate how the West Wing excavations should coincide with the contours 

, pee ee oe ie os ig RTT et > of the site and suggested that in places the foundations would need to be quite deep in order to get past earlier fill. Afier 
ME SQN. Dec or ites ey ee eat 1% oo ta 3 . : ; 3 7 Sean Wee. Qo ee Cee Be e the wing was completed, dirt from the East Wing excavation had to be used to build up the west terrace, suggesting 

Eee i. PR ee ee ee RS - ice 
mek ee Nic es es that the walls of the basement of the West Wing were originally exposed on the west end.* 

: Re Fees. Fo cers NO oN Se se = 
Sg CO ees a ee 

ee pat PAMBR ee, [ee lie Se: : cio} Foes bee a ce | hl: Excavation 
: Eo EFSs. Pe: Mee S nt fe > | ro [seas é 3 On 8 August 1906, Porter, on behalf of the Capitol Commission, let a $1,200 contract to a Madison firm, the Corona & 

‘ Bee Pee Bees ieee [fee eee : : oe : : 3 ; 
r * ahe ‘ be nt ei "4 ead | ey [eee = Oliva Co., for the demolition of the old west wing and the removal of the material and debris. Corona & Oliva began 
7 ee, Nee fee Fey & eg 4 ae : _ i 
4 Se | NS al ove ea | eee m fe 3.3 Assembly Chamber of previous demolition work on 11 August and finished on 15 September.* On 11 October, Corona & Oliva also received the contract 

: er oes oe po te FM, ioe capitol following fire, 1904 to excavate the basement of the new wing for 24 cents a yard for general excavation work (estimated at 1,411 cubic 
: Sea te fon es RS EE Rae eal 2 Oe iy Po Rn j i a. : : ‘ : 

IT tPA eR gh SN Ree ngea ane Cag ee See ec 2 Be nei : State yards) and stripping topsoil (estimated at 760 yards) and 35 cents a yard for trenching work (estimated at 690 yards). 
een a aed eee | OS Ie Tite Bice Re a Pee en TTS ‘apitol, the assembly met in a i ‘i 

2 ss ee Da pai f Aas ae SemiccivcHlay ee ey onthe The work began on 18 October.* During excavation, completed on 11 January 1907, workers discovered an abandoned 

—— - Pn A, Ge - oe ‘ = oe peg ape first floor. After the fire destroyed well and vault, which antedated the operating coal vault and boiler house on the grounds. This discovery required extra 

va RNG en en, See aieemmeed §— fhe wing, the Capitol Commission digging and alterations to the foundations to reinforce the unstable soil that surrounded the abandoned features.° 
eee oe Rae a belt, decided to house the assembly in the 

erp Lo 2 oa, new West Wing; the senate met in 5 
PES nl - ee temporary quarters in the first floor Foundation é 

= = eats i z é treasurer's office. On 5 December 1906, the commission awarded the contract for the concrete foundation walls to the Foster Construction 
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3.4 West wing of previous capitol being torn down, 1906 3.5 West Wing under construction, circa 1909 
The Madison firm Corona & Oliva Co. received the contract to demolish the remains of the old west wing. It began work on 11 The grade of the west corner of Capitol Park was so steep that fill had to be brought in for the terrace. The foundations of the g is) 
August 1906 and finished a month later. West Wing were initially exposed before being covered with dirt excavated during the construction of the East Wing. 
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pe ee ee ee a z Company of Milwaukee for $7,086. The company was reluctant to pour foundations in winter, but the commission, 

eo = ee oe iiehsoe i anxious for more visible progress on the wing, ordered the work to proceed.’ The rapidity of construction, however, 

ie: 8 Ss exceeded Post’s ability to issue plans. In May 1907, the commission had to make an additional agreement with Foster 

md : to complete work on the east foundation wall, which Post had not designed at the time the initial contract was let. 

i 2 E Piers and grillage in the basement floor also had to be added in order to support the extreme weight of the treasurer’s 

ces fi vs i money vault, the location of which had not been decided at the time the initial foundations were poured. Although 

ia. 2 Governor Davidson and Commissioner Vilas objected to the extension of a contract without competitive bidding, the 

5s ee i’ 3 a — Tk «3 ; a : work proceeded anyway.® 

men a ee. a. ‘ Fi « ie Z The incomplete plans for the foundation led to a minor row between Post and the commission. On 13 May 1907, Post 
- ee q Ne eg cette cea q AD a 5 recommended to Porter that the commission should employ a general contractor (customary on large projects) and 

rae =, * & F “F g not “a great mass of small Contractors” as an economy measure and as a means of hastening construction, citing as 

Regt 2 n on % re? so bi aes aS an example the cost that could have been saved had the commission asked the Foster Company to purchase the steel 

Sn Se eaten Se ie ae oe grillage for the treasurer’s money vault. The commission did not heed Post’s advice, and it purchased the additional 
ies fen oes = ne 2 grillage from the Worden-Allen Co. of Milwaukee for $3,215.05.° The executive committee in turn instructed Porter 

ee i ‘i age 7 ae ; to remind Post that the architects should have included the rear wall and the “grillage beams on the piers” in the initial 

i a ~ aie ee specifications and ought not to have corresponded directly with the Foster Company, “ignoring the Commission en- 

’ fee tirely.”'° Thus, the foundations were not finished until early July.'' This was one of the only times that any significant 

3.6 Granite blocks being drawn by horses, Bethel, Vermont, circa 1906 disagreement arose between Post and the commission; once their respective prerogatives and responsibilities were set, 

The commission selected Bethel white granite for the exterior of the Capitol. The Woodbury Gran- they enjoyed generally cordial relations. 

ite Co. operated several large quarries in Vermont and had supplied granite for the Pennsylvania 

ee esa Structural Steel 
Once the foundation was finished, exterior construction got underway. The commission awarded Timothy C. Mc- 

oe: \ | ie iE at z Carthy of Madison the contract for general construction of the wing, including “mason work, roofing work, window 

Wi - “Fy é Ss aa 2 frames, and structural steel work,” for $128,668. McCarthy had experience erecting large buildings, such as those on 

= aN oe ‘ Ps 2 = ‘ the University of Wisconsin campus, and was well acquainted with Porter. The target completion date was 10 Janu- 

= i Sa = = Fa : oe See "i | = le E ary 1908. Worden-Allen Co. of Milwaukee supplied the steel. Throughout the summer, however, Porter and Johnson 

: oS t a ws oe a . s e struggled with delays in the shipment of steel from Worden-Allen. Delays continued into the fall; the Pittsburgh Test- 

=~ " a 4 Ske = = a sag <a a 3 ing Laboratory, which the commission engaged to guarantee the quality of the steel, regularly rejected beams. Also, 

eS =. a Fe ae = = sy Se <—— = os Pi Pe 3 . g there was some confusion between the architects and Worden-Allen over shop drawings, and shipments to Madison 

a eT ee <i iste ee Se a were delayed and sometimes lost.'? 

usa = ee ces. eet SD ee z Brickwork 
= << sara te aN b- 4+ a . be = The delays in steelwork put other aspects of exterior construction behind, causing McCarthy to miss the 10 January 

SS es S> ee BRS é l ry ey 8 1908 deadline. By then exterior construction had begun to move more quickly; 1,225,000 bricks had been laid to a 

oe i. es e Se Se > : ae height of 48 feet, 700 tons of steel had been erected, and 92 window frames had been set in the ground through third 

X — ee 2 Sx ey = floors. Exterior construction was finished in early March. Builders had set 1,765,000 bricks and completed the steel 

2 LS  —— ie 7 npr and carpentry work. Meanwhile the commission turned its attention to interior construction. 

PS a a a: wh be 
1 (= eee ee Stonework 
3.7 Woodbury quarry at Bethel, Vermont, circa 1906 Pie ies Boece ae Stu g : 
The Woodbury company quarried the vast amounts of granite needed for the Capitol but often had The most significant design decision the commission made was to select the stone for the outside surface of the wing, 

difficulty cutting and shipping it to Madison to keep construction going as quickly as the Capitol thus deciding the color and much of the character of the exterior. The stone used would determine how the completed 

Commission wanted. building would appear, so much depended on this decision. Post’s work for the 1893 Columbian Exposition, his 
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design of the New York Stock Exchange (1901-03) and his original Capitol drawings all suggested the use of some z 

light-colored stone as was conventional in large public buildings. The previous capitol had been built of buff-colored rae << : 

Prairie du Chien sandstone, and some preferred this precedent. On 24 January 1907, Senator James A. Wright of Mer- i 2 ; A e 

rill (Lincoln County) introduced a bill (No. 15, S.) to confine the selection of the exterior stone to Wisconsin quarries; — " g 

a similar bill appeared in the assembly, sponsored by Edward W. Le Roy of Marinette County. Despite these bills, y & ce : : 

neither of which came to a vote, the next day the commission ordered advertisements placed in national as well as state A i < a 5 

publications calling for bids on the exterior cut-stone facing with a deadline of 26 February 1907. The specifications a —— : g 

sought bids for three types of stone: granite, marble and limestone. Pressure continued for selecting a native stone, acrtine ee —_ g 

and a few days later the executive committee ordered advertisements placed in three state and regional publications a - ~— | : 

for cut red granite (the predominate variety of granite found in Wisconsin) for the “plinth [terrace] and steps,” with Fe ee ps _. a z 

bids due on 16 February.'* ‘ — ‘ p 5 

The Capitol Commission opened bids for the exterior stone on 26 February and asked George Post to evaluate them ah . :. 

overnight. Fifteen firms bid, none of them offering Wisconsin granite. The next day Post advised using “a very white : sy 

material of sufficiently fine texture to admit to delicate carving for the exterior.” He noted, however, that red granite er i sol 

from a quarry at Amberg was adequate for the plinth and steps. His first choice for the Capitol was white marble; his 

second, white granite, particularly North Jay. The commission nonetheless could not reach a decision because legisla- > i 

tion specified an expenditure of no more than 40 cents a cubic foot; all bids exceeded this sum. It appeared that the . @ oS 

decision would have to be made by the legislature, an action that might have seriously jeopardized Post’s design since ee : nd : ‘ 

some legislators owned quarries that produced inferior stone and since there was considerable sentiment for using na- S $e Pee os ‘ a . 

tive stone. Before the legislature could act, the executive committee wrote to the bidders telling them that “an irregular ie. as os oi o> os ‘ , 

proposition” had been received and that new information suggested that the bids were much higher than they might lian * k, ” f ac -o 

have been. New bids were called for, due on 18 March 1907.!5 os y . Ge : 
‘ ; : Eset es OS . 

The commission took very seriously the task of selecting exterior stone, and it invited members of the legislature to 3.8 Karl Bitter, 1907 2 ae : » ‘ 

accompany its members on a trip “to inspect buildings built of the various materials proposed.” On 25 March, the George Post had worked . Se os ee cs ; o 

delegation (Governor James O. Davidson, Commissioner Vilas, Senators John M. Whitehead of Janesville and Edward with New York sculptor " Da eee 

E. Burns of Platteville, Assemblymen Allen S. Baker of Evansville and Levi H. Bancroft of Richland Center, and Karl B lifer on previous a te » smear ej : 
peas , K sites i buildings and recommended oe i mals Ad oN 

Commission Secretary Porter) assembled in Chicago where it examined buildings made of both marble and granite, that the Capitol Commis- : bt cen 

then boarded a train to Georgia. In Georgia, the delegation visited quarries north of Atlanta (Grey Cherokee, Light sion hire him to carve the en i eo 

Cherokee, Kenesaw, Southern Marble Co., and Atlanta Marble Co.) and the next day considered buildings in Atlanta. tympanum sculptur ae - tg . a) - 

On 29 March, the delegation inspected buildings in Washington, D. C. On 1 April, members viewed buildings in New HON CSCI EN TES : pee raeeT = . 

York City, including Grant’s Tomb, which was constructed of North Jay granite. Despite Post’s recommendations, 

the committee “was most disappointed with this piece of work and refused at once to consider North Jay as a possible ee z Z 

material for the Capitol.” Part of the delegation remained in New York, while the rest traveled to Vermont to inspect ga ae a z 

quarries and hear presentations from the Ellis Granite Company and Woodbury Granite. Both promised to furnish 2 ams 4 By vs eee Le 

new figures for the exterior.'* € ae a we oe = 

mene te oa : sina eS eas i po eee i 
Despite its inspection trip, the commission remained unable to reach a decision, and on 10 April, it again rejected all o <'pep 4 4 48 to) el i Sher a gt . es : 

previous bids and proposals for the exterior facing and resolved to seek “further advice in regard to material and prices ny | Br ‘ yt T —... ' . h : } my aN “es Sime 

before concluding the contract.” The executive committee undertook the gathering of more information. Vilas took the fee es - : Soe a a 

lead in this investigation, and after further consultation with Post regarding the relative merits of granite and marble, 4.9 West Wing pediment model circa 1908 

the commissioners were nearly unanimous in their preference for White Bethel granite from Vermont. The Amberg Bitter entitled the West Pediment “Unveiling the Resources of the State” and included examples of livestock, game, agricultural 

Granite Company reported that it was unable to furnish red granite for the steps and plinth, and the commission asked products and timber. He placed a badger at the extreme left of the composition. 
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: ed ce teenage nee ee ren IT |e visiting representatives of the Woodbury Granite Company to estimate the cost of providing this stone as well. This 

DEBRIS IN CAPITOL ACCIDENT AND THREE WHO ESCAPED 3 assured that the steps, terrace structure and building all would be made of the same kind and quality of stone. The 

g commission drafted a contract with Woodbury for supplying and setting the stone for the entire building, including the 

Ss » fe is “ be “ap : £ ig oo s Lt : ieee i terrace and balustrades, for $1,945,750. The contract was signed on 14 May 1907.'” 

fase! r 1 ee ar i a eg a roe Fs 3 Facing the building 
3M A Kg a3 2 te — i , Boa o. Hy ee é Once it received the contract, Woodbury began quarrying and cutting the stone but was not able to get it to Madison 

A a | a og ee” $ as quickly as the commission wanted. Although the first granite was laid on 20 August 1907, eight days after the first 

# x ack _ eae. — z : 3 z stone arrived in Madison, the event was largely ceremonial because the brickwork had barely started. In November, 

. Si 9 ve eal ¢ : a ie - a y vs - " 9 Post & Sons wrote to Woodbury chastening the manager for the slow progress in setting the granite facing “in spite 

| Ney ; ~ coe vf z ne es fs mY us Poi 3 a of the emergency” of the oncoming winter and the need to have the building ready for the legislative session of 1909. 

3 : Ta. <a ee S : 5 The executive committee also wrote to Woodbury urging “more vigorous prosecution of their work.”'* 

ms e x eft . a ; ; Nae i. The delay in shipping the stone to Madison was due in part to Post’s insistence that stones on the lower part of the wall 
AS ~ ¥ Pe, Se ee " io = should be entirely free of any black spots, a requirement that Woodbury considered far too stringent; Woodbury tried 

: ¥ - GE Ae at 5 “ rr Lo a 4 ee to convince Post to accept stones with dark spots smaller than a dime. In the end, Post had his way. For its part, the 
is * : ye , oe ed $ god a : oa i, i , ce Se Woodbury Company did try to cut as much stone as quickly as possible, for a while employing almost 200 cutters. The 

AE AO. af BS Guana Se en eee Oe a é Se te lag in actually setting the stone was caused by the difficulties inherent to coordinating such a large project. A delay in 

Py = i. fj ATE 1 =i hail aus e t m cae — “a a the steelwork resulted in an even longer delay in the stonework since erecting the proper derricks for use by the stone 
ie at i Oe Ba é ee a eo re tie f eae aon a 4 setters required the steel to be in place (above the first story, the work required boom derricks rather than breast derricks, 

mi i a Ph 2a Ci ee ata pn * the use of which slowed the setting considerably). The granite work was not finished until late February 1908.!° 
e © oa Phe -e a at be . Ces Ses Po ; ieee “an 

ee — age 4 ‘ Pa ee Me en ~ a. Portico, columns and pediment 

: [a > ca ae + ae see ‘ os a, : Although granite work was completed on the “box” of the wing in 1908, the portico, columns and pediment remained 

[ee ae 4 Bie gs See incomplete until 1910. The reason for this was the steep grade of the site. Before the necessary equipment could 

be erected to lift the massive stones into place, dirt from the East Wing excavations had to be used to fill in the west 

Picture shows the broken masonry which fell and three of the men who escaped injury. From left to right—Edward J. Damon, engine ; Otte terrace. On 22 May 1908, the commission awarded the contract for moving the dirt and building up the west terrace 
&. Scherer, derrick man, and Frank Bliss, Logan's helper. in the upper iert hand corer ie a pictu « showing Logan (at left) seated with Damon of 

# piece of granite, taken several months ago. Star shows where Logan feil to his death. j to M. M. Doran of Madison for $700.75. He completed the work in mid-November.” Work on the west portico was 

deferred until the setters had finished the pediment and columns on the East Wing. The derricks were moved from the 

3.10 West Wing pediment collapse, 1909 East Wing to the West Wing on 3 July 1909.?' The unfinished west fagade evidently caused some comment, as one 
On 24 October 1909, the stones that formed the West Wing pediment crashed to the ground, killing Woodbury foreman Daniel i e on 

Logan. Work stopped for several months until replacement stones arrived. De Nushape uw iteuuredtead’rs to) hayematence: 

Despite delays from insufficient electrical power and a ten-week strike at its quarries in Bethel, Woodbury claimed in 

April to have finished more than half the columns needed for the East and West Wings. Porter and the commission 

remained dissatisfied, and in May Porter pointed out that little progress was being made on the actual setting of the 

stones. The columns were completed in August and work began on the pediment. Placing the pediment was set 

back several weeks after a fifteen-ton stone (a “kneeler”) broke the derrick that was lifting it into a cart at the railroad 

depot, was damaged in the mishap and needed to be replaced.* Replacement stones arrived in early October. The long 

delay in finishing the pediment infuriated Karl Bitter, the designer of the tympanum sculpture, who had completed his 

model in January 1909 and was eager to see carving begin. He insisted on carving the sculpture in place as his artisans 

had done on the East Wing, so they could not begin work until the pediment was finished and the stones were lifted 

into place.” 
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Pediment Collapse 7 ‘ N. ja iid oe a. a?) oy fy hd 4 Z 
Events surrounding the West Wing pediment took a tragic turn on 24 October 1909, when 300 tons of stone accidentally : % WS KC SS EL i tf eA g 

fell to the ground, killing Woodbury foreman Daniel Logan. Logan, anxious to complete the work as soon as possible, ee ee <7 : Ss A de YA g 
had engaged the setting crew on a Sunday. At about 3 o’clock in the afternoon, as Logan and another setter were plac- a = — ti sr _ Nl a oa ee : i 

ing a four-ton stone, one of the stones that had already been set cracked and fell 80 feet, taking with it most of the other SS as Se Ey seco eee ea ea gk s . \ = 
stones in the pediment. Six other workers escaped unharmed; the financial loss was estimated at between $20,000 and ~~ e — wi oa 2 
$25,000. It was unclear what caused the accident, but apparently no stones had been set improperly. Porter came to Re —— : — = a tp z 
the conclusion that the cornice stone fell because it was “overbalanced” by the large stones that were to be carved, and a NS : = a = 3 if 2 

he confidentially blamed Woodbury and its employees.” : NS ( _am ~ = Ses 

In response to the accident, the sculptures in the West, South and North Wing pediments were rough-carved first in a * 7 4 é \\\ q i ; 

shed and later hoisted into place where finishing occurred, thereby greatly reducing the weight of the stones being set.”” b — a ‘a a é ey e ‘ = as es 7 

When the Maryland Casualty Company began investigating the accident, things turned ugly. Post suggested that Porter Va cae =. ‘| by fi = 4 

had been rushing the work; Commissioner Orrin A. Ingram thought that the men had just been careless. Woodbury : a a a = a 

manager George H. Bickford blamed Bitter for failing to rough-cut the stones before putting them in place. Maryland ; — = ar 2 - ee Ss — — 
Casualty sought a settlement of $10,000, the statutory limit. Bickford balked at paying such a sum and suggested that ee ie 4 i fi ————— 

the fault lay with Logan himself. ** Mrs. Logan eventually received a settlement of $2,000.” As for completing the ’ eo ai ¥ e Reda is q ee ce i ' i 

sculpture, after much discussion among the commissioners and with Bitter, Post and Bickford, a shed went up for the 5 a : i Ee Bo ] 4 Tear a , y a 3 al 4 

cutters on northwest side of the park by March 1910, the new stones began to arrive later that month, and the entire i i z : : 4 J é _- — Z * > =. H F 

work was completed and installed by the end of the year.*° ; A b 7 B a peer ef aes : bus 4 E 

; oe trite | ee A 
Ornamental Metal se : A * $444.44 | a ed 4. J 

The last element of exterior construction was the installation of the metal railing on the portico, supplied by the Bradley - A444 A a c oe mt cel a ee 

Iron Works of Milwaukee, the West Wing ornamental metal contractor. Post & Sons originally called for plated iron — aie eg er as 8 y 4 Ge Se ee ae ee 

railings and these were installed on the West and East Wings, but by January 1910 they had begun to stain the granite _ PP er) ee ee ee a ee 

with rust. The commission decided to replace them with bronze railings and sent the specifications to Bradley. The 2.11 Assembly, Chamber, cirea 1909 

firm, however, misunderstood the architects’ drawings and substituted brass tubing for solid bronze. When the com- The Capitol Commission specified that the desks in the assembly chamber be removable so that the chamber could be used for 
mission ordered the railings replaced, Jesse C. Bradley, president of the works, protested that firm would lose $3,000 public lectures and other events, as was common during the early years of the Capitol. This was very much in keeping with 

on the contract. On 9 May 1911, the commission, agreeing that the drawings were not entirely clear, awarded the Post's vision of a grand yet functional public space. 

Bradley company an additional $1,500 on its bid. Bradley refused and held out for the $3,000. The matter dragged 

on, and in January 1912, the commission turned over the matter to the attorney general, seeking authorization “to have 

such work completed at the expense of said contractor and its surety [bonding company].” On 15 February 1912, 

assuming that Bradley would simply never finish the work, the commission awarded a new contract for new railings 

to the Hecla Iron Works of Brooklyn, New York. Hecla supplied the railings as part of its contract for the metal work 

of the South Wing.*! 

Interior Construction 
Post masterfully designed the interior of the Capitol in a way that is elegant both in plan and finish, incorporating grand 

public spaces, decorated with polished marbles and gold leaf, along with functional private work spaces. As the first 

constructed, the West Wing set the standard for the balance of the building. Post used a polished yellow limestone 

from Kasota, Minnesota, in the public hallways to set off the gleaming marble and granite piers, pilasters and columns. 

As in the Assembly Chamber and the public areas around it, Post used marble to emphasize the importance of a space. 

All of these elements would be replicated in the other wings. 
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Pe etic ne ne ern ere a, z The commission was determined to have interior construction finished and the wing ready for the legislature to meet in 

— ee ee ae Oa es a nce ea ee fs January 1909, and it largely met its goal, although several delays made it close. The commission began letting contracts 

oles = ee ee oe srs = eS TS. ante lp in February 1908, and Berne contactors finished their ware quickly. McNulty Bros. of etiee0 aeeived the contract 

|: ae £ oases || taut rr eee nh [Caconer rl a = for “mason work,” meaning partition walls and plastering, for $64,900. The firm began work in April and finished by 

lil | I fet el) | [ | ea WE ee a an ey ae the end of November.” The contract for carpentry and woodwork ($36,777) went to A. D. and J. V. Frederickson of 

: Nal FH ai eae we iv. Pros tor & 0h 4 tds a 1 ne i aN i ‘a Madison, and that work also went fairly smoothly; most of it was finished by January with only a few details incom- 

a el : I i i ie i “ay i | I Da | i a ih if a a plete into February.*? The complex nature of the construction proved challenging to some contractors who tried to 

i ut |, if ik iy i bene oe eed ll jig ai | : i ; i i / a ! coordinate their work with other firms from different cities. For example, the contract for interior iron work went to 
I i yo : ee Hi : a Bas Haore care iS wi | “i : i : i : it the Vulcan Iron & Steel Works of Milwaukee for $32,500. Vulcan had great difficulty finishing its work on time and 

IH a i 9 : | Mae eye oe rot et | ‘ i i na food caused delays to the carpentry and masonry. Porter had to warn the company repeatedly that it was not fulfilling the 

IF au | u . y i iu pork & oy \ Bese were ite gt | Ba i : ee be terms of its contract. Vulcan in turn complained about inadequate models and specifications.** 

A 2 gases > mies a He a asaies 
aia = Ua Hi Ss eal i Hee ee a ors 

4 il | i es cs j i il HL i] [lhe ented a cay tse || Sales el | ii i i : The most serious setbacks occurred in connection with the decorative stone. The limestone for the public corridors 

{ at ol shone EE) ay Sassen = | "| i i [Exrristememnrmniesns Be i i (mostly Kasota stone, with some Mankato stone in the ground floor entrance area) was easily procured from Minnesota 

fate ans cen REE LSet ro | eat a cee ' quarries, but other stone elements were much more difficult to secure. On 4 February 1908, the commission awarded 

i i i 1 7 aT “i \ I | i | \ | iC A) f id ry | the stone and marble contract to Fred Andres & Co. (also known as Andres Stone & Marble Co.) of Milwaukee for 

Lal. Hee ee es Wh LH i He fe bool Ll a LJ | $107,500, with work to be completed by 15 November.’ Andres perhaps was not used to working with an architect 
aol. ae Mere ea te : | as SSSasysinn sari oat = ee like Post who changed his choice of marble several times and approved only the best samples. In the spring of 1908, 

3 : : Ly ah ecg. oar the commission authorized Post’s recommendation to change the decorative scheme in the Assembly Lobby from Grey 

© Aa we Oleainy if” —- fe * are a eee Op tre ao w Tennessee walls with Roseal columns to walls of Italian Botticino marble with light Siena panels and Royal Tennessee 

GF drchiteecsad au ey dcomses Parle sowie 908 columns.*® Similarly, after Andres was unable to provide Eschalion marble with inconspicuous veining for the walls 

Of. all the stonework in the West Wing, the marble. entice in the Assembly Parlor caused the most difficulty. The fireplaces of ne Assembly Chamber, Post replaced that stone with South Dover marble from New York, a finish material he had 

were delivered late and defective, and both had to be replaced a year after they were installed. used in the board room of the New York Stock Exchange.”” 

The delay in setting the stone was not due entirely to last-minute changes. Andres had a great deal of difficulty secur- 

ing acceptable stones. In October, Porter complained about the poor quality of the Botticino columns in the Assembly 

Lobby, and the Siena mantels in the Assembly Parlor eventually had to be replaced.** Once stones were obtained, there 

were delays in cutting and setting. Throughout October, Porter complained about Andres’ slow work—the columns 

and soffits in the Assembly Chamber were delayed, as were the floor panels, borders and fireplaces. Once stones ar- 

rived, Andres seldom had enough setters on the job and tried to procure additional help from Chicago. By December 

1908, it became clear that Andres simply would not have the stonework completed in time for the legislative session. 

In desperation, the commission had temporary concrete floors installed in place of marble in order to make the wing 

habitable by 13 January 1909. So great was the delay that when Andres asked for the final payment on its contract 

(over $12,000) Porter suggested that the company’s work had fallen so far behind schedule that the commission might 

not owe Andres anything at all because of the contract’s per diem penalty clause. In January 1911 Andres had yet to 

replace defective marble, and its total payment was reduced $996.53 in May 1911 for its delay. 

Metalwork 

On 13 February 1908, the commission let the contract for interior metal work to the Vulcan Iron & Steel Works of 

Milwaukee for $32,500. The work was to be completed by 15 November and included structural steel for the main 

stairway, structural and ornamental iron for the secondary stairs, vault stairs, posts and lintels for doorways, grilles, 

ornamental drinking fountains, elevator doors and the ornamental doors to the Assembly Lobby. The flagpole was 

later subcontracted to Carl Bajohr of St. Louis, and the structural steel for the main stairway to the American Bridge 
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Company.” The interior metal work proved every bit as vexing to the commission as the stonework. Porter badgered 4 ee og ie a | h z 

Vulcan to hurry, and V. M. Winter, the president of the firm, in turn blamed Post & Sons for being slow in approving : : ‘ - : ; Lea ae | ‘ qv g 

and revising drawings and for supplying inaccurate models. Vulcan did not receive Post & Sons’ revised drawings until i] | _ _ fe | i . He a i ‘| | i < i : 

14 March, which apparently delayed the posts and lintels for doorways. This delay prompted Commissioner Vilas to i i Bh = Fs : I; x on i i ‘a an ¢ z 

write Vulcan a note warning Mr. Winter that “you do not seem to be performing your contract with the diligence and —— ‘ > > ia : <, — 4 ~ E 

cordiality which The Commission certainly had a right to expect.”*! More serious problems arose from the delay in om &: b> ee 4 = are a 2 
shipping the basement stairs, the vault stairs, railings for the Assembly Gallery, and the elevator fronts, none of which PD. eee ae ~— el a Fae = & = Z 

were ready by the time the legislature met in January. Porter and the architects wrote several times urging the com- i pein 4 5 p == SS é 

pany to rush the work, noting that its slowness was affecting the productivity of the carpenters and the stone setters. , =gt zh = a iS a ST ee £ 

Governor Davidson wrote the company as well. The Vulcan company continued to blame inaccurate and incomplete es eine Cy ec 3 i a ? Leh = a: 

models for the delays, to which George Post replied that it was Vulcan’s responsibility to “adjust all trifling discrepan- ia Es = \ cae ie. = =a 8 
+ 9942 a r a . 5 Aes “4 i, t 3 \ = cies.” Despite the frequent demands for materials, Vulcan did not fulfill its contract deadline, and the commission ae 4 Py {e ee } , re 

installed temporary fixtures to make the wing ready for the legislature. Not until December 1909 did Vulcan complete — ad ; fi | é » 

the remainder of its work.* ae a : 

i & ‘& 
Heating, Ventilating and Other Systems aa ee 

Chas. Wilkins & Co. of Minneapolis, recipient of the contract ($27,891) for heating and ventilating, likewise caused aie 4 d 

the architects and commission difficulty. In March, Wilkins proposed a number of changes, including increasing the — i 

size of the ventilation fans, decreasing the fans’ speed, and restructuring the ductwork, all of which provoked an angry ‘ i 

response from Post, who called the proposed changes “an utter sham.” Post suggested to Porter that the commission me att = 

might need to cancel its contract with Wilkins and call for new bids. The company apparently completed its obligations 

because there was no further correspondence on the matter and the work was completed in December.“* : 

The plumbing contract went to H. Kelly & Co., also of Minneapolis, for $14,141. Although most of the plumbing : : 

was completed by January, the drinking fountains and some toilets were not installed until April 1909, causing the 
Z 3 o 4 3.13 Representatives at their old rolltop desks, circa 1909 

assembly “much inconvenience” and Porter great annoyance.“ Kelly & Co. also placed the ornamental fountains on Some members of the assembly were dissatisfied with the finished Assembly Chamber and wanted a larger space designed for 
the ground and first floor near the elevators. On the ground floor, the fountain fixtures were cast iron dolphins; on the them in the South Wing. Their large, roll-top desks were used for the 1909 session but were later replaced with smaller ones, 

first floor, lions’ heads. Water trickled from the beasts’ mouths, and thirsty visitors controlled the flow of water with an much to the members’ annoyance. Left to right, Frank Hammill, J. E. McConnell, Charles Estabrook, Walter Egan, Merlin Hull. 

ornamental handle and caught the water in a silver-plated cup attached to the fountain with a silver chain. Increasing 

public agitation against “unhygienic” common drinking cups caused the Capitol Commission to vote on 25 January 

1911 to change the ornamental fixtures to bubbling fountains. The decorative fountains in the West and East Wings 

were accordingly replaced by the end of 1912 at a cost of $4,646.*° 

Decoration and Artwork in Significant Spaces 
Assembly Chamber and Loggia 

When the last workmen finally left the Assembly Chamber on 13 January 1909, the same day that the legislators con- 

vened, they had completed a remarkable room. The legislators found a space smaller than the one in the old capitol 

but one that was much more richly appointed and better lit. Rectangular in shape, the chamber is oriented north to 

south with the speaker’s desk at the north end, a significant departure from the previous, semi-circular room in the 

previous building. Post also integrated a great deal of natural light, which comes from the tall, two-story windows of 

the loggia (a columned-off area beneath the west gallery and opposite the lobby) and from a large, leaded-glass ceil- 

ing. Post designed the chamber to be much more public than its predecessor by including visitors’ galleries on three 

sides. This increased room for visitors, the high degree of decoration and a monumental public entrance emphasized 
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y eS —— —— ee me weg er Z ye z the importance of accommodating people wanting to witness the assembly in session. The commission’s decision to 

4 La LEE ee “a = : “. L o = SSS : ( a: install the desks so that they could be removed easily when using the space for large public gatherings underscored the 

ys o eS ae ee serine sai SS ee Ne 2 space’s existence as “the people’s chamber.”*” 

V7 lo cS s S LE ea Z a es SS “= S a é Accommodations for the public came at the expense of the satisfaction of the assembly members, and they initially 
Y 6s title ig eS SS ee os eee ES. SS, = ~~ 2 were not pleased with their new quarters. Although the Capitol Commission was largely successful in having the West 

La ip de Li a = < ‘e Wing ready for the opening session of the 1909 legislature, some assemblymen were less than pleased with the result. 

/ y C4 i“ r si i BN AN 2 The foremost issue was space; the members expected a much larger space and the new chamber turned out smaller 

A OL a : PP a | | : i .) a SS aN \ y 3 z than their old one. Members grumbled that there was no room at the rear of the chamber, that the desks were too close 

ional es : ll Py ——— ai ee ae ack \ Ms together and that there was no space for reporters at the front of the room. On 14 January 1909, Representative Charles 

iy ie] eo a den i™ va Of pg ie 7 a A So ees Estabrook of Milwaukee introduced a resolution calling for the architects to design a larger chamber in the South Wing, 

age M4 > a * aan ae x eye g: ; & 4 : cs : - leaving the new Assembly Chamber for the senate. Speaker Levi Bancroft, who had helped choose the exterior stone, 

Te y Bia ae < j MZ 4 ti , ny. | referred the resolution to the Committee on Capitol and Grounds. Post & Sons responded immediately by proposing a 

4 % - | ; : a aay . ie fi seating plan that would answer the members’ objections. Commissioner Johnson interviewed Estabrook (whom Johnson 

a ley tie a a wy | called “‘a chronic kicker”), who raised further objections about the building in general. Porter was disinclined to take 
a 4 - oe - ee ae ee | the criticisms seriously and believed they would quickly fade. Porter wrote, “Possibly Colonel [Vilas’s] notion of a 

: ir meee Soe SSSESSSE SSS Sess See | dignified legislator was somewhat different from that entertained by some of those now here and possibly he did not 

ie ¢ insane eeeeeel crease a aaa |) regard it as essential that there should be space sufficient to lean back and put their feet upon the top of the desk.”** 

Scio ees ecesnmnlise(eiii Mette mance nee ge ——— 

i 7 Ry ime mr a ow 4 ‘ia ee Despite Porter’s confidence that the issue would go away, members continued to complain and offer unhelpful sug- 

a oe i i ay e Fake a i: a | Hts a gestions, including that the wall between the chamber and the parlor be removed to create one large room or that the 

a ae : ‘| wa | | ee | ! secondary corridor between the speaker’s desk and the rooms behind be eliminated. Post continued to defend his 

pS ; \ aa eS scheme and pointed out that the Wisconsin Assembly Chamber was larger than corresponding chambers in the capi- 

Lae if Bu iis el =a : 4 tols of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Minnesota and New York. Criticism did indeed—as Porter predicted—die away, 

- ‘ ie] a . and by early March, he assured the commission that there would be no move from the West to the South Wing. “The 

a nd pcx] 5 room,” Porter noted, “has been put to as hard a test as is likely to occur by the fact that twenty-three joint sessions of 

3.14 Blashfield mural in the Assembly Chamber, circa 1934 the Assembly and Senate have met there for the purpose of balloting for a Senator.”*” The Assembly Committee on 

Edwin Blashfield’s mural for the Assembly Chamber, “Wisconsin,” was well received by both the Capitol Commission and the Capitol and Grounds eventually recommended the resolution for indefinite postponement.*° 

general public. It depicted the state’s past, present and future. 

Assembly Chamber mural 

Post’s design for the Assembly Chamber called for a large mural behind the speaker’s desk. In early February 1908, 

Post showed the commission sketches for an oil-on-canvas mural prepared by Edwin Howland Blashfield of New York 

as part of Post’s promoting the artist as the appropriate choice for the work. In 1893, he had executed a mural depicting 

metalworkers in Post’s Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building at the Columbian Exposition in Chicago, and its success 

had confirmed his reputation as the foremost American artist of historical genre painting. His work included a number 

of historical scenes in which he gave considerable attention to costume and furnishings and combined historical and al- 

legorical figures. Both of these traits appear in his assembly mural.'! The commission immediately authorized Post to 

accept the design and execute a contract with Blashfield. The artist signed the contract on 16 February 1908 for $15,000; 

it specified that the work must be installed by 31 December 1908 or the fee would be reduced $100 for every day late.” 

Blashfield entered into his work with vigor and went to considerable lengths to assure authenticity. He wrote to Com- 

missioner Vilas requesting information about important figures from Wisconsin’s past. Blashfield had evidently done 

his homework since he asked Vilas about including, among others, René Ménard, Jacques Marquette, Jean Nicolet and 

Pierre Radisson. He asked for information on typical clothing worn by these figures and by farmers, miners, lumbermen 
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and Civil War soldiers. Vilas passed along Blashfield’s request to the superintendent of the State Historical Society, z 

Reuben Gold Thwaites, who recommended that Blashfield include Claude Allouez, Jean Nicolet, Pierre Radisson, : 3 g 

Nicolas Perrot, Pierre Le Sueur and Charles de Langlade. Thwaites described the clothing each figure likely wore, SSen eens : 

including Nicolet’s “grand robe of China damask,” and provided photographs of drawings to Blashfield.** Ph SN LZ SS > 

Working in his New York studio, Blashfield had completed enough of the work by the middle of July to have George s a he oy $2 pr ae e z 

Post inspect it. Post pronounced it “by far the best thing that Blashfield has ever done.” A week later Colonel and ms Ms 7 : . ee re thd a e 

Mrs. Vilas saw the work in progress and approved. Blashfield expected to have the mural’s component eight canvases ‘ oS a ae e fa * us 

installed around 1 November 1908, and Post requested that Blashfield receive a $5,000 payment for his work before : s s Se ee i & . 

he sailed for Europe on 4 August.*4 = : = pee rt: 

Because this was the first major piece of artwork completed for the Capitol, curiosity was intense. Blashfield sent pho- ; ~ — a Sa el — 
tographs of the mural to the commission and planned to install it before the full commission met again on 18 December. g aes : = S gee =a 

There was some minor criticism, however. Before Blashfield shipped his canvases to Madison, Post suggested that : : >> eS .— J A 

incorporating a badger would increase interest in the picture. Blashfield thought it an “excellent” idea, and, character- P| | iT < Ge. am is A Va 

istically, had Post lend him photographs of badgers and went to the New York City zoo to sketch one from life. The ue e me pe f | a lee 

photographs Blashfield sent to Madison generated much excitement, and Lew Porter requested a written description of = — — oe ie = : 

the work to send to members of the commission and for general publicity.*> A few days later, Blashfield sent his own : - ——_ : Lg ee = a a EL 

description along with the eight canvasses. They were stored in an empty room on the third floor of the West Wing, < ee eee a Le : Fi f ss r . Sec a, a = 

awaiting installation as a single unit on the wall behind the speaker’s desk. Blashfield wrote, ame f ee ae 47 i i tid oo rs ie 

The decoration is entitled “Wisconsin.” The setting is a pine forest with an effect of late afternoon a ie 2 eee ne - ei Q 

sunlight (the westering sun). : ee 2 La mG i EE | a 

A female figure symbolizing Wisconsin is seated on a rock in the midst of figures which are intended LE » Sf “6G Ake = a | 
to suggest her past. About her (with aquatic plants twined about their heads or bodies) are women 5 eB SS ADP é ee oS yk TS _ 

standing and scaled symbolizing Lake Superior, Lake Michigan, and the Mississippi River, the bodies coat AA a OO 

of water in the lap of which Wisconsin lies geographically. 3.15 Assembly Chamber glass ceiling, 2001 
Post included an elaborately detailed glass ceiling in his design for the West Wing. This allowed much of the interior space to 

Beside the figure of the latter is seated Father Claude Allouez and behind her are Nicolet, Radisson, be li by vatural Ugh: 

De Groseillers, Le Sieur [sic], and De Langlade. Further to the right is a color guard from one of the 

Wisconsin regiments of “61.” Opposite Wisconsin a female figure “Today” points through the woods 

towards the Capitol which is dimly seen in the distance. Behind her is the “Present” typified by figures 

of lumbermen, miners, and farmers with their families. 

At the extreme right of the picture is . . . an Indian who, shading his eyes from the light, suggests the 

order of things which has entirely passed away and at the extreme left a figure symbolizing “the Fu- 

ture” shelters her little “Lamp of Progress” with her hand and listens to a figure of the “Conservation 

of Force [sic]” who tells her to take care of her trees.*° 

The mural was well received. Blashfield finished retouching it once it was installed behind the speaker’s desk on 23 

December 1908. He gave a public lecture that night, in which he told his audience that he spent about a year on the 

work and enjoyed the effort very much. The public was encouraged to come to the building to see the painting, thus 

setting the precedent that the artwork in the building would educate and uplift rather than just decorate.*” 
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z Glass Ceiling 

zg Another dramatic feature of the Assembly Chamber is the large, circular, leaded-glass ceiling that illuminates the room. 

E On 15 February 1908, the commission awarded a $3,318 contract for the leaded glass work in the West Wing (including 

= in the Assembly Chamber and in the Main Stair Hall) to Heinigke & Bowen of New York City. The work, composed 

; a z of clear and colored glass, was installed beginning in late September and completed without incident in October.* 

fo: 
, : 15 Elmer Garnsey’s Work 

ig ey * ey | | oe D a In February 1908, the commission authorized Post to negotiate a contract for decorating the Assembly Chamber and 

: yi pane 6 Ae | . | adjoining rooms, specifying that the amount should not exceed $10,000. Post’s selection, New York decorator Elmer 

| ae c ae | ' ‘ Garnsey, was logical. Garnsey had become well-known for his work at the 1893 Columbian Exposition in Chicago 
; L P [| Te a and had worked on a number of important public buildings, including the Library of Congress and the Minnesota and 

4 iA i a a i : se Iowa state capitols. Garnsey, however, refused to do the work for $10,000, and Post urged the commission to “consider 
my : ee AS | " : : 7 - ee the matter favorably” noting that “there is no expenditure connected with a building which has as much effect with the 

te } i a7 oe a public in stamping the character of the whole work, as well conceived and executed and properly restrained decorative 

- . = | 1 7 painting.”®® Garnsey eventually agreed to decorate the Assembly Chamber, the loggia, the small corridors at the sides 
‘ os. Cy | - | of the rooms, the Assembly Parlor, both rooms of the speaker’s office, the chief clerk’s office, the document room, and 

i] | F G16 Astenibty Laggla, 2008 the sergeant-at-arms’s room for $15,500. 

The loggia beneath the west gallery of the Assembly Chamber 

contains three of the five large windows of the principal fagade Assembly Chamber and Loggia 

that overlooks State Street. This loggia is unique to the As- Garnsey’s work did indeed turn out to be “properly restrained.” The principal decorative elements, the mural, glass 

ane aor ers a eumnpara ble: spice dees nat existe seiiere ceiling, and marble walls, were already in place. Garnsey finished the chamber and loggia by painting the elliptical 

: arches and ceiling in shades of “stone color, enriched with dull blue, gray green, old red and other colors, in the ceil- 

«HERS ‘ ee z ing coffers, soffit panels, [and] pendentives....” In the chamber pendentives, he painted four enormous bald eagles; 

el Bh > ‘ Zz elsewhere the decorative motifs were largely botanical (including a series of wreaths in the circular surround of the 

| : / - ie glass ceiling) and geometric shapes. Decorative plaster moldings, rosettes and modillions were gold-leafed, as was 

- aE ' i = the frame around the mural. On the north and south sides of the loggia, Garnsey painted inscriptions in the lunettes, 

' , HS a at : : : 7 quotations from Abraham Lincoln and American historical writer Josiah Gilbert Holland, a decorative device Garnsey 

HES | FQR Ct had used in the Library of Congress in Washington.°! 

NAN a ' 5 Ay ax 4 
Assembly Parlor 

a (ey) : f . Va I We . a Post provided a parlor for the assembly, a large room along the south side of the wing at the back of the chamber. A 

oN SAV a comfortable place for legislators to lounge between sessions, receive visitors and caucus, this room had no equivalent 

A) K A ey om AA pA i 2 in the previous capitol and was important to legislators since they had no individual offices. Decorating the parlor was 

: eal 4 We NG = = Se i: a delayed Peale vile Andres Company was slow in supplying the necessary marble. By anid eu cuBCEs De 

pA HAS . | bs) : ae | \ _ had been finished in the smaller rooms on the north side of the second floor, and work was nearing completion in the 

f i | 2 | (COLIVe, A wee 4 a chamber itself, but the marble base had not arrived to finish the parlor. By November, the base had been set, but the 

& SSS) : hg AQ — a a marble floor was still not in place, even though the decorators had begun painting.” 

HNO) [ a 2 a ’ ae : ys 4 (5.17 Original treasurer’ bustness office decoration first floor As was the case in the chamber, the parlor decoration was restrained. Garnsey painted the ceiling a simple gray-blue 

OBI (oR a ee a \ | 1990 with a painted border; rather than covering the walls with murals, Garnsey painted them crimson with a gilded damask 

Beat E. a 7 : P % / 2 a y | Prior to West Wing Restoration and Renovation, probe work pattern, and he gilded the carved wood elements of the walls and doorframes. He also suggested that carpet and drap- 

TON Ee ‘ revealed long-abscured decorative finishes that were iisialied eries in the parlor should be identical to those in the chamber, and that the carpet should be laid in three sections with 

a ql ( fi S| ea Se 3 : : , Uhh pies - ees ae Doe re aie Se the marble flooring exposed to emphasize the visual connection between the two spaces. The furniture was placed in 
| ASS i bee aor ae of tion of the treasurer 's business office included freehand paint- oo. 2 

AOR UAG bee eee ing and stenciling. three distinct arrangements to allow small groups of legislators to caucus. 
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Work was finished in early January, but it was not entirely to Garnsey’s satisfaction, and he planned to make modifications Mack, Jenney and Tyler’s Work 

at his own cost if he was awarded further work in the Capitol. His effort did not meet with approval from legislators Despite Porter’s satisfaction with Conrad Schmitt’s work, neither that firm, nor Elmer Garnsey, received the contract to 

and commissioners, some of whom criticized the gilding of wood. Post himself noted that it was the least satisfactory carry out a comprehensive decorative finish scheme for the entire building in 1914. To reinforce George Post’s vision 

of Garnsey’s work, but nonetheless defended it: “‘....as it stands it is a monument to his skill for it was painted in parts of a unified building both architecturally and artistically, Post & Sons arranged for the commission to hire the New 

while the untrimmed room was full of workmen of different trades, without the possibility of making any trial of the York decorating firm of Mack, Jenney and Tyler. The firm proposed to decorate the entire building for $172,300. The 

relative value of different colors or of testing the effect of the final lighting; and that the result is not far worse than it is decorators based their scheme on the hierarchy of rooms established architecturally, and divided the Capitol into five 

I consider almost an artistic miracle.” He defended particularly the use of gold leaf on the Circassian walnut, pointing classes of space, Class I being the highest and equivalent to Garnsey’s completed work in the Assembly Chamber. The 

out that it was necessary so that the work would not look as common as “an ordinary pullman sleeper.” commission accepted Mack, Jenney and Tyler’s proposal on 29 September 1914 and signed a contract with the firm on 

2 October 1915, Because the assembly areas had already been finished by Garnsey, the only spaces in the West Wing 

Assembly Lobby finished as Class I by Mack, Jenney and Tyler were the main stair galleries opening into the Central Portion. The firm 

The Assembly Lobby was not originally part of Garnsey’s contract. In late November, he proposed to finish the lobby did, however, impose Class II decorations (with freehand painting in multiple colors and some gold leaf) on the first 

in keeping with decoration in other assembly areas, including a ceiling of flat gray with a band of Greek-key fret, and floor office areas of the treasurer and the secretary of state and on the main corridors on the ground and first floors, 

cornices and capitals finished in gold leaf. A few days later, the executive committee accepted his proposal to do the thereby painting over Conrad Schmitt’s earlier work. The West Wing portion of the contract came to $29,986, much 

work for $800. less than the sums spent on the other wings because of the work already completed by Garnsey. Work was completed 

by January 1917.7! 

Assembly Officers’ Areas 

Also included in Garnsey’s initial proposal, for an additional $500, were the rooms on the north side of the second 

floor: the speaker’s office (including the small, private room in the northwest corner of the chamber), the chief clerk’s Assembly Furnishings 

room, the document room, the sergeant-at-arms’s room, and the corridor connecting them. Post seems to have been Assembly Desks 

particularly anxious to have Garnsey do the work; he suggested a total contract of $15,670, and was reluctant to offer The manufacture of desks for the Assembly Chamber was somewhat misguided and, hence, subject to delays. For the 

him the $15,500 that Vilas proposed.® first session that met in the new chamber in January 1909, the commission decided to use the furniture salvaged from 

the old chamber, which included large, rolltop desks. A newspaper reporter commented on the “same old furniture” 

Plastering in these areas was completed in early September, and Garnsey’s crew began work later that month. Garnsey’s in the new room.” Post submitted sketches for new desks, but he objected to the commission’s decision to have them 

involvement assured a harmonious color scheme to make the office area of the second floor appear as a suite of rooms made of metal. Metal desks, he pointed out, would be noisy during debate since they would clang when bumped or 

rather than a series of unrelated offices. He painted the ceilings of the rooms buff with a gold border, but the rooms jostled. The contract for constructing the new metal desks went to the Invincible-Electric Bank Protection Co. of 

themselves each had different colored walls, red with a buff pattern in the speaker’s room, gray-green with buff lines Monroe, Wisconsin for $3,269.75. This caused Commissioner J. A. Van Cleve anxiety because the other two bids 

in the chief clerk’s room, tan in the document room and “terra-cotta red” with buff lines in the sergeant’s room. The were $15,120 and $9,180, and he worried that the company would not be able to install the new desks by 1 December. 

corridor connecting them had a gray ceiling with a border of laurel leaves and walls of gray-green. Garnsey later Van Cleve was particularly anxious to have the work finished before the assembly met “in order to ward off agitation 

suggested matching colors for carpet and window hangings.” for a larger Chamber, etc.”” 

Conrad Schmitt’s Work Van Cleve’s anxieties proved to be warranted. A strike at the factory seriously delayed the manufacture, and after 

Elmer Garnsey received a contract for decorating spaces only on the second floor. Decorating work on the first and visiting the company in September, Porter was doubtful that it would be able to meet its deadline. Work appears to have 

third floors was undertaken by the Conrad Schmitt firm of Milwaukee. In December 1908, Schmitt proposed painting gone more quickly by the end of November, although Van Cleve again urged Porter to monitor the company’s progress 

and decorating the rooms of the departments of state and treasury for $3,750. The commission evidently declined the closely because if the legislative session were to begin with the old desks the assemblymen may have wanted to keep 

proposal. No mention of it appears in the minutes and the firm received no contract or money for this work. The them. The company did indeed miss its deadline and had to hire additional workers in order to finish the desks by 1 

commission did, however, hire Schmitt to paint and decorate the first floor of the East Wing, and Porter was pleased January 1911. Seventy were in place by the time the assembly met (although some lacked pigeonholes and locks). The 

enough with the results that the commission wanted similar work completed in the West Wing. On 26 October 1910, remainder was made up of old school desks that the senate had used in the last session, since Porter was determined 

Schmitt submitted a proposal to paint and decorate the offices of the Department of State and the State Treasury not to use any of the old assembly rolltops.” 

Department (excepting the outer corridors and vaults) for $3,025. The commission accepted the proposal the next 

day, and a contract was signed on 31 October.® Work in both the East and West Wings evidently took longer than Evidently the desks did not satisfy the members because in November 1916, the commission accepted a proposal for 

anticipated, since complaint came to the commission from the secretary of state’s office about the “lack of rapidity” new, oak desks from the Robert Mitchell Furniture Company of Cincinnati for $4,793.20. These desks, better quality 

of the work in the West Wing, and Porter requested of the firm that “your Mr. Schmitt” come to Madison to discuss but still smaller and containing fewer pigeonholes than the old rolltops, again were supposed to be installed before the 

progress. West Wing work was finished in early January 1911.” next legislature convened the following January. Again, the contractor did not meet the schedule. The commission 

reluctantly agreed to delay its order to be certain that the desks were perfectly constructed. They must have arrived by 
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o Pa Fee * 3.19 Voting display board, 1917 
s os T= a , . In 1917, the world’s first electric voting machine was installed in the Assembly Chamber, with the display board 

z 4} ' ae : mounted on the east gallery railing. The machine was designed by Milwaukee engineer Bornett Bobroff. 
: cod e 

i. 4 = ea ; 
- ee at PIT "Z 

or » a a oe aT eae i : 
3.18 Assembly Chamber metal desks, 1913 MADISON, an 5 
The Capitol Commission provided metal desks for the Assembly Chamber in 1911. These proved to be too noisy and were re- wis. iz 

placed by wooden desks in 1917. FIRST STATE HOUSE eee 5 
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3.20 Promotional photograph for Universal Indicator Company, circa 1923 

Bobroff cited the assembly's use of his system to promote his electric voting device. Other states quickly 

adopted the system. 
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14 February 1917 because on that date the still-dissatisfied assembly adopted Resolution No. 33, A., which called for : eo ee : z 

the speaker to appoint a committee to discuss making changes to the new desks with the commission. However, no ste LS 2 
further action was taken before the Capitol Commission went out of existence in 1917.75 gO oe ee - wae : 

Voting Machine ee & _ | — : 
The idea of an automated system of taking roll-call votes in legislative bodies had its roots in the efficiency movement ee i = Se > | ; » i ae Z ; ge a 

of the early twentieth century. Roll calls were lengthy and time-consuming, especially for large institutions like the e y i , ‘ - a oer aia cS ~ s la < : e 

U. S. House of Representatives, and a fast way to record votes would save a great deal of time. Several state legislatures F lf py ale i a A Pah : oS 2 

and the U. S. Congress began to investigate mechanical or electrical voting machines in the 1910s, and in 1915, the eae! 4 id iy | wa y. oO £ 

Wisconsin legislature directed the Capitol Commission to install such a device in the Assembly Chamber. The move did eo ri ‘ \ _ 4 eos ee 5: = 3 Ss Se e 

not come without some opposition. An earlier measure had failed, and the vote was close in both houses: 50-23 with " ae id pat 2 Ze <q a iS a : as s 

27 not voting in the assembly, and 23-10 in the senate. Governor Emanuel Philipp signed the bill on 29 July 1915.7 : , aa ¢ — : P 

eka oe ae oe Flee =. ud te Once made, the decision received an enthusiastic response. The Wisconsin State Journal declared it evidence of a — ae eS 

“forward-moving spirit.” The newspaper noted that taking roll-call votes more quickly would not only save money by ues ag = a 

shortening sessions but also would promote legislative honesty and accountability: ee i. Z > 

OS eae » 
Its chiefest [sic] value lies in the fact that it deprives the lazy, indolent, indifferent, and unthinking oe fy : . 
“representative of the people” of the chance to follow his bell mare; he can no longer wait to see ee : : 

how the leader of his party, clique or caucus votes. It puts every vote directly up to every member of ee ae <E 

the house, and he has got to face his constituency on his record; he has got to vote according to his bo ee ! a 

intelligence and his conscience when the time comes for him to sit silently at his desk and push the & oe eee > ox 

button. Better than saving time, the electric voting system will show the people what kind of a man a ee eT gs oaks —<—— 4 

is representing them in their legislative chamber.” i ee es ox x 

i : e. 
The designer of the machine, Bornett L. Bobroff of the Universal Indicator Company of Milwaukee, used the opportunity , 

to promote his invention, predicting that it would pay for itself in the course of a few years. He went so far as to 3.21 Voting machine printout, 1947 

suggest that the device would cut one-sixth of the time off a legislative session, thus saving the state several thousand Alger nas oiled Me y a ae ge alia aon oie wane machine remained the same. Jt allowed the entire 
disllare coshibiennnet® assembly to vote at the same time, eliminating the need for long roll calls. 

Incorporating such a complex system, requiring a large display board on the wall and buttons on each member’s desk, was 

problematic. Post & Sons was reluctant to have the architectural and decorative integrity of the room compromised and 

proposed mounting the display in the southeast corner virtually out of sight where it could be “swung out” for votes. On 

this question, the contractors and the architects had different goals in mind; James Otis Post wanted the display board to 

be placed in the room as discreetly as possible, and Universal Indicator wanted its invention, the first of its kind, displayed 

prominently and its installation accompanied by much publicity. Lew Porter eventually worked out a way to make the 

display board a visible feature of the room but without significantly disturbing the architecture or decorative finish. He 

had the board mounted on the railing of the east gallery and finished to match the existing metalwork. Post & Sons noted 

that the equipment would take up much of the space in the gallery and also would obstruct the view of some visitors.” 

The matter was further delayed by a legal question, The legislature had established a limit of $12,000 for the device, a 

sum which was to come out of the funds set aside for general construction rather than require a new appropriation. It 

was unclear whether this sum covered alterations to the room to allow installation and whether the commission was even 

authorized to make these alterations. At a commission meeting on 29 February 1916, the attorney general advised the 

commission to undertake the changes in the Assembly Chamber and provide a frame for the board.*° 
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ee = ; z The electrical connections to the legislators’ desks also required consideration. On 1 March 1916, a contract with the 

Ae i ws 7 : A oan? Ss Universal Indicator Company was finally signed. The contract called for a push-button box at each member’s desk, a 

pao ce oe ; _ , . 5 display board, a small display on the chief clerk’s desk, electrical connections among all the parts, and a “photographic 

' emer a =] Le é ee lz apparatus” to make a permanent record of the vote. Work was to be completed by 1 December 1916 (later pushed back 

| i‘ ‘ WN > . ie a ead EEG i a i to 1 January 1917) for $11,600. In April, Porter arranged for the ornamental and steel framing work for the display 
KS EN : 7 ae Te WY Ee ¥ & board to be done by L. Schreiber & Sons Company of Cincinnati for $746.*! Schreiber delayed shipping the material 

KOs Vg 4 I, ‘ he | ' i. \ for the display board framing, resulting in the one-month extension for Universal. 

fh > al Meade | bth eth ap EN, 
aS Bir cars : Lad OL | Fh ue Gr: : c of Technological requirements and architectural sensibilities clashed again once the installation of the voting machine 

SKN q ‘| aul 2a rate Base ria Oho =) ee 4 oh began. Porter thought the finish on some parts of the device “common, cheap and ordinary” and that the boxes did not 

Za > ai Lae De ke Se Te} ey ae eee fit with the high level of finish elsewhere in the chamber. The control boxes for each member’s desk raised particular 

o> Y a oe Y ; ah ee i . ae js x Bk oF 2) ee BS concern because they were made of birch, poorly finished, and the metal face plates were made of stamped steel with 

XY a : SY a Eee ae. — i ae Vy a black finish. The woodwork in the Assembly Chamber was quarter-sawn white oak and the metal finishes were 

Zo a De f a A a ees Bs a s : a 2 . mS ae ee bronze. Universal Indicator agreed to remake the faceplates in bronze, and Porter had the boxes veneered in an effort 
fer aoe NE ‘ ARE] f | Rieslow ys Ne > e ye Ss” i to finish the project quickly and make it harmonize with the overall decoration. The installation was completed on 27 

| # VA A Se 7 aaa oe noe me ox . aK oN December 1916, and the machinery worked perfectly from the start." 

: 3 1 Coes OO cc EB EE S atatER F OK NN ON 

bo is ee SO ) A ies <for Ne eae Northwest Pavilion 
| ag Lo Nc rat ee. ; Ao Exterior Construction 
Pay : * y oo oe pe “e a Construction started on the Northwest Pavilion in 1914, at the same time that construction of the North Wing and 

as ag i 7 i 1 Noman Weer Frisian s yo ' Northeast Pavilion began. It was the last part of the Capitol constructed and went up in a manner similar to the Southeast 
axa oe ae / ae re Soa < ee Xi oy Oe and Southwest Pavilions, which were erected with the South Wing. The commission intended that the three elements 

| a i : fe Fs cm el me a : ae ; . be erected at the same pace, and all the contracts for the North Wing included work on the two pavilions. Work on the 

ae ! oc oe Pee SSE ere | L oe exterior of the Dome and Central Portion was completed in 1914, and contractors were able to begin excavation and 

/ { PS, - LAM EOR cet yagtihe es nace net foe a a ; foundation work on the pavilion soon thereafter. This approach, however, brought the commission into considerable 

. fg 3; eee conflict with the Woodbury Granite Company. As early as 1911, the commission agreed to allow Woodbury to begin 

Beet oan: cutting stone for the North Wing and pavilions at the same time as for the Dome and Central Portion, but later urged 

| = pee 2 ee Woodbury to concentrate on the Central Portion.* 

| rare | ey | Tl eal it | 4 fo: | poe 4 George Nelson of Madison received the contract for excavation and the foundation of the pavilions along with the North 

a fs i Hh Feed ee ie ale BAY. eS v ae Te Wing work for $16,985. Despite Porter’s insistence, finishing the setting of granite on the Dome delayed placing the 
oe ste afl iheet erase rer ee aa mae | pe foundations of the pavilion, which evidently prompted Woodbury to quarry more stone for the North Wing. Porter 

jebeenecn  oatrceren. ie ai ee le Gi] 3.22 Post Drawing had to redirect the quarry to cut more for the pavilions so that they could be built simultaneously. The commission 

12 feel. se eee ae is Me ee ey | a awarded the structural steel contract for the pavilions and North Wing to the Worden-Allen Co. of Milwaukee for 

= Soe cea ee a ay Ta ee et | sex| Section CC (detail), $66,762. Steelwork began in early summer 1914 and was finished by April 1915.** Construction was delayed about 

het [SS Serine ers —— i | den 4 six weeks by a general strike caused by Worden-Allen’s use of non-union labor to erect the steel. Porter had to have 

1 i aie i! THI mage I ib | ae Ee ee Plena i the steelworkers on site at different times than the other contractors’ workers, who refused to work alongside non-union 

j 4 fe aol La es ca “ : F i ak at fy a aa ee HL No} aa Be pie labor. An unusually warm winter allowed construction to speed up, although the pavilions still lagged behind the wing. 

r aoa - Se ag thine mt Sel eee ee contained a public In July 1915, all of the North Wing stone had been set, but the Northwest Pavilion still lacked a roof, porch floor and 

Peta eee ptt = ce ee Te | Space in its base- steps. By November 1915, the exterior work was largely completed and interior work had begun.** 
fl oa - See FE St fe ae - ey : cs ms + = sae ment. The Capitol 

ae Se: Suetiek ae tint'c-e a sseberen Srnang me 2 due ea Interior Construction and Occupancy 

a aoe 2 pans ne : ‘Fhe h | 1958 or 1959. The nature of the rooms (all were open round rooms with no interior division) made construction relatively simple. 
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As with the exterior, the contracts were let in combination with the North Wing and Northeast Pavilion. The pavilion a eae a 98 aS . = is z 

mirrored the three others in its use of ground and first floor rooms for entrances and second, third and fourth floor a c 5 Aa , 3 a g a ue 

rooms for legislative committees or as offices while the legislature was not in session. (Rooms in the Northeast and —— E ho Py 7 La ‘ ks a : Lage be , ae 

Southwest Pavilions were used, respectively, for the revisor of statutes and the legislative post office.) Unlike the other a ra : ‘e iy le © oh lp ah Pf j ai ' Ce y ie 

pavilions, the Northwest Pavilion included a public space in the basement, the Capitol Barbershop. Construction began as a. a L a J | : i - ee L ep i Is 4 a 4 ce 

in November 1915 and was completed in early 1917. % t ao ho aa cee 4 ele, 2 > ig, Ye ee Be fs: diya AN Ses et es ee. GW A OA a eB: 
te en ope RE ye vs Ok el PE eas 

Basement : a Sg .e he y an | PK Sli oS ee 

The Northwest Pavilion barbershop operated from the completion of the pavilion until 1958 or 1959. It opened again . ccs 2. or E nA 24 oe etree c ' 8 je J Th Es 

briefly in 1962 when the Park Hotel barbershop moved there temporarily while the hotel was being rebuilt. Access to : ne = A mes ry . 4 s a i 2 ee xy * eg "g 3 

this room was via the North Wing’s marble stairs that connect the basement to the ground floor. The room was finished = - 7 Pr Ts : R= aN Ps a A 

with a marble floor and marble trim, with built-in benches and mirrors and a connection to bathrooms for use by men faddans i a5 «4 yy A ey a4 A | ae 

who worked in the Capitol. Prior to the wing’s renovation in 1989, the former barbershop, complete with marble and ,. a ‘ ru \ \; om is ¥ | “- is a e 

mirrors, was called the “1917 Room.” The room functioned as a small eating area outfitted with metal tables and chairs we | : | é 4 € , md i > : | | : 

and with access to vending machines located at the base of the stairs. In 1992, the room was converted to a dispatch a = ee | 4 ee 

headquarters for the Capitol Police. a sa | oe a | ly ws 

. . \g “4 f ; . Al |, | — = 

Ground and First Floors LV F a mem q So D : | | ig 
The ground and first floor were designed as entrance lobbies. Post intended the first floor entrances to be the formal z : ° : ee “ as tS : bE 
entry points to the building and designed monumental granite steps leading to all the first floor pavilion rooms from = A Se MN ‘Z 4 | : to 

the porte-cochéres. The ground floor opened onto a porte cochere underneath these steps. These spaces have served - ae) oa hs oye ~ < i E ae 

the same purpose throughout the life of the building. a A » A Fy ¥ j | [ 

ae 0 ie) 
Second, Third and Fourth Floors = commen Noy a * a. —— 

The pavilion rooms on the second and third floors were labeled “committee rooms” on Post’s plans, and the assembly ee a a o ee et ae 7 N = Se. : 

used them for this purpose. They also functioned as hearing rooms and general meeting rooms. Post left the fourth oS _s j ee he 

floor room of the Northwest Pavilion unlabeled, but it was identical in size to those below. It was subdivided into three nV a 

rooms in the mid-1920s and used by the state printing board from 1926 to 1958. From 1960 to 1963, the room housed 3.23 Father Groppi and protestors occupying the Assembly Chamber, 1968 

he Governor's Commison on Hua ig lr which was gin sed ering oom, ee eee, 
to the legislature. 

Conclusion to the Historic Overview 
Two objectives drove the work of the commission: to have the wing ready for the legislature to meet in January 1909 

and to set precedents that would establish the course of the construction of the rest of the building. In the former, it 

was successful despite the need to install temporary floors and fixtures in some places. In the latter, the commission’s 

accomplishment was remarkable. The experience of constructing the West Wing established precedents in terms of 

the design, selection of stone and the preliminary establishment of protocol for decorative finishes. Mack, Jenney and 

Tyler adopted Garnsey’s work in the Assembly Chamber as the model for its “Class I” finish used in the most prominent 

spaces throughout the building. Furthermore, the everyday interactions of the commission, its secretary, the architect, 

and the builders taught these and other principal figures how to construct the building under existing and developing 

political circumstances and within the framework of a sometimes clumsy commission structure. 

They learned as they went along, and the processes continued even afier the departure of important commissioners and 

the deaths of William Vilas in 1908 and George Post in 1913. Perhaps most importantly, the commission succeeded 
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a —— : Te | ; ~<48| —_ z in setting the tone for the entire building, creating a very different capitol than had previously existed. It was built for 

ri os ca ] ese _ at zg J L z the public with large appealing spaces in which state citizens could observe their government in action. The Capitol 

oe Ti | es i. { - s arose during the Progressive Era, and the period’s reforms were intended to make state government more responsive to 

— = is 8 _ | a! ry i f 7 * iy: the needs of the people. By including these features, the new Capitol embodied these democratic changes and opened 

4 " as tt - 2 aa = es é itself to the citizens of the state. 

“ae a> West Wing Occupancy, 1909-2002 

; o & ss C. - i | Because it was the first wing completed, the West Wing initially housed as much of the state government as possible 

: : ———— because of the 1904 fire and because subsequent demolition and new construction necessitated finding temporary quarters 

as _— 3.25 Secretary of State for many officials. The AnB BS first ecaunicn in January 1909, and the op io 2 orrasion pushed contractors hard 

See Sd = — James A. Frear, 1911 to finish as much of the interior space as possible to accommodate the 1909 legislative session. The assembly met in 

ae eas James A. Frear was secre- its new chamber and the senate met in the state treasurer’s first floor business office. 

i oy ae tary of state from 1907 to 

‘ ae 1913. He later served in the Ww Build f th Wi ilized and ined i 
: — US Home epresentc: hen the rest of the building was completed, the occupancy of the West Wing stabilized and remaine: essentially the 

tives and wrote a memoir same until the mid-1960s when the assembly gradually began to take over other office spaces for its members’ private 

a a i of i State of | Ce oe 5 eae as of his career, Forty Years of offices. The department staffs of the treasurer and secretary of state remained until the late 1970s, but by the time the 

ne of the duties of the secretary of state is to keep the Great Seal of the state, which the sec- Progressive Public Service. 3 a Ras I 

retary uses to certify all state documents as official. The seal was manufactured in the 1880s wing Bee closed for ey and Renovation in 1993, all office space was used by the assembly for private offices, 

and kept in the secretary of state’s business office. The seal on the right is that of the secretary committee rooms, hearing rooms and meeting space.*° 

Jor departmental use. 
Basement 

j We eS a e z The West Wing basement originally contained a large vault space (accessible via an internal staircase from the ground 

. ee _ Se | 4 s 3 floor) for the secretary of state, two toilet rooms for Capitol employees, and space for mechanical systems. The vault 

=] rare a Dg space was abandoned when the secretary’s department moved out in 1977. 

as ies aC 

We ee : : ee : . “ a Ground Floor 

A ie va = 4s my ffi H | : Ba aa; g The original George B. Post & Sons drawings indicate two office suites along the exterior walls accessed via secondary 

|| ree | | ee bee 1 | a Ht Bl 7 | @ a corridors. The north side was intended for the Bureau of Labor Statistics (renamed the Industrial Commission in 1911). 

; | eg a a | e | cy F ms | a f 3 The south side was divided among the Dairy and Food Commission, the Commission of Fisheries, and the Fish and 

Hy meas Pht wy bade Eo} ca Reb he 2 ;. ‘\ wy ¢ , ; EY 3 Zi Game Commissioner. This arrangement was realized and it remained intact until the 1930s, when the ground floor 

RR eed SRE CE OL fe x: 8 g 

: Vi : Ww y wv v. i e LG | eo was divided between several divisions of the Department of Agriculture (essentially the same groups as originally) on 

— ¢ i e = a the south side and the Conservation Department on the north side. The Department of Agriculture retained this space 

& . coe 5 4 Ww. ¢ ae ee until 1963 when it relocated to the new Hill Farms Office Building. 

= A pew ¥ i § ae “ a pe 
ig, 

<a ‘ a i 5 , te 
a Hp : wy, Jo r ,. a - 

: sd M WW ,- ft ( i i " pf a By 1941, the accounting division of the secretary of state’s office had taken over the Conservation Department quarters 

ae | Bal ke if a eo . i i i 

- a age a 5 } “we = ed Poe a é Sige and remained until 1959, although oversight of the agency was transferred to the Budget and Accounting Department 

cd ne F 4 : after one of the periodic government reorganizations. Between 1963 and 1969 the ground floor was used by a number 

t 7). i ~~ 34S ; ‘ 3 E 

A \e H 7 A es of governmental agencies, including the Department of Public Instruction, the attorney general’s office, the Retirement 

g | my a t mee = eg Zé Research Council, the Judicial Council and the court administrator, with occupancy changing frequently. In 1969, 

at fe mi det : € 3 a aoe : however, almost the entire floor became office space for members of the assembly. The assembly Democratic caucus 

i ps = : Pp: y: ry 

oe 5 » ; also had a room on the north side, as did the secretary of state after the secretary’s staff had relocated from the building. 

3.26 Secretary of State John S. Donald and staff, circa 1915 During 1993-95 Restoration and Renovation, the ground floor was refurbished in a manner sympathetic with original 

John S. Donald (standing, seventh from left) was secretary of state from 1913 to 1917 and photographed much of his new architectural details and decoration to provide a series of two-room office suites for members of the assembly. 

office. From 1920 until his death in 1934 he taught agricultural economics at the University of Wisconsin. 

cag ia te es i cael ibeccorenareseni 
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First Floor z z 

From 1913 until 1977, the first floor offices housed two important figures: the state treasurer (occupying rooms on the = ie vy ay g y . Zz 

south side of the wing) and the secretary of state (occupying the north side and the west rooms). During that time, qa [*~ } | Py a M ae e a 8 

other agencies temporarily had office space on the first floor, including the pre-audit division of the Department of ee ne Lac Fe 1 || — - | i Pid ’ ; 

Budget and Accounts, the Department of Public Instruction, and the Mental Health Advisory Committee. Beginning i i| | oo cP = % &, = 

in 1977, much of the space began to be used by members of the assembly after the staffs of the treasurer and secretary | - i . | | a Bae i 2 : —_ = 

of state relocated to new office buildings. By 1983, the floor was used solely by members of the assembly, the vault r e nf Py r ‘ oon ag, — oH = ‘ 

space being used for bulletin, journal and revision clerks. During 1993-95 Restoration and Renovation, the first floor a j 4 4 ee) a M3 a = t Be ' de. A 7 4 v v ig iS 

was reconfigured into a series of two-room office suites for members of the assembly in a character sympathetic with & s H TY be { Oe / a » A 

Post’s original design. . a yf g 4 ‘ z = wis si a = f 

rs : = Me p= : ¢ F 3 3.28 Secretary of. ‘State 

es et Oe el) ee ” ® © Elmer S. Hall, circa 

Secretary of State ae _ : Paz. — 1921 

The secretary of state was one of two constitutional officers located on the first floor, occupying offices on the west and - ' 4 I | Elmer S. Hall was sec- 

north sides of the West Wing. Post assigned more space to the secretary of state’s staff than to the treasurer’s staff because 2 retary of state from 1921 

z eae : equa ae a 2 to 1923. A Green Bay 

the office had multiple responsibilities. At the time of statehood, the secretary of state was the chief “administrator i —— Prine Hallabliched 

of executive and legislative policy. The secretary recorded all laws, certified elections, kept all records of the state eee wees several scholarly works 

and recorded corporations chartered in the state, kept the great seal, recorded trademarks and issued notary public 3.27 Secretary of State Merlin Hull and staff, 1920 on astronomy. 

commissions. In 1909, the secretary of state’s office had twenty-three employees, mostly clerks and stenographers. The office of the secretary of state was one of the largest in state government. In 1920 it employed 

faeces se 3 cris three dozen assistants, clerks and stenographers; the many record-keeping and administrative 

As the responsibilities of state government expanded, much of the administrative work that was initially handled by Peasteregiited a laree a 

the secretary of state began to be turned over to other or new agencies. The licensing of automobiles, for example, 

was administered by the secretary of state until the Motor Vehicle Department was created in 1939. Similarly, the 

supervision of elections was turned over to the State Elections Board when it was created in 1973. By the time the Pat Py Z z 

secretary of state moved out of the West Wing in 1983, the office employed only nine more people than in 1909; by a Wy A ie bi 4 : Z 

2000, the staff was down to 6.5 full-time positions. 
> \ ce nd li : oo g 

The Department of the Secretary of State was located on the first floor until 1980, when the secretary relocated to the % ft we eA NG - . ) | i. z 

ground floor and the staff moved outside the building. The first floor space became offices for members of the assembly. s rif Socal g 

In 1983, the secretary also relocated from the Capitol to the new General Executive Facility building on East Washington 7 Z 

Avenue. The secretary of state is second in line to succeed the governor, and in early days of statehood, the office was } : ! @ e 

regarded as a logical stepping stone in political succession. Five secretaries have gone on to become governor: William f “ : |e 

Barstow in 1853, Louis Harvey in 1861, James Lewis in 1863, Lucius Fairchild in 1865 and Fred Zimmerman in 1926. & , a os e 

One former governor remarked that the office of secretary of state required only that one be a competent office manager. | . iC = . 5 

The number of documents bearing the secretary’s name and signature was so great, however, that the secretary had . ee 

excellent name recognition among voters and usually could be reelected continuously. The term of office was two years a il 

until 1970, when a constitutional amendment changed the terms of all constitutional officers to four years. Fo la 

3.29 Secretary of State dD : ,. J 4 

Secretaries of State Having Offices in the West Wing Fred Zimmerman, 1925 ae § 

James A. Frear (Republican; born Hudson [St. Croix County], 24 October 1861; secretary, 1907-13; died 28 May 1939) pica ye ep om @ (Tea xz. Ao] 

Frear grew up in Wisconsin and in Washington, D.C., where he received a law degree from National Law University. of state from 1923 to 1927 Spe re a, o ve 

He returned to Hudson and practiced law and served three terms as district attorney. Prior to his election as secretary and from 1939 to 1954. He 

of state, he served one term in the assembly (1903-05) and two years in the senate (1905-07). In 1912 he was elected also served one term as 

to the U.S. House of Representatives and served until 1935. He then practiced law in the District of Columbia until govern 1227 30 1222 TA MATES LA eR es a ae Lee 

his death in 1939. 

<slilianictentclinehiehehtieniae cneedincee a imiaacieiaglees 
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| ; aes 1 John S. Donald (Republican; born Mount Horeb [Dane County], 12 January 1869; secretary, 1913-17; died 10 January 

. — | &)i / a 1934) 
ee es 7. 2 a a 3 : 4 Donald grew up in rural Dane County, graduated from Madison Business School in 1887 and received a B.A. from 

- : Sg — a i Le ‘ Z Valparaiso University in 1894. He was active in county government and served two terms in the assembly and one 

—— : . ea u = term in the senate before becoming secretary of state. In 1920 he became a professor of agricultural economics at the 

3 7 a* aa = ‘ mS ii University of Wisconsin, a post he held until his death in 1934. 

i. = Y¥ " i 2 Merlin Hull (Republican, Progressive; born Warsaw, Indiana, 18 December 1870; secretary, 1917-21; died 17 May 

A | wae Po 1953) 
a hale / 138 ga _ ~—_ c Hull grew up in Jackson County and worked as an assistant in a print shop. After graduating from De Pauw and Columbia 

_. | iia 3 A 2 a a universities, he worked in the Government Printing Office, later returning to Jackson County in 1894 to practice law 

°  . é Bic and publish the Jackson County Journal. He was elected to three terms in the assembly beginning in 1908 and was 

vous <<a eS , _ ee elected speaker in 1913. He unsuccessfully sought the nomination for governor in 1914 and was elected secretary of 

Li a state in 1916. Hull went on to serve in the U.S. House of Representatives as a Republican from 1929 to 1931, as a 

7 4 ee Progressive from 1935 until 1949 and as a Republican again from 1949 until his death in 1953. 

aaa nf ks jeez a Elmer S. Hall (Republican; born New London [Waupaca County], 17 September 1866; secretary, 1921-23; died 22 

oe ; ry ei May 1952) 

: oe ee: L A Bo a i Hall grew up in Green Bay and worked as a railroad accountant and post office clerk before serving as Brown County 

: = Se 4 bd 4 ee clerk from 1904 until 1916 and as Green Bay mayor from 1916 to 1921. He was a talented amateur astronomer and 

a : “ . au i q j published several scholarly works on that subject. Hall was elected secretary of state in 1920 asa progressive Republican 

- <“, ~~ at ii -) and served one term. He later served one term in the senate, from 1929 to 1933. 
A . . = “— , a es 

4 * we = Fred Zimmerman (Republican; born Milwaukee, 20 November 1880; secretary, 1923-27, 1939-54; died 14 December 

3.30 Secretary of State Theodore Dammann with secretary, circa 1935 1954) 

Theodore Dammann was secretary of state from 1927 until 1939. Damman benefited from his wide name recognition and was Zimmerman was one of the most gregarious, perennial officeholders of the early twentieth century. He served one 

the only Republican incumbent to avoid the Democratic sweep of 1932. term in the assembly and was elected secretary of state in 1922 and 1924. He aligned with the La Follette faction of 

the Republican party, but broke with it when he ran for governor in 1926. He served one term as governor and lost his 

bid for renomination in 1928. He staged a remarkable political comeback, however, and was again elected secretary 

of state in 1938 and reelected continuously until his death in 1954. 

Theodore Dammann (Republican, Progressive; born Milwaukee, 4 November 1869; secretary, 1927-39; died 16 

January 1946) 

Dammann was the son ofa Lutheran minister and became active in the German cultural scene in Milwaukee at an early 

age. He served as president of the Wisconsin Conservatory of Music, a member of the A Capella Chorus, and president 

of the Lutheran Home for the Aged. He was a haberdasher in Milwaukee before becoming active in progressive politics. 

He was elected secretary of state in 1926 and was the only Republican to survive the Democratic sweep of 1932. He 

reluctantly joined the Progressive party in 1934 and served another two terms. 

Louis Allis was appointed to fill out the remainder of Zimmerman’s term from December 1954 to January 1955. 

Glenn M. Wise (Republican; born Wyocena [Columbia County], 14 July 1896; secretary, 1955-57; died 25 September 

: 1991) 
Wise, the first woman to serve as a constitutional officer, was appointed to fill the term to which Fred Zimmerman was 
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elected shortly before his death in 1954. Before taking office in 1955, Wise had been active in the Republican party, a z Pr an a 4 ; z ‘ z pe ee eat 
serving as president of the Wisconsin Federation of Republican Women and as president of the Madison League of Women i g a es Zz - + Zz 4 i 

Voters. She attended Downer College in Milwaukee and in 1919 earned an M. A. from the University of Wisconsin. , g : m : “g 2 = 7 — g 
Wise lost her bid for renomination in 1956 but remained active in the party until shortly before her death in 1991. = : SOS ey 2 ‘ ed i : { ‘ eS = 

Robert C. Zimmerman (Republican; born Tippecanoe [Milwaukee County], 5 January 1910; secretary, 1957-75; . res = eZ = - = a = 

died 17 January 1996) a” ltl le tg. 
Zimmerman grew up in Milwaukee and was appointed assistant secretary of state by his father Fred Zimmerman in A yh a — a < ci gs F po a 

1939. By the time of his own election in 1956, he knew the functions of the office well, was a tireless hand shaker, rT J a a tes . ry | i ‘i Ky a yk. 
and capitalized on his famous name by defeating the incumbent in the Republican primary. He retired in 1975 and , ' OE A) Eee 
died in Madison in 1996. 3.31 Secretary of 3.32 Secretary of 3.33 Secretary of State 3.34 Secretary of State 

State Glenn Wise, State Robert C. Zim- Douglas J. LaFollette, Vel R. Phillips, 1980 
e 1956 merman, 1960 1983 Elected in 1978, Vel Phil- Douglas J. LaFollette (Democrat; born Des Moines, 6 June 1940; secretary, 1975-79, 83-present) Glennie hecamecthe Rober Zisiiernah Douslas LaFollete a ips was the first African 

First elected in 1974, LaFollette entered politics from an unlikely direction: he had been an assistant professor at first woman to serve as was the son of former distant relative of the American to serve as a 
the UW-Parkside with a Ph.D. in organic chemistry from Columbia University. He has been active in a number of @ constitutional officer: Secretary of State Fred Sormer governors and constitutional officer. She 
environmental organizations, including the Audubon Society, the American Solar Energy Society and Friends of the Ti CNT Or ERR ae HOES USS Sendiors, Semedione Sova ote tart 2c ‘ i Walter J. Kohler, Jr., tion meant that voters term as secretary of state tary of state. Earth. LaFollette was the first Democrat to serve as secretary of state since 1895. He was an unsuccessful candidate appointed her secre- continually elected a from 1975 to 1979 and 
for governor in 1978, but was elected again as secretary in 1982 and has continued in office since. tary of state. Zimmerman to state has served continuously 

office for thirty-four since 1983. 

Vel R. Phillips (Democrat; born Milwaukee, 18 February 1924; secretary, 1979-83) pecan 
Phillips grew up in Milwaukee and received a B.S. degree from Howard University in 1946 and an L.L.B. from the 

University of Wisconsin Law School in 1951, the first A fricanAmerican woman to do so. She was a practicing attorney ‘ Z 

and served on the Milwaukee Common Council during the tumultuous years of the civil rights movement. In 1971 g g 

Governor Patrick J. Lucey appointed Phillips to the Milwaukee County Circuit Court, but she lost her bid for reelection a z P Ya : g 

two years later. In 1978 she ran for secretary of state and became the first African American to hold a constitutional Ya s = on p 8 
office. She served one term, losing in the Democratic primary election to former Secretary of State Douglas La 9 in ie : t4 ag 2 
Follette. In 2002, she was appointed a distinguished professor at Marquette Law School to produce her memoirs of we é pe é 
the Wisconsin civil rights movement.*” . = Ld = 

cd LE a : 
State Treasurer or 4 : ; 

The state treasurer was the second constitutional officer occupying the first floor of the West Wing. The office suite, eS 4 
located on the south side of the wing, housed only the treasurer and eight other employees in 1909. The treasurer had 3.35 State Treasurer 396 Sine Treacurer 
responsibility for collection and disbursement of all state monies and had physical custody of state bonds, securities Andrew Dahl, 1911 Henry Johnson, 1921 
and deposits. The central function of this office has remained fairly constant throughout the history of the state and One of a series of trea- Henry Johnson was 
the number of staff members has increased only slightly, to fourteen as of 2001. The treasurer and staff occupied these surers\ of Scandinavian state treasurer from 

: es descent, Andrew Dahl 1913 to 1923. John- rooms until 1981, when the office was moved to the GEF III Building on Webster Street. served from 1907 to son/immigrated to the. 

1913. Republicans often United States from 
The treasurer has been an elected officer since statehood. The term was two years until 1970, when a constitutional nominated Norwegians Denmark in 1873. 
amendment changed it to four years. Early on, candidates merely needed to be competent managers with some pighicsaehin pian — 
accounting experience. Political parties historically used the office to “balance the ticket” ethnically, and around the ; 
turn of the century they often nominated Scandinavians to it. Beginning in the 1920s, the position was usually filled 
by persons having some banking or other financial experience. For forty-five years in the twentieth century, persons 
named Smith held the office while it was housed in the Capitol. 
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eee ; ; a z State Treasurers Having Offices in the West Wing nterevascecctt a ok. . z Andrew Dahl (Republican; born Lewiston [Columbia County], 13 April 1859; treasurer, 1907-13; died 24 January 1928) 
Gee) ee f ; Wee g Dahl grew up in the Norwegian community of Westby and was active in local politics. He graduated from Northwestern 

— CS — — Pe : S A : a g Business College in Madison and represented Vernon County in the assembly from 1899 to 1907, when he was elected 
i = — | i. “ees oy 2 treasurer. He retired in 1913, returned to Westby and ran an auto sales franchise. He remained active in Republican 

i i= a eae e . ne =. hoe 7 js : politics and was an unsuccessful candidate for the Republican nomination for governor in 1914. 

——— >» ’ a : Henry Johnson (Republican; born Denmark, 2 December 1854; treasurer, 1913-23; died 6 March 1941) 

: , jl pe : Johnson immigrated to the United States in 1873 and settled on a farm in Oconto County where he operated a lumber 

: A) % ‘ warehouse. He served in the assembly from 1901 to 1907. Prior to his election as treasurer, he was assistant state 

| ‘ VA treasurer. In 1923 he retired to his farm in Suring, Oconto County, and died in 1941. 

oo { = Solomon Levitan (Republican, Progressive; born Prussia, 1 November 1862; treasurer, 1923-33, 1937-39; died 27 

: nh hyn ~ aed net | February 1940) 
ue ay rn iP a yy 2 Y Si U So 7 Levitan, one of the most colorful and best-known public figures in the 1920s, immigrated to Wisconsin in 1880 and 

oe Ff wf _ fe  &, <2 oa a / became an itinerant peddler. He gradually amassed a small fortune as a merchant and in the banking business and was 

: ge oe : ; agen. — an early supporter of Robert La Follette. He was active in the Madison Jewish community and cultivated a folksy 
: " public image; he was elected treasurer by wide margins in 1922, 1924, 1926, 1928 and 1930 and probably could have 

3.37 State Treasurer Solomon Levitan, circa 1930 i j been elected governor had he pursued that office more vigorously. He lost his bid for reelection in the Democratic 
ee abba Tea le eS a Er aT OS CuE CLT sweep in 1932, but regained his office for a final term in 1936 as the candidate of the Progressive Party. He lost again 

in 1938 and died in Madison in 1940. 

Robert K. Henry (Democrat; born Jefferson [Jefferson County], 9 February 1890; treasurer, 1933-37; died 20 

November 1946) 

Henry was elected treasurer in 1932 as part of the Democratic resurgence of that year. He was born in Jefferson, where 

he later served five terms as city clerk and was the cashier for the Jefferson County Bank. He was reelected in 1934 but 

lost in 1936 to the Progressive candidate, former treasurer Solomon Levitan. Henry went on to represent Wisconsin’s 

second district in Congress from 1945 until his death in 1946. 

John M. Smith (Republican; born Carthage, Illinois, 1872; treasurer, 1939-47; died 17 August 1947) 

Before becoming state treasurer, his first elected office, Smith worked variously as a telegraph operator, station agent, 

lumberyard manager and cashier of the Lumbermen’s Bank in Shell Lake (Washburn County) of which he was later 

president. He was president of the Wisconsin Bankers Association and active in the Wisconsin Cooperative Creamery 

Association. He was elected treasurer in 1938 and remained in that office until his death in 1947. 

John L. Sonderegger (appointed—no political affiliation indicated; born Milwaukee, 8 December 1914; treasurer, 

1947-48; died 25 March 1992) 

Born and raised in Milwaukee, Sonderegger graduated from the University of Wisconsin in 1940 and worked as a 

certified public accountant and as secretary and comptroller of the Rennebohm drug store chain in Madison. In 1947, 

Governor Rennebohm appointed him treasurer to fill the vacancy caused by the death of John M. Smith. He resigned on 

30 September 1948 and headed the Rennebohm chain until it merged with Walgreen’s in 1980. Governor Rennebohm 

appointed Clyde M. Johnston from the treasurer’s staff to fill out the three remaining months of Sonderegger’s term. 
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Warren R. Smith (Republican; born Oconto [Oconto County], 20 July 1889; treasurer, 1949-57; died 4 December 1957) z g ea z - ee ze 

Born and raised in Oconto, Smith attended Oshkosh Normal School and taught school for two years before moving to - 2 g . g ——_ Zz r “ a , Zz 

Milwaukee and attending Marquette University. He worked as a corporate accountant and later operated a real estate _ ? B 3 g m . g Bes "tir 3 

business in Milwaukee. He was active in civic organizations but had never served in any elected office before being _ pw L = 4 ‘oe ' eS = es i) = ‘% a x § = 

elected state treasurer in 1948. He was reelected in 1950, 1952, 1954 and 1956 and died in office in 1957. . sar & a - 3 we Be: / 4 
C—O = : ag west = ae 

Dena M. Smith (Republican; born Kewaunee, 19 October 1899; treasurer, 1957-59, 1961-68; died 20 February 1968) a E SS a = “ 5 a 5 

Smith grew up in Kewaunee and moved to Milwaukee to attend business school. Afterward she managed music ’ ! ” \e y 

departments in city department stores. From 1949 to 1957, she was secretary and assistant to her husband, State : A y " 

Treasurer Warren Smith. When he died in 1957, Governor Vernon Thomson appointed her treasurer. She was active 3°38 State Treasurer 439° State Treasurer B40"Stale Treasirer 341 State Treasurer 

in Republican politics, including three terms as vice-chair of the Fourth District Republican executive committee. Robert K. Henry, 1935 John M. Smith, 1946 Warren R. Smith, Dena M. Smith, 1967 

Although she lost her bid for reelection in 1958, she won election as treasurer in her own right in 1960 and was reelected Robert Henry served as John M. Smith was trea- 1956 There is a long tradi- 
ti 1 til her death in. 1968 treasurer from 1933 to surer from 1939 until Warren Smith was tion in American poli- 

CSREES Hat ace eat ay . 1937. He was the first 1947. treasurer from 1949 tics of electing widows 

Democrat elected to the until his death in to the same office as 

Eugene M. Lamb Democrat; born Sheboygan County, 7 March 1910; treasurer, 1959-61; died December 1982) office since 1890. 1957. He was suc- their late husbands. 

Lamb was born in Sheboygan County but attended schools in Milwaukee. He was employed by the Allis-Chalmers vr gr orfiess ty pel ue oe reg 
: . . ‘ ,. IS. y 

Company and represented the ninth and twenty-sixth wards of Milwaukee in the assembly from 1949 to 1955. He was ert %, ae was ene s i 

elected treasurer in 1958 on the coattails of Governor Gaylord Nelson and served one term. her own right in 1960. 

Harold W. Clemens (Republican; born Milwaukee, 21 October 1918; treasurer, 1968-71; died 3 December 1998) 

Governor Warren Knowles appointed Clemens to fill the unexpired term of Dena Smith, and he was elected to a full 

term in 1968. Prior to his appointment as treasurer, he had served in the assembly since 1957 and in a variety of minor 

local positions before that. He lost his bid for reelection in 1970 and afterward headed the Milwaukee branch of the if 3 4 

Small Business Administration. g ibaa oe g se g 

Charles P. Smith (Democrat; born Chicago, 18 June 1926; treasurer, 1971-91) 3 3 | - 3 A : B 

Smith grew up in Madison and graduated from Milton College in 1950. He served on the Dane County Board of Supervisors Se ~ 8 Y . 8 : > 

and worked as an insurance field representative. He served as treasurer continuously from 1971 until 1991. He lost his “i : ww ‘ = eo L S ; ‘.* 4 3 

bid for reelection after a 1989 scandal involving his use of state time for personal business damaged his reputation. “4 fi & : / & — = pe 

Second Floor co , 
The second floor of the West Wing is dominated by the Assembly Chamber. On the north side of the wing, five large 

| aah bef it ith niente office thelchiek clerks office: the d h 3.42 State Treasurer 3.43 State Treasurer 3.44 State Treasurer 
rooms also served the assembly—from west to east, the speaker’s office, the chief clerk’s office, the document room, the Eugene M: Lamb Harold W. Clemens Charles P. Smith 
sergeant-at-arms’s room and a coatroom. The speaker’s office has remained throughout the existence of the wing, joined Eugene Lamb served Harold Clemens was trea- Treasurer Charles 
in 1964 by offices for minority and majority leaders and more assistants for the chief clerk and the sergeant-at-arms. one term as treasurer surer from 1968 to 1971. Smith was the last to 
The coatroom was remodeled into a women’s toilet room in 1979. Prior to Restoration and Rehabilitation, the assembly ae ip Ue ah His Hg eee headed the Small ey. the first floor 

: ; i election was part of the Business Administration office in the West 
members’ offices had expanded to fill the available space on the floor. In 1984, the chief clerk moved to new quarters Democratic resurgence ie Miiaies. Wing. He fought 
elsewhere in the building, and the sergeant-at-arms moved out in 1988. As with other floors, these spaces were refurbished led by William Proxmire the relocation of his 

in a historically sympathetic manner and as of 2002 house the speaker and the majority and minority leaders. and Gaylord Nelson. office to the GEF 
building on East 
Washington in 1981. 

Speakers of the Assembly 

The presiding officer of the assembly is the speaker, an office similar to the speaker of the U. S. House of Representatives; 

both derive from the speaker of the House of Commons in the British Parliament. The speaker is elected by the members 

of the assembly and so in practice is the choice of the majority party. During the 1920s and 1930s when there were 
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three parties in the assembly, the party with the largest caucus was able to elect its candidate. 

The speakership is a powerful position. The speaker is not only the presiding officer (and therefore rules on parliamentary The chief clerkship is a nonpartisan office, although changes in the political makeup of the assembly may result in the 

procedural questions and runs debate) but supervises all other offices of the chamber, appoints committees and refers election of a new clerk. 

bills to them. 

Assembly Sergeants-at-Arms 
Assembly Speakers, 1909-present (D=Democrat, R=Republican, P=Progressive) The sergeant-at-arms is responsible for maintaining order in the chamber, galleries and adjoining areas. The sergeant’s 

Levi H. Bancroft (R, 1909-10) Ora R. Rice (R, 1951-54) office also assigns rooms for legislative hearings and committee meetings, supervises the pages who carry messages 

C. A. Ingram (R, 1911-12) Mark Catlin, Jr. (R, 1955-56) and documents for legislators, and makes sure that all assembly documents are distributed to members. 

Merlin Hull (R, 1913-14) Robert G. Marotz (R, 1957-58) 

Lawrence Whittet (R, 1915-18) George Molinaro (D, 1959-60) Assembly sergeants-at-arms who have worked in the current Capitol: 

Riley S. Young (R, 1919-22) David J. Blanchard (R, 1961-62) W. S. Irvine (1907-16) Louis C. Romell (1967-70) 

John L. Dahl (R, 1923-24) Robert D. Haase (R, 1963-64) T. G. Cretney (1917-22) William F. Quick (1971-74) 

Herman Sachtjen (R, 1925) Robert T. Huber (D, 1965-66 and 1971) T. W. Bartingale (1923-24) Raymond J. Tobiasz (1975-76) 

George A. Nelson (R, 1925-26) Harold V. Froehlich (R, 1967-70) C. E. Hanson (1925-26) Joseph E. Jones (1977-80) 

John W. Eber (R, 1927-28) Norman C. Anderson (D, 1971-76) C. F. Moulton (1927-30) Lewis T. Mittness (1981-84) 

Charles B. Perry (R, 1929-32) Edward G. Jackamonis (D, 1977-82) Gustave Rheingans (1931-32 and 1935-38) Patrick Essie (1985-88) 

Cornelius T. Young (D, 1933-34) Thomas A. Loftus (D, 1983-90) George C. Faust (1933-34) Robert G. Johnston (1989-94) 

Jorge W. Carrow (P, 1935-36) Walter J. Kunicki (D, 1991-94) Robert A. Merrill (1939-40) John A. Scocos (1995-96) 

Paul R. Alfonsi (P, 1937-38) David T. Prosser, Jr. (R, 1995-96) Norris J. Kellman (1941-57 and 1961-64) Denise Solie (1997-) 

Vernon W. Thomson (R, 1939-44) Ben Brancel (R, 1997) Thomas H. Browne (1959-60 and 1965-66) 

Donald C. McDowell (R, 1945-48) Scott Jensen (R, 1997-) 

Alex L. Nicol (R, 1949-50) The sergeant-at-arms is a nonpartisan office, although changes in the political makeup of the assembly may result in 

the election of a new sergeant. 

Assembly Chief Clerks Assembly Memorials 

The chief clerk supervises the day-to-day running of the chamber. The assembly elects the chief clerk, although that At the four corners of the Assembly Chamber, bronze memorial plaques, each about two by three feet, memorialize 

individual is not a member of that body. The chief clerk is responsible for acting as clerk of the house while it is in four individuals who were of particular significance to the assembly. 

session, keeping the daily journal and daily calendar, preparing the weekly bulletin of proceedings and the weekly 

schedule of committee activities, certifying pay and allowances for legislators, and supervising personnel. The chief Albert R. Hall (born Hartford, Vermont, 20 April 1841; assemblyman, 1891-1903; died 2 June 1905) 

clerk also has a ceremonial function as the formal presenter of bills to the governor for action and as custodian of Born in Vermont, Hall grew up in Boston and Minnesota, where he served in the legislature for fourteen years. In 

official records. 1880, he moved to Knapp in Dunn County, where he was active in the local agricultural society and in local politics. 

He was elected to the assembly in 1890 and began a tireless campaign to end the abuse of free railroad passes by 

Assembly chief clerks who worked in the current Capitol: government officials, which was ultimately successful in 1899. More than any other figure, Hall was responsible for 

C. E. Shaffer (1907-31) Thomas P. Fox (1971-72) many of the ideas that became hallmarks of the progressive movement, including business regulation, tax reform and 

John J. Slocum (1933-34 and 1939-40) Thomas S. Hanson (1973-74) primary elections. Governor and U. S. Senator Robert M. La Follette later adopted his anti-monopoly rhetoric and 

Lester R. Johnson (1935-37) Everett E. Bolle (1975-78) demands for railroad regulation. 

Arthur L. May (1941-57) Marcel Dandeneau (1979-80) 

Norman C. Anderson (1959-60) David R. Kedrowski (1981-82) Text: Albert R. Hall, April 23 1841-June 2 1905 

Robert G. Marotz (1961-62) Joanne M. Duren (1983-86) The rectangular plaque features a low-relief image of Hall in a circular frame, surrounded by a wreath of oak leaves, 

Kenneth E. Priebe (1963-64) Thomas T. Melvin (1987-95) acorns and ribbon. The border consists of bound laurel leaves. 

James P. Buckley (1965-66) Charles R. Sanders (1995-2000) 

Arnold W. F. Langer (1967) John A. Scocos (2001-02) Charles McCarthy (born Brockton, Massachusetts, 29 June 1873; librarian, 1901-21; died 25 March 1921) 

William H. Struebing (1967-70) McCarthy received a bachelor’s degree from Brown University and came to the University in Wisconsin in 1899 after 

two years as a football coach at the University of Georgia. He received a Ph.D. in political science in 1901 and went to 
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work as a “document clerk” for the Free Library Commission. Appointed chief of the Legislative Reference Library, he 

established it as a strictly nonpartisan but extremely helpful agency for the legislature. He was a key proponent of the The plaque is identical in shape to the Theobald plaque, with the same acanthus leaf border. The portrait bust is in high 

“Wisconsin Idea” that a state university must provide service to the government and to all citizens. Some conservatives relief with a frame surrounding it. The text is directly below the bust with no frame enclosing it. 

distrusted him because of his involvement with the progressive movement, and he clashed with Governor Emanuel 

Philipp. The integrity and professionalism he imparted to the reference and bill-drafting agencies of the LRL, however, Third Floor 

protected it from partisan attack. McCarthy also served the federal government as the first director of the U. S. Com- George B. Post’s original plans for the third floor indicate five rooms on the north side and six rooms on the south side 

mission on Industrial Relations and during World War One was an aide to Herbert Hoover’s Food Administration. The of the wing flanking the galleries and open area above the Assembly Chamber. On Drawing 518-3104, these are labeled 

time he spent in Washington and in France broke his health, and he died in Prescott, Arizona in 1921. “committee rooms,” but they contained several agencies temporarily while the rest of the Capitol was under construc- 

tion, including the Normal School Regents, the Railroad Commission and the Tax Commission. From completion of 

Text: Charles McCarthy, 1873-1921, “The kindly people of the State stretched out welcoming hands to me and gave the building until 1966, the situation was similar: the rooms were used by assembly committees and one or two of them 

me a man’s work to do” occasionally by another department on a temporary basis. Beginning in 1966, committee chairs took over the rooms 

and used them as private offices. Some also were used as party caucus rooms, and one was used by the assembly chief 

The rectangular plaque features a high-relief, three-quarter bust of McCarthy in a circular frame in the middle of a clerk from 1980 to 1983. During Restoration and Renovation, the rooms along the corridors were refurbished into 

Celtic cross. The text is set in a rectangular box directly below his face, surrounded by Celtic scrollwork. Allegorical two-room office suites for members of the assembly. 

figures appear between the arms of the cross. 

Fourth Floor 

H. Rupert Theobald (born Berlin, Germany, 12 March 1930; librarian, 1964-94) The West Wing fourth floor plan differs considerably from the plans of the other wings in order to accommodate the 

Theobald served longer than any other chief of the Legislative Reference Bureau. He attended the Freie Universitaet Assembly Chamber ceiling. Long, narrow corridors skirt the north and south sides, both leading to a somewhat wider 

in West Berlin and the University of Wisconsin, where he earned a Ph.D. in 1971. He became a research associate space along the west end of the building. Unlike the other wings, no public corridor crosses the wing; the north and 

for the LRL in 1957 and coordinator of research in 1960 before his appointment as chief in 1964. He served on the south corridors are reached through large doors at the tops of short flights of stairs. Post intended this area as filing 

1965-67 government reorganization committee and was active in several professional organizations. He wrote several space for the assembly, and it appears to have been used originally as such or for general storage. From 1934 to 1939, 

articles for the Wisconsin Blue Book on topics that included redistricting (1970) and parliamentary procedure (1985/ the Land Economic Inventory occupied the north side, as did the Children’s Cooperative Book Center from 1966 to 

1986). Theobald retired in 1994, and in recognition of his thirty-seven years of service, the legislature directed that 1971 and the Revisor of Statutes Bureau from 1971 to 1985. The south side was used as an assembly mailing room 

the 1995/1996 Blue Book be dedicated to him. from 1967 to 1973; then it was used by the Interstate Cooperation Commission until 1985. There are no directory 

listings for this space between 1986 to 1987, possibly because of work being done in the Assembly Chamber and on 

Text: Chief of Legislative Reference Bureau from 1964 to 1994. His dedication, vision, and standards of excellence the leaded-glass ceiling and the skylights above it. Between 1991 and 1993, the south side was used as an assembly 

light the way for those who follow. The Legislative Reference Bureau’s fifth chief, Dr. H. Rupert Theobald, devoted member’s office. Since Restoration and Renovation, the entire space on the fourth floor has been used as the principal 

37 years to serving the Wisconsin Legislature and the people of Wisconsin. His commitment, professionalism and office of the assembly sergeant-at-arms. 

unwavering objectivity made the Legislature a more effective institution and epitomized the Wisconsin tradition of 

enlightened government. Cooperative Children’s Book Center (1964-71) 

The Cooperative Children’s Book Center was formed in 1963 as a joint office of the Department of Public Instruction 

The plaque is rectangular with a curved top decorated with a one-inch acanthus leaf border. The bust of Theobald is in and the University of Wisconsin’s schools of education and library sciences. Its purpose was twofold, to collect and 

medium relief with no frame surrounding it. The text is set directly below the bust with no frame enclosing it. preserve children’s literature for scholarly use and to provide a central location for parents, teachers and librarians to 

examine new and classic children’s books. Instrumental to its establishment were Elizabeth Burr and Gladys Cavanagh, 

Dale Cattanach who guided the development of the center from its beginnings on the fourth floor of the west wing until it moved in 

Cattanach was born 1930 and held a variety of public and private sector jobs, including a stint as research associate 1971 to the newly built Helen C. White Hall on the UW campus. The center published a regular newsletter to help 

for the Wisconsin Taxpayers Alliance before becoming the first director of the Legislative Fiscal Bureau in 1963. He librarians determine which new books to acquire and an annual report on Caldecott Award winners. 

also served as secretary of the Department of Transportation from 1977 to 1979. In 1979, he was appointed director 

of the Legislative Audit Bureau, a post he held until his retirement in 1998. Revisor of Statutes Bureau (1972-85) 

In 1909 the legislature established the office of the revisor of statutes, the first of its kind in the United States. Ap- 

Text: Dale Cattanach/ State Auditor, Legislative Fiscal Bureau, 1979-1998/ Director, Legislative Fiscal Bureau, 1963- pointed by the trustees of the State Law Library (the justices of the supreme court and the attorney general), the 

1977/ Integrity, Dedication, Character/ For 33 years, he was a trusted source of information for legislators, others in revisor is responsible for continuously updating the state statutes. This includes incorporating new laws into current 

state government, and the public, providing financial and program analysis that set the standard for excellence. 
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Ty = _ ee ; z statutes, removing obsolete provisions, eliminating repetitions, and substituting plain English for ambiguous or wordy a _ ’ ee gs PI ig rep ig P ig 

Bil 2 FF a 8 language. Revision work is done between legislative sessions. While the legislature meets, the revisor keeps track of 
i . : ss a - es guag g 

Be . : i; a ee A - a aie all bills passed and prepares a correction bill at the end of the session to bring all acts in accord with one another. The 
/ bia. = oe es | fe P Prep : 
| i A aie. * 2 oe tt = —_ ae w oe ais revisor’s office also publishes the Wisconsin Statutes, Wisconsin Annotations (summaries of all supreme court decisions 

i” i 3 ‘ith Sy a - ' ha a ir ’ j q i eee ‘lh = and attorney general opinions), and (since 1955) the Wisconsin Administrative Code. The continual revision of state 

ind et | } i . 3 4 ye es “ot ne aR oh as oma? statutes was a new idea at the time, and its adoption by the state has kept the statutes up-to-date and clear without the 
, |) POPE Ree | si © eee, cared hk i; ae: eB y PI Pp 
& bt le MH : el ¥ Fk re oe”: 4 & { AT need for periodic, massive rewriting; many states have since adopted this process. Originally under the jurisdiction of 

H ee a i! ; ae a a a e = : 3 ; an ; HM if E i } 3 the supreme court, the bureau now is placed under the supervision of the Joint Committee on Legislative Organization. iF i &-a as S| _ ™ See. iat} 4 Pe a Ip! P Pp 8) 8 

Hy be Magi’ ae eee lay OE a 4 " apy? From 1972 until 1985, the Revisor of Statutes Bureau was located on the fourth floor of the West Wing. During this 
ee. OW! i a ars Powe Cig . bee 3 3 19): hd AB 6 8 

| oa ij i EH ota A | ie | : 2 if a a 2 ae Milky time, the revisors were James J. Burke and Orlan L. Prestegard. 

; ” oye ED ? ie 8 Sandie cae 

| OY al cae ae “Une ee “us a fi ha) Interstate Cooperation Commission (1974-85) 
aay Pe é . ; | . tina: : ‘ ee AD bes fi on 2 ; 

— Vv a: AM re ee wh veh “OR a! | The legislature created the Interstate Cooperation Commission in 1937 in order to facilitate relations with other states 
Ne J Airy er — =" ‘fe See al Wy j i 8 rR 

3 uF? ~ oe. he { aay ee and with the federal government. Its membership consisted of the governor, senators, representatives and other state 
Y :. i. a ee a ‘e a] iE Pal aoe Br 8 P g PI 
1} oe it 44 a Hee oe |? 419]! hi a rf , ty officials appointed by the governor (the number of members fluctuated over the years). The ICC represented the state 
oH : at Soe : hh es |e Lt fas i : A, : ‘ 
yy i a Hi 4’ - i eed CX 7 L i] 4] nie in the Council of State Governments, assisted in the adoption of compacts and reciprocal agreements and represented 
ee ERA 4A eS ; eT: P P P er PI 
iy ‘ i A i a ae | a ih 1 te ea Wisconsin at interstate conferences. It did not actually have a budget for staff until 1971. From 1974 to 1985, the 

= i wi We 8 : oe a re] H i | ICC had its office on the fourth floor of the West Wing. It was disbanded in 1985 and its responsibilities split among 

} i i A oO a , =| EU | are “ other commissions. 
hin ft tal poe § es SS 
ee | —_— .. I ee 
Ae Ay ae a ae 2 eS Se ~ ay) Assembly Sergeant-At-Arms (1997-present) 

After the completion of Restoration and Renovation of the West Wing in 1996, the fourth floor became the headquarters 
3.45 Children’s Cooperative Book Center, 1963 forthe cereennt-ateammaisioniceandetark 

One of the most innovative state programs, the Children’s Cooperative Book Center collected children’s books for researchers, ei ‘ 

parents and teachers. From 1963 to 1971, it was located on the fourth floor of the West Wing; its book stacks were appropriate 

for the long, narrow space. 
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Endnotes 14 “Capitol Problem for Legislature/Wright Wants Building Constructed [with] Wisconsin Material,” 24 January 1907, 

| George B. Post (hereinafter Post) to George H. D. Johnson (hereinafter Johnson), 21 April 1909, folder 5, box p. 1, and “Limit Material of New Capitol/Lively Contest Presaged Over Wisconsin Granite Bill/Senator Wright is 

21, Capitol Commission records, series 833, Archives Division, Wisconsin Historical Society (hereinafter Capitol Active,” 6 February 1907, p. 8, both from the Wisconsin State Journal; executive committee minutes for 25 January and 

Commission records, ser. 833). 1 February 1907, vol. 1, pp. 35-38; Specifications for Cut Stone Work for the Wisconsin State Capitol...in Accordance 

with the Drawings of George B. Post & Sons...(New York: n.p.,n.d.), 11; and “Supplementary Specifications for Plinth 

2 Capitol Commission minutes for 16 and 17 July 1906, vol. 1, pp. 21-26, ibid. The commission requested Post to place and Steps,” box 39, all in Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 

the Assembly Chamber in the West Wing, the Senate Chamber in the South Wing, and the Supreme Court Hearing 

Room and the State Law Library in the East Wing. In its program for the competition, the commission specified that 'S Commission minutes for 26 and 27 February 1907 and executive committee minutes for 8 and 15 March 1907, vol. 

the West Wing would be the first built. 1, pp. 39-51, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 

3 Post to Lew F. Porter (hereinafter Porter), 15 October 1906, folder 16, box 30, ibid.; Post Drawing 518-0, “Survey,” '6 Commission minutes for 21 March 1907, vol. 1, p. 54; Porter to Dollar Savings & Trust Company, 11 July 1910, 

no date, Capitol Archives. 
folder 25, box 7, both ibid. 

4 Capitol Commission minutes for 24 July 1906, vol. 1, p. 27; note dated 8 August 1906 appended to the minutes for ‘7 Executive committee minutes for 25 April 1907, vol. 1, p. 59; commission minutes for 30 April and 1 May 1907, 

24 July, both Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. See also Corona & Oliva Co. contract and bond for excavation vol. 1, pp. 60-62; Woodbury Granite Company contract, folder 2, box 44, all ibid. 

in folder 5, box 43, ibid; the bond gives their names as Paul Corona and Camillo Oliva; “Jud Stone’s Gleanings,” 

Wisconsin State Journal, 11 August 1906, p. 3. '8 George H. Bickford (hereinafter Bickford) to Porter, 22, 24 and 29 (2 letters) July 1907, folder 9, box 26; Johnson to 

Porter, 12 August 1907, folder 2, box 12; executive committee minutes, 22 November 1907, vol. 1, all ibid. No copy 

5 Capitol Commission minutes for 14 September 1906, vol. 1, p. 29, and a note appended to them about the 11 October of the executive committee’s letter to Woodbury has been found. “Granite Arrives for New Capitol,” 12 August 1907, 

contract; Corona and Oliva contract and bond, folder 5, box 43, all in Capitol Commission records, ser. 833; “Plowing p. 1, “Lay First Stone on New Capitol Tuesday,” 19 August 1907, p. 1, and “Jud Stone’s Gleanings,” 21 August 1907, 

in Capitol Park,” Wisconsin State Journal, 19 October 1906, p. 3. p. 2, all in Wisconsin State Journal. 

6 Executive Committee minutes, 25 January 1907, vol. 1, p. 35, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833; “New Capitol '° Bickford to Post & Sons, 1 July 1907, folder 1, box 21; Bickford to Porter, 6 and 15 July and 18 September 1907, 

Wall Will Rise Monday,” Wisconsin State Journal, 11 January 1907, p. 1. The executive committee was created on folder 9, box 26; Bickford to Vilas, 18 October 1907, folder 10, box 26; Porter to Bickford, 25 February 1908, folder 

27 December 1906 to expedite the work of the commission; the committee’s minutes were thenceforth incorporated 4, box 25, all in Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 
sequentially in the same volumes as the commission minutes. 

20 Executive committee minutes for 22 May 1908, vol. 1, p. 136, ibid.; Wisconsin State Journal, 14 November 1908, 

7 Commission minutes for 5 and 27 December 1906, vol. 1, pp. 30-34; John W. Foster to Porter, 20 December 1906, p. 3. The commission paid Doran by the yard, and Gormley determined the total yardage; Doran objected to the 
folder 30, box 6; contract account summary ledger, vol. 3, p. 3; Specifications for Foundation Walls for the West Wing measurement and had a bill introduced into the legislature providing an additional payment of three or four hundred 

for the Wisconsin State Capitol...in accordance with the Drawings Prepared by Geo. B. Post & Sons...(New York: dollars to him. The bill was killed by the Assembly Committee on Capitol and Grounds. See Porter to James A. Van 

n.p., n.d.), folder 8, box 38, all in Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. Cleve (hereinafter Van Cleve), 29 April 1909, folder 1, box 26, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 

* Commission minutes for 1 May 1907, vol. 1, p. 61, ibid. The misgivings of Davidson and Vilas are reported in Johnson 2! Wisconsin State Journal, 3 July, p.1, 16 July, p.1, and 19 July, p.8, 1909. 

to Porter, 8 May 1907, folder 2, box 12, ibid. No contract exists for this work, but one is referred to in contract account 

summary ledger, 1906-08, vol. 3, ibid. 2 “Jud Stone’s Gleanings,” Wisconsin State Journal, 7 March 1908, p. 7. He repeated the caution on November 21 

(p. 5). 

° Post to Porter, 13 May 1907, folder 1, box 21; executive committee minutes, 29 August 1907, vol. 1, p. 69, both 

ibid. 2 Bickford to Porter, 17 April 1909, folder 2, box 27; Porter to Bickford, 5 May 1909, folder 10, box 36, both in Capitol 

Commission records, ser. 833. 

'° Executive committee minutes, 17 May 1907, vol. 1, p. 64; Porter to Post, 18 May 1907, folder 2, box 6, both ibid. 
24 Porter to Bickford, 20 August 1909, folder 2, box 29, ibid.; “Jud Stone’s Gleanings,” 7 August 1909, p. 3; “Big Derrick 

“Jud Stone’s Gleanings,” 29 June 1907, p. 7; “Granite Arrives for New Capitol,” 12 August 1907, p. 1, both in the Fixed After Havoc Caused by Great Stone’s Fall,” 9 August 1909, p. 1, all in Wisconsin State Journal. A letter from 

Wisconsin State Journal. Bickford to Post & Sons refers to the accident having destroyed both “kneelers.” Both were eventually replaced, but 

it may have been that the second was merely unacceptable, since the newspaper reported that it had been lifted onto a 

® Commission minutes for 5 June 1907, vol. 1, p. 65; T. C. McCarthy contract and bond, folder 2, box 43; T. C. cart for transport to the Capitol three days after the accident. 
McCarthy bid, “Schedule of Quantity and Unit Price: Materials for West Wing,” folder 5, box 35; E. W. Krueger to J. 
H. Gormley (hereinafter Gormley), 25 October 1909, folder 13, box 29; and numerous documents about Worden-Allen 5 See the Bitter correspondence with Porter and with Woodbury Granite in folders 1 and 2, box 5, in the Capitol 

as the supplier of the steel from Johnson to Porter in folder 2, box 12, all in Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. Commission records, ser. 833. Bitter went to some trouble to prepare the sculpture, including a request to have a live 
badger shipped to New York City to serve as a model. Unfortunately, by the time a badger was captured and offered 

'’ McCarthy payment application, 3 January and 12 March 1908, folder 5, box 44; executive committee minutes for him, he had completed his work. See Bitter to Porter, 26 January 1909, folder 2, box 5, ibid. There is no record about 

3 January 1908, vol. 1, p. 95, all ibid. the fate of the badger. 
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*°“One Killed, Six Escape By Miracle in Capitol Accident,” 25 October 1909, p. 1; “Seek Cause of Logan’s Death," included three deductions and twelve change orders. 
26 October 1909, p. 1, both in the Wisconsin State Journal; Porter to Ingram, 29 October 1909, folder 15, box 11, 

Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. “Vulcan Iron & Steel contract and bond, folder 1, box 44; Specification for Iron Work for the Interior Finish of the West 

Wing...(New York: Martin B. Brown, 1907), box 41; “Schedule of Subdivision of Estimate,” 28 March 1908, folder 6, 
*7 Post to Porter, 4 November 1909, and “Memorandum” dated 1 November 1909, both in folder 6, box 21, Capitol box 44; Vulcan Iron & Steel to Porter, 28 March 1908, folder 4, box 25, all ibid. The Vulcan company referred to the 
Commission records, ser. 833. American Bridge Company but did not specify where its business was located; according to "A Directory of American 

Bridge-Building Companies: 1840-1900," the American Bridge Co. was located in New York City. 
8 W. S. Hopkins to Porter, 1 November 1909, folder 11, box 15; Ingram to Porter, 9 November 1909, folder 9, box 

1; Bitter to Porter, 22 November 1909, folder 2, box 5; Bickford to Porter, 20 November 1909, folder 2, box 27, all “Vulcan Iron & Steel to Porter, 28 March and 16 April 1908; Vilas to Vulcan, 25 April 1908, all in folder 4, box 25, 
ibid. ibid. 

» Bickford to Porter, 10 December 1909, folder 2, box 27, ibid. *” Post & Sons to Vulcan, 14 July and 19 September 1908, folder 5, box 36; Davidson to Jesse Bradley, 4 August 1908, 

folder 13, box 7; Gormley to Vulcan, 15 October 1908, folder 5, box 36; Porter to Vulcan, 23 October 1908, folder 1, 
* Porter to Van Cleve, 2 January 1910, folder 2, box 26; Bickford to Gormley, 22 March 1910, folder 1, box 30; Porter box 26, all ibid. 

to Davidson, 23 December 1910, folder 25, box 7, all ibid. 

* Vulcan Iron and Steel, “Application for Certificate for Payment...,” 31 December 1909, folder 1, box 4, ibid. 
*! Commission minutes for 16 January 1912, vol. 1, pp. 340-49; and for 15 February 1912, vol. 1, pp. 352-53; Porter to 
Johnson, 11 January 1910, folder 6, box 13; Porter to W. W. Gilman, attorney general’s office, 10 January 1914, folder “Chas. Wilkins contract and bond, 5 February 1908, folder 2, box 4; “Application for Certificate of Payment,” 7 January 
10, box 10, all ibid. The affair is discussed in greater detail in Wisconsin, Department of Administration, Division of 1909, folder 6, box 44; Post & Sons to Porter, 16 March 1908, folder 3, box 21, all ibid. 
Facilities Development, et al., Historic Structure Report. Book VI, Wisconsin State Capitol: East Wing and Northeast 
Pavilion (Madison, 2001), 3-5. “SH. Kelly & Co. contract and bond, 5 February 1908, folder 1, box 43; Porter to Kelly & Co, 16 January 1909, folder 

10, box 14, all ibid. The electrical work contract ($12,228) went to Paul Harloff of Madison, the elevator contract 
* McNulty Bros. contract and bond, 13 February 1908, folder 2, box 43; “Application for Certificate for Payment...,” ($8,250) went to Kaestner & Co. of Chicago, the steel vault fixture contract ($8,100) went to the Art Metal Construction 
9 December 1908, folder 5, box 44, all in Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. McNulty subcontracted with Worden- Company of Chicago, and the treasurer’s money vault contract ($4,136) went to the Herring-Hall-Marvin Safe Co. of 
Allen for some iron furring work in the Assembly Chamber. Chicago. 

* A.D. and J. V. Frederickson contract and bond, 13 February 1908, folder 5, box 42; “Application for Certificate of “© Post & Sons to Andres, 16 December 1912, folder 9, box 32, ibid. It appears that ornamental iron fixtures were 
Payment...,” 10 February 1909, folder 3, box 44, all ibid. also included for the two fountains in the Assembly Lobby. Post Drawing 518-110 indicates their placement, and the 

specifications call for a total of six. Those in the lobby, however, appeared to be a different design (possibly griffins 
*# Vulcan Iron and Steel Works contract and bond, 13 February 1908, folder 1, box 44; “Application for Certificate of or badgers) although the specifications indicate only two models. 
Payment...,” 25 November 1908, 10 February, 23 February, 29 March, 9 April, and 30 July 1909, folder 6, box 44; 
Post & Sons to Vulcan Iron and Steel, 19 September 1908, folder 5, box 36; Porter to Vulcan Iron and Steel, 15 October 47 Porter to Post & Sons, 27 April 1908, no folder or box number, ibid. 
1908, folder 5, box 36; Porter to Vulcan Iron and Steel, 30 January 1909, folder 1, box 26, all ibid. 

‘“ “Need of Change in Capitol Plans,” Wisconsin State Journal, 14 January 1909, p. 1; Porter to Post & Sons, 18 
*° Commission minutes for 4 February 1908, vol. 1, p. 98, ibid. January 1909, folder 16, box 19; quotation from Porter to Johnson, 18 January 1909, folder 5, box 13, both in Capitol 

Commission records, ser. 833. 
*° Post & Sons to Porter, 25 April 1908, folder 3, box 21; Porter to Post & Sons, 27 April 1908, no folder or box number; 

Executive Committee minutes for 27 April and 5 and 8 May 1908, vol. 1, pp. 128 and 132; Porter to Vilas, 13 May * Porter to Post & Sons, 22 January 1909, folder 16, box 19; Post to Porter, 8 February 1909, folder 5, box 21, both in 
1908, folder 3, box 21, all ibid. The impetus for replacing the Tennessee marble walls came from Vilas, who objected Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. The quotation is from Porter to Post & Sons, 5 March 1909, folder 16, box 19, 
to having the same marble used for decorating an important public room as well as the toilet rooms. ibid. Until 1913, U. S. senators were elected by state legislatures and not by direct popular vote. 

*7 Post & Sons to Porter, 17 July 1908, folder 3, box 34; Porter memorandum or report, 15 September 1908, box 1a; *° Porter to Van Cleve, 29 April 1909, folder 1, box 26, ibid. 
Post & Sons to Porter, 23 September 1908, folder 4, box 21; commission minutes for 28 September 1908, vol. 1, p. 

168, all ibid. *! “Edwin Blashfield, Noted Artist, Dies,” New York Times, 13 October 1936, p. 27; “Biographies: Blashfield, Edwin 
Howland,” Askart website, http://www.askart.com/Biography.asp. Helen L. Earle, comp., Biographical Sketches of 

*8 Porter memorandum or report for 8 October 1908, box 1a; Porter to Van Cleve, 2 January 1910, folder 2, box 26, American Artists, 5" ed. (Charleston, South Carolina: Garnier & Company, 1972), c.v. Blashfield, Edwin Howland, 
all ibid. 48-49, 

* Andres Stone & Marble Co. to Porter, 25 November 1908, folder 4, box 3; Porter memorandum or report, 30 November, * Capitol Commission minutes, volume 1, p. 104; contract with Edwin H. Blashfield, folder 2, box 41, ibid, both in 
2 December 1908 and 16 January 1909, box 1a; Porter to Andres, 2 and 11 December 1908, folder 8, box 4; Andres Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 
to Gormley, 15 December 1910, folder 1, box 30, all ibid. Andres ultimately received a total of $111,768.47, which 
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53 Blashfield to Vilas, 19 February 1908, and Reuben Gold Thwaites to Vilas, 25 February 1908, both in folder 1907, ™ Porter to Schmitt, 5 December 1910, folder 7, box 24; Schmitt to Porter, incorrectly dated 7 January 1910 (should be 

Sept. 16—1908, April, box 39, correspondence, 1907, Sept. 16—1919, Wm. F. Vilas Papers, Archives Division, 1911), folder 17, box 23, all ibid. Schmitt’s contract called for work only on the first floor; the contract was extended 

Wisconsin Historical Society. after the fact to include work done at the request of the commission on the third floor for an additional $1,225. See 

Schmitt to Porter, dated 20 January 1910 (should be 1911), folder 17, box 23, ibid. 

54 Post to Vilas, 16 and 27 July 1908, folder 4, box 21, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 
7! Mack, Jenney and Tyler, contract and bond 2 October 1915 and Mack, Jenney and Tyler to Post, 8 June 1914, both in 

55 Post to James O. Davidson, 25 November 1908, folder 6, box 2, Capitol Improvement and Supply records, 1839- folder 2, box 43; Mack, Jenney and Tyler to Porter, 18 January and 26 May 1916, both in folder 6, box 16, all ibid. 

1917, ser. 138, Archives Division, Wisconsin Historical Society; Porter to Blashfield, 27 November, 1 December 1908, 

folder 12, box 5, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. ? Porter to A. H. Andrews Co., 15 December 1908, folder 8, box 4, ibid; “49" Legislature is Underway,” Wisconsin 

State Journal, 13 January 1909, p. 1. Evidently the desks and chairs that were used in the old chamber had not been 

56 Blashfield to Porter, 3 December 1908, folder 1, box 5, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. destroyed in the fire that began on 27 February 1904. The legislature was not in session, so it seems likely that the 

desks had been removed to allow the chamber to be used as a general auditorium or gathering place or that they were 

57 Wisconsin State Journal, 23 December 1908, p. 2. removed by capitol employees and members of the public who retrieved many articles from the burning building. 

*8 Heinigke and Bowen contract and bond, 15 February 1908, folder 7, box 42; Porter to Heinigke and Bowen, 22 * Capitol Commission minutes for 29 June 1909, vol. 1, p. 211; Post to Porter, 2 February 1910, folder 1, box 22; 

October 1908, folder 5, box 32, all Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. Invincible-Electric Bank Protection Company contract and bond, folder 1, box 43; Van Cleve to Porter, 12 September 

1910, folder 6, box 25, all in Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 

*° Commission minutes for 5 February and 10 June 1908, vol. 1, pp. 104, 140; Post to Vilas, 7 July 1908, folder 6, box 

42, all ibid. ™ Porter to Johnson, 16 September and 16 December 1910, folder 6, box 13; Van Cleve to Porter, 26 November 1910, 

folder 6, box 25; Van Cleve to Porter, 3 January 1911, folder 7, box 25; Porter to Johnson, 10 January 1911, folder 7, 

° Post & Sons to Porter, 27 July 1908, folder 4, box 21; Elmer Garnsey contracts and bonds, 28 September 1908, folder box 13, all ibid. 

6, box 42, all ibid. The small room off the Assembly Chamber to the south of the Loggia was a committee room and 

was not included in the contract. ”5 Porter to Robert Mitchell Furniture Company, 22 November 1916, and “Bill for Assembly Desks,” 8 February 1917, 

both in folder 3, box 43; Porter to Mitchell Furniture, 26 February 1917, folder 3, box 17, all ibid; Wisconsin Assembly 

°! Garnsey contract and bond, 28 September 1908, folder 6, box 42; commission minutes for 10 November 1908, vol. Journal, 1917-1918, p. 211. 

1, pp. 175-76, all ibid. 
7° Wisconsin State Journal, 30 July 1915, p. 2. 

© Porter memoranda or reports, 11 September and 31 October 1908, box la, ibid. 
7 Ibid. 

©’ Garnsey contract and bond, 28 September 1908, folder 6, box 42; Garnsey to Post, 18 November 1908, folder 5, 

box 10, both ibid. The 1909 assembly consisted of 76 Republicans (progressives and stalwarts), 19 Democrats, and 8 Thid., 28 November 1915, no page. See also The Bobroff System of Electrical Voting (Milwaukee: Universal Indicator 

5 Socialists. Co., 1917) and Universal Electric Roll Call System (Milwaukee: Universal Indicator Co., 1923?), both in pamphlet 

collection, Wisconsin Historical Society library. 
Post to Johnson, 21 April 1909, folder 5, box 21, ibid. 

” Post & Sons to Porter, 21 September 1915, in folder 6, box 22, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 
° Garnsey to Porter, 27 November 1908, folder 5, box 10; executive committee minutes for 30 November 1908, vol. 1, 

p. 179, all ibid. Garnsey later agreed to include the first floor capitals in his work; see Garnsey to Porter, 8 December ®° Capitol Commission minutes, volume 2, p. 5, ibid. 

1908, folder 5, box 10, ibid. 

*! Universal Indicator Company contract and bond, 1 March 1916, folder 1, box 44, and Porter to Post & Sons, 20 April 
® Commission minutes for 13 July 1908, vol. 1, p. 149; Post & Sons to Porter, 27 July 1908, folder 4, box 21, both 1916, in folder 2, box 23, all ibid. 
ibid. 

®2 Porter to Universal Indicator, 29 November 1916, folder 3, box 25; Universal Indicator to Porter, 5 and 23 December 

®7 Garnsey contract and bond, 28 September 1908, folder 6, box 42; Garnsey to Porter, 14 December 1908, folder 5, 1916, all in folder 3, box 25, both ibid. 
box 10, both ibid. 

83 Post & Sons to Woodbury Granite, 2 February 1911, folder 10, box 36; Porter to Bickford, 21 April 1911, folder 4, 

* Conrad Schmitt to Porter, 21 December 1908, folder 17, box 23, ibid. box 29; Bickford to Porter, 30 March and 11 April 1911, folder 5, box 27, all ibid. 

- Schmitt to Capitol Commission, 26 October 1910 and Conrad Schmitt Co. contract and bond, 31 October 1910, both * George Nelson contract and bond, 22 December 1913, folder 4, box 43; Porter to Van Cleve, 25 April 1914, folder 

in folder 1, box 44; Porter to Schmitt, 27 October 1910, folder 7, box 24, all ibid. This proposal referred only to the 4, box 26; Worden-Allen contract and bond, 13 September 1913, folder 2, box 44; Porter to Worden-Allen, 10 March 
first floor of the West Wing, and the contract is for simply “painting and plaster work in the West Wing.” It is unclear, 1915, folder 6, box 28, all ibid. 
therefore, whether the contract was expanded to cover other floors or if these had been painted by the plasterers. 
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85 Porter to W. C. Clifford, 25 April 1914, folder 2, box 7; Porter to Van Cleve, 10 and 19 September and 9 October 

1914, all in folder 4, box 26; Van Cleve to Porter, 3 December 1914, folder 4, box 26; Porter to A. C. Clas, 21 July 

1915, folder 3, box 7; Porter to McNulty Bros., 29 October 1915, folder 2, box 34, all ibid. 

86 Information on occupancy of the wing, as well as biographical sketches of the various occupants, has been gathered 

from Wisconsin Blue Books and Capitol office directories. 

87 Leonard Sykes, Jr., “Price of the Ticket,” Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, 5 February 2002, no page number. 
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PARROT ac VNU ay gait A ae Re STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS 
sie Se (a Beery Ae Bate Apes fe Lae See ee ge SF : 

em ee haa ae ee OR | : CBEST ins, . UES 

Me 7 ae ie ee 6 ee ie eee oe rreerar Mi PIE cere 

el ie 33 aoe aA e PY td | eS -~ LE ce “pel 

a Fae [nhl - : eT SE Sa ae i ae = a a 

fete eee os peg oases Ree eel - es ‘a ince the West Wing was the first part of the Capitol built, it became the structural prototype for the East, South 

ates : ee = fi ae a 4 m i S and North Wings. The three other wings would be nearly identical in structure, utilizing similar concrete founda- 

: = Pee =a - <3 ‘i a ‘ - ce tions, stone and brick masonry wall construction, structural steel framing and clay tile arch floor construction. 
"ae ee: 2 es P : oy ; i 2 |B E The only real variation was the minor rearrangement of structural elements to reflect particular conditions in each of 

a Es a = = eae : eS ae <5" pee i Y P the wings that would require the structural elements to carry heavier loads (such as in the location of storage vaults). 

3 2 ee Se - E ae pe i 'e i tll Porta In addition, a shift to the use of a new type of steel beam took place in subsequent wings. 

2a aes oes tee a S | u y se c BERR The commission, architect and contractors carefully established and adjusted their relationships during the initial stages 

See = is Gs : eo ip ] Bs / j > Y ke r Ste of building the new capitol. Eager to begin, on 17 July 1906 the Capitol Commission requested a visit from repre- 

z= be. ; earl 7 : aA ; a E a 5 sentatives of the architecture firm, George B. Post & Sons, to discuss the building plans and to begin to schedule and 

g - Roe ee : [ped : coordinate construction activities. With the Capitol Commission based in Madison, the architectural firm in New York 

: Pa : Pye, f i SP ae and contractors and suppliers in various cities, the coordinated production of detailed structural plans and shop draw- 

5 Z = es eS 3 ¥ s | | 3] Pee, ings was challenging. In a number of cases the commission made decisions based on expediency rather than economy; 

: : c fad: eo . = 0 iY au si these included the decision to proceed with installing the foundations despite frost in the ground and the determination 

f Z ce ; gee ¢ j i me = i: ’ to contract the additional work at the east foundation wall without bids. Post attempted to convince the commission to 

a eee om provide his firm a greater role in the construction by allowing it to act as general contractor, in charge of procuring all 

4.1 West end of foundation wall, looking northwest, 1907 work and resources for an additional five percent of the project costs. His argument was that construction could proceed 

The Foster Construction Company of Milwaukee began work on the foundation of the West Wing in early 1907. The thickest more quickly and save a great deal of money because of better coordination. The commission declined Post’s offer. 
and the deepest part of the foundation occurred at the west end of the wing, where it was required to support the massive granite 

columns of the exterior portico. ? i ; : A . 
Despite this somewhat difficult start, the wing was finished on time and remains structurally stable ninety-five years 

later. Only minor structural modifications have been made since the wing was first occupied in 1909. This chapter 

describes the structural systems of the West Wing as they were originally installed and addresses how they were modi- 

fied between 1909 and 1996, The work completed as part of the 1993-96 West Wing Restoration and Renovation will 

be discussed, as will structural modifications since 1996. 

Original Construction 
Demolition 

The 1904 fire had most heavily damaged the west wing of the earlier capitol, leading to the decision to demolish it first 

and begin construction in the west corner of the Square. On 8 August 1906, Corona & Oliva Co. of Madison received 

the contract to take down the west wing of the burnt building. Its $1,200 contract called for the work to be finished by 

20 September 1906; demolition began by 11 August and was finished on 15 September. Wood scaffolding was placed 

around the cylindrical exterior perimeter of the ruined assembly chamber to provide the workers easy access to the 

facade. The old steps at the base of the wing were pried apart and removed by a crew of men using wrecking bars.' 

Structural Systems e« 4-1



eas i SSS | | z Excavation 
rt 4 pea iE cn vray i . me roa a 2 The steeply sloping site posed an early challenge in beginning work on the new Capitol. With the Capitol park sloping 

— Cus 5) G aan WS = : 2 sharply to the west and the new West Wing designed to be approximately 100 feet longer than the old one, the farther 

ie ca seme ae Ra, hia os : 5 the wing extended, the greater distance existed between the surface of the slope and the ideal bearing elevation of the 

fe ae : ae cape ree atom ro — os - ee = foundation. The center of the previous capitol, moreover, had been located approximately 26 feet east of the midpoint 

Bere, PORES ‘ a , ate ae 2 Hee ae a baa. : . : 4 of the park. The shifted position of the new West Wing made the difference between the ideal location of the bottom 

Penta. ae Bea gy ees Sera eehih, ans Beene, g of foundations and the hill even more significant. The foundations were required to reach the stiff hardpan clay-bear- 

Be swe oes SS a SRT eae iS ing strata, which was located under the large amounts of fill that had been placed over the years to make the irregular 
pre RN eS et a I A 

 ———_ ~~) a Mose i — \ | of Vo wt £ surface of the park more even. 

PS Se Noor Ph Be ne AL 7 | | NG DY A Re eed pede ie 
Cy \\ Lf i od 7 i 4 V7 N 1D Dy ! ‘a ie to us a ca fe Ke at mie : is aN ! hi aS Consulting engineer W. G. Kirchoffer of Madison estimated the excavation volume for the West Wing at 1,411 cubic 

aA y Say x | ay ed y : s fl, RS A Ap yh N iY Ah rN E bh vif a aS yards with an additional 690 cubic yards for trenches and 760 cubic yards for stripping. Stakes were driven to mark the 

P4 v4 By f , — “| i A Sa \ Sy - aay a i. ec ~ , oc aide . exterior perimeters by 3 October 1906, and Corona & Oliva received the contract for excavation on 11 October 1906 

eC dete j) bc ; WT r¢ AT y i ei \y Ni S | Wy r ne te BYE with work to be completed by 10 November. The firm was paid $.24 per yard for general excavation and stripping and 

Ee 7 P * i , aH Ly /. a ed ratte | i , V (\ ‘ y ly h / oe P é a5 a $.35 per yard for trenches and eventually earned $907.79 for its work. Post’s initial excavation plan, which closely 

ws as ‘ M Reey | aN ; aes. be > rh , : an TN am yy \ ‘ Qh ny 2 C - S resembles the typical excavation plans for the other wings, suggests that he did not fully account for the amount of fill 

i? aa Tay ie pore) Bt ls nee eee “8 = ts ee Sonar roe Sees aR in place or the steep grade of the slope. By 15 October 1906 Post issued a revised drawing, but near this time the work 

ae oy = ws at ne gs Ben tx ete : ot . : se x oye ess Ae ™é was delayed by some unexpected discoveries. Workers uncovered a vault-like structure near the southwest corner and 

te (a can aa ; Be = 2a By ea Bas % =a Sb: ia ‘ A oa an abandoned 50-foot-deep well on the north side of the wing that likely dated back to the territorial capitol. More 

a rani Ny Ps Me = = fs eet < 3 BS Pot S bea: net ane excavation than originally expected was necessary to unearth debris from portions of the underground structures, and by 

fF 5 fg aN se Be sf rs = os: fast * ES = i | A, & xt 7. =! early December 1906, Kirchoffer had made a field drawing estimating the additional excavation volume to total 1,105 

: Say Gat me eo eh See. rs eee — Fa: ae ST ee cubic yards. The drawing indicated that the depth to the hardpan bearing soils was over-cut generally two feet deep 
Bear Ree Capit ieee 4 ese Se: se eee BESS at ee on the north and south walls and nearly five feet at the west wall. A portion of the south wall near the southeast corner 

ne ees op: wee si si a ‘ee ie Fe OS oe of the Wing had over-cuts nearly 10 feet deep. This was likely to compensate for soft soil surrounding the coal vault 
4.2 Demolition of the previous capitol, West Wing, 1906 and boiler house, which was still in operation to heat portions of the previous Capitol. Excavation began 18 October 

The west wing of the earlier capitol was the most severely damaged by the 1904 fire and was the first to be razed. Wood scaf- 1906 and was completed 11 January 1907.” 

folding was erected to facilitate the demolition of the upper levels and the sandstone steps were removed by hand using wrecking 

bars. Foundation 

The Commission awarded the contract for the foundation work to the Foster Construction Company of Milwaukee; 

the $7,086 contract was signed on 15 December 1906. Work on the foundations started in mid-January 1907. Foster 

initially expressed concerns about beginning work when there were ten inches of frost in the soil below the proposed 

locations for the footings. The fear was that frost would expand the soil and exert tremendous force on the concrete 

and potentially damage the building. Although aware of the concern, the Capitol Commission voted “that the work 

should proceed at the moment.” It is not known if any type of preparation was made to safeguard against frost heave 

damage. The Portland cement used in constructing the foundations was purchased through C.F. Cooley of Madison 

and the sand was also purchased locally from South Madison pits. Waukesha Crushed Stone supplied and shipped 

the stone aggregate. The Wisconsin State Journal commented in early July 1907, that “the mammoth cement 

[concrete] walls” were finished. Foundation work took six months, considerably longer than it would in subsequent 

wings. 

Several changes were made to the original contract during the work in order to accommodate the grade of the site, the 

existing boiler house and the once buried structures. In late September 1906, Post wrote to Capitol Commission Secretary 

Lew Porter cautioning that the foundation trenches would come very close to the coal vault of the boiler house. Where 

that occurred, he noted, it would be necessary to extend the trenches below the bottom of the foundations of the coal 
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vault floor. The wall of the vault would require underpinning as well. In January 1907, the Capitol Commission voted to 2 

compensate Foster for the extra concrete and reinforcing work required to deal with the remains of the abandoned well and ea 2 Be % fe 

vault discovered during excavation.* Due to their size and depth, changes in the design of the foundations were necessary £ Pee re & oF a Sa pricks e é 5 

to eliminate the risk of settlement. The foundations of the new West Wing were designed for 10,000 pounds per square * fe : ; & 2 

foot (psf) of bearing pressure because Post had not anticipated the soft soils around the hidden structures. The original + e i 

design would not have been sufficient to carry the wall and footing weights, and additional foundation work was needed. * Z 

Change orders to this point amounted to an additional $1,945.90. Another change in scope included constructing the east = 2 

foundation wall of the wing. Foster’s original contract only included three walls because Post had not yet designed the z 

east wall, uncertain how the wing would join the Central Portion. On 1 May 1907 the Commission voted to have Foster "osu oa ¥ ds. 5 
build the east section of the foundation and the piers needed to connect the Central Portion. The work was to be done S. Tea roh es. é 

“with the utmost speed practicable for its proper construction.” Foster did the additional foundation work for the cost of RN oo He » g 
labor and materials plus 10%, which totaled $7,468.98. in addition to the original contract and change orders. The total x & eo g 

amount paid to Foster for completing the West Wing foundations was $16,500.88.° & 

As originally constructed, the foundations were 4’4-foot-thick cast concrete on stepped concrete footings with reinforcing 

steel grillage. The width of the footing at its base was 9'4 feet. The footings stepped back on each side with four steps, 

each measuring 8 inches horizontally and 12 inches vertically. The horizontal surfaces of the steps were sloped to run : : 

groundwater off the footing. One-inch square reinforcing bars were placed in the lowest tier to add strength. The walls a f go 

were keyed with sand-filled joints to make it possible to pour the concrete in workable sections and to control shrink- ei a oe ; ie a Rlevationr ar 
age. Pipe sleeves were placed in the walls prior to pouring to allow for the passage of water mains on the west end and e s “oa Trench ei ae 3 : Je 

sanitary sewers on the north and south sides of the building. The concrete foundations extended from soil bearing to i Ga es < ae éxen ee oe 
three feet below the ground floor elevation. Steel, stone, and masonry were erected on the concrete foundations.” os ty ne Cap 1To/ 

Let. 18, 2, 

Steel Superstructure 
Post designed the Wisconsin Capitol using a structural steel framing system in which the beams collect the floor loads 4.3 Excavation of West Wing as completed, 1906 ; ' : e 
and dinaibute them to the columns at regular intervals. Since the building was to be fireproof, clay tile was used as a ee paar Laer ce a 
protective element. Steel is susceptible to the heat of fire; if the temperature of the metal reaches more than 1,200 to that were still operational. 
1,400 degrees Fahrenheit, it softens and its ability to carry loads decreases. The clay tile that provided the underlying 

structural surfaces for the walls, floors and ceilings was an inherently fire-resistant material; thus, the steel was insulated 
from heat by the adjacent floor and ceiling structure. With the steel framing providing most of the structural support 
necessary, there was great flexibility in the layout of the interior spaces. Instead of the thick brick masonry bearing 
walls, interior walls were constructed with much thinner non-load-bearing clay tile blocks. The flexibility imparted 
to the building in its original design played an important part in the successful renovation of the private areas of the 
building during the restoration and renovation projects of the late 1980s and 1990s. 

Madison builder T. C. McCarthy received the contract for structural work in the West Wing, which included masonry, 
Toofing and erecting the structural steel. The contract dated 5 June 1907 was for $ 128,668 and completion of the work 
was to occur by 10 January 1908. The Worden-Allen Company of Milwaukee supplied the steel and Pittsburgh Test- 
ing Laboratory inspected it. Pittsburgh mill reports indicate the steel was manufactured by the Cambria Steel Co., 
Jones & Laughlin, the Illinois Steel Co., Worth Brothers, the Eastern Steel Co. and Carnegie Steel Co. Work started 
in August 1907.8 

After the footings and foundation walls were in place, the first stage of the column steel was erected, rising to two feet 
above the second floor level. Beams were then connected to the columns to form the supports for the floor structure. 
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After the second floor beams were set, the second stage of the columns was erected, extending the steel columns to ar SORT PK? 

the roof level; riveted splices connected the two stages. Roof beams and trusses were set into place to complete the / : ZEN? 

framing process. Since the steel framing was erected prior to the construction of the brick exterior walls, the beam- Wa ; CX ‘ Z 

ends were temporarily shored around the perimeter of the wing at each level. As the stone and masonry were placed . ‘ : S A ee Xt s 

under and around the framing, loose base plates were positioned beneath the steel beams, and the temporary shoring ft OARS Ls \ z 

was removed leaving the steel pocketed into the wall. Header beams collected beam-ends beneath the windows and iN Tos 

framed into longer beams at the sides of the windows that in turn framed into the masonry. ; CSP ‘ Ny Hy 

The steel framing used was conventional for the day, although specifications for the wing indicated that a new type j a s » ee, 

of steel supplier was “preferred.” The building was designed just as a technological advance was occurring in the ae a7 

production of more economical steel framing. The Bethlehem Steel Corporation had begun making steel beams and ‘| oe an 

columns that provided more strength per pound than conventional steel shapes, with thinner webs and thinner but wider y dt : ; i. 

flanges. By distributing more steel to the flanges of the sections, beams and columns were stronger because typically Way: 7 cabs file i : 

the flanges controlled the capacity. Although not used in the structural framing of the West Wing, Bethlehem Steel Ds Ni A a Ui 53 BN y Fi 14 AN \ P ¢ Veit WT sa hy A ™ l) 1 e 1 eh \ 

was introduced in the East Wing in 1908. The specifications also called for the steel to contain a maximum of 0.4% Pos face ae ea iy a ie 2 Ls atid ; : y WA cil Be: RPS 

sulfur, although Post notified Illinois Steel on 31 July 1907 that it was allowed to supply steel with up to 0.5% sulfur ‘a ri oe (a yn Tie i % at NY ES BNE a . pen 

content. Specifications for subsequent wings allowed 0.5% sulfur content. ee " : te tre F Ceo re =o =] aE A en ea ee aie i ° a4 

Many factors contributed to the structural work not being completed by the time stated in McCarthy’s contract. First, ve ee ein ta at | ae Be Ee 

the architect and commission took much longer than expected to select the stone that would face the exterior of the = * seer Z mee ssn és : 22 So £ oe oa 5 : 

building. Initial discussions began in January of 1907, and the fagade stone was supposed to have been selected by 26 oe ae ———— ee aa : ee 

February 1907. The determination took nearly another three months. In April 1907, Post saw that the indecision about ee an eer ead = ae ie 

stone was causing the project to fall behind and wrote Porter that his firm could not complete the structural plans or So 2 See : <9 Sos att arene i) 

sections until the material was selected because the amount of backing required would vary depending upon the facing < ae = ne 2 = = ee : OES io Be RSs ee BGS an ol ee XE 

stone. Miscommunication among Post & Sons, the Capitol Commission and contractors delayed the work as well. By a 

June of 1907, after initial estimating drawings were issued, Post had forwarded changes that included the addition of 4.5 West foundation wall, looking southwest, 1907 : 

4,341 pounds of steel to the first floor beams, 2,052 pounds to the columns and 363 pounds to beams and channels. The Ci ee Deen i Shade ee 

changes covered plans for the money vault for the treasurer’s office and revisions to the area of the grand stair. On 7 south) foundation wall. 

October 1907 Post admitted to having mistakenly sent the wrong structural floor plan to the Worden-Allen Company, 

causing some embarrassment and delay in the schedule. Apparently, an engineer in his office intended to design the 

steel for the ground floor but used the first floor architectural plans. Post decided to have Worden-Allen ship and erect 

the ground floor steel anyway noting that the floors are identical except for the area of the treasurer’s money vault.? 

Problems with steel fabrication also slowed construction of the West Wing; reports from the Pittsburgh Testing Labo- 

ratory revealed that steel was rejected for numerous manufacturing flaws, including defective flanges, incorrect angle 

connections, loose rivets, missing holes and beams that were not straight. In an effort to keep the project on schedule 

Post noted that the highest quality steel was required for the connection plates for the trusses, columns, girders and 

gussets, but suggested that problems in steel quality for ordinary base plates were of less concern. In November Post 

& Sons chided Worden-Allen for its lack of progress in producing the steel. Although McCarthy’s contract called for 

the steel work to be ready for the roof by the first of December, Worden-Allen did not have the shop drawings ready 

until mid-November. Reports from the Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory make frequent reference to trying to rush the 

work and also reveal the sorts of defects in the steel that caused the inspector to reject pieces. The reports mention the 

need to straighten beams and channels as well as to repaint, and notes omitted holes in beams, extra holes in lintels, 

eccentric or loose rivets and other defects in the steel. On one report the inspector wrote, “I am keeping after the shop 
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. ge =e d ee ne & : g in regard to the riveting and the straightening of the material before working same. I will do all I can to push this work 

g iis Be M4 oes we a swe 8 eae fe to avoid any delay on the part of the steel men.” On another he wrote, “I have had considerable trouble in getting the 

g Eat ‘i; : : = belt pie, x eee 2 work cleaned and painted as I want it done but I have refused to accept unless the shop takes more care in this work.” 

& I a A wl athe (ae é } aL | a + i Ry, a wee ie Steel work was completed in March 1908, two months behind schedule. '° 

ee oe ee een ee ae af LH. {| i 

ba es re +t ie ry et 2 4 che 4 1 & —. : | Fe ‘ Exterior walls 

arene east Sh ea ae 2 * ot S ae St bo! Lae hier Structural contractor T. C. McCarthy erected the brick load-bearing exterior walls. The Woodbury Granite Co. of 

: = a ek ee pn Peek bobo Ss Aube 4 i it Lt | Hardwick, Vermont provided and installed the granite cladding as part of its $1,945,750 contract to provide exterior 

8 BBE Uda lt : i ve, { ch i stone for the entire building. The first shipment of granite arrived in Madison on 11 August 1907, and the first stone 

8 ce Bhien br Cok Bee s S foundation tor Cob. 61t HUT. was laid on the northwest corner of the West Wing in a ceremony on 20 August 1907. Woodbury and McCarthy 
& be ‘ pe tte Lat | & 5 = | estimated 200 carloads of granite and 400 of brick would be used for the wing. Work on the exterior walls followed 

Ss ® : ue i 5 +7 i rr 5 | & 8 | i closely behind the erection of the steel. '! 

. A : 8 ee Sy : fi ered : McCarthy intended to begin placing the brickwork on the concrete foundations at the same time the metal framing was 

8 g ] | | i We | ® going up but delivery of the steel was late, delaying construction of exterior walls. The delay in steel particularly affected 

& : ck es i | Ty | Somes 3 A the granite setting. Woodbury was not able to use the boom derricks it required because the steel work on which the 

ToPly paar a : Sori en ee derricks had to be erected was not far enough along. Although breast derricks were used to set the lower three or four 

ie, Meee 7. i courses, they were inadequate for setting stone at higher levels. Post & Sons seemed hopeful that the wing would be 

> oe . et : : : enclosed by December 1907, but progress slowed greatly that fall. A great deal of granite had arrived in Madison, but 

; ee Cundation tor Cols, Jond 6 only a few setters were on site and little was accomplished. Woodbury’s representative at the site, George Bickford, 

en kt on ig toy, Pnfht{O' Ole is ha aia pleaded with Porter and the commission to allow Woodbury to discontinue setting granite until the steel was in place, 

N ( . x saying the setters would be able to catch up as long as the steel and brick work were being installed. Bickford later 
X i ne ee ] ! wrote, “We have felt a good deal disturbed about the delay in the steel, knowing that we needed all the time to be had 

st en peey Sy sponse a ¥ i for the setting of the stone with the regular equipment we had hoped to have in place long before this.” Post sent an 

© eae a here ‘ unsympathetic response to Bickford, telling him to set by whatever means possible.'? 
fe ee tn 

‘gaa By March 1908 the exterior walls were in place, but the columns and pediment of the west facade had not yet been 

4.6 Post Drawing 518-8, Cellar Plan (detail), 1906 finished. Due to the steep slope of the site, earth from the excavation of the East Wing was used to fill in the west ter- 

Post & Sons’ basement plan specified the types of columns and the amount of grillage to be used. After the structural drawings race so that it could support the scaffolding and derricks needed to install the pediment and columns. The fill work was 

were complete, Post added more steel to support the weight of the treasurer s vault on the first floor. completed that fall, but because the construction of the East Wing exterior had virtually caught up to work on the west, 

its pediment and columns had to be finished before machinery could be moved back to the West Wing. The derricks 

were transfered from the east side of the building to the west in July 1909 and work resumed on the west facade. The 

pediment sculpture was to have been carved in place as had the group for the East Wing, but on 24 October a portion 

of the West Wing pediment collapsed, killing Daniel Logan, a stone setter. Because of this accident, the West, South 

and North figural sculptures for the pediment were first carved in a shed on the Capitol grounds before being hoisted 

onto the building. The west pediment was finished in December 1910." 

Interior Walls 
MeNulty Bros. of Chicago constructed the interior walls in the West Wing. The company signed the $64,900 contract 

on 13 February 1908, and its work was essentially finished by the end of the year.'* Most of the interior walls were 

built of non-load-bearing clay tile. Only two interior load-bearing brick walls were constructed; these were located 

at the north and south sides of the grand stairs and were erected as part of T.C. McCarthy’s structural contract. The 

non-bearing clay tile walls were constructed directly on the floor structure, mortared together to form a wall that rose 

to the bottom of the clay tile floor structure above. With the system used, the walls were usually four inches thick and 
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could be located anywhere although their placement required that they be coordinated with the structural columns. i _ i BS : z 

The interior walls located in the corridors and other public spaces were finished with decorative stone and with plaster i 4 wa Wea aS i Zz 

and paint in the office areas. i y >. e 

eae p 
Although McNulty eventually was contracted for and completed the plastering throughout the entire building, there tense Bat 7 

were several missteps early in the West Wing project. In April 1908 McNulty claimed that the Vulcan Iron & Steel a Lee ve | 

Works should erect iron furring in the Assembly Chamber as part of its interior ironwork contract, but Post & Sons ¥ % 4 B8 : SE i eee i 

pointed out that this job was in the interior masonry specifications and thus part of McNulty’s contract. McNulty ee ze au | 

then subcontracted Worden-Allen to do the work, but there were delays due to rejected drawings. Post & Sons wrote ih Rae ae oe Aas 

to McNulty in June demanding they install the furring at once. Additionally, Post & Sons rejected material samples ae “ f oe 

McNulty submitted. Wall construction was further delayed by the electric and plumbing contractors’ lack of progress. be 4 ‘ . ge 

McNulty told Commissioner William F. Vilas it had increased its workforce and would do everything possible to com- 47 (Hight) Steet column, second floor, 1993 Vi ee See on o pee 

plete the work within the specified time. Porter wrote to McNulty in late October to ask that more men be put on the Steel columns rising from concrete footings in the basement support Ae % aw ee Sid 7* f 

job. Although McNulty’s progress was still “well ahead of the other mechanics in the building,” Porter asked the firm the wing's superstructure. The columns were connected with riveted A : Roda BS foc ae 
to “crowd [the] work somewhat more rapidly.” plates. During the 1993-95 West Wing Restoration and Renovation, . ie a Sad tbs : 

the columns were stripped of their fireproofing. =| 4 a Pk ! 

Floors 4.8 (below) Lattice columns encased in clay tile, third floor, 1993 WN ; , Se Se he _ | 
Contractors T. C. McCarthy, McNulty Bros. and the Andres Stone & Marble Co. participated in the construction of During the West Wing Restoration and Renovation, structural columns ‘ Bak q pes oe 4 ; — 5 E 

the floors of the West Wing. McCarthy placed the structural steel, McNulty laid the grouted clay tile, cinder fill and aig sage Nt ol ae bine <n gay bi A Ee x a E 

concrete sub-floor. Andres installed decorative marble floors. Because of delays in Andres’ work, the Capitol Com- ayes Ibenulasrerecl ana pened. \ Be one 

mission was forced to install temporary floors in some public areas of the wing in order to have it ready for the January 

1909 legislative session.'* : J = wa ea a e 

Floor construction began once the exterior and interior brick load-bearing walls were placed, locking the ends of the ee: at) 4 oe, oe a a “A 5 

steel beams in position and providing a stable rigid platform for the floor system. The beam spaces were infilled with eae al if feo ey Pe 8 A ie 

the clay tiles, which were set into place using formwork that allowed the masons to place clay tile quickly and at an = ry ; Pe es e J | ei 

elevation that was consistent with the desired finished ceiling height; the underside of this tile served as the base for S Rega ee Big q ee ee ee 18 a } 3 

the plaster finish given the ceiling. The units were specially cast to fit around the flanges of structural steel beams and - 3 ms — fe’ or € weet oes fee ' 

form a surface level with an internal arch that would distribute loads back to the beams. Clay tile units were grouted | ag - i ad i Af ‘ poe a | | ; 

together during their placement into the forms. A continuous cementitious barrier protected against fire and provided eesti) ia: ma — : ; fee 5 ? ‘ i oe ay L 1 Be he j ; 

a strong support system for the subsequent layers of floor construction. Over the top of the grouted clay tile, a layer j “s ad fee + ee { haa se | BS | i PA 

of cinders was poured, followed by a final layer of finished smooth concrete ready for flooring. ee they ! i V7 ee . aN ee He 

Most of the steel floor beams were twelve inches deep, which served to keep the underside of the structure uniform; qe Fs ; i | ak i F ae: § Re ea 

eight- and ten-inch beam depths were also used where less steel was required. The lower edges of these beams were i \ : ie al ‘ | | i : 4 / a a : a 4 e ti | | ; 

kept in uniform alignment, and they were completely enclosed in the clay tile arch system. Occasionally, larger beams ae © OS 4 i | ee i i| B is f : mg My ee ee i f ae 

with depths of fifteen, eighteen and twenty inches were needed for large open spaces or areas where large loads were Pe Te eh & t { | if 2 Se Seen fee | i Pts 
anticipated. These beams typically were too deep to conceal in the clay tile arch system, and their bottoms extended ieee | mane || 4 oa 44 5 Hl y : a) i ' ett eeee 3 

below the ceiling surface and were encased separately, as in the business offices of the secretary of state and treasurer. ee ne os a : Fok 7 or af eo ay i ; A 

Generally, floors in the wing can carry a minimum live load of 100 psf. vr = ed is = > ee ef ee ra 2 oo {i 
ae me a te S54 2 tS ot eae SS ; = 

Roof “ms SS 
T. C. McCarthy’s contract included placing the third and fourth floor roofs on the West Wing. The entire enclosure ? ern | ) ¥ hi os me i : re 2 ¥ 

was completed by early April 1908. Although in December 1908 Porter wrote to McCarthy asking him to repair “a Gite... b mi: 
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Sg z number of small leaks,” the roof still leaked badly three years later, when the Superintendent of Public Property wrote 

Cor Oe to John H. Gormley, Post’s representative in Madison, complaining that evidence of water infiltration could be seen 

eee | in the Assembly Parlor.!” 

: Neda a! ESE= $ Overall the roof is approximately 116 feet wide and consists of steel framing at two different levels. The two 22-foot 

‘Woks ae Sieea . wide roofs above the third story on the north and south sides of the wing flank the central 72-foot span of the roof 
“ bs ao. a above the fourth floor, or attic. The roofs above the third story were constructed using steel beams spanned by a clay 

i ae Te l i tile arch system, a method similar to that used in the floor framing below. Distinct from the floor system, sloping 

ss 3 y (aed eh concrete infill was used on the roof instead of level concrete to run water to roof drains. The fourth floor roof was 

a Ee uy) — a constructed using two types of steel framing. A series of sloped, 32-foot wide steel trusses span the central portion of 

i : , ie X by oes the fourth floor roof. On either side of the trusses, similar to the third floor roof, 20-foot wide flat steel framing was 
(eee bee \ LSE ; at used. The flat framing was also sloped to allow drainage. Most of the steel members, including the bottom chords 

Vike can ; a | as “—< and the webs, were not protected with clay tile. However, the decking consisted of a cast clay tile panel supported on 

aa ai hee wa i \ eee a the top chords of the trusses that carried the roof covering and roof loads. The fourth floor roof was covered in copper 

4 i A ee : ON and it skylights flashed in copper. 

| Higa 5 le ica 3 
He: ee in Gi ree Northwest Pavilion 

oe a ; ol .. | The Northwest Pavilion was constructed between 1914 and 1917, built concurrently with the North Wing and North- 

] Ly ne : | : 1 i: | Al oy ace east Pavilion. George Nelson of Madison completed the excavation and poured the foundations for the pavilions and 
: ; f: : -| ret 3 Bs the wing. His $16,985 contract was signed on 22 December 1913. The foundation for the wing was completed by 

F 2. ey rit = late April 1914, but the pavilion foundation was not completed until later that summer, delayed by the presence of the 

% Hi lope th t a derricks being used to set granite on the Dome.'* The Worden-Allen Company of Milwaukee was awarded the con- 

1) ; : | ue | : ei : 2S tract to supply and erect the structural steel of the North Wing and adjoining pavilions. The contract for $66,762 was 

: peste : - c ls ETB signed on 13 September 1913. Steel work began in April 1914, but construction was delayed by labor disturbances. 

% a ries ie 4 ie yee Worden-Allen employed non-union laborers and, as a result, no union trades would work on the building at the same 

[ wy j i | i a Hi o time as non-union workers. Despite the delays, the steel work was completed in the summer of 1915. Worden-Allen 

: 7 i bop hey : = was paid $66,812.91 for its efforts including the money allocated to change orders. The Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory 

i Re } | to, ! : 1 @ inspected the steel at the rate of $.23 per ton for mill inspection and $.27 per ton for shop inspection.'? 
i ey i eee Ik Le 

mt : BEF FN ee ty 1 ergs ter As they had for the West Wing, T. C. McCarthy and Woodbury Granite built the exterior walls of the pavilion. McCar- 

= aa pe fepae org thy’s $78,474 contract was signed on 20 February 1914 for work on the North Wing and the Northwest and Northeast 

i Be : Cc ee ek ij a Pavilions. Woodbury had signed a $1,945,750 contract in 1907 to provide granite for the entire building and was still 

' i teeth 5 i a= honoring that contract in providing stone for the North Wing and pavilions. Work on the exterior walls started in May 

i fa ‘ : j : | | : : ated 1914 and was completed in the summer of 1915, except for the roofs and porch floors of the pavilions.” There was 

ay j (ete t j fe a some delay in setting the columns of the Northwest Pavilion. The columns of the Northeast Pavilion had been erected 

2 pp ee aS pepo by December 1914, but the granite for the columns of the Northwest Pavilion had not yet been shipped. Porter wrote 

WA Lua a aT ae to J. A. Van Cleve of the Capitol Commission saying that unless the granite arrived while the weather was still mild, 

: i | : a ; at | Spas ia: i the columns could not be set until spring. Previous experience had shown it was not advisable to erect the columns in 
a i ess pa. ee + ¥ 7 , 49 P ost Drawing 518-6, End Elevation of West Wing cold weather. ane Southeast Pavilion co umn had been set during cold weather and the granite chipped, resulting in 

Leena 1 : > (detail), 1906 parts of the cornice and columns eventually being replaced.”! 

; i i ‘ eae : i plea cee Se A wall section (lefi) shows the integration of the struc- 

\ a : ae pray : Sy ee ee _ McNulty Bio ierss pnd neal completed the interior eS ern throughout ue building, signed a $99,000 contract for 

Yon kine 5.8, cls tee INE AA Mee the more substantial portions supporting the granite the North Wing and pavilions in January 1915. Work on interior walls began in November and was completed the fol- 

‘ eo ° Z columns at the west end of the wing (right). lowing spring. Northwestern Marble and Tile Company of Minneapolis furnished and installed the stone and marble 
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for the pavilion. The company’s contract, in the amount of $133,870, for the wing and the two pavilions was signed eee: i 2 

in February 1915. Northwestern’s progress was delayed by a strike when union trades refused to work with the non- x Riswd. First Pyoor Gp. +1426 - ie 
union setters Northwestern hired. The interior stone and marble work was mostly finished in January 1917, and the Oe ; . , : a a 

building occupants had moved into the North Wing and pavilions by March 1917.” The Northwest Pavilion floors e oS = oe or = FES eat share aa eal : re Pe ce 

: : 4.10 Post Drawing 518-11, First SERS tc z : 3 ace cE 

were constructed as part of T. C. McCarthy’s contract. The floor arches and all of the structural work were in place by Floor Structural (detail), 1906 er ee Y C9 eo en Tog kee 
October 1915.2? McCarthy also installed the roof on both the North Wing and the pavilions. The roof of the wing was The size of the'steel ue ast a Go. hs 6 a Big in Hi * vu 48 

a 3 Oe Gd i ar 2 fo reaver |e: 4) WR ieee 

finished in the summer of 1915, but the pavilion roofs were not completed until later that year. ** determined the configuration of e SiR ca 4 . im Or hearst ky Is Oy @ teu 

the clay tile used for the floors. ’ isha oa oy i= ao fee = : Poise 
2 See Sree es ese webiyn 8 an Although larger beams were used Ht ; Si Coon : (Cc, ; (UWE ae 

x r in areas required to support large Re ee ee eae ee he abe An ae ose 
Modifications, 1909-93 loads, the alignment of the bottom ; Me St Pip get #% eg Gtk A eos eg are i 

Treasurer’s Money Vault flanges of beams twelve inches or ZN GTEe & PERO Boe ge eed: alee MREGQIAS F* GE Fa the £5 

In October 1912 Post & Sons prepared specifications for the additional reinforcement of the first floor treasurer’s NII era els UOT 
money vault. The original framing could not support the weight of the vault door in the opened position. Damage was 

sustained by the plasterwork, concrete topping, clay-tile arches and steel floor framing. The most significant design : “S AK ; eee es Fs g 

dificati he addition of umn installed under the first floor and thi op a ek 2 | : : modification was the addition of a new column installed under the first floor and through the ground floor to a new : ees S 4 shi ee bY rel et eel | RR arate | baton . . 

footing in the basement. The damaged beam beneath the vault was shored and leveled and the column was bolted to . oe Z pred UES Hho ph & 
: : 2s ‘ : ee ae , OB Ss ' Pe! is. 

the ground floor framing as it passed through. : LARS eect tee ’ s NR eee Oe 
Roofs and Skylights \\ fe OE ah A pest | SVS NY we | y/ Dv g 

' “if oN Cae ' ¢ * aan 

As built, the West Wing had fourteen skylights on the fourth level roof that provided natural light throughout the wing i <i % x Pt ed FR } 21 Oe +, ee Sx Ses, aN ON 
1 . apes oN \, a ¥ » plete ne 

but often caused problems resulting from leaking water and the escape of heat from the building. The Works Progress a FAK OS & ans | Dene | iat 1s ; L> eX “3 Be 
came oe, ; ‘ ; oN LBL eS SS Bitea” |, yas” : _@ sO 

Administration (WPA) funded repairs to the Capitol roofs and skylights in the late 1930s and early 1940s although no Tease o se Zog) es et tele ell z i. Ea > Se Né . 

indicati i ; ie BF = f AEG y fae a B “Sa Zt He,» 7 
records indicating specific tasks were found. An August 1935 WPA application lists repairing roofs and flashings, and ke ey ; “ae, ‘ ne a cS Ze EOS : & ete 

Meo DOC Be So, é | xg ae 50: * PO SOOKE :. 

in 1941 money was awarded for rebuilding roofs and skylights.?6 ay Yo Mer ss ae Ok fe valet) teres OY ND Wx es as : 

he Ge © SP RR a POG ESS Red 
By the late 1960s, all the skylights except those over the Assembly Chamber, the barrel vault and the secondary stairs ; fs Ss ost % Yk 7p ke eRe AS8—E. es | ae 7 SS mN ee 

é x =f #y ae Fe Las < F gS Ve 

had been covered due to leaks and heat loss. A 1977 study done by the Bureau of Facilities Management (later Divi- . Lag Pras a over es fe 4 ee ‘a . SNe ee 

sion of State Facilities Development or DSFM) evaluated possible treatments for the skylights and presented several # oN ie ie te mee ! | ae pote \ vy Se he 2 

options that included installing canopies or aluminum louvers over the skylights; replacing the glass with fiberglass, BOOK” en ee A Bs fe Bop ze | istrot24” x] » KS ee 

plastic or reflective glass; adding blinds or baffles; or covering the skylights completely with permanent roofing mate- ¥ cS ioe ‘ y i ty L N QI % TEER? , 
: : : é : PX HIKES FSW hg + ' | ne A JEEPERS SIS FR 

rial. In 1982 Bachmann Construction Co., Inc. of Madison received a contract to repair the copper roofs and skylights. Wi OS: ae 3 = nh CS <] Yes iSA W7 4 

Bachmann began its work replacing the skylights, copper roof, membrane roof and gutters in the summer of 1983. p Alas OR) Vy : t % =A S a: AT Vy ~ 

Additional work undertaken under the direction of DSFM included the installation of a vapor barrier and insulation. ; WSF é, (PREZ 1 N etestapes F By SE) ee 
~~ “sake p—. \ , TA QF ; 

The new roof was ethylene propylene diene monomer (EPDM) and flat-lock copper. Funds for the project came from AK SS / i vo (EN ce | ie VEEN Ok. MY fs RE 

the five million dollars allocated for the “Capitol Renovation Project” in the 1979-80 budget. During the roof replace- eS 2H ie a Pia a tt oo oe it ae rele - Hee —— : / oo a 5 
ment, the discovery was made that the granite pediments of each wing were leaning slightly outward. An October eee TSN aH on x — ee We 4— \ ss 

1983 change order directed Bachmann to install one-quarter inch steel bent plates and stainless steel anchor bolts to Ren AD a et : ES | oh a Ne ’ Pe ie 

secure the pediment of each wing to the roof structure. The plates and anchor bolts firmly attached the pediment to the yf a y Bath 1se42tO = je ee Bel i‘ ; x a 
ie ay Z ? mete A at Toth. 5% 42% ! : gee 

building structure and also acted as gauges to measure further movement.?’ i ms : ‘ 1 £ 

4.11 Post Drawing 518-2051, Central Portion Corner Pavilions (Northeast & Northwest), Ground & First Floor Plans 

- ‘ — Structural (detail), 1909 

i i 4 Removal of Interior Stairs Although the six large granite columns at the west end of the wing were supported on massive foundations, the four columns at 
The West Wing contained two private stairs that provided interior access to the secretary of state’s storage vault on the Northwest Pavilion stood on small bases supported by standard fifieen-inch Bethlehem shapes. 

the north side of the wing. The stairs from the ground to first floor on the north side were removed in 1983 when the 

secretary of state’s offices were remodeled into legislative office space. The opening in the first floor resulting from 
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= : 3 the removal of the stairs measured four feet by fourteen feet. The opening was patched with a reinforced concrete slab. 

’ 4 ; ; sai er ee fe Two structural columns adjacent to the staircase remained in place.”* 
Ae Oe XY 4 5 

! ' 5 
: : ' i ' ! fg Basement Telephone Room Pe ewer > ’ , satis : : 

i i t { £ In 1990-92, the scope of the North Wing Renovation and Restoration included the installation of a new telephone 

3 3 eee ' ; i : equipment room in the southeast corner of the West Wing basement. The basement floor in this area was excavated 

" ae sqrt 7 + and lowered to create a space to house telecommunications equipment that would eventually serve the entire building. 
{ I : ; : ‘ au 

I a i so | ae i we loge lary The phone room was located in the West Wing because Ameritech phone lines already entered the building at that loca- 

| i ' ' y ; & tion. Work done by Joe Daniels Construction Co., Inc. of Madison included saw-cutting and removing 1,975 square 
t * ; : 

: ee Sita Ad i + ; feet of concrete floor, the excavation and removal of a 1,195-square-foot area to two feet deep and the excavation and 
| Ae i : ’ i‘ ok 

al ‘I ‘ ke { : removal of an area of 780 square feet to a six-foot depth. During this work, contractors encountered problems similar 
. eS ° . : . : : . 

2 ul x 7 ” z > to those experienced during construction in the area where the previous capitol’s coal vault and boiler room had been 

Sor Z | : if ‘ e located. Also, when the existing floor slab was removed, a void in the earth was discovered beneath an abandoned 
{ PSs Wet ee tL Loe it % " ke 

cae se tietse3 SSrmate srr 7 + cast iron water line. The void was filled by a fly ash slurry fill consisting of one part Portland cement, ten parts water 

watiee ons and twenty parts fly ash. A four-foot wide hole was cut into the south wall of the foundation to provide construction SAAE RS a = Whieon — 
Abt Bere access. The hole was patched with concrete afterward.” 

Spket het fo had ok dalle 
Bape oP boom 

' Northwest Pavilion 
p-getessres ate sin sssssotet: 4: : A : : 

‘ 2 Heeasapeet Supserera seedy We The Northwest Pavilion exterior grand stairs were rebuilt in 1982. Because the steel support members were found 

. : ; ' ' { to have deteriorated, the entire brick and steel support system was removed and replaced by concrete. Replacement 

ire ee pres x ua concrete work included new bearing walls for the stair treads and concrete backup for the exterior walls, in addition 
Ue | bie atte a Nye oF Comms a i ‘4 ‘ ; 
x . 9 s j ey 2s 1 to a new structural slab below the landing and upper run of stairs. Two new piers, a cross wall and curbs adjacent to 

: R i A is Deen ; sidewalls were also installed. On the first floor portico, the existing built-up coal tar membrane was replaced with 6.6- 

a 5 X « x 4 x mil EPDM membrane that extends over the upper stairs and the intermediate landing. The granite paver slabs were 

| ‘ i ' : j reset on Styrofoam insulation to protect the membrane.*° 
ae “2 paecewetedresteersstieeayyh 

Geofieee HY = ~~ 4 iPEERSC SaaS SSssasfitesiH 

feeee7 : z : 
ay 2 ea of West Wing Restoration and Renovation, 1993-95 

The West Wing Restoration and Rehabilitation was preceded by the North Wing project and the successful structural 

J. hae ‘ pea modifications made in the North Wing established precedents for the West Wing work. As had been done in the North 

o ¢ s Wing, the West Wing basement floor was excavated and lowered to provide increased room for mechanical systems and 

8 38 oe mae te new office spaces. Access to the basement during construction was provided through an existing opening in the south 

[als wall of the wing. The four-foot-wide opening had been made during the North Wing Renovation and Restoration to 

= 5 Wee oT Re facilitate excavation for the telephone room in the southeast corner of the West Wing. The opening, which had been 
| [See Wag:he" : fel, . ost drawing 518-221, Rein- : i i E 

nat { PEALE, ae » Vartemant fur Te Hiner Money vauk patched after that project, was reopened and enlarged to six feet, eight inches so that a small backhoe could fit through. 

Ma 5 it aot r — Treasury Department, 1912 These machines were used to excavate large areas of the basement floor. The entire basement floor was removed except 

e fee gas 2 fa , : us Although extra grillage was added to over the air return tunnels. The subfloor fill was excavated to about seven feet below the original floor level.3! 
n fe eats the basement columns in 1907 to sup- 

‘i rt the weight of the treasurer s mone, ‘ i z rn 
— Baran Feo — as = i i pein ae During excavation the contractors discovered that West Wing footings were not formed but rather were cast against 

“t was installed in 1912 because the floor the ground. This situation required a re-evaluation of previously established renovation techniques for providing 

Fl % in the area of the vault door began to new tunnels, pits and chases around the original footings, which were discovered to be larger than anticipated. In 

= SUe gle etcelwalied anit yas i some cases, portions of the existing footings were removed to provide proper clearance for the new work. It was de- 
ag moved during the 1993-95 renovation, f f i! es { 

ee : but its massive door and the column termined that this would not affect the performance of the existing structure, because the footing pits were excavated 

i S supporting it were left in place. approximately three and one half feet larger than required. 
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The central part of the West Wing basement was used for new mechanical and electrical equipment, including four new Es Se Bk: 1 a a ie z Pee ‘ ra f z 

air-intake fans for the ventilation system and an electrical substation. The existing mechanical tunnel in the center of = seas e oo see ery = ne 4 g 

the wing was enlarged to accommodate the new equipment. In order to solve problems with vibration noise that had aera al ——— oe ia. | = J ig 

plagued the North Wing after its renovation, new floors were installed in the basement to isolate the mechanical equip- — a ite q ao > os ; i > 

ment. Trenches were dug into the basement floor next to the foundation footings to accommodate an underfloor utility ee we : mee: | ae | Bees re eee = ses . i ' aaa} P aad i: 
tunnel that originated in the North Wing and was to eventually loop around the perimeter of the entire building. Two ats : ro | Be Ss , | 

openings were made in the foundation of the wing, one in the south wall where it intersects the Southwest Pavilion : pe: a ‘ 2) a am a) a ; < 3 E 

and one in the north wall near the Northwest Pavilion, to accommodate the utility tunnel. The opening in the north a5 go ee br #4 ep = eS CA dP Ie 

wall, made during the North Wing renovation, measured 5' 6" wide and 6' 1" high. A lintel consisting of a steel plate ee = e pe a aa SS « 2 : f 

with distribution angles was placed over the opening. The hole in the south wall, made during the West Wing project, Bier oe age : ee. fa, || SS EG * ‘ 
: : ; : 4 i Fee ee Ps F a : Ree ee 

measured five feet, seven inches wide and six feet high. The bottoms of both openings were level with the top of the — 20 ee 2 “ y x fees, ee (2 

foundation wall footings, and both were centered under windows so that weight could be distributed downward on Le aE A 4 err | cy i. 
both sides of the opening. 2 4.13 Opening in foundation, West Wing adjacent to Northwest . oe US LH WL x 

e ee, Pavilion, 1991 es “Seat SS < 
The renovation of the Capitol included installation of a utilities ra ee Peete A (SESS SV ra 

Because Post & Sons employed the clay tile system to construct interior walls, modifications could be made without struc- loop beneath the basement floor and around the perimeter of the a et QR RS ee A is 

tural changes. Vaults on the ground and first floor were removed and new clay tile walls constructed to form offices. In building. A new opening was cut into the north foundation of the eee RENN Ex 1 ~ ey 

order to provide room for electrical and communications conduit, concrete floor topping was removed and repoured West Wing adlapent tp the Nerabwest Pavilion Ja extend the loop ESS \e  ANBENIE AY i 
P z ping D ‘ from its origin in the North Wing. C8 e. Ds be NK : >. 

H : : - oar cat N Ssh aac 

at ea 
s s eye 2 lm x " ; : 

Modifications to Northwest Pavilion, 1990-95 i eee 
en i e, , ouring concrete in excavated basement, 1994 

The basement of the Northwest Pavilion was renovated as part of the 1990-92 North Wing Renovation and Restoration; g The basement floor was excavated during the West Wing 
O° 

the ground through fourth floors were restored or renovated as part of the 1993-95 West Wing project. No structural § s project to provide additional space for mechanical 

modifications were made to the upper floors of the pavilion, but the basement, which originally housed the barbershop — Bon) CQUIIRENE: The two original fresh air intake shafts are 
d r fee sh di ; aa Bee ; i | & visible on the right; the framing above them shows the 

and more meen y a coffee shop, was converted into the Capitol Police Communication Center. The original floor Seo aa = # floor level prior to excavation. 

of the pavilion was removed and replaced by a new floor system that contained removable panels to allow access to d FF ‘ ie 

electrical and telecommunications equipment beneath. The relatively shallow excavation of the floor was completed re pee } : ae my 

partly by hand and partly by using jackhammers.*? i ail es | es i ce ag z 

Ee Hi a a ~ ae 3 
During the renovation, two new openings were created in the inner and outer foundation walls of the Northwest Pa- st 7 fl rs ea | Oh | ew aes Ge leer: fe 
vilion. The foundation openings were made to create an emergency entrance into the basement for firefighters. The mpi ag FI y A F at . = 

: : es * et ct 2 mea? 2g t Fe & 
openings were cut with a band saw consisting of a diamond-toothed steel belt rotated by a large motor. Holes were eS : Wiki a he A ee fee 8 : : ut sated i = 
bored through the foundation at the top and bottom of the wall, then the belt was threaded in one hole, up the rear of a F - ged 

me at PE 7% — a 

the wall, and out the other hole. Each opening was 4’ 8” wide, and wide-flange group lintels with bottom plates were | | A \ y a Tal ee : Wie 

inserted over both. A new staircase was installed from the ground floor to the basement under the northwest exterior i E Ty | i i ‘aan & Sees ere: = 

grand stair, allowing firefighters direct access to the basement from outside the building. Also, the area beneath the ; i ; “ : heen :s t i th y 

porte-cochere was excavated to a depth of 16 feet to accommodate the perimeter utility tunnel. This required under- un aca t a “2 eC 

pinning the foundation walls for the monumental stairs. The excavated foundation walls and the under-pinning became af i Gort a fee ea 
the finished wall surfaces for this portion of the utility tunnel. iy | : i TT hes SEY See 

4.15 Clay tile interior wall with mechanical chase, third floor, 4.16 Excavated basement floor, 1994 
The excavated area under the porte-cochere, much of it dug by hand, extended from the north wall of the West Wing to 1994 Because the original foundation footings were cast three 

the west wall of the North Wing. A removable steel catwalk allowed foot traffic over the utility tunnel and permitted Interior non-load-bearing partition walls were constructed of to four feet below the basement slab, it was possible to 

access to the equipment underneath.*4 clay tile masonry and built directly on the floor structure, the remove the slab and fill beneath it to create new space. 

‘ same technique as used in original construction. Updated me- Each step of the footing measured 12 inches high and 8 

chanical equipment was concealed in chases within the walls. inches wide. 
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aa = z Existing Conditions, 2002 
ee i iy | yj d q The structural systems of the West Wing and Northwest Pavilion have not been modified significantly since the conclu- 
ce 1 we Ags fo - s A ‘ 
eae | 2 it | or ig sion of the 1993-95 Restoration and Renovation. 
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: : . i 4.17 Utility tunnel under Northwest Pavilion porte-cochere, 1991 

The area under the Northwest Pavilion porte-cochere was excavated 

during the 1990-92 North Wing Renovation and Restoration to provide 
a new entrance for firefighters. The tunnel was waterproofed, insu- 

lated, backfilled and then covered with concrete pavement and curb. 
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ey A cue ea 4.18 Northwest Pavilion foundation opening, 2002 
I ag ES ss A large band saw was used to cut openings through the foundation 
ect ees Ecce during the North Wing project. The saw marks are clearly visible on 
sete is EB the massive foundation wall adjacent to the new firefighters’ entrance 

4 into the Northwest Pavilion basement. 
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k ASS us ey Lo po oe " Bea oN \ J Be i) 5 he exterior of the Wisconsin State Capitol was designed in the New York office of George B. Post & Sons and 

\\ ee yy a. Be / y WE ot ae 5 TA NS iy | : | presented as the firm’s entry to the 1906 capitol design competition. The rendering that captivated the Wisconsin 

x4 5 SS OO . (fe 7 «eal sg | Zo a ied: | j Capitol Commission and earned Post & Sons the job shows a design for the exterior that was executed faith- 
YY i ls em ez A SZ a <i ~~ =e oe oF 5 fully with only minor modifications. Consonant with the requirements of the competition program, Post’s submission 

i foe lie. 4 ve co fe ‘a = 2 consisted of four very similarly designed wings arranged in cruciform plan and converging beneath a central massive 

i fe 7 ge Cyl = re es \ 5 y ‘ ie 1 e S dome. Each wing had five levels and a basement and was to measure approximately 125 feet in width, 187 feet in 

A po ee a ee . ew ie aM uf “ ; ial _ i, length and 85 feet in height. Since the West Wing was constructed first, many important design decisions were made 

fe Ni) foe) |e KE ee { eS CoS ii - | : = i 7 - that eventually were adapted throughout the building. In advance of construction, Post & Sons detailed the colonnade 

v f| =: ee 2 4 aoe if q i 4 a L Se i 4 4 =| . and pediment of the west fagade, details repeated in the principal fagades of the other wings. Design documents also 

mo V i a 141 i : i 5 | | a. if 2 if i ; show the architectural organization of the North and South facades of the wing provided the prototype for the other 

oy Ee 4) 4 J * a ; ee Sica | 7 Foe a > oe wings' long axial facades. This chapter describes the general design impetus behind the elements that define the build- 

\ “y ae A [ 12 2 | A 4 g ! : L IZ, | ¢ ees (ee ing including the exterior stone, proportion, architectural themes and design motifs. 

Cc — S a Le 4 r } j i jf es ee SS = : eS | Aside from maintenance and repair, the exterior of the West Wing has remained essentially unchanged since it was 

=| is ec a . ‘oe gS =A we = a = f= omen completed in 1910. Due to its proximity to a coal-burning boiler that was still in operation to serve portions of the 

— 2. 8 pe ei or pe | aa a AA previous capitol, the exterior granite required cleaning even before the entire building was completed in 1917. Little 

bal ee | co i a tee: ase documentation remains concerning the presumed periodic cleanings of the building and other maintenance activities 

ete Be Fes are ; ! that occurred into the 1960s, when a well documented story begins to unfold. With the announcement of the “first 

: cleaning” of the building in 1965, activities leading to the preservation of the exterior became more frequent. The work 

that began that year on the building exterior was likely one of several important catalysts for the increasing attention 

: ‘ to the interior as well. A comprehensive report prepared by Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates Inc. (WJE) of Chicago 

in 1994 provided information on remedial and cleaning efforts from the 1960s forward. The WJE report also detailed 

its 1993 survey and analysis of the building exterior and offered recommendations for the restorative treatment of the 

: < : stone and the building's roofs. 

Design of the Exterior 
In July 1906 George Post visited Madison to finalize plans for the excavation and building of the foundation walls for 

as the West Wing. Beginning construction on west side of the site provided a significant challenge due to the twenty-four 

“2 ; foot drop between the center of the site and the top of State Street, at the west corner of the Square. Even with the 

depth of the excavations required, work was completed by the following January and by early July 1907 the founda- 

5.1 West Wing exterior, 1917 tions were in place and the construction of the structural steel and masonry was underway. 

Construction of the Wisconsin State Capitol was completed in 1917; the West Wing was the first portion of the building constructed 

and it provided a model for the design of the subsequent wings. Work on the West Wing was completed between 1906 and 1910.



2 = Although the Capitol Commission remained true to Post’s vision for the exterior of the building, one relatively signifi- 

e z cant change affected the long north and south facades of the wings. The first and second stories were modified with 

= changes in the design of their windows. A repeated balustrade at the base of each second story window was eliminated 

ae 3 and replaced with pediments above the first story windows. There were also changes to the proportions of the building 

: : i | * 3 that varied slightly from the intent of the competition rendering; a letter from Post to Capitol Commission Secretary 

Hi 1 = Lew F. Porter indicates that the wings were lengthened and that the terrace lines readjusted as a result.’ As he devel- 

tk. S oped details, Post became increasingly enthusiastic. On 12 June 1906 he wrote, “We propose to use in every case the pee si 2 Pp gly prop: ry 

: Py a. " 3 very best form of construction with the very best class of material, the materials being stone, brick, hard burnt hollow ey LUG : ry Ty g 
- oe mw eg z or porous terra cotta blocks, steel, and concrete.” In the same letter Post expressed that his preference for material for yomeoaten g P p P 

Lees i nf ; 3 the exterior would be “first white marble, second white granite, third a light colored limestone.” 
» ay Be aig i es - . 

> re eo Sa eg: Selection of Exterior Stone 
E oo % se er: es es eae ees in . “ 

-. . Peg eeteememmncnatasiey | | eet ts BA 132 UE i One of the most significant design decisions concerned the selection of the facing stone for the West Wing and, thus, 

ak ae Oe SS SS hey a ead 4 ee > sai “s for the entire building. From the beginning, Post indicated his preference for white marble and asserted this view 
>) wy = a a “ : mse 8 g ginning, P 

i ee We 94 28 a2 as ax ay @ mien (eee } a through the process of securing initial bid documents; even when members of the building commission traveled to see 
we 4 J aR | | ad fate B s s 

A aS *y | \ fa | buildings and visit quarries in the South and East he continued to advance his position. Post’s concerns were with the 

\| EE a! Lt ee ey color of the stone and its general quality. In November 1906 he wrote: 
Le Tage Soe i" g q 

| Ai FERRE AY UR BR, ee eet ee 
een ee § ie Sno ieee. Agate 2 tage Even to the trained Architect the exterior design would be far more satisfactory in white marble than 

_—— a 5 ay f. ¥ et : . . : s : 

A a e we ; OS JS OO woe ‘ SF ‘ ee in any other possible material for in white marble alone do the shadows, and half tones particularly 
= eri oe Tee ee eid a ‘ Cie 

mcg iE eeameenetcnsieeenees Se as ee of the shadows, have their true artistic value. 

White granite which is nearly as expensive is far less artistic in effect than white marble. Indeed 

ae _ : ; zi§ 5.2 (top) Post & Sons’ competition when new, light colored Indiana limestone which can be delivered at Madison at a very cheap price 

| : : tte & rendering, 1906 would in my mind produce a more artistic effect than white granite. You will kindly note that I sa’ 
: ; en get aoe IS j y 2 P 8 y y 

‘ ‘ ; ; EE Eat z oo oo ee George when new. I qualify my opinion in this way because with age Indiana limestone in Renaissance 
renee ener ogee a ete ae B. Post & Sons for the ; ve ae ; 

J r se ee er ee competition for the Wisconsin work loses ae ee part of its charm by Hie very bad color to which it weathers; in other words it 

pov bie Son he ogee | ge ee % State Capitol was in response to a gets very dirty with a very ugly color of dirt. 

: ‘ ae fe oe ed agi ee, z program calling for a domed build- 

c : ae Eee J ee cee ve ssh Doi ome Marble alone of building materials grows soiled and dirty without materially affecting the artistic 
RK Z 2 as a eet ot ieee epee ang te eC ERT ae «recone meme nnn modifications were made in the fina % zs Ss i“ ss 4 ie or 

Bae: i eo ae eb of aie sacral amaenamemmmenincncaee i ; character of the design. Therefore if the appropriations permit of its use white marble in my opinion 
ee ‘ Site eee Ee ee design and eventual construction of 

es eS ihe wi hould be the material selected for the exterior of the Wisconsin State Capitol.” 
Re ale Se | Ly, bi AOE ee ey the wings. —— ee iol te eae S in . 

rue chee cig ge te Pee ee einen Ue eet : 
Ree igs hea Et ech a a esp eer, PLES RCC aS eared sae 53 is 
para a | ein neck A seimniinicaeictanpbenteeimaimerse] 23 (left) Post Drawing 518-69, : oct . : : ie oe 
pete ee: oa een Tr eneeienre ed ‘ + : On 25 January 1907 the Capitol Commission placed advertisements in national and state publications seeking bids for 

pa a eee Revised Detail of End Elevation of three diff cena era ie eer ieane 3 On 1 February 1907 the Capitol Commission also placed [e: Ce ae ae Se Se = West Wing (detail), 1907 ‘ee different types of stone: granite, marble and limestone.” On | February the Capitol Commission also place 

ee Vet (ee ee ce SRO ae Cee ae a 32°") Overall issues of proportion, advertisements in state and regional publications seeking cut red granite for the “plinth [terrace] and steps.”* On 26 
aga Pes eS Bae ath NE, ee! a Bo Cc | 3 . ae < % . : 
lof ORs feed fee ely pha nisin _ fe ise Bees i February the commission opened the fifteen bids for the exterior stone and asked Post, who was present with his son 

i Pig SAREE a ar aeereeer| kgs. oom gmersas Racine in t Si ti : e 3 = 2 : . 
Hl ee 1 “ ee Bas a ‘ I: r : es ae a edie James Otis Post, to provide comments the following morning. No bids for the granite facing stone were received from 

B 2 LEE Rema ens — i al : i i ‘ “| exterior. The effort required close Wisconsin quarries, although a bid for the red granite was received from a quarry in Amberg in Marinette County. On 

Cee eee Sled ee Up ck ke. 8] coordination with the Woodbury 27 February Post indicated his approval of the red granite as adequate for constructing the plinth and steps. Post was 

CL eee ee pa ee aes af) Granite Cop gine comecdy: seemingly disappointed with the quality of the facing stone for which only over-budget bids had been submitted. The 
# ASE pe ome RS fie nan RECURRENT eet anes oe carved elements could be acquired = 6 2 "i a r ? 
ihe gages Se Be eb os Deo eee ae hart ami ieee in a timely fashion. architect later advised that “a very white material of sufficiently fine texture” be used for the pediment carvings and 

reiterated his preference for an exterior of white marble; if white granite, then North Jay, which he noted was “one of 

the cheapest granites offered.” ° 
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3.4 Post & Sons’ publication drawing, west facade, : 

ae Geo. B. Post & Sons WISCONSIN STATE CAPITOL 
Post and Sons' drawing for the facade and section of ‘i ‘Arenitects Madison, Wisconsin 
the West Wing was published in 1909. The tall, sec- 

ond story windows are unique to the building; they 

were designed at this height to provide illumination 
: Sor the Assembly Chamber inside. 
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35 Unfinished West Wing pediment, 1910 5.6 Corner of State and Park Streets, near the University of Wisconsin campus, 1896 
The equipment used for lifting and placing granite on the west facade was relocated to State Street ran from the Capitol to the University of Wisconsin campus; near the university the street was tree-lined and residen- 
the East Wing before work on the West Wing was completed. The pediment remained in tial. The previous capitol was still in place in 1896; Post's design would occupy essentially the same position. 
an unfinished state until work on it resumed in July 1909. 
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On 8 March the Capitol Commission, believing that all the bids for marble were inflated, requested that prospective 5.7 (right) Shadow of Main . oe 3 - = a: 

vendors resubmit their bids by the eighteenth of that month; on the twentieth those who remained in the bidding pro- Hall dome with Capitol in os Joie -rtrtt——C“‘RLLRC S$ENNWys—is?? 
d before the Capitol Commissi lain thei Is. On 25 March a delegati db packeraund 1213 aa 5 imei ctl = 3 cess would appear before the Capitol Commission to explain their proposals. ne i at a delegation created by Wilh the lake Gflernoon sin : jag : 

the commission departed Madison to look at the marble and granite exteriors of buildings in Chicago, Atlanta, Wash- casting a shadow of the no- : Z 

ington D.C. and New York City. The group also visited quarries in Georgia and Vermont. Following its return on 10 longer-extant dome of Main — < 

April, the commission rejected all bids that had been submitted for the exterior stone and on 30 April determined in a oS Balls . ie = 
: 2 : lance honorin; raduating fe- g 

“nearly unanimous vote” that the “Bethel White Granite” from Vermont would be used as the exterior sheathing for wale seniors ae he Hl 

the new Capitol.° A contract was drafted with the Woodbury Granite Co. and signed on 14 May 1906. The contract spring of 1915. The current d pee A zg 

established that Woodbury would be compensated $1,945,750, to “quarry, cut , dress, carve, finish, transport, and set” Capitol, its North Wing under — : 4 i. 8 
thevexterior stone. construction, was visible at the Tee las 

A other end of State Street. s = = ; _ iy z a 

Several years later, on 9 March 1912, Porter wrote to George H. Bickford of Woodbury Granite explaining the com- 5.8 (below) “University of Pe Re : % ee sey > 

mission’s selection of the stone: Wisconsin, General Design ae: Ye oy a EP 
for Future Constructional Be old Lt 7 bu Let it eS nai eta.) — 

MN oaks Development,” 1908 , QS. Re i os a ORS = 

Replying to your request for a statement of the reasons which determined the Capitol Commission The Beaux-Arts scheme - Fe 4 pe : 

to use granite in the new capitol in preference of marble. . . The Committee felt that while possibly established in the 1908  — ees a 
marble is as durable a material as granite, it is not generally so regarded, and that buildings which pe a Sor the th ; 

. . . : : I hniversity Oj isconsin was Me : 
were to be built of granite appealed to the general public as being more substantial and enduring. the work of Philadelphia fe - i 

architects and planners War- Fe ae 

Moreover, in the case of nearly all marble buildings, the marble facing is put on merely as a veneer. . . ren Power Laird and Pi a —— : i 
‘ ‘ : a f 4 - Philippe Cret. State architect =——— ate Sa a Since granite has very much po: tensile strength than marble, buildings built of it are less likely Arthur peaked) aseited ee oe 6? 

to show cracks due of contraction of the stone.® a 

With the contract for the exterior stone in place and contractual arrangements established for the erection of the steel ee eee NA say z 

framing, the construction of the West Wing exterior proceeded smoothly. It was nearly complete when the work on = Se os 2 

the columns and pediment of the west facade was interrupted so the equipment, including the derricks used to lift the oa SS g 

facing stone, could be used in the construction of the East Wing. It was necessary that work on the East Wing precede = es ‘eo g 
completion of the West Wing so the material excavated could be used as fill to build up the west terrace to accommodate Ye, eS 2 ae £ 
the steep slope of the site. Once the lifting equipment was back in place, the west pediment was completed and the Fo en : ee " 2 

CS gre 5 stones to be carved for the sculptural group were set into place. An accident occurred when the uncarved stone being SS oe: Be. ‘ 5g 

placed in the pediment fell, injuring six workmen and killing one. Having determined that the weight and imbalance =e ~ sat a Se pe Se Be. > 
— ee RS cena ene aS 6 

of the stone on the relatively narrow ledge had been the cause of the mishap, the commission ordered the elements = Sy ere ” a “i ean : i 

of the figural group to be rough-carved on the ground and then hoisted into place within the pediment; only finishing if > ee Ge 4, See Se, 5 
touches were applied with the stone in place. The West Wing exterior was finished officially in November 1910 with oe S, X > << Ss Be — 2 = 4 - Be SN ih ie Fe A ee G the completion of the tympanum sculpture. ee nt rei Ss ate ee g 

©. t. Sa ita .SKt ‘ Fe 
a ee. Or b "a, ae. ae Na ~~, a Rp es : : 2 ane a” ‘ ee ee eee a ee 

Exterior Appearance of the Wing and Pavilion ee See Ne es eS “ae 
Orientation to the University of Wisconsin ee. a 2 = 7 RP ae ta ee ee - UG ne . ae ae 

Prominent for its approach and steep exterior granite stair, the West Wing is situated in near-axial relationship with the ee a Cy an a rag ih Os ee > o rt ss 
er 3 : : ; ee es «4 ti er Je 

University of Wisconsin campus by way of State Street. When the Capitol was constructed, a relatively modest com- be ee ee foe. Nae ge Ss a eA Ct aS ¥ Z 
mercial district extended along State Street west from the Capitol; closer to the university the street was tree-lined and Ss nk Be ewisctasin ee oS ote me - Te eee, oi 4 

k tl i ° x L : ; oe ee Oe OA ame tes ~s _ 
residential. With the construction of the West Wing, George Post witnessed the first arm of the Wisconsin Capitol, on acerca BL <DESIG SOF Gee pene ies ees — Png eee. S'S 

the most prominent grade the site had to offer, projecting toward the domed Main Hall of the University of Wisconsin, ok. Se a 
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: ae = ; z positioned on the equally impressive rise of College Hill (now referred to as Bascom Hill). Within the precepts of the City 

j ee ke eg: Beautiful movement, the commission had provided Post with a highly desirable site for his building. Once constructed, 

; i ae z Pp ghiy g. 

Z pee - - Te : = the Capitol relationship to the complex of buildings comprising the campus was well understood. In fact, as the West 

i = SY tm OTe Ge 3 Wing was under construction, plans were being developed at the University of Wisconsin for a comprehensive campus 

i x ; ee ae ete 5 2 ; : ; 

re Be st { le oS SB 5 ee ES = plan that would have provided an architecturally cohesive Beaux-Arts counterpart to the Capitol. 

eee eS oe ls ee ee | gai? g 

ee om ) ve ae 3 ya SB es et & eee EE e ee ae This symbolic connection between the two institutions as expressed through the relationship between the west facade 

, ee E ae SS ee ea ET 2 WG S of the Capitol and Main Hall (renamed Bascom Hall in 1920) has long been considered to express progressive ideol- 

i i A Fag ae ry ea a Foss cccccieantiiiaatia PISS = ogy and the importance of the Wisconsin Idea. During the early part of the twentieth century, Governor Robert La 
: my | eee Ss Bae ee re AeA ge ies a ey P 8 ag ry, 

epee 3k Ee re (ost de ae =F ieee 7 JE Lil a a Follette (1901-06) and university president Charles Van Hise (1903-18), who had been classmates at the University 

. rae i e a oak n SAE Pee as ae 3 of Wisconsin, worked cooperatively to create a symbiotic relationship between the university and state government. 

ae os Bin Pina RN he ‘ate, sa on ate a 4 ae ace aeeny ‘a A . 

— F ee ‘ Sc Peete = oe wt : y : = The advances taking place within the state’s foremost academic institution informed the economic, agricultural and 

4 eS oo 4: SS Lg Oe ter ds , 8 ners 5 4 i ir ‘ si 

acer aener | Af De —- a a BEES 2 Pa ee g legislative advances made in state government. The level of collaborative exchange assisted state politicians in writing 

—...._enetaco oe Se ee Mis . . aaa “yy; . » sage 
—— Zap an ae Se, 6 aS. well-informed and carefully studied legislation. Termed the “Wisconsin Idea” by Charles McCarthy, the legislative 

ein ee a Bee we 2 ee yc e i ae reference librarian,’ the basic precept was that the information gathered through university research should provide 

a rt ee eee aon eS eS improved conditions to all the citizens of the state.!° Van Hise and La Follette spearheaded the idea that an informed 

Se Ee ee ; a 3 
ot i sf 2 2 e. Se ih citizenry is crucial to the success of the democratic process. With a populist intent that fueled progressive ideology, Van 

‘ eo ee. ae ee - SS Hise proclaimed shortly after his inauguration, “I shall never be content until the beneficent influence of the university 

Roc a ee . % reaches every home in the state.”"' With the Capitol never out of view, important events and rituals that represented 

5.9 Toga parade, 1927 a part of University life were celebrated with a march down State Street to the Capitol, sometimes continuing around 
Pp P. ig 

The Capitol was a frequent destination for members of the university community, and marches up State Street have the Square and sometimes simply up and down the West Wing stairs 

been an important part of campus ritual since early in the twentieth century. Each generation of university students : 

has found its own reason, from athletic victories to social protest, to approach the Capitol en masse. e 

Weather Bureau Kiosk 

Se ee ae a In 1912 a weather station was positioned at the west comer of the Square at the top of State Street. The placement 

cf Fos | . fF a [ wf a of the kiosk, which was to provide the U.S. Weather Bureau and the general public with information about shifting 

% a oe — 5 temperatures and atmospheric conditions, was the subject of substantial debate concerning its location and appearance. 

Z a ee a F 5 x : iS Although locating the kiosk in Madison was initiated by then Senator Robert La Follette, it received a less-than-enthu- 

¥ : a a -) i os siastic welcome by those involved with the construction of the Capitol. Post’s firm responded to the proposal curtl 
. eee . * 2 Pp: P props y 

Kee ee Be as ES 8 and reluctantly advocated placement at the east comer of the park: 

Bs . As : ; 
Ros ~ y z 

es es eT a — fs . g 

af yy & i ee | 7 eg The kiosk is far from a beautiful object, as the Capitol Commission would realize if they examined 

: z the one installed in Washington, D.C. and is neither in design nor material used in construction, at 

: HS z all in accordance with the style of the Capitol Building. We can not but think, that as a scientific 

“ 5 device, it would be more properly placed in the grounds of the University. If it is essential that it be 

Se . . : : : . me . . . : 

Se er genet sd ro. ponprers ss. de r laced in the Capitol Park, it should be less objectionable in the position which we indicate in the he + a P P i P 
. PSs Me a ett NOR recone: i .. s : : : 43 : :. 

i TERR Mt ke eee Te ee — en enclosed plan than at any other point, and even in this position, to be in accord with the rest of the 

ea P ’ em work, it should be redesigned and executed in marble or granite.’ 

oe ge me oe ee _ so 

ae sets  cienemanee eae aie ae ’ as Fee For the instruments to operate effectively, the kiosk required placement in a location free from obstruction by trees 
penn sce ag ‘ P 2 a P 

eee pe ree eueeres. <4 } Yow oe and away from artificial conditions, such as building ventilation. For these reasons the general office of the Weather 

rite: nr ge = > » perenne Bureau in Washington, D.C. recommend placing the kiosk at the Wisconsin Avenue approach to Capitol Park The 
5 mea ; re A Eric Mi 

410) Snake dance on west eps, cirea1920 Capitol Cored took the matter under —_s and cgi Porter repo oe a August to Professor Eric Miller, 

In the early years of the twentieth century, a snake dance to the Capitol typically followed the right of passage in the Madison superintendent of the bureau and “local forecaster,” that the commission had condoned placement of the 

which freshmen burned their mandatory beanies in a bonfire on campus. kiosk at the base of the exterior stairs to the West Wing. It was specified that the kiosk be placed on a base of granite 
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ee 5.12 United States Weather Bureau kiosk, circa 1920 

= The kiosk was operated by the national weather bureau to monitor conditions in Madison. Situated in this location by 1912, it 

remained in place for close to a decade and was removed in the early 1920s. 

t 5 S| | 

€vnke Ley) 

“WISCONSIN STATE CAPITOL 
- GEOBPOST & SONS ARCHITECTS | 

SKETCH SHOWING LOCA PION OF 
PROPOSED. WESTAER BUREAU Kiask 
IN CAPITOL PORK. 

-. “PART OF DRAWING ~51B-300DA.- 

pf 
oo Sona W-14/1 P4hS , 

3.11 Sketch illustrating proposed placement of the Weather Bureau Kiosk, 1911 
Despite its initial objections to placing the Weather Bureau kiosk on Capitol Square, Post & Sons recommended that the structure 
be positioned at the east corner. The kiosk eventually was placed at the west corner on a white granite base that matched the 
stone of the building. 
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* z to match the “‘curbings of the walks and other accessories on the grounds,” the same stone used in the building.'* The 

Sure : 2 kiosk was installed on a granite base supplied by Woodbury Granite in late spring of 1912. The presence of the weather 
* a e b e ies ( Y an e kiosk on the Square was short lived; it was removed in the early 1920s. 

tie A lk z 
re YS . Oh, 7 ag ee Ty Ar 4 i ee At the top of the granite monumental exterior stairs, the building is set upon a formal terrace, and the entire structure is 

2 . Br it xe — ce Ue he a ey AM circled with a broad, balustraded walkway. At the ground floor, the principal entrance into the wing consists of three 

Sie Ae a , ae : . SS Mis AS te double doors set beneath granite scrolled keystone arches of a rusticated base. The cut of stone and raked joints of the 

413. Pediment group model. circu 1908 base, or ground, story were capped by a belt course that would eventually encircle the completed building. Within the 

Karl Bitter had exhibited his model for the West Wing pediment group in New York before placing it in the still-extant rotunda of colonnade, which is the most prominent feature of the facade, five bays of windows are positioned across the front of 
the previous capitol in 1909. Entitled “The Unveiling of the Resources of the State,” the work represents the natural bounty of the building. The first story windows are six over six sash and are capped by stone lintels similar to those later installed 

the state as cultivated by its citizens. on the North, South and West Wings. The west facade of the wing differs from the principal facades of the other wings 

by the two-story height of the second story windows, which were designed to provide natural light to the Assembly 

Ze a oe ees Wes E Chamber and its visitors’ galleries. The upper level windows are surmounted by rounded arches with ornamental cary- 

: 4 2 ae f : _ ae ing and keystones above the heads. With the windows in each bay recessed, pilasters that correspond in placement to 
. - a : = 2 the columns are positioned between. The six massive Corinthian columns of the front colonnade extend from the first 

a = S Ze . 2 i to third floor and support a projecting horizontal cornice articulated with modillions, dentils and frieze. The cornice 

a | = =a a a ue A a : supports a triangular pediment that contains a statuary group designed by Karl Bitter. 

ZG Ni" ny _ a 
Ze OR A ee Pediment Group 
et ern = onsen eecaremereerrennteeancsnacaammmenaers merece = Karl Bitter, a sculptor born and trained in Vienna who had resided in New York City since 1889, already had established 

eh te eee - eae ee a working relationship with George Post; the sculptor was hired on Post’s recommendation to complete the pediment 

= se = a a ear groups for the West and East Wings. Bitter designed the west pediment group, “The Unveiling of the Resources of the 

; eT ation en Si i State,” in the summer of 1906; his sketch was approved by Post that August. Bitter completed a plaster model of the 

— UL ———_ “a xed group that he exhibited at the Architectural League of New York in 1908, and in March 1909 the model was shipped 

a a aa. = i ee A : ve 3 ee = a to Madison where it was displayed in the still-extant rotunda of the previous capitol. '* The central figure, representing 

oy ol — a , CF the State of Wisconsin, opens her cloak and veil and gestures to domesticated livestock accompanied by a woman and 

4 ae By = a . ESTES young girl striding off to the left and a man and boy on the right amidst a field of grain. The animals depicted include 

ae I . 4 E : cece horses, oxen, sheep and cows; the agricultural interests represented include wheat, corn and forest products. In the left 

a a a le - a . 4 : corner of the pediment, a half-draped male figure holds an ax representing Wisconsin’s forestry and at the other end 

4 ig a : 1 E e : d : , \g of the group a man and woman represent fishing. The animal on the extreme left is a badger, the state animal. The 

—s : rey -_ q P= ; - pediment group is thematically similar to the mural Edwin Blashfield would complete for the oculus of the Rotunda, 

“oe E c 4 ] 4 . 4 - . ch 4 entitled “Resources of Wisconsin.” 

{ é ec ; j . 4 ’ The North and South Facades 

2 gf Pay a . 3 L Bias i 4 ry E The design for the north and south facades of the West Wing correspond to the traditional use of a base, middle sec- 

; « = : = ; Sa . a — cs 4 tion and attic. A belt course separates the rusticated ground story from the sections above. At the ground floor, six 

: — ped 4 . : : amie = individual six-over-six windows line both north and south fagades. The windows are slightly curved at their tops to 

. ' Ee i: . j ; , 3 ‘ ; eo . a | accommodate the bend of the surrounding arch; carved decorative keystones project above each window. The first, 

Sai West badileens era 1910 second, and third floor levels comprise the middle portion of each elevation, and their window treatments vary. The 

With the completion i the west pediment, construction of the wing was finished officially in November 1910. The delays in the seven first floonsvindows outsideithe pavillion on both:the, north andisouth facades bave,.as on the ground level: Si 
completion of the pediment sculpture had frustrated artist Karl Bitter, who was on hand to apply finishing touches to the figures. over-six panes, each capped by a triangular pediment. The taller second-floor windows are eight-over-seven with an 

ornamental-carved-relief and protruding keystone positioned above the rounded arch of each window. Smaller pairs 

of rectangular windows open at the third floor level. A raised pier separates the windows vertically, dividing each 
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ets eet e 1 ok eR i fo aor carn ton The Northwest Pavilion was built with the North Wing and the Northeast Pavilion as part of the final phase 

‘ t tek ‘ Lee : ts peri of Capitol construction. The pavilion provides vehicular access to the building at the ground level and a 

I Sap eae a eT ITE et ao Tn ate eet oe ae re oe formal ceremonial entrance on the first floor. 

5.15 Post Drawing 518-22, Detail of South Elevation of West Wing, North Elevation of Same Reversed (detail), 1907 

The south elevation and section of the West Wing illustrate details and architectural relationships that would be applied IS Ip pp! 
eight times over before the building was completed. of ip 
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5.19 Connecticut State Capitol competition rendering, 1871 

The only other capitol designed by Post was for Connecticut in 1871. The arched windows, 

mansard roof and general treatment of the principal facade are indicative of Post's working in a 

manner that combines architectural elements in a highly personal way. Ignly pi ay. 
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window pair. The attic level, which is recessed twenty feet behind a granite balustrade, and has no fenestration, unlike : eae JANE 

the other three wings. 
att x! vi AQ 2<f——— ere Hg 

SS a, Mj ’ a * Age Ase wait é 

ae Wik. » SAE 
Northwest Pavilion at WAR FAS ahi 

Constructed several years after the West Wing, the Northwest Pavilion was not completed until 1917 having been built in Yat 16 A a 5 ag rs ee a Fost > 

concurrently with the North Wing and the Northeast Pavilion. A delay occured in erecting the columns of the pavilion . # \ fy 5; \ (5 E wi cH Xe BoA A e Key Pp i eS : 

because of difficulties in securing stone coupled with the onset of cold winter weather. The Northwest Pavilion ties | at En [ is B i L ae Be 6% Ae OREN S Zip eye 

the North Wing to the West Wing compositionally, functioning similarly to the three other pavilions adjoining the other 3 } : im t u E “ Sy i QF AS Be J\ | fe=sone 

pairs of wings. $s Be 35 a pee * te al ©) a $ 
§ oi : J & eee VS ZZ a we er = 

lity Bee fe ee PO AE EE eNO N as oa 

Although the entrances through the principal facades are situated to accommodate pedestrian use, the pavilions were > ae a i LJ YEA, i g \ Ee WO ig 3a 

conceived for arrival at the building in a carriage or automobile. Aligned with Madison’s most prominent vehicular 5 ia ; Ls BES gpa aN eS % o Vee, WE UE ac 

thoroughfares, each offers a drive leading to a porte cochére that circles beneath a monumental granite exterior stair. a Hi 3S iu i Bor’ eg a CO -f e. ON Vie 

Within the porte cochére, the ground story entrance opens through three sets of double doors into a circular lobby. As a eB Ae \ io Nee Co x a ‘ S = y \ f real 

constructed, a public toilet had been positioned opposite the entrance in the small space beneath the granite stair. The ! es i : me = eins 8 a iy as Or eee 6 et ee \ = 

stair to the first level is marked by two granite pedestals that were intended originally for sculptural figures and which | 5) | saa ats es ‘dis P© Se 520 cet ot) os <S ‘ << # | 

correspond to the newels at the top of the stairs that support bronze light standards. A curved Ionic portico supports | wy ee ; YW a " << a —— ~ re aE iS = —— E 

an architrave-cornice at the top which is part of the belt course and balustrade that encircle the building. The columns ast ik ts Rec (eS 4 : Coes bg pete Or ESS ——— fv 

are 36 feet tall; inside the portico there is a coffered ceiling. Fenestration in the pavilion is similar to that of the wings; Jide Res od Sed are ae PRA (oe | eer 

there are three windows or doors on the first through third stories enclosed within the pavilion. At the first level, three 5.20 Columbian Exposition Site Plan, 1893 

glazed double doors provide access to the circular entrance lobby. The three tall arched windows of the second story Post's Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building was the largest building constructed at the Columbian Exposition, which subse- 

Ee positioned beneath granite arches with cata keystones that have helixes and acanthus motifs. The third story or ‘eee yee ey ey cae the jatn cons luted ta Bis casas 2 

windows are three-over-three sash and are slightly curved. : 

. j ae id z 

Architectural Prototypes aiid . | é ia oT ag! 
Clearly a culminating effort in a long and prestigious career, the design and construction of the Wisconsin State Capitol ia ar 2 ed ores a. ly vi yf i L oa oy! a in ; neg A 

engaged George Post in the closing years of his life, which makes it particularly unfortunate that he did not live to see peer h Hq eek UT ad ea ian Tinieaey: i f — —é 

the building completed. As one of his final projects, it represents a highly mature expression of the architect’s late a 2 _. i Pa: | PA Boe fee: 

work. Early in his career, Post’s building exteriors were inventive and eclectic and usually represented bold yet well- Pea a ” 4 | ig os ee = St 2 

considered attempts to apply stylistic logic to structures that were taller and larger than previously possible. From his ¢ i” - — ; ad [_— a: 

earliest works, the architect demonstrated a fascination with the placement of a dome on a cruciform plan. Several ge ff oS So . 7 See 

designs from the 1870s, including the only other capitol Post designed (for Connecticut), utilize this formula which ie = on - i = 

Post indicated was inspired by contemporaneous French design. Following the 1893 Columbian Exposition, Post was i i ae eal 

recognized as a highly accomplished practitioner of the American Beaux Arts, a stylistic trend that dominated national AN 

attention for the next two decades. Post became increasingly facile at integrating this late-nineteenth-century stylistic Sn : 

preference within a burgeoning urban environment that sought to be based upon the precepts of the “City Beautiful” “ aims — j : 2 

movement. 2 Se eet 

Post’s Early Work - oe on ee ae exterior sheathing of staff, repre- 

Between 1870 and 1875, Post designed several buildings in which he experimented with a cruciform plan as the base sented Post's architectural contribution to the fair. Karl Bitter provided the figural reliefs 

of a domed structure, the overall intent of which was to impart a sense of civic monumentality. Consistent with Post’s at several of the entrances to the building. 

other works of the 1870s and 80s, which demonstrate his eclectic approach to style, the Williamsburgh Savings Bank in 
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: Brooklyn was described by one of Post’s contemporaries as “Renaissance tinged with Neo-Grec feeling motivated by 

ie. le Roman examples.”'® The exterior was faced with polished granite and marble, its elements arranged with originality as 

& Te 3 to both scale and motif. The ribbed dome, pierced with circular windows at its base to illuminate the interior rotunda, 

PME z is surmounted by a prominent lantern. In 1871, when the bank was under construction, Post was invited to submit a 

cE, S 5 design for the Connecticut State Capitol competition. Post presented a pale stone, domed building, again based on a 

. - os es Re f cruciform plan. Similar in general theme to the bank, the Connecticut Capitol project was far grander. The rectangular 

PS i oer de eg (OO PS) Stop, se z corner elements positioned to join the wings are at a scale that provides usable interior space and are suggestive of the 

P DSS rots ee 2 PE AIAOP LOS SG ie later pavilions in the Wisconsin State Capitol. When asked to describe his stylistic sources, Post offered that the build- 
S ESE A EE a ing was based on the “many public buildings of France.” The unbuilt capitol is similar in theme to another of Post’s 

g A ens per buildings from this period, the Troy Savings Bank-Music Hall (1871-75). Already by the mid-1870s, as demonstrated 

ie La ee PP oO a Nea rat ae y in the music hall, Post had become known for his structural acumen based on his ability to design large open spaces 

A 2 B a ee ioe - ie Ey i F Hi Hae Ci a ' unobstructed by vertical supports. The interior detailing of the music hall and the lobbies of both banks’ lobbies show 

j Al il a re ra me ee | 4 ot i a Et a be == Post, even in this relatively early stage of his career, to be in full command of both interior and exterior detailing."” 

ee | ik | i oe | eS HERE Tie 
fa of | ARE aL : ( | Hd Pa ae The Columbian Exposition (1893) 
" | i b | : | ear — = = =, Si S| Sy ee Post’s contribution to the Colombian Exposition in Chicago, the Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building, was situated 

: H " re ES Hy |< r it = Z ie io aM Bil Bil Et rhe prominently on the principal lagoon and was the largest structure at the fair. This work solidified Post’s stature as a 

A ii | i : ii fil. i i al | ia Li wi ai : ee Ht] deo | leading American Beaux-Arts architect. The Colombian Exposition was organized by nationally esteemed architect 

\ i une eS ee re = 1 ee eae and planner Daniel Burnham and a committee of prominent East Coast architects that included Post. The exposition 

eS CTT VT eR 17 Tee Te has long been recognized asa highly significant event for solidifying the turn-of-the-century American (particularly 

# ae ' i al Pe Pa =e bel S 4 Le ea =a ee ee ih se ae oe cies in ee slid Ne ee VSS MONarAy 

a ay i toa a Po i ae: it Gang [ fi ee reece © i oe e uniformity and cohesive c assicism demonstrated at the fair provi ie an important impetus c e Ci - eauti 

_ SSE cage meet a ae Pe eee ere that swept the nation at the ne wi ie ca The Poe goal was to Eee unity of sega to the 

. eo bess USAID li ten ienenanainnmmti urban environment through the careful assimilation of architecture within a space planned to include axial vistas and 

$.22 Department of Justice Building competition rendering, 1899 an underlying geometric order. The stylistic motifs of the Renaissance Revival provided an accepted palate. 

In his design for a government building to have been constructed in Washington, D.C., Post resorted once again to the use of 

a cruciform plan to express civic monumentality. Restrained and academically proper, the principal fagade expresses a sym- Post’s Late Work 

metry and regularity aj elements that would be repeated in the Wisconsin State Capuol- Post submitted the winning design to a competition for the federal Department of Justice Building in 1899. Although 

the building was never executed, the rendering shows blunt a cruciform plan with a similar treatment of space between 

ee BE | id d ie i . 2 ae 3 the wings as in the earlier Connecticut State Capitol scheme. The Justice Building design suggests many features that 

te peg) Ee | 1 | oa so ee . 7 e were carried over into the Wisconsin Capitol, including a fagade in which a classical portico is positioned atop a rus- 
: : : o Las : Bf te: a { ea 3 ticated base. A cornice with decorative circular motifs unifies the larger composition, encircling the building beneath 

— ae fet Ey AN \, fee Se at the pediment and decorative balustrades. Another unbuilt design, Post’s proposal for a “museum of living history,” 
: oe Po i foe | | : yay ki fo Sk cs 4 g 5.23 ee 's Grandest represented an uninhibited expression of the architect’s notion of civic monumentality and presents many ideas that 

72 ee - eae ee ore a ee . - : a poninscanel ed . a would be developed more fully in the Wisconsin Capitol. The project was announced in the New York Press on 12 

a ae oe Seo reso ae ee of Post's vision of architectural Ce 1899 with ie headline “Immense Museum een i New oe The peDEeG presentation ctaying: 

ee. fas ie re eel = : ee 3 propriety, by virtue of his own entitled by Post “America's Grandest Monument” shows an idealized Renaissance Revival domed structure to be built 

pee We : itt i Al aah tr ' i inscription, the “monument” on the upper west side of Manhattan, where it would overlook the Hudson from a nine-and-a-half-acre site. Cruciform 

a fe Aes a a4 Le : sa ao ade nati oy in plan, its general layout was to be similar to the Capitol, with four equal wings projecting from a central rotunda. 

leet : - q ore é se ots Tice! 4 sae loverloaiony the Huckon River Externally the wings are tied together by large quarter-circle colonnades that extend nearly to the porches of the portico 

—————_—__—f : fad rene ee is eR, = Although never constructed, it fronts. The building was never constructed but much of its design was incorporated into the Wisconsin Capitol. Porn ee my = a. me | 2 p id se rf t Ma Aung 2 ee sf a i cb Ripe lee a a aaa The New York Stock Exchange (1901-03) represents another important precursor to the Wisconsin Capitol, particu- 

ae ja ee of the Capitol larly the principal facade of the building. The nine-story Broad Street facade is dominated by a Renaissance Revival 
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colonnade beneath a pediment that was completed with an allegorical sculptural group, “Integrity Protecting the Works y » ha an z 

of Man,” by Getulio Piccirilli. Skylights, in addition to multiple-story windows positioned within the colonnade, il- { ‘ ee Lae é 3 

luminate the trading floor, a room that is 72 feet in height and features 115-foot long steel trusses. The fenestration » Me a 4 g 

of the West Wing facade of the Capitol was required to accommodate the Assembly Chamber, which is a large open . Ml 6 ie a mi 2 

room with a similarly high ceiling expressed by the tall windows on the exterior. : cae if — 4 ee ee} z 

“ie a es : 
The design and construction of the Wisconsin State Capitol represented a culminating artistic endeavor and achievement Ts gr aa — eS e E 

for George Post. It provided him with an opportunity to witness the realization of ideas that had been engaging his Me if pe a os Le : ee i. 

imagination for three full decades. With the completion of the West Wing exterior, many important design decisions Le gel Z 

had been set firmly into place. The scale and orientation of the building were literally set in stone and the essential eA 7 : i pS p Poon ae 

template that would be repeated three more times was established. a 4 we - a eg ia ( 2s | et oe 

A See hth &G bee 

Repairs and Cleanings, 1909-92 4 wom fh) ape a 
Virtually no documentation remains concerning cleanings or repairs that might have been executed on the exterior of } ¥ re : i Le a ae ore ; 

the building early in its history. The little that survives concerns the 1935-41 repairs made to exterior masonry, roofs A P a ae ie a “a mY ao ss 

and skylights under WPA grants. oe — ea ee TE Pe ee 

a mee le 
Pointing of Granite, early 1960s ie : 7 Ml | . 

In part based on the 1959 recommendations of the Wisconsin Legislative Council, several granite pointing projects took a | | ih | Hl a4 

place in the early 1960s as indicated through their inclusion on the “active projects” lists maintained by the Bureau of : . | i i a s a 

Engineering. Supplemental documentation was not available. . ii Mi ll Pas 4 

: || 
Exterior Cleaning, 1964-65 - i Al a iH se 

In October 1964 the Department of Administration, Bureau of Engineering prepared specifications entitled “Cleaning a 7 : i Hy, || ‘ ae 24 / 

the Exterior of the State Capitol Building, Madison, Wisconsin, Project No 6410-22.”'* With funds approved by the 2 = i al ‘|| ' ee . 8 a E 

State Building Commission in the fall of 1964, the contract for the cleaning project was awarded in January 1965 to the | : ‘Nh BS a . a 

Milwaukee firm of R. F. Doebler Company. The solvent used to clean the Capitol consisted of 4 percent hydrofluoric a i} We j | | a ain 

acid (a combination of hydrogen and fluorine that reacts with silicates), 15 percent detergent and 81 percent water. [SS pig wi . _ aq 

The cleaning process was described in the June 1965 issue of Wisconsin State Employee as consisting of three steps. J 

First the building was given a preliminary rinse with water. Then workers, operating in pairs, “flowed on the solution,” P|] <2 ~ Sa 2 

which was flushed off in the final step. The rinse was completed using 1,200 pounds of nozzle pressure requiring that ‘ ~ a ; ~~ ee Le 

the workers be strapped into place. The type of dirt and grime cleaned from the building was thought to have been soot ‘ | pees eee | : -— | 

from the “old coal burning stoves used in buildings around the square many years ago” and bird excrement.'? . uF a PY - —— ow ; 

The 1994 Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc. (WJE) report noted that no exact cleaning method had been indicated 2 . : 3 ee = el Ce =" | : 

in the specifications for the 1965 work. The solvent specified was indicated only as a “cleaning compound suitable for ~ 2 es ~ . 4 } : 

removing heavy accumulations of grease, oil, soot and dirt from the masonry surfaces.” Additionally, “no excessive s = SS ‘ - =] i i i 

removal of masonry surfaces will be permitted. Sandblasting will not be permitted.” According to the specifications Pd [—— oe ge oo —— A. Bad 

the cleaning process was to be “in keeping with current good practices of the trade, with the use of water shot from a ee : oa “ie ie ws oo _ 

special nozzle at proper pressure, depending on the soiled conditions of the masonry.” Individuals with parking as- a mre oa ase e 

signments in the area were sent a memorandum dated 12 April 1965 from John Short of the Bureau of Purchases and a. a vad sais ve * 2 ee eee oe ace parle bodwen 

Services warning them “the acid content of the cleaning solution is sufficient to cause damage and [it] is impossible 1901 BS 1903, ees a ce ae, jnmedinte panies to the four temple-like facades orihe 

to control wind carried spray.” *° end of each of the wings of the Capitol. 
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aed : —— eS Res ‘kA tee og oe a? Pointing of Granite, 1966 

ted eee nee oe oe = ee Bi 2g ey, ae 2 ee oes Pe In 1966 Department of Administration, Bureau of Engineering prepared specifications entitled, “1966 Tuck Pointing of 
—— ~ i ere ee 4 * A ee ee eee * FACS 5. 5 a e Se f 5 : 
es a ; oe ‘> i Pek GAS . 4 as < the State Capitol Building, Madison, Wisconsin, Project No 6512-27.” The project also appears on DOA inventories 

pe 4 ua ee y, J “og fe ee Ve ek AF ae > of active projects dated in early 1966 and 1967.” The specification indicated that the contractor was to “cut out mortar 

© 2 i 5 4 bea ae eS from weathered or otherwise defective joints and repoint defective joints” and to “caulk wash joints and other joints 
BO os Se Cg yl eh Babi te oS fe q x : : : ane 

os [2 ee 7: ee 4 ee ed Ge designated by the Owner.” The owner was to provide mortar and caulking, and the specifications indicate that every 
oe ee eo ee Ee ee 3 - BAS BS Age & Rea epee z ‘ oes 5 es - 

«=.  ¢... 2... a ; a ™ \. ~~ \.ate :” RN fi a> joint “with over '/s inch erosion, and every joint which shows a visible crack shall be ground or dug out to the full width 

ee Le See oS é 7, a ea. \ \ Be ‘ ee oe 2 of the joint and to a depth of % inch or more to solid mortar. Any joint which is to be tuck pointed shall be raked out 

bene meee Bes aoc oe esos S =. : a a i awe B= cae 5 the full distance between the transverse joints.” The joint was to be finished in a slightly concave shape flush with the 
Oe ; y ty (8) 0lCU ft Or: CORRS OA _ " ihe 
ao A ee 7s 2 4 4" Eo a a i surface of the stone. “Wash joints” and other designated joints were to be ground or dug out to a depth of % inch and 
ee Pe oe i re SBE : oo =f F 4 ; 
Barrage ce a maie om Phot =. € a d SMe a caulked, removed and replaced with concrete with an EPDM membrane installed beneath the pavers.” 

3 Ey 8 ce E £2 Bees ue oe 
pie : ; : : Recaulking Skylights and Roofs, 1983 

: ie WEcONH shee ; oe EY) peers ppicien arene, hes i In 1983, a project was begun that renovated or replaced copper roofs and skylights throughout the building. Existing corre- 
WJE found that cracks in the granite occurred frequently on _A fairly serious crack on a column capital on the west elevation of ek ” he i 6 8 

the sills of the lower level windows. They typically had been _ the West Wing already had been repaired at the time WJE undertook spondence indicates that Tremco “Dymeric” (a two-part urethane) sealant was used in recaulking skylights and roofs. * 

repaired previously with sealant that had deteriorated. its survey of the exterior. WJE suggested that cracks in the decora- 

tive elements were most often the result of defects in the stone Inspection of Exterior Granite, 1990 

: University of Wisconsin Extension Geologic Survey staffmembers performed a limited inspection of granite exfoliation 

7 ? Re ES Go 2 in the early summer of 1990.4 Results indicated that the south face of the South Wing suffered the worst exfoliation 

: a ee r y < gee 3 of the entire Capitol exterior as itemized in DSFM field inspection notes dated 15 June 1990. The team of geologists 
; 5 ee en é ence et lich ke Rts nae ; 7 

2. g b> ane 2 € ‘ . 24 1 ee, 3 noted conditions including instances of non-directional or “free-working” stone, pitting of granite surfaces, discolor- 

_ @ Yee ee, eee ee g ation as an indication of differential porosity, evidence of the effects of acid rain and adverse effects resulting from the 

aS E ‘2 ~S % ET es a 3 hydrofluoric cleaning of 1965. The minutes indicate that “a question was raised regarding the desirability of treating 

- me 4 yee 5, o a tm the stone with some type of sealant.” I ie 2. PRS. Pe rie 2] 8 

es, . = Mae de WE s 
: BS NR le ae: — z Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates Inspection, 1993 
Ra a a uel Gee sa oe 5 pe ’ H : : A " ; Ce Se “ « a eet a a In October 1993, Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc. of Chicago conducted an inspection of the granite facing of 

beeen Ny me = i Ce ee ae i the West Wing and Northwest Pavilion. The results were included in its report, “Exterior Survey and Analysis of the 
ae yh alll) pie me ; 2 5 5 a é . ‘ , 5 

2s Se AE fs og vs. a : a Wisconsin State Capitol Dome, West Wing, and Northwest Pavilion Madison, Wisconsin for the State of Wisconsin 

oi peu aa a si err : Division of Facilities Development” dated 7 March 1994. Conditions documented included deterioration of the stone, 

- Rais Res me eh : Dome, 1 ¥ Bs . repair, : : 93 ps Biter building wall movement, exfoliation, mottling, erosion, dirt accumulation and joint failure. Findings relative to exte- 
palling, or the loss of surface material, sometimes occurs ‘wenty-eight instances of dutchman repairs were identified on the i ‘ . . 3 

at the edges of cracks. The most significant spall identi- West Wing, Northwest Pavilion and podium wall. The dutchman pion doors ayndows fae roots (cluding oa uinE dounsnontsiand gutters) Recee ec Mecca aunveyed ite 

fied on the West Wing was located at the lower edge of the repair to a column capitol on the west elevation is in place nearly ground through the third floors of the West Wing using a 90-foot personal lift. The upper levels of the West Wing and 

cornice at the top of the upper drum. adjacent to a new crack (lower right). the fourth floor of the Northwest Pavilion were inspected from the roofs of the third and fourth floors. Survey forms 

were designed specifically for the process and included representational baseline drawings that were developed from 

the historic plans. Observations were documented with field notes, sketches and photographs, and areas showing 

material distress were studied more carefully. Localized deterioration was identified at individual units. Although 

the exterior granite was considered in generally good condition, weathering, surface exfoliation and mottling were 

observed throughout the areas inspected. At specific locations cracks, displacement of stone, edge chips, spalls and 

imminent spalls were revealed.”° 
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Summary of Conditions Observed 
ae setae . BS ae z 
ao . (i Be 

Cracked and Spalled Granite Units 
a : ee ee a3 

The 1993 WIE survey of the exterior covered nearly 7,000 granite pieces that comprise the walls of the West Wing, 
es : oe = oe 

Northwest Pavilion and Podium. Of them, 112 had cracks or spalls, the majority of which were small. Of the 112 dam- 
ogi pS ‘ <a = B 

aged pieces of stone, 49 had the potential to become loose. The most visible cracks were those in and near the granite eee Se on ae : 2 

sills, typically on the first floor of the north and west elevations of the wing. The WJE report suggests that the cracks ae oe fog ee : z 

5 en ee , Ms z 

near the window jambs may have been “the result of unaccommodated wall movement” or “loads carried downward 
ke Fie - ro = 

through the granite fagade, through the window jamb units and into the ends of the sill, causing deflection and cracking he es as Me a 2 
ee : eee g 

of the sill.” A crack was also observed in the base of one of the columns of the west fagade and another in the base es ee a C % 

ofa column in the Northeast Pavilion. These were likely caused by differential settlement beneath the columns. The 5.29 Exfoliation, 1993 = ee os yee. ~ 

cracks located in the decorative units of granite were “most likely related to natural defects in the stone in combination Roughened surface texture is typical of exfoliation, i , i pr 

é Aan leceih ae 
in which surface material is eroded. WJE docu- = 

with the carved profile of the units. 
mented this example of exfoliation at the balustrade an ad ‘ : A is 

of the Northwest Pavilion. Organic growth is vis- io 2 . _- * > 

Granite Unit Displacements and Building Wall Movement ible at the base of the wall as well. is * 

Having been constructed without expansion joints, wall surfaces developed cracks that indicate wall movement. Vertical 

cracks in the granite were observed on the west elevation of the West Wing at each first floor setback. Relatively large 
ia IP a3 ae 6 

cracks penetrating several units approximately '/16 inch were located in wall sections measuring three feet in thickness 
3 4 - ey AS 

at both the north and south setbacks. On both sides, the cracks extended through several units and on the north pen- ace oS _— fF a 

etrated the adjacent mortar. WJE installed two gauges to monitor the crack on the north setback in 1993 and provided ‘ SS sy Be ee Re ? 

two potential explanations for the damage: an expansion of the brick masonry beneath the granite or the differential 4 IW ek Mee <a te 

settlement of the building. Walls constructed using brick masonry are often subject to temperature- and moisture-related ii Fe NN 7 a 7a: 

; : ee és : : 
Perens te Ne ees g 

expansion. Without expansion joints in place, the displacement of units typically results. The parapet above the West aE es 9 x ‘ ee. - 

é ; : : eae es 1 A eee ee a 

Wing also showed evidence of movement, which was related to either building wall movement or the deterioration of cee A - a bs A et a OB 

ona f 5 eis 
ig ST eae a = 

the mortar joints between the coping resulting from exposure to extreme weather conditions. WJE suggested that the Sf oS ope ae, ; . = eae 

granite units were possibly “originally set out of plumb.” 
é ve i & [ eB ee Ee no 

5.30 Erosion of granite, 1993 3 we ee , - BS —< be : 

i Erosion of granite results from the natural weather- oe SE ae “fi a & - Pek i: 

Dutchmen and Previous Repairs ing process. Granite that has been carved, such eS -“~ <2 Wes 4 ll \ 

. : : . 7 4: 4 . . + I Pg 4 cz. ce 

Twenty-eight occurrences of dutchmen and other previous repairs were located in the West Wing, Northwest Pavilion as this capital on the west facade, is particularly ea £ oo \, & ee 

and Podium walls. Many of the repaired areas had developed new cracks. The types of repairs included a corroded susceptible to erosion. ———— , Sat 

metals tie in one of the capitals, mortar patches and the reinstallation of spalled fragments. Some of the stone located 

in the area of the repairs had the potential to become loose. 
eo a 2 sc es a eae Se x 
nie ee 3 a- eee ee 

Exfoliation of the Granite Surface a a eee: 

: « . eye e 5 
oa ee ee a 

According to WJE, there was little evidence of surface exfoliation on the exterior of the West Wing and Northwest Ce a ee eed 

ili ibiti ata 
0 i ge Ne ee 

Pavilion. Among the areas exhibiting surface exfoliation were the balusters, the base of the parapet walls, column DS. o ee 4 

alli ‘ “ys : 5 ‘ 
bk ES 4 eae 

shafis, the modillions and units between the modillions on the west pediment and portions of the walls adjacent to the , ‘ 2 -. Sy eS Boieaee 
“~ Ey 2c ‘ be . Pee S 

porte cochere of the Northwest Pavilion. 
ie ... hag 

ts OS ep 2 a, tee @ 
— ee ee tes 

= ee fe 

Erosion (Weathering) of the Granite Surface 
x = =e Te zo ae Ae 

q . < 6 . 
Peg Baten ee ae eee 

Surface erosion, or natural weathering of the stone, was not prevalent on the exterior granite of the West Wing and 5.31 Surface mottling, 1993 fe et . oi pe ee 

Northwest Pavilion. It was observed primarily on projecting elements of carved granite and freestanding statuary es- Mottling is the result of variation in surface texture = = “4 = 

pecially where there had been severe exposure to weathering. Elements particularly affected included column capitals, and color that affects the play Of ahs onnua Stone, = - aL os ‘ 

the spandrels above the third fi ind et js it usually causes a blotchy appearance and is \ a = a er 

e third floor windows, modillions and all freestanding statuary. sometimes associated with exfoliation. Mottling is ye 2 : . So — sae 

apparent at the base of a West Wing balustrade. Ata 86 ® ee. OS Se. 

Seen no oi eilllie ries ceelelimenenais eases aaa 
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4 SSS ee woe 2 z : i Po : ; ot ec |= cs a : ee g Mottling was observed on all areas of the building but was especially evident in the balustrades, the parapets beneath 
oe fe ae e é oo : < the balustrades, the column shafts and the porte cochére of the Northwest Pavilion. An uneven discoloration and surface 

fe SN » # : ofl eee? texture sometimes associated with exfoliation characterize this condition. Mottling is the result of natural weatherin: a. ft OT 4 boos \ ae oF - B ms oo a Pe za 2 : La Loe altering the surface structure of the granite. The uneven texture results in the accumulation of dirt and affects the manner ms “4 ee _ 3 “ : : 3 ae in which light plays on the surface, contributing to the appearance of color variation. A variety of appearances result 
1 = — A oe eee Se ohh a a > from mottling with varying textures and colors. Localized, often blotchy areas can differ in colors ranging from gray 

, ys ei. ce 2 ar: ie par _ 2 oe — : & to yellow. An effective remedy for this condition, according to WJE, was fairly invasive and would involve retooling 
| ee ee a ee 5 | So E- ‘ 4 le: or refinishing the stone surface, which would damage the stone surface and substrate. Studies have shown that less Tee ee? eee oe ee Mie ¢ ei oe s 
Ae Oe TS oe eer ay i ~ oN So aggressive methods, such as cleaning, mitigate the mottled appearance only slightly. 

ee Po - > a) A Dirt Accumulation and Bird-related Damage LN a ee og ij Z i iat ate ea . = 2 eas 5 A ee fe # ma SS fer? Vertical wall surfaces did not exhibit significant dirt accumulation although this was not the case for the projecting horizontal Bes a. projecting 
, a fi 5.33 Guano, 1993 elements of the West Wing including sills, cornices and decorative features. In such areas as sills, dirt accumulation patterns —_ Guano, or bird excrement, was located on several horizontal surfaces, ident. Thi earticularivitnve for thi aivand Hiclevati th dfi f the West Wi heat 
v > — eal Ia , often in proximity to birds’ nests that had been built on the tops of col- sts evagents S ee Fe AGOIALY) . DEE = STE SOUY CACNELONS(O) Per CUD EOE OT UNCER YATES MM DSECAIIG 4 a s SF? Ja umn capitals. Because this material is acidic and can damage stone it soiling of stone was identified on the sills, moldings, base course beneath the windows, column bases and vertical surfaces 

r : Le was recommended for removal using nonaggressive methods. beneath the windows. 
Pa | 2: 

AGP Mee ‘ me Sheltered horizontal areas were especially prone to bird-related damage. Nests were found on the column capitals of both 
5:32 Dirt accumulation, 1993 the Wes elevation of es Wing and the Northwest Eada mu large eas of excrement nearby. Due to the acidic 
The accumulation of dirt on the granite surfaces of quality of the guano, which poses a threat to the stone, cleaning with nonaggressive methods was recommended by WJE. 
the West Wing was limited to projecting horizontal 

surfaces that include sills and cornices. Discolored Organic Growth 
granite resulting from dirt accumulation was identified e cae i ins é , at the top of the ground story base of the West Wing Organic growth was most significant on the north facing walls of the building, especially in shaded areas near grade 
and is apparent when viewed from above. and on the sheltered horizontal surfaces of the Northwest Pavilion. Organic growth on the granite is not intrinsically 

damaging although it does result in additional moisture being held against the stone, which can sometimes result in 
— ia a — 2 ay ‘4 | | ee slippery surfaces. Localized areas of organic growth were identified on the north elevation of the West Wing, the 
= — 4 a. i 2k 4 es i i By | i 2 Northwest Pavilion, the steps leading to the pavilion and in some mortar joints and carved units. 
me a re (| Bee | H i ies 
= ae ia PH IB: : 
_ Ce | {7 | | Be J fs if me Mortar and Sealant Joints ae ane OO RR } al ah re . : p sti ae | eee | oe oti | —— j fe WJE found the general condition of mortar joints located between the granite units to be good throughout the inspected rs 9) | pa + eS 5 ' : : via acai bea ied Schill = area. Several areas appeared never to have been pointed, including the joints between the drums of the columns and 

. era ane z between the large units on the walls and piers located between the windows. A small percentage of joints, particularly 
er | Aa ‘ Ps ae fr g those adjacent to smaller units of granite such as window mullions, cornices and balusters were observed to exhibit PL 2 ae tg <—- a ee de® a. i : Eeniaed : oe OO ge = i beh eg : cs some deterioration. On the north and south elevations of the West Wing, mortar joints in the arches over the windows = = Mics Le on ie <> 8 J 

IO ac ee 4 a a E =A - had been largely repointed, many without having the original mortar ground out as a part of the process. Additionally, 
SS oe ee A we a se pn mortar joints on the first and second floors, located between smaller pieces of stone at the window heads, were previ- : zh Bg oe NE eat . ; ‘ aoe ee : Sa > ee ee ee eo. ously repointed by applying a thin layer of mortar over the original layer. The joints adjacent to the keystones above ae ie a : on , na - : ie x = e a es a Aa ey 6 ee Sf Oreanic roy 13 the windows on the first and second floors also showed evidence of having been repointed, although much of the work : BG ge i ee a er = Organic growth was most 8 P S 

Lee ee a ~ = co oe 5 eo es om ©) evident in shaded areas of had deteriorated. WJE also reported observing deteriorated joints in the areas of the balusters and in the projecting 
for oe. 5 is i -! 7 Sn ae 7 — the north walls of the wing courses of stone. The vertical joints below the pediment and above the pilasters on the west elevation were observed L eS us aa ae 2 Oe anes = ~ ies and pavilion. It was also to be open. 
a ee oo a oe 5 aa documented by WJE on the 
ee ON : f a pavers of the circular deck 0 7 ae : <-> Se re me Se Seem §§ the Northwest Pavilion. 
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Many instances of mortar joints having been covered with sealant that had deteriorated were evident on the West Wing Mn, ee ‘ ; “Fai Bs ae : a z 

and Northwest Pavilion exterior. These conditions were observed at the drip courses on the south elevation of the West fr “ “~ es eran _- al eS 2 un ee = et 

Wing, above the entablatures and cornices of both the north and south elevations, above the cornice of the Northwest a eg = ~-snet oe Baa cll ne ie 
Pavilion, in the raking cornice of the west elevation and in many of the balustrade joints of the Northwest Pavilion. r tt — F nae al motes yates Noise ot en ‘ ae So a 

On the north elevation of the West Wing, the sealant joints at the top of the flashing and in the seams of the flashing oo z ~~ oye g - eee a ee rt 8 

were deteriorated. ‘ aati a fo Eo Ss 2 ee Me ee eT 

a Ge. ee: 
Pediment and Pediment Sculptural Group ee y me y : oa . a \ a i Hee oe : 

Erosion, evident as roughened surface texture and loss of surface, was observed on the freestanding sculptural group of the ‘ i Cre ‘ a > ~ a a F he ‘ Ra es. Ss eal oe 5 

pediment and at the edges of the pediment. In freestanding statuary, the most vulnerable to weathering, significant natural Ae un a ._ ae Se ‘ff a 

erosion of the stone had occurred. Laboratory studies indicated that the carving process caused the micro-fracturing of a AN te Pet y a o\ aes ee ge ae IP 

the stone. The pediment area also showed significant signs of dirt accumulation including bird excrement. The mortar = eS a 4 Sey: fa SEG Re aie on 

and sealant joints in both the architectural and sculptural components of the pediment exhibited deterioration. There were = y: —e oe ( S 2g pag} 5.36 Pediment damage, 1993 

many instances of joints in the statuary of the pediment that were open or deteriorated. In general, mortar that had not 3 4 “a 4 ae. of 2] - WJE documented an example of ‘an eroded surface granite on 

been covered by sealant was typically separated from the granite at one or more of the stone interfaces. e Ce Alissa , 2 Eas” the coping of the West Wing pediment. 

Northwest Pavilion — a a 
Movement-related distress to the granite walls of the Northwest Pavilion was observed at the top of the curved portion = 4 fi a = Pe h y 2 7 PA F 

of the granite balustrade. The lateral outward displacement was attributed to the unaccommodated wall movement P P Me . io Ed 2 : 

of the adjacent building walls of the North and West Wings. WJE suggested that these units may have been set out j . 4 = | aan 4 ‘ 

. ‘ Ground Hipon Ravine sau i i z 5.35 Deteriorated mortar, 1993 
Of the 200 granite stone pavers in place, none were observed to be cracked. The joints and paving were in good condi- Previous repairs to joints in the arches above the windows 

tion with only minimal staining. In the areas of heavy foot traffic, heavier localized wear was observed. In the area of the north and south facades were fairly typical. In many 

adjacent to the central entrance door, the stones were much worn in a pattern that radiated from the center to the outer instances, the old mortar was not ground cue but new mor- 

openings. There was some evidence of organic growth. er Simp Dy EE E led ue ie surrace, i cepigte a ea tothe 
ongoing deterioration of the joint. 

Approach Stairs 

Although in generally good condition, the stairs approaching the pavilion were found to exhibit rust stains, likely the 

result of steel shovels having been used to remove snow in combination with the use of de-icing salts. The staining 

was uniform in its distribution over the surfaces. The WJE report noted that chemical cleaners had been found effec- 

tive in similar situations. 

Landing 

The greatest amount of damage to exterior stone identified in the survey of the Northwest Pavilion was located on the 

landing, which is much more exposed that the ground floor entrance area. The granite was in fair-to-poor condition, 

showing cracks, staining, dirt accumulation, organic growth, poor drainage and deteriorated mortar joints. Seven of the 

granite pavers had significant cracks, and all four of the pavers that had been cut to accommodate drains were cracked. 

Additionally, poor surface drainage conditions led to severe rust stains at the upper areas of the landing, and organic 

growth was prevalent in this area as well. 

Roof Dome 

Generally in good condition, the roof of the pavilion showed very little damage with the exception of a crack in one 
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-.. * z of the smaller granite units located in a transition course at the base of the dome. The crack was in line with the joints 
- 8 

Pe — g on either side, and although WJE was not able to determine the cause of the crack, it noted that the related stress was 

} 2 not severe. 

be “ios oe a Analysis of the Granite 
. - é M s . Zz * : As part of its report, WJE provided results of laboratory examinations of the granite performed in its own laboratory. 

oe. j i 4 4 # . Ee , vd > The analysis was to confirm the composition of the granite and to determine the causes of exfoliation, discoloration 
7 ' . mag z and surface mottling. The characteristics of the stone included a white-to-light-gray surface color with a texture con- 

- Fear < ra ' a ¢ = sistent with Bethel white granite. The stone contained semi-spherical, soft, mica-rich inclusions at random locations. 
Sa > se oa Mae. i. mice eens 5 Rua se , $ Ss ‘ : Ry sae ges As a result of the original finishing, the stone contained parallel groves in its surface. In areas of exfoliation, the stone 

es Se &  & Pal % "5 5.37 Pediment Statuary, 1993 was white, whereas where exfoliation had not occurred, the stone was gray; when the spalls were removed, the stone 

< v ite “\%*. The pediment statuary was again appeared gray. Five core samples were removed from the south elevation of the West Wing. Thin sections of 

—. yy ie , especially ane able to the the samples were cut for use in laboratory petrography. The samples exhibited typical types of deterioration, and none 
‘ 3 ‘ Bet. ti f- Ge . : : ; : ae : 
\ a Pe os eo phous —— indicated direct evidence of internal disruption of the granite. Three additional samples were studied by x-ray diffrac- 

el * \ +3 aa central figure of the west pedi- tion techniques, and chemical cleaning studies were performed using sample areas located on the south elevation at 

’ He ‘ } } aN ment group exhibited the most the fourth level on the wall adjacent to the roof and the balustrade. 
aos : is. a - 4 significant signs of damage, 

E k of ee 7 ' bE _ 14 2 including erosion and deposits Roof: 
k . a ; a be eae of bird excrement. cols 

WIE provided a summary of the conditions observed during a visual survey of the third and fourth floor roofs of the 

‘ai a a 2s West Wing. The survey was limited to exposed conditions. 

a EK uhm ned em ne z The roofing system was described as an Inverted Roof Membrane Assembly (IRMA) application. In one area, the 

i ee ei po eee Oe tae s construction of the membrane included the use of large, rounded river rock over filter fabric placed over two-inch thick 
Oil ° i 3 a : 

. eee rr a qo Ba extruded polystyrene and an EPDM membrane. Precast concrete pavers were in place to function as steps at the hatch- 
= ge et eee en B i ‘i i A 

2 5 je : ene 8 ways. Two-piece copper counterflashing was installed at the base of the perimeter walls, and a lead-coated copper gutter 

= . ee See x f ee g was affixed to the outside parapet that extends around the perimeter of the building. Degenerative conditions included 

E ae oe a eS : corrosion and irregular spacing of fasteners for the flashing, algae growth on several pavers and roof drain, exposed 

3 5 : Ke 2 4e - Ee insulation along the edge of a perimeter wall, wrinkles in the membrane and an uneven substrate in one location. 

= ee oie EB 5.38 Rust staining on North- Upper Roofs 

5 : “ wert Benalon stairs, 1779) The upper roof of the West Wing also had been finished with an IRMA application similar to that on the adjacent lower 
== ‘ The rust staining on the stairs ‘ i i . 
=a a é to the pavilion was likely the roof areas. The center section of the upper roof area houses large skylight assemblies and standing-seam copper roof 

= —— - result of snow removal involv- construction; two smaller skylights were located on either side of the center. Pavers, similar to those used on the lower 

2 : ke ing steel shovels in combina- roof, were positioned at the base of the skylights and areas adjacent to the standing-seam copper roofs. Similar copper 
* : tion with de-icing salts. WJE : : 

: : ese buvoctted¢ hemicel eleaine counterflashing and a lead-coated copper gutter on the west facade were also in place. Damage to the elements of the 
- we Ue . : . : : : : 

Denk to remove the discoloration. roof included seriously deteriorated and cracked mastic and mesh seal coating the copper counterflashing (especially 

on the north roof section along the north and west parapet walls); the concrete pavers exhibited crazing, discoloration 

and general decomposition, in addition to organic growth. 
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Conservation of the Exterior, 2000-01 Endnotes 
In April 2000 DFD contracted with Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc. to complete plans and specifications for clean- ' George B. Post to Lew F. Porter, 4 October 1906, folder 16, box 20, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833, Archives 

ing the building exterior; the following month it was hired to supervise the work, the scope of which was expanded to Division, Wisconsin Historical Society, hereinafter Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 

include VEtig DTN ne exterior of the Northeast, Northwest and Southwest Peon: The first Da of ns process 2 Post to Porter, 9 November 1906? ibid! 

involved cleaning exterior surfaces with the SpongeJet cleaning treatment. In this method of cleaning exterior stone, 

small pieces of sponge impregnated with grit are blasted at the building surface to clean and remove soiling, stains and 3 Executive committee minutes, 25 January 1907, vol. 1; Specification for Cut Stone Work for the Wisconsin State Capitol. 

organic growth. Following the cleaning, mortar joints were pointed and resealed, dutchmen repairs were competed and ..in Accordance with the Drawings Prepared by George B. Post & Sons... .(New York: Martin B. Brown Co., undated), 

pin anchors installed on some of the stones. Over 3,000 individual stones across the surface of the entire building were 11 and “Supplementary Specifications for Plinth and Steps” (bound with the specification), box 39, all ibid. 

repaired. Both planning and construction processes were documented carefully by WJE. The team produced construc- 1B . & i far reds 1907. vol Taibid 

tion documents that record pre-restoration conditions and indicate the repairs to be implemented. Additionally, as the A oe et eS Ot ay Pasta ota 

work was underway, WJE digitally photographed each stone that was repaired. The documents and records generated 5 Commission minutes for 17 February 1907, vol. 1, ibid. 

by WJE over the past decade concerning the West Wing in particular and the entire capitol relative to its cleaning and 

repair represent an invaluable source of highly specific information concerning the most comprehensive preservation © Commission minutes for 30 April 1907, vol. 1, ibid. 

effort ever undertaken on the exterior granite of the building. This documentation should remain an important source 
of information in the years to come. 7 J, Wesley Miller, “Bethel’s Finest Product: The Wisconsin State Capitol,” The Journal of Historic Madison, Inc., 

1978, p. 43. 

8 Porter to George H. Bickford, 9 March 1912, folder 16, box 5, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 

° Charles McCarthy, The Wisconsin Idea (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1912). 

'© Robert M La Follette, Sr. wrote, “In no state of the Union are the relationships between the University and the people 
of the state so intimate and mutually helpful as in Wisconsin. We believe that the purpose of the University is to serve the 

people and every effort is made through correspondence courses, special courses, housekeepers’ conferences, farmers’ 

institutes, experimental stations and the like to bring every resident of the state under the broadening and inspiring 

influence of a faculty of trained men.” Robert M. La Follette, Sr., La Follette's Autobiography:A Personal Narrative 

of Political Experiences (Madison, Wisconsin: 1913), 30. 

"! Arthur Hove (with the editorial assistance of Anne Biebel), The University of Wisconsin: A Pictorial History (Madison: 

University of Wisconsin Press, 1991), 70. 

George B. Post & Sons to Porter, 15 June 1911, folder 2, box 22, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 

3 C. F. Marwin to “Official in Charge, Local Office, Weather Bureau, Madison,” 11 July 1911, folder 1, box 16, ibid. 

'4 Porter to Eric Miller, August 24, 1911, folder 12, box 16, ibid. 

'S James M. Dennis, Karl Bitter, Architectural Sculptor, 1867-1915 (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1967), 

135-37. 

16 A.J. Bloor, “Annual Address,” Proceedings of the Tenth Annual Convention of the American Institute of Architects 

(Boston: Franklin Press, Rand, Avery & Co., 1877), 25, quoted in Sarah Bradford Landau, George B. Post Picturesque 

Designer and Determined Realist (New York: The Monacelli Press, 1998), 18. 

'” See Landau, George B. Post, 10-39. 

'8 The project is also cited in Department of Administration, Bureau of Engineering, Active Projects list, 1 January 1965. 

'9 William C. Adams, “Capitol Gets Acid Treatment—Cleaned For First Time Since 1917,” Wisconsin State Employee, 
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June 1965, no page number. See also “$41,000 Scrubbing Started on Capitol,” Milwaukee Journal, 9 April 1965, no 
page number. 

20 Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc., Exterior Survey and Analysis of the Wisconsin State Capitol Dome, West Wing 
and Northwest Pavilion (Chicago: the author, 1994), 6, in B.19.05, Capitol Archives. 

*! Department of Administration, Bureau of Engineering, Active Projects list, 17 January 1966, 20 March 1967. 

” Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc., Exterior Survey and Analysis of the Wisconsin State Capitol Dome, West Wing 
and Northwest Pavilion, 6. 

33 Ibid, 7. 

4 Thid, 7. 

* Joe Sokal, “Meeting/Field Inspection Notes, June 15, 1990, Wisconsin State Capitol,” 21 June 1990, in Capitol CA- . 
Capitol General, Capitol Maintenance and Restoration Papers, 1980-99, box 3, pre-1987 Capitol Restoration Papers, 
Capitol Archives. 

*6 The summary of conditions that follows is based on the observations and analysis of Wiss, Janney, Elster as presented 
in its report, Exterior Survey and Analysis of the Wisconsin State Capitol Dome, West Wing and Northwest Pavilion, 
21-61. 
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a aS aaa oe / Uf ei z ecause the West Wing was the first portion of the Wisconsin Capitol completed, it set the precedent for interior 

& : WE tf | if ZB Z oa 2 B spaces throughout the building. Architect George B. Post’s design reflected the turn-of-the-century archi- 
_ LS Z, ly f S Z eS p \ E = ZB: tectural taste for large governmental Beaux-Arts structures. Post, however, also worked successfully within 

, \ vi i 4 ‘Bs 524 ae a oo ae 5} e the program requirements established by the Wisconsin Legislature and the Capitol Commission. The legislature set 

ay : A ee ee | : = carefully considered limits on how big the Capitol would be and how much it would cost. For its part, the commis- 

‘ I H | 5 A a Bs 2 es : 3 gs sion wanted a domed, classical structure with a plan based on a St. Andrew’s cross that could be constructed in stages. 

iw : tS 5 E a as Ea ee ae ze oa It established that the West Wing would be constructed first, since the west wing of the previous capitol had been the 

ee 5 a ee # : — # — ZA — i most badly damaged in the 1904 fire. The building was to be “of adequate size only for the present departments of the 

5 ss = Ss =] ee ae Se government and it should be so designed that additions when necessary to supply future needs may be made to it without 

i 5 2 AG os Sn ——— ‘ destroying its usefulness or architectural appearance.”' The program spelled out space requirements by department, 

t : : = ai ; ieee it ‘ with the understanding that needs could change over the years. Post’s mature professional background made him an 

: : E ‘ xe j } ideal match for the job. He had to his credit numerous elaborate, classical-style buildings, including the Manufactures 

ance ; : a gee k; and Liberal Arts Building at Chicago’s Columbian Exposition (1893), the New York Stock Exchange (1901-03) and 

piace : . E : the Cleveland Trust Company (1905-08). Post’s challenge was to satisfy the demands of the Capitol Commission and 

‘ oe | j i i to create a building that would also serve as, in his words, “a model for buildings in its class.”” 

| i : ‘ i fea } hea) The commission asked Daniel Burnham, the Chicago architect who oversaw the design and construction of the Co- 

: ee E ; | : i a | if ; e i ; lumbian Exposition, to critique the five finalists’ submissions to the 1906 competition for the Capitol. Burnham’s 

Bs : ; ee i | ae i a | j E | ‘ : critique of Post’s design detailed why it satisfied the commission’s program most effectively. Burnham praised the 

2. ia s i 4 5 id & ; | 7 ae ground and first level floor plans for their straightforward axial relationships, although he suggested eliminating the 

epee a ee a a i : central grand stairs shown on the first to second floor, which he felt diminished the sight lines through the building. 

= i waa = ee : ao see Burnham praised Post’s design as “above those of other competitors” and “beautiful and impressive in itself and in 

oe igs Co sa ana i = ‘ mies ‘ its relation to the dome above and the space below it.”? As required by the program, Post designed the building to be 

a st eer —) mn, E — p fireproof, readily alterable and technologically modern—qualities imparted to the building drawing on many years’ 

— Pay 3 he eS sega = Pa 2. Ste experience. Known as an innovator from the beginning of his career, in 1868 he was supervising architect for the Eq- 

- a Se eee Re uitable Life Insurance Building in New York City (1868-70), which was the first building to combine a skeleton steel 
a a : i : : : : 
aS } frame and elevators.* To make the Capitol as modern as possible, Post incorporated the latest equipment available for 

* RSs ea eee ten = mechanical systems including ventilation, elevators, telephones, electrical service, central vacuum cleaning systems 

b ee —— eS a and pneumatic clocks; structurally, he employed the latest in steel technology. Additionally, most interior walls were 

aS ees Ct — ae DBs, designed as non-load-bearing, making them lightweight, fire resistant and easily altered to accommodate the changing 

needs of government. 
6.1 Assembly Chamber, 1917 

The centerpiece of the West Wing, the Assembly Chamber was praised for both its functional design and aesthetic ef- 
Sect. The level of finish imparted to the room established an important precedent for the public meeting spaces in the The West Wing of the new Capitol established the principal themes that would eventually characterize the completed 

other wings that were yet to be completed. building. Ornate public rooms and circulation spaces reflected the building’s importance as a symbol of democracy 
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z and progressive government, while the elegantly appointed private offices served the practical function of housing the 

i constitutional officers and state regulatory agencies. Post’s sensitivity to both the general and the particular revealed 

fz itself in the construction of the West Wing. From the planning and the design of the larger spatial relationships to the 

3 detailing of decorative stone, metalwork and other finishes, an integrated effect was achieved. Post utilized architectural 

' = finishes in the private spaces that reflected the importance of their occupants and the functions carried out in them. 

3 The artwork and decorative finishes commissioned of Edwin H. Blashfield, Elmer Garnsey, Conrad Schmitt and the 

g firm of Mack, Jenney and Tyler reinforced Post’s hierarchical arrangement of space by providing imposing public art 

: in some spaces and meticulously detailed finishes in others. The highly finished public spaces such as the Assembly 

s z Chamber, grand stairs and principal corridors provided clear demonstration of artistic and architectural achievement 

3 to the Capitol Commission. 

& 

AS ‘ee * 4 This chapter traces the appearance of the interior of the West Wing since its construction was completed in 1909. It 

: oN Ags a wo Lk a describes the historic appearance of both public and private spaces, and describes the modifications made to the wing 

y s 2 wy Ra A YL ad * a ; | oe between initial construction and the Restoration and Renovation in 1993-95. The chapter concludes with a description 

SM eR ys YEA &y Gy P| 1 ie oe of conditions both prior to and following the later effort. 

hi. SONS Oe ed ON, eee istoric Interi Lees 5 f Historic Interior 
: Say, Be a os ast Cy pe eT, ae o] George B. Post was involved in most aspects of the design of the West Wing, and it provided him with an opportunity 

oases aS , > pi v a ee a Bo, a fe eS i é ot to work out details concerning the structural and mechanical issues, building materials and interior finishes that subse- 

: a /e 7 xe § a ae o ©: ; BS ; ig . a is Z ie quently would be adapted throughout the building. Post carefully made the distinction between public and private space, 

° : wt hee RT BONO ol Le a 5 which informed the design decisions made about scale and finishes. The West Wing public spaces, available to visitors 
es > a7 MS Pi, ORAS Ye : é ; : eas during building hours, included the principal corridors, grand stair halls, Assembly Chamber and Assembly Parlor. To 

, - aA XY We : eS \ Lae Oa if 2a E iy oS emphasize their importance, Post specified elaborate finishes that included large amounts of decorative marble, gold leaf, 
SONA Oy ye Ba ee “2 ne & j ere a a a commissioned artwork and detailed decorative painting in accord with their public status. In contrast, private spaces 

: : Tt ae 3 i Ae Ge Fe ES > . ep fo ie a o a ae, ae were intended for use by building occupants; they generally were not as accessible to the public, although members of 
a= Vs we 24 ee = DAB ie & NS = = a Re i the public visited them regularly on state business. Some private spaces were finished to reflect the importance of the 

(ie ce ets | fos NS as Re : i ui : principal occupant; the secretary of state’s office, for example, had a higher level of finish than the state game warden’s 
g S i ! 1 ee pele eed Sk Be office. Typical office finishes included carpet over concrete floors, plaster walls and ceilings, and quarter-sawn white 
a a | 7 her ee a to - ae ay oak trim. Post’s design also distinguishes between two types of corridors in the building. Principal corridors provide 

cigs ie et 24 ie 220 . 2) of = ae; the main access through the building; they are aligned with the Capitol’s axes and are richly finished in stone and 

: ees eA, 2 a Syl e NN S “4 a % marble. Located on the ground, first and second floors, they connect important public areas to the central Rotunda. 
. 0 se a x a te SASS ion mr : The p= one a Post Se to as ay Sores: a een to provide access to private office 

pee: Peele eee ne ee ee es a spaces. They are less accessible to the public and typically are finished in painted plaster. 

E ~ a we ee gh SSS SE : orp On the recommendation of Post the commission negotiated a contract with Elmer Garnsey, a New York artist and 
; rae areas Po a. es as ss acai ma muralist, to decorate the Assembly Chamber, Lobby, Parlor, Loggia and some of the offices assigned to officers of the 

; a ea ee ihe: assembly. Garnsey had worked with Post previously on two prominent buildings designed by the architect, the New 

ee gare nse a | York Stock Exchange and the Prudential Insurance Building (1892) in Newark, New Jersey. Garnsey’s work set an 

: ” ; bei ieaetinomec J — important precedent for the quality of decorative finish to be applied within the building. In 1914, as construction 
6.2 Post & Sons' plan for Capitol competition, 1906 ; an ‘ approached completion, the firm under contract to provide finishes for the entire building painted the balance of the 

pieces Us mccain Cc Hr Ute slide Oh GS Angrewes cross: Hos) § desien empbiasizen Symuptety and the wing. Mack, Jenney and Tyler of New York designed and applied different levels of decorative paint informed by 

the standard established by Garnsey. Class I represented the highest level of finish and corresponded with Garnsey’s 

work in the chamber; Class V was plain paint. Public spaces, such as the stair halls and principal corridors, received 
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freehand painting, stenciling, gold leaf and a variety of colors. Private offices typically received fewer colors and ie e) zi d S —s Se Le 3 4 md ie EA DES z 
simpler stencils. 

Piet z ; ae ae "4 ; : Te, EB i oe E 
KA gS eae aS. YT) gS yon 

Basement mir 7 Le te Nad: cece Ne ed 
The basement of the wing was largely utilitarian; the south passenger elevator did not even descend to that level. A Past “ £ ——— ee. f edi eer Be re A 

i ‘ i ‘ ed 4 “a YY oe = SH 
large open space that contained mechanical systems and storage, the basement contained few enclosed rooms included ed 3 ay ey ey i ui 3 
separate toilet rooms for male and female employees, a vault for the secretary of state (accessed via an internal staircase ao S Se / Pa one ey 2 
from the ground floor and without a door into the basement) and chambers for air-filtering equipment. When Mack, ert % a \ Ne 

ae i 7 pea \ AS 4S Jenney and Tyler carried out its contract to decorate the Capitol, the toilet rooms and vault space in the basement re- a4 : ee iS: : ; rae a a — N43 
ceived a Class V finish—plain paint. Saeco f ee 

t . PREC AUS ios Sry As = : as a a ; sails : onal Pern s vo Z > Except for minor variations, the ground floor of the West Wing provided the prototype that was applied in the design ERs eee a eed nla - 
of the ground floor in the other wings. The broad principal corridor connects the west exterior doors with the Central " ex=6! HMR TTT ey 
Portion. The principal corridor extends east from the cross corridor that forms the entrance lobby to a similar transverse ‘ re eas etc , Cae ao 

ie ' | a Saree aac ito 
corridor nearer the Rotunda that provides access to elevators and secondary stairs positioned to the north and south. ; Oe F a 
Extending past the transverse corridor, the principal corridor continues into the Central Portion between the pair of i p 2 eee Raat | by 
marble grand stairs that lead to the first floor. On the north and south sides of the wing, secondary corridors paralleled | e ia Tea eee seamen 
the principal corridor and provided access to private offices and vault spaces. Offices were generally located on the b oe ns pee rete ee =i 
exterior walls and vaults in the spaces between the primary and secondary corridors. On the north side, entrances to f iB E 1 “| 
the secondary corridor opened from the entrance lobby at the west end and from the secondary stair landing at the east 4 ; ue f | ae) 
end of the wing. On the south side, the secondary corridor was reached from a set of doors in the west entrance lobby i mn] } a gt ‘ ‘ ; ‘ : E Pini and from a set of leather doors in the public corridor near its east end. ei f : e arrose 

Public Spaces a Fo E ig ‘ 
| 5 | 

On the west end of the wing, three sets of quarter-sawn white oak double doors provide access from the exterior. The an a e f eS 
two sets on either end form airlocks, and the middle exterior doors opens onto a circular enclosure housing a revolving : fat : be ae 
door; the walls of the enclosure and the revolving doors are also made of quarter-sawn white oak. Inside the paired be | TAR) nena ghee Eearereeennnewr aecnrmnovartieng 
doors, the entrance lobby provided access to departmental lobbies on the north and south. The doors to these lobbies : i ie oS A 
have ornamental brass grilles located on either side; transoms with borrowed lights are above. The architectural treat- eer ee nt ee ee panes = eae 
ment of the entrance provides indication that members of the public were welcome to enter. In the principal entrance Po gee ee a By 
lobby, illumination was provided by three brass ceiling fixtures, two having five globes and one having seven, centered = in = SS < caer ; 
within gold-leaf medallions painted on the plaster ceiling; two wall sconces were positioned opposite the entrance a ca ; x | 
doors. The floor is made of various marbles, arranged in three groups of geometric patterns. Walls are faced with = ™— 

: . : . . . i = m~N Kasota and Mankato limestones. A plaster molding or frieze in a pattern that alternates triglyphs and blank metopes : : — Se 
separates the walls from the ceiling. 

Sg oe 

gi ‘ : ete co ae oe The principal corridor begins at two double columns of Napoleon marble and concludes at a second set of similar : “Se pa 
columns where the principal corridor intersects with the transverse elevator corridor. Despite the reflective qualities ‘eee ‘ Pood of th heats : : j i 4 € stone walls and ae floors the lighting and coloration of the broad corridor are dim and provide a dramatic 6.3 Grand stairs, second floor, circa 1910 
approach to the grand stair hall and Rotunda, which are flooded with natural light from above. The corridor walls The grand stairs culminate at a second floor landing outside the Assembly Lobby. The upper level 
are sheathed with warm-toned, yellowish Kasota and Mankato limestones, the West Wing being the only place in the floors are accessed via secondary stairs and elevators, both of which were ornamented by decora- 
Capitol where Mankato stone was used; in dim light the two stones are virtually indistinguishable. Seven pilasters on Gener 
either side punctuate the walls of the principal corridor. They are topped with capitals cast of Keene’s cement, a hard 
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' | aie ee ee 5 4 fe: finish plaster that looks nearly like stone. Along the tops of the principal corridor walls there runs an ornate plaster 
8 : - eee ‘ : bay ey 8 frieze made in an anthemion pattern and with lions’ heads above each pilaster, providing a transition to the corridor’s 

i Sti ae 4 decorative plaster ceiling. Mack, Jenney and Tyler painted the ceiling a flat cream color with a gold-leaf stenciled 
ae ge tis én : a A border that features the names of western Wisconsin counties printed in gold letters in red boxes, as well as gold and 

= = eI ee = turquoise stars. Eight brass wall sconces and two seven-globe ceiling fixtures light the corridor. The wall base is Na- 
; H ; i Ho | ; ao : a poleon marble. An elaborately patterned marble floor contrasts with the walls and serves as a visual connection to the 

I ee ii i = ae te i : ; 3 Z marble-enriched grand stair hall and Rotunda. 

Seeee | 4 Bia 4 Ae al ~ ij a) ca |f Ee The ceiling of the cross-corridor housing the elevators and access routes to the secondary stairs was painted a rich 

| y , ents 2 Med arf Se = a ‘i 1] p- : | y 3 - cream color with gold-leaf stencils, and the marble floors provide an uninterrupted decorative treatment that extends 
eg VY : ey A] y id V Wwio Wy t AS Rs L ‘ & from the principal corridor. This area is illuminated by a suspended five-globe light fixture, aligned with the central 

j eee : . 2 y : 1 o f E z ceiling fixtures in the principal corridor, and two one-globe fixtures at the entrances to the elevators. The original 

ae "i ‘ a4 eth ae : fs RY F Se . elevators featured elaborate copper-plated, bronze-finished gates and grilles assembled from a combination of cast and 

2S. pare a Ro AR Se pe ‘ A rd BV ; r i a eA wrought iron elements. The elevator gate on the south side was hinged to swing completely open, allowing freight to 
as ey Vv } A: ( ( Vi df (p be loaded. Each featured a large “W” amid garlands. Car position indicators appeared above the gates, mounted in 

mee Bam ee |. / ae a2 2 aS grilles. The cars, which were replaced in the late 1950s, were also elaborately decorated. They were ornate cages of 

: i oe & } 3 cone aoe Ns Ca os , i cast iron backed with wire-mesh glass, floored with Athens stone. The interior of each shaft was glazed white brick. 

at i | * On the west walls near both elevators, stone niches once contained drinking fountains far more elaborate than their 
: , r : 4 replacements. Originally water came through pipes in the mouths of gilded cast iron dolphins that were mounted on the 

E / (ee rs 2 ae eo : interiors of the niches; water was caught in a silver-plated cup that was attached to the wall with a silver-toned chain. 

ee ba : 5 4 ‘ € id F 5 In 1912, two years after the wing was completed, the dolphins were replaced by bubbling fountains in anticipation of 

fy 2 * : a state law to prohibit common drinking cups. 

6.4 Secretary of state’s private office, first floor, circa 1915 The grand stair hall, adjacent to the Rotunda, is finished in panels of Kasota stone with paired pilasters occurring at 

The private spaces of the West Wing housed the secretary of state, state treasurer and other officials. Post indicated the impor- the west end of the stairs and granite piers at the east end. An egg-and-dart molding with a frieze of Keene’s cement 

tance of these rooms by specifying decorative elements such as oak wainscot, paneled columns and elaborate entrances. surmounts each of these elements. The hall is lit from above by the glass ceiling of the barrel vault at the fourth floor 

level. Grand marble stairs located on each side of the corridor lead to the first floor. The grand stairs to the second 

floor are located directly above them, and the ceilings above the ground-to-first-floor stairs are decorated in a color 

scheme similar to that in the corridor and are adorned with geometric and mythological figures. Post used marble in 

the grand stairs to provide colorful yet elegant effect; the walls are sheathed with the standard Kasota panels, but the 

treads of the stairs are Meadow Grey marble and the balustrade is Brown Tennessee marble. 

Private Spaces 

From the completion of the wing until the late 1960s, various commissions, departments and bureaus occupied the 

private spaces on the north and south sides of the ground floor. Post planned the north side of the wing for the In- 

dustrial Insurance Department and divided the south side among the Dairy and Food Commission, the Commission 

on Fisheries, and the Fish and Game Commission. Offices were arranged along the north and south exterior walls 

and separated from the vault and storage spaces opposite them by a secondary corridor. Natural light was provided 

by means of borrowed lights, sidelights and transoms. Post’s design of these spaces yielded an amenable working 

environment. The offices had exterior windows to provide light; storage vaults were installed in the interior spaces 

sandwiched between the principal and secondary corridors. Two vault spaces were located on the north side of the 

wing. The smaller, westernmost vault was directly connected to the Industrial Insurance Department. The larger vault 

was connected by two internal staircases to the secretary of state’s vaults above and below it. There was no access 

to this vault from the ground floor, nor was there access to the vault in the basement; access to all three levels of the 
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secretary of state’s vault occurred only from the secretary’s office on the first floor. On the south side of the wing, one Fee= rs 5 ty) z 

large vault space, used by the state treasurer, was likewise inaccessible from the ground floor and was connected to a Cae eee = Set : 

the space above it by an internal stair. F =e = Tt a cl ee Nf B : S 
Coen cee) «6 eh : 

The ground floor offices typically were finished with wood floors, plaster walls and molded cove ceilings. Quarter- : | r j id “ : ba & dap # : : A i h me i Fi ij j 2 

sawn white oak was used for base, doors and casings, window trim, radiator enclosures, borrowed lights and chair rail; ie + Hi : ay / tare i / i is A 4 ; #| : naa i Hi " * : 

picture rails were of painted pine. In keeping with the hierarchy of space established for the design, Mack, Jenney and i im = blelitd tt} j ie | U bi A rs IRIE 3 

Tyler assigned Class IV finishes to most of the rooms and Class V finishes to the three vault spaces and to the labora- i bs ~S. | pesen ! iW ie ‘ 4 ee < pt 

tory of the Dairy and Food Commission. In rooms where marble floor tiles were used, marble base was also used and pain 5 bagi a Re =) @ § v te oo 

a marble plinth marked the transition from the floor to the quarter-sawn white oak door casings. The laboratory in the ws. A a es 5 _ a 5 a 

southwest corner of the wing had marble wall panels similar to those installed in toilet rooms. Nine rooms (four on a Bore. G i od 3 

the north side and five on the south side) had small corner sinks. Ground floor secondary corridors had Athens-stone r ra , # eee, Ba a 

floors with marble base. — i Be : 

As initially constructed, a large public men’s toilet room was located in the northeast corner of the wing. It was finished x : 

with Grey Tennessee marble floors, base and wall panels. Above a height of seven feet, the walls were plastered with hee a Cay 7 - 

a simple curved cove as a transition to the plaster ceiling. Toilets and urinals were installed on marble slabs, and the i 3 

rooms were fitted with marble partitions, quarter-sawn white oak paneled stall doors, marble vanities on nickel-plated z area 

brass legs, china sinks and either white-metal or crown-silver plumbing fixtures. This toilet room had one exterior 6.5 State treasurer's business office, circa 1937 
window with quarter-sawn white oak casing. Furnishings and equipment included screened transaction counters and a money vault. The fire- 

proof vault had a time lock and was used to secure cash, stocks and important records. 

First Floor Z . a flee eae aL 
The first floor housed the offices of the secretary of state and the state treasurer. Prior to 1977 the secretary of state as se ee ee = ee a g 

occupied the entire north side of the wing and its west end, while the treasury offices were located on the south side os — a as fe a 

of the wing. Post and the Capitol Commission intended that space on the first and second floors be assigned to the 2 es _ SS Se | 2 

constitutional officers and the most important appointed officials, partly so they would be readily accessible to visitors. a ee . ; se z 
Post’s designs for these spaces included fairly elaborate detailing and finishes. a vo d : = 5 

bs S g 

Public Spaces bY eee 
At the top of the grand stairs, the landing terminates at the elevators to the north and south. From these spaces, two outer eee ae 

corridors, which Post called stair galleries, begin at the elevators and run east to provide a connection to the Central oa ie —_— — = i Gi g 

Portion; the principal corridor runs west from the center of the stair landing into the wing. The walls of the corridors y= . a gt 8 “pe z 
that extend to the Rotunda are faced with Kasota stone and have Hauteville marble base. The floors combine Athens —_ _ : Se z 
stone and assorted marble with four different types laid in two large square patterns. In the ceilings immediately above, Pf ee - a SS a ie ? 2 
two banks of glass block provide borrowed light from the glass ceiling in the barrel vault. Artificial light is provided in i‘ ~e a e 3 
these corridors by two bronze wall sconces that are shaped like bundles of rods with one large globe and four smaller : i f 
globes. The sconces are set into bookmatched marble panels on walls opposite the secondary stairs. The ceiling was : 

painted light tan with gold-leaf stencils and is bordered by a plaster cornice with an egg-and-dart pattern. 

The transverse corridor that serves as the landin i i 
base. The stone is separated from the ceiling by ia heh sa Boban esa oat eeeanen ones = ee - ie. i ji z . fack, Jenney, and Tyler had decorated the state treasurer ’ private office with ornamental 
sections. On the walls that flank the opening to the principal corridor, two tall narrow niches each contain a bronze stencils above the oak wainscot. By the 1930s, much of the original decorative painting had been 
lamp standard. Between the niches and the elevators are two drinking fountains beneath bookmatched marble panels. ee ee ered 
As originally installed, the fountains were made of cast iron in the shape of a lion’s head; the marble panels remain, 
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. : Se — —_ ae seg = Z but bubbling fountains replaced the lions in 1912. The ceiling in this area was painted a cream color with gold leaf 

} . Nae = = , Ss is ee = ‘ : stereiliny en small areas of turquoise and red. Three bronze light fixtures with opalescent glass globes hang from the 

Go. cues eee —— — _- ceiling, one in the center and one near each elevator. 

a 1 2 Kasota stone walls, marble base, patterned marble floor and plaster moldings were used as finishes in the principal 

Fg py’ | : corridor that extends into the wing. Three Kasota stone pilasters with gilded capitals of Keene’s cement were designed 

1 ar. | | . i g to line the corridor, and the ceiling was painted a shade of cream with gold-leaf stencils. The corridor is lit by three 

| ; mI [| | ie Es 4 ke | Ei wall sconces placed on both sides and ends in an octagonal space with an elaborate circular marble pattern in the floor. 

| | iE TH a) | ee i fe f Fy i a Pr = i 2 A single ceiling fixture, identical to those on the stair landing, illuminates this lobby. Three formal entrances lead 

} a. | oad So SB Aine ele = = 2 from the octagonal space. Elaborate quarter-sawn white oak casings feature pediments of the same wood supported 

te ce ez =e Wee == 2 by double-helix acanthus leaf brackets over glass-fronted double doors. Each set of doors is flanked by sidelights and 

ome | | | : | £ . a 2 5 topped by transoms. As designed, these led into the department of state business office to the north, into the secretary 

oe Li ~ od - — ies E = E of state’s office to the west, and into the business office of the state treasurer to the south. 

2 = ” cs : << Private Spaces 

ates & So — a = << — Within the entrance to the business department of the treasurer’s office, a small lobby was separated from the rest of 

— ao : —. : ae tty bes : ai the office by an L-shaped transaction counter topped with a screen that extended to the ceiling. A secure money vault 

Bas ag e bc, Mi, F A gone : i t : was located off the lobby area, immediately west of the entrance. At the west side of the counter, there was a work 

ae ce <a Ss i area for a single employee. The assistant treasurer was located in near proximity separated from the rest of the open 

eee S et a ao F | business office by a glass-and-grillwork partition. From this space there was immediate access to the money vault. A 

a ae NG = ae Ee waist-high swinging door on the east end of the counter provided access for employees into the business office, which 

orm " : was an open area along the south exterior wall. Columns in this space were paneled in quarter-sawn white oak; the 

6.7 Secretary of state’s business office, circa 1916 same wood was used for wainscoting and large window frames with cornices. The lobby contained a coffered plaster 

This office originally had quarter-sawn white oak wainscot and paneled columns. As with the treasurer's business office, Post ceiling. Decorative painting reinforced these architectural elements with elaborate gold-leaf stenciling and painted 

included furnifitre design and plans for furniture placement as part of his firm's work for the commission. panels. A separate office west of this area was used by stenographers, and along the secondary corridor east from the 

business office access to the treasurer’s office and another private office was provided. A small, private toilet room was 

included in the treasurer’s private office. The interior corridor also provided access to a large cloakroom and men’s 

toilet for use by the treasurer’s staff. It terminated at a door that led to the secondary stair landing 

The secretary of state’s business office on the north side of the wing was opposite that of the treasurer. The north door 

from the octagonal lobby opened into a smaller lobby surrounded on three sides by a waist-high counter. The depart- 

ment of state’s business office was an open area with roll-top and flat desks arranged around the room. The room was 

appointed in the same way as the treasurer’s business office with paneled columns, window frames with cornices and 

a coffered ceiling of similar design. A large “double-slanting top desk” in the middle of the room enabled staff to work 

with oversized ledgers and documents. Three smaller offices opened directly onto the open area: a bookkeeper’s office 

in the northwest corner and a stenographer’s room and an assistant secretary’s room, which were on the west end of 

the wing. A secondary corridor connected the business office with the secondary stairs. Two offices opened onto this 

corridor, as did a coatroom and a toilet room for men. The smaller offices were provided with chair rail and molded 

cove ceilings. The corridor ended at a doorway to the secondary stair landing. A coatroom and toilet room for women 

were accessed from the landing to the north. 

The centrally positioned, or west, door off of the octagonal lobby space provided access to the secretary of state’s outer 

office, a large room that was open to the west exterior wall. To the north, also along the west wall were the assistant 

secretary’s work area (with access to the business office) and another office. To the south of the general office was 

siioanicniccna tei siceasdatiina ki cas esciemibbiipiaietonamiascceaieah 
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the secretary’s private office, which included a toilet room. The secretary of state’s outer office was carpeted and had 5 ee eet ee ee ee sgaeca oe, eg) ~ cls . > z 
quarter-sawn white oak wainscot, trim and base and a plaster cornice; the room was provided with a high level of finish, = s ee a SS ae . g 

including freehand painting. Doors leading to other interior spaces from the two business offices and the secretary of c 5 UR? . £2, oe = Se j = eS 

state’s office were covered with leather and had brass nails and glass panels. a | 7 ¥ nf ‘og ; Bee B : 

Two large vault spaces located on either side of the principal corridor were accessed from the business offices of the i é A ac a ee ee t : 3 

treasurer and secretary of state. Both had internal stairs that connected to the ground floor, and the secretary of state’s : poe ls eel 4 = * of a. — SS s 

stair continued to additional vault space in the basement. The secondary corridors on both sides of the wing had plain E Pes f FR cd heh cad 5 

Athens stone floors with marble base. In addition to the large storage vault for the treasurer, the office also had a steel, F A] ‘ Tht po E- Ee 

walk-in money vault adjacent to the assistant treasurer’s office in the northwest corner of the business office for stor- Pcie een 1 , ae a ho 2 | . 

ing cash and securities. Mack, Jenney and Tyler finished the private spaces on the first floor in a manner that reflected : ail i Ht ; | | | rc ; + os sages ea | z = 

the relative importance of the occupants and was in keeping with the private or public nature of the spaces. Both | r 7 iF i ’ i t ep in ee . "3 

business offices and the private offices of the secretary of state and the treasurer received Class II treatments, which , “al ! _ i eae | Ti ; ’ a? 

meant multiple paint colors and gold-leaf stencils. Rooms used by clerks and stenographers received Class III and IV ea: iH E a Z ' | Ea ie 

treatments; secondary corridors were finished at the Class III level. Exceptions were two rooms on the west facade re iL i a) | a | , : 7 a | 4 

that were occupied by the assistant secretary of state and a stenographer; they received Class II finishes. Coatrooms, Mr ‘ . CO eS J ; _ - | Riedie. i i 

toilet rooms, and vault spaces received plain paint. f i Qa lesee.| | i “ss rams 

= eee ie ra : L estes: \ 

Second Floor a a ; q 
The Capitol Commission had specified that the West Wing house the assembly, and Post placed its chamber and re- ee 3 23 : f 

lated support spaces on the second floor. The Assembly Chamber, the first of the Capitol’s grand public spaces to be 4 4 

constructed, occupies the prominent second floor position at the top of the grand stairs. The stair landing opens into 

the Assembly Lobby through a set of ornate wrought and cast iron doors and provides access to the chamber to the : 

west, the Assembly Parlor to the south and a secondary corridor leading to private offices to the north. The second ee da 

floor receives eounuan! natural light from the skylights above the Assembly eiarber ae the fourth floor barrel ule hee a a este COM - initial palatine of the Went Wine in/19l2. His werk wes ebscured by Mack 

The two-story windows on the west end of the Assembly Chamber, and the windows lining the north and south sides Jenney and Tyler s more elaborate decorations when that firm installed decorative finishes throughout the Capitol based on 
of the wing, light offices and the parlor. its1914 proposal. 

Public Spaces e 

The grand stairs culminate at the second floor, the public spaces of which are open to the barrel vault that rises to the Z 

fourth floor above. Ornate galleries at the second and the third levels flank the grand stairs on the north and south. The F 

secondary stairs are located immediately beyond the galleries. Natural light from the translucent glass skylight above 2 

the barrel vault filters through the third and second floor galleries and then to the first floor though glass blocks set in z 

the marble-patterned floor of the second floor gallery corridors. As on the lower floors, the elevators are positioned 5 

at either end of the stair landing that opens to the Assembly Lobby. The corridor that belts the Rotunda at this level, e 

opposite the stair landing, is actually a bridge that connects the galleries on the north and south sides of the wing. eS 

Ornamental light fixtures provide a significant design element on both the stair landing and the bridged corridor. Two ope ~ 

large, brass, multiple-light standards adorn the balustrades at the top of the grand stairs; identical standards are mounted 6.9 Main corridor ceiling, second floor, 3 sie 

on the balustrade of the bridged corridor. ae : ’ ey , ' 2 
In selecting decorative themes, mythological ss + 7 feed % 

figures were juxtaposed with images native P y t a i 

Providing access from the Rotunda to the grand stair landing, the stair galleries are faced with Kasota stone and have to Wisconsin in keeping with the building ’s e Ee aes oo 

Hauteville marble base. Red granite pilasters with Ionic capitals of gilded Keene’s cement rise to the level of the third status as.a state icon. Decorations on the’ f/ Neat 

floor and are affixed to the larger monumental Kasota piers. At the third level, arches framing the third floor stair gal- second flog celine include the totes | 2 \ 
i . . and leaves from the sugar maple, now the es 

leries on either side spring from cornice-like projecting caps with a dentil-and-bead frieze that top the piers. Above state tree. ___ 
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y vy acs se8 pea sania: a, thea Z i v : Ly ‘3 i” z the arches, ornamental gilded eagles within wreaths set against a turquoise field are centered in coffered spaces defined 
/ Y it Best. . 4 KE y E by the highly decorated transverse arches of the barrel vault. The floors of the stair galleries, as well as the landing to 

is ’ Ty /f t Ae) f > the grand stairs, are of decorative marble with rectangular patterned insets. 

ee 1 Ky f one = Vat = me \s , Y i | Vf é The plaster ceiling panels above the stair galleries were painted with decorative motifs in subdued tan and beige colors, 

| &y . of a Te ie Fe y) Ws, tS Po KS 4 B Uf 5 including wreaths of maple, laurel and oak leaves, sheaves of wheat and stylized “W”s. Bulkheads with egg-and-dart 

i <\. . a See Wy y AW 4 3 “Vy q 2 moldings frame these panels. The walls of the secondary stair landings were painted originally in an elaborate pattern 

i Fy “ AS) Ae Bec a ie 4 % ON) | v ! g of tall vases, swags of leaves and mythological animals. The painters used a wide variety of colors including gold, 

1 \ \ ~~ ty si <-> = sis : La oe y: wy Ye 5 i, - sepia, gray and a pale maroon. A broad golden yellow stencil pattern breaks away from the main pattern and follows 

4. \ =f f Gs nen S XY VS ME rif 9 the stairs up to the third floor and down to the first floor. 

aE Re er ff Lic el AN MT 2 
/ \ti i Bey | aaa Rens ee 1S y A 5 ue ; sce ; 
N = Re | coe | se gf OIE eit min Wi \ we ie | cS oe 5 The two-story entrance to the Assembly Lobby, positioned on the east wall of the grand stair landing, is contained 

E a iY A a ait BF ee a te fee, i ee oa. 3 | js 5 within the westernmost transverse arch of the barrel vault. It is finished in Kasota stone and has engaged columns of 

\ Bo! Partner <a a 4 oe gt: g = polished red granite with gilded Corinthian capitals; the columns flank the iron doors to the Assembly Lobby. Windows 

\\ F Sei = pee Se error let a4 fa , ee a with matching iron grilles are on either side of the doors, which are backed with glass. Above are recessed panels of 

ei A = : nn] ee re Soe J 1 Se Siena marble with egg-and-dart moldings of plaster; the middle, larger panel is inscribed “AssemBLy” in gold leaf. 

\ is Seo aie . Sis = a a se ———. z The upper portion of the arched wall has been ornamented with a frieze that continues from the piers on the north and 

: 2 eee ar ras a : — scieed Pad ] ae ry je == south walls. The frieze is replaced by a blank band of Numidian marble beneath a classical pediment and above the 

a ig ene = “i —— = ae S a a ae = granite columns on either side of the lobby entrance. A plaster badger peers over the pediment; it is positioned within 

] | |B Petey os é E — ; ag Le Be el ks - ’ a painted background of oak leaves, acorns and seven shields. The shields are decorated with laurel leaves and the 
1 | Ey 4 = = @ ; - oc = Ei: , yy au taal 7 a ea : a letter “W” and are arrayed in coffered openings in the wall above the entrance. 

| PSeR) (He) | eo OU] t | 
Ea ee ie) ee ES all Ey Tse eas 7 Hee Ra A * | Bs | { fe Through the ornamental iron doors of the stair landing, the Assembly Lobby is a shallow rectangular space that con- 

E ate 4 F pets : 7 rf 3 eI 18 a | SA ee E : Fy nects to the Assembly puareee through three pair of EvanEMe leather doors and provides access to the Assembly 

a a 3 vay F ES I a e 3 ra is Ea a | oe si i Parlor to the south. Two pairs of Royal Tennessee marble Doric columns support a gilded plaster egg-and-dart molding 

pe eee Se pee ed) eee pee | that divides the space into three sections, the middle being three times longer than the north and south sections. The 

SBE el Be = _ B al eS = ea i RG lobby floor is patterned with five large, evenly spaced rectangles composed of green and white marble; originally the 

a4 may = Eee i | { t i ae ——s : m pa ceiling was painted a cream color with a gold-leaf border in a Greek key pattern. Between the walls and the ceiling 

he a sci EXE SESSEES EEEETG iy — r Se = are cornices with dentils and egg-and-dart moldings. The walls are Botticino marble with six panels of bookmatched 

e ‘A « catia S ge ae Siena marble, four on the east wall and two on the west wall. Five ceiling fixtures illuminate the space, one three- 
4 | : \“ * aS globe fixture in each the north and south sections and three six-globe fixtures in the middle section. Seven sconces are 

(! 4/ - o ae ~ ‘ : = evenly spaced throughout the lobby. 

a : Rees we on Three pair of leather doors with oval glass windows provide access to the Assembly Chamber, as does a single leather 

iG a ee Ee eet tees SS sss door with a rectangular glass panel at the south end of the lobby. An identical door opens onto the Assembly Parlor. 

fre eee ae : pia oe On the south end of the lobby, a quarter-sawn white oak door allowed access to a short secondary corridor that origi- 

te nally led to the building’s telephone and telegraph exchange room and the press room and later through the Southwest 

Pavilion to the South Wing. The lobby also provided access to another secondary corridor to the north that led to as- 

— a sembly officials’ offices. A large cloakroom and toilet room for assembly members was also positioned on the north 

3 ys Ps end of the lobby. 

6.10 Grand stairs and entrance to the Assembly Chamber, second floor, 1917 The Assembly Chamber is the largest room in the Capitol. Massive stone piers define a square in the center of the 

Natural light from the fourth floor barrel vault illuminates the entrance to the Assembly Chamber. Post incorporated pol- chamber. Elliptical arches rise from the piers and, with the four pendentives in the corners of the room, carry the circular 

ished red granite from Wisconsin quarries for pilasters and engaged columns to underscore the public nature of the space. ceiling. The general motif is that of a circle within a square. Colonnaded sections on the south and west sides of the 
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chamber serve as corridors to allow movement on the periphery of the chamber. The speaker’s desk occupies the north . a eee z 
end of the room; it is backed by an oak-paneled wall above which is affixed a large mural by Edwin H. Blashfield of \ ee — Sy j ee d : z 
New York City. At the center of the ceiling is a large, round leaded-glass skylight in gray, green, lavender and blue \ \ , Py gg , SS. a Ae 

\ Se LS . eee a = glass. The chamber is the only one of the four major second floor spaces with windows. The windows on the west A \ iggy ae i s 
wall are two stories in height and are among the largest in the Capitol. Three of the five windows positioned on the \ : y aN = 
west facade are contained within the Assembly Loggia at the west side of the Chamber. \" e/, ¢ e\ £ 

| | : Ne : The Assembly Chamber was the first grand public space designed for the Capitol, and its details emphasize the room’s EL Ee Be : Y Beg x 
importance. The walls are covered with South Dover marble; columns and pilasters in the chamber are Breche Violette — — 2 4 Ps 1 | Ped SS Zz iil oe = 

marble with gilded Ionic capitals. Both are bright reflective stones that mirror the natural light that enters the chamber = ao X Pees ae hs ah Qs Fi & PA. 
from the glass ceiling and the west windows. Elmer Garnsey, commissioned to apply decorative finishes in the room, es Ps : fe ‘ad - t o . 9 g = ae z 
painted the arches and ceiling a creamy white color and gilded the molding and the rosettes on the underside of the = ; : ‘ Je : a & Ps 3 =: 
arches. In the four pendentives, he painted bald eagles surrounded by golden circles; he filled the spaces remaining in is A ” See iY Ea 2 ee = 
each pendentive with laurel leaves. On the ceiling, a ring of twenty-four painted panels depicted wreaths and quills Bes es EE eRe ee eae SESE SESS SST Ly aes Ze 
wrapped in ribbon; these panels alternate with twenty-four brass grilles. The molding surrounding the elements of the ae 7 Ss He yer ee : 
ceiling is also decorated with gold leaf. my ak = 4 = " , — - = 

= y fo ae, eed 
On the east, a colonnade demarks the doorways from the Assembly Lobby. On the west, the colonnade separates the bs “3 je 1 ay eee? ee “s us ze = 4 iy 
Assembly Loggia from the Assembly Chamber. The loggia has a barrel-vault ceiling and light enters the space from aan ee if 2 ene eee ee JE Ss 8 BS og = : pale 
the two-story arched windows with a western orientation. The loggia’s marble walls are topped by an anthemion frieze a m = <a ft OS ee ae i — bee : i ; ‘ : a emacs; Viet ES 4 x = = er punctuated with lions’ heads, over which there is a cornice composed of dentils and egg-and-dart molding. The ceiling —— ra ad ae - ni = 
panels of the vaulted ceiling are coffered and were painted a cream color with a gold-leafed Greek key design. On the 

north and south walls are demilunes with inscriptions in gold leaf. In the loggia and parlor, the windows were trimmed 6.11 (above) Assembly Chamber and mural, ’ ee z 
with dark red, gold-braided draperies; those in the loggia also featured an embroidered “W.” The second floor was the 1917 << > 
only floor in the wing to have draperies; all other windows had fabric shades. In 1908, Edwin Blashfield completed and Pes : fear Ss : 

installed his oil-on-canvas mural, “Wisconsin, [Le g 

which fills most of the wall behind the speaker's _ ———— g 
The Assembly Parlor is positioned alongside the Assembly Chamber to the south. A long rectangular reception room desk. Typical of Blashfield’s work, the composi- 7 a E & 
on the south exterior wall, it is an elegantly appointed gathering space. Five south-facing windows illuminate the tion combines allegorical and historical figures. j , bs E a 
room, which has been finished in dark, rich colors. Circassian walnut wainscoting and pilasters frame painted plaster G12 (rlehe) Assembly colonnudes1917 4 d | é 
panels of dark crimson, enhanced with a stenciled gold-leaf pattern. The pilasters’ capitals, decorative carving and the The colonnade runs along the west side of the | 4 ee a x 
molding at the ceiling were finished with gold leaf. The marble floor features a decorative border and the base is Verde chamber, between it and the loggia on the west om es ea | 5 
Antique marble from Vermont. When the wing was completed, three crimson area rugs were placed on the floor so the facade. The assemblymen used their desks in a Ke / = . A : the chamber as their offices and often heaped 4 i § decorative stone was revealed at their edges; they were the same dark red color as the carpet in the Assembly Chamber. hem with documents. 5 ‘ ae 3 
Elmer Garnsey painted the ceiling a flat grayish-blue color with a decorative border of green garlands. Large fireplaces f SSS: : S 
with Siena marble surrounds are located on the west and east ends of the room, and three glass-paned, leather, double a | H a 
doors are located along the north wall, two of which open into the Assembly Chamber; the easternmost opens into the Boi oi / 
Assembly Lobby. Three beaded glass chandeliers hang from the ceiling; ten sconces, each with three candle-shaped See i F E ee i 
lights, line the four walls.’ Furniture was custom-designed and made in walnut and leather. The parlor’s five windows t 4a es 
received both shades and draperies. 

5 ea Sas 
5 figs! KE 

Private Spaces 2 > aw 5a 
Although highly decorated public spaces dominate, the second floor also has private offices and rooms for assembly use. > : L = cP { 
As originally designed, the north side of wing housed the speaker’s office, the chief clerk’s office, the document room and ‘ A be 3 : “vei 
the sergeant-at-arms’ room. A secondary corridor that extended along the north side of the chamber from the Assembly : ae ee



Se Pao oe q Lobby provided access to the offices. To the north and south of the loggia along the west exterior wall, two small rooms 

‘ Yj \ea/S ~ ‘ AHS, were designated for use by assembly committees. Post included two very small telephone rooms in the northwest and 

( xs Deus: e northeast corners of the Chamber; one was reached from the lobby and the other from the secondary corridor. 

SS feesett Se are ta ; a The speaker’s office and the two small committee rooms were finished with molded coves, picture rail, wood chair 

ane | | ; le rail and wainscoting. Throughout the private spaces, wood elements were made of quarter-sawn white oak, except for 

oe EL soi tag he th ais eos dosent the picture rail, which was painted pine. The rooms designated for the chief clerk, sergeant-at-arms and the press, in 

| bo — : —_——-" 7 z addition to the document and telephone exchange rooms, also had molded plaster coves, picture rail and oak chair rail, 
; : ee baie of). OTIS base and window and door casings. Plain ceiling coves, chair rails and marble tile floors with Napoleon marble base 

. | | Wy \] \| | 6.13 Post Drawing 518- were installed in the secondary corridors and coatroom. Where marble base was installed, marble plinths marked the 

ae : (| [| : Pear pistons a transition to quarter-sawn white oak door casings. The two telephone rooms had picture rails and wood base. Typical 

a eo | : : * 1908 oy ‘ toilet room finishes, including the use of marble for flooring and partitions, were installed in the private toilet room for 

oe \ | eee es roo. Dark red draperies with the speaker’s office and the public toilet room in the northeast corner of the wing. 
: Nfl yt || : | caine : wpe eb hee Nae 0 a | eae ld] gold braid tiebacks 

rio (ay Any | |. HW NLG > i i i Se ‘ A ; ‘ 
iI ai \.f a Ay, Ny! = Ssshied Whe windows tn Elmer Garnsey’s decorative scheme imparted to the offices on the north side of the wing a wide variety of color but 

F \ RS. = i ; Gl the Assembly Parlor and i : ae : 3 
: UL iu | mA ‘i eS He cats i | Loggia; shades behind in a manner that unified the rooms. Office ceilings were painted buff with a gold-leaf border; the corridor had a gray 

fi hii I KL batt : A |: . as ¥ - ‘ . 
, is ue ~ ___|¥ UN ‘ = the draperies were ceiling with a border of laurel leaves and gray-green walls. Walls in the speaker’s office were painted red with buff- 

: Tae wages Eo a eee pulled eo reduce sunlight. colored stencils; the chief clerk’s office walls were gray-green and the sergeant’s office was “terra-cotta red,” both with 

= ae = se erie vers imple buff-colored lines for borders. The document inted tan and was without borders and decorati ree — as Ss =H | Et] installed throughout the simple buff-colored lines for borders. The document room was painted tan and was without borders and decorative 

a = Aupesminc: Barton, Swimow ===—— TF} second floor assembly ar- stencils. The rooms were carpeted and provided with window hangings that matched those in the Assembly Chamber. 

soi aned Eh meee _eesnmeneers IT eas, including the offices. As Garnsey’s work was in place throughout most of the second floor, Mack, Jenney and Tyler added very little decora- 

tion as part of their later contract. Where the firm did complete their work, the colors and paint schemes were made to 

rae ey ; 9 blend with Garnsey’s. Mack, Jenney and Tyler applied plain paint in the telephone exchange room and the toilet room, 

eae aa i os ; but the more public press room and secondary corridor connecting it received Class III finishes.* 
1 L | \ | H, z 
j u eg pe ener re eg en < He 

eT ln a a Cea ae ii & E Third Floor 
i ‘. seas oe 4 dD oA & 5 i , $ 5 aa eS ec : & es  @ f)\ Os We Th vie z As designed by Post & Sons, the third floor housed assembly committee rooms. It also provided access to the public 

bent \ 7 AG t CG >) | | 0.0 FL fs ae | Le galleries that surround the Assembly Chamber on the south, east and west sides. Because of the height of the Assembly 
o ; oe ld Shes ld Py : ; : : ; : 4 =| ast cee EE a ee | ah ies B 1B el “lo FA gees: aE an 5 Chamber, the only north-south passage through the wing at the third level is the relatively low, narrow corridor under 

Rell ab ts fdtnneeseas eC) OF : j WEST WING the east gallery. 
1 Fi re 4 f= Vi ( ZZ n é 

Bee ae _ |, Of Os adh fi Oo, M1 Od of enone 
i 4 Lp MADISON . WISCONSIN . 

ee 71, HS eT ee tS See 5 18- 215 Public Spaces 
foun re cian a ; i oe ie Winpow DRAPERIES The ornate, groin-vaulted corridors overlooking the grand stair hall are contained by cast and wrought iron railings PLAN + SHOWING + Ruau +1n> Avviiaipiy + PARLOR: +) iAnP HADES CARPETS : ‘ 

sprecie sh Averett” Sinraves. tagain cotter /st, : ea Nee ee J RSSEAMEY ONDER that separate the galleries from the open space beneath the barrel vault. On both the north and south sides of the wing, 

Booker et ee i ha the secondary stairs are located opposite the railings. The floors in the corridors were simple Athens stone tiles with 

1 ee j pied ce ote marble borders and base. The decorative painting was conceived and executed by Mack, Jenney and Tyler. The walls 

; ear creer ce a pore wore ae were painted light tan with gold-leaf swags above each arched opening. The ceilings of the groin vaults, three on 

: a 1 : 2G Fas’ cuore ts to be sETORNeD 1p each the north and south sides of the wing, were painted dark turquoise with gold leaf borders. Each vault has four 
; : Sours Garupey Ome Piger, 45h a =O Sree Ae 5 ; : } 3 q o- 

ete bcs ORR Aa hig pie os hss ita Sa ar er triangular sections or groins, and in each vault two of the four groins received a figural painting and the other two were 
: : SS I le RR a a ae ee : : en j 

i} Fae SAO A Le pee given inscriptions that describe the theme represented. In the West Wing, the paintings represent economic pursuits 

6.14 Post Drawing 518-215, Window Draperies and Shades... (detail), 1908 and are labeled “farming,” “stock-raising,” “forestry,” “brewing,” “forging” and “weaving” in the north gallery and 
Post designed the Assembly Parlor as a comfortable gathering and work place for assemblymen between meetings and floor ses- unin oAHORee HEmchineU eAID ae ae head 33 testa flvieullecurs Orne entalibrees 

sions. He specified rugs that would harmonize with the decorative scheme. peiee tO a DE) EDC, COURCISSS CACHE eae aso et a ree i 
light fixtures with opalescent glass shades hang from the center of each vault; swags on the fixtures echo decorative 

elements on the walls. 
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oe Tere 3 6.15 (above) Assembly : s eee x 
a : & Parlor, circa 1917 ’ ieee Se 

e . 3 The Wollaeger Furniture “fs : = 

Ng : Company of Milwaukee ae 

Fs =e) furnished the parlor with 6.17 Assemblymen and aides in the parlor, circa 1912 

a leather sofas, matching arm- Large fireplaces of Siena marble dominate the east and west walls of the Assembly Parlor. The walls were finished in a gold-leaf 
= chairs and walnut tables. damask pattern. 

; . Furniture placement in this 

5. view does not correspond to 

jj Post's plan for the room. 
pe 

PA er: ‘ 6.16 (left) Groin vaults, 

fr KN third floor, 2002 

The walls and vaulted ceil- 

< ings of the third floor stair 

- galleries are among the Cap- 

itol’s most elaborate painted 

i ‘ surfaces. For the West 

a Wing, Wisconsin ’s economic 

ee 7 interests were selected as the 

subject of the paintings. 
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is se ae — moe Sun eee ee rhe eat At the west ends of the two groin-vaulted corridors, double leather doors with rectangular glass panels surmounted 

Freee ee dee ae is te pets FE Ee it a re Reg ra is a 5 eS by transoms lead to a transverse corridor. Marble stairs to the Assembly Galleries, within the Assembly Chamber, are 
i Bee eee edo sPawe fa. el, ee eS ge cats de GSO RE SER ee ake i i : 
ka een) kd ee 3 a 4a Pf Ane ge Jae BZ : - ae mike fhe tT Saf EA tel E ositioned at the north and south sides of both the east and west ends of the corridors, the floors of which were Athens 
aE et see ee Ee Fe AS LST IS Pe At eae ire Fee ke A Oe 5 . 4 . 
poet = 3 cae as =) t Pb eg ghee oy Xo 8 ag ee ek ‘Ay ie Oe stone with marble base. Garnsey decorated the spectators’ galleries with colors and decorative elements that were 

eet pee we ee re A. we retort Ve Bie ae Ue apse iA Se a ‘ ‘i at ¥ 
Bey cides. eo RRR A eo ie oe eos Be te ee . Be le consistent with the overall scheme for the Assembly Chamber. The walls and ceiling of the west and east galleries were 
ise co aes ei RSME Sa kas eB A Deere: AS 5 = ee “ ee = : . 
ag PPE Li 8hes pot PM gave er ne ee a Mes Ae ee A eee . painted turquoise with a gold-leaf stencil border; the molding and cornice were the same cream color that was used in the 

if age fF m +: ie Be ie ee oh an a Ae eee a s chamber. The south gallery was more elaborately ornamented; the back wall had quarter-sawn white oak wainscoting 

Le Ot eS OO tp oe OK eluant — and base and turquoise-colored walls with gold-leaf stencils as well as a decorative border. Brass sconces on the rear BRS pee : MR ad Chest ee ee . : 5 q 
beige ee eae TY SP et sal Ug ee tage Pee Rebs oe Wee ee walls of the galleries supplied artificial light to supplement the natural light provided by the chamber’s glass ceilin; Bee eae ee. DS le eee Ree A ad g pp ght to supp ght p y 8 

Lip ees Pahang = Ne Le | eas a: saiasct de i ‘ and west windows. Ornamental cast and wrought iron railings separate the galleries from the open chamber below. 
at 5. ep NE oe ee a 2 P g IP 

ie gs RYN eae gn () BC: Rea wis aati 

ta RO MT aL Nee Ferme pac 
ere ae INNES Hs 7 AT Py PONS Aa In addition to the Assembly Gallery, the third floor housed committee rooms that lined the north and south exterior 
eth ROD See Tf f ABE Ve : ea 

past ie 1 SS Alaa: tahini rt ot ie Ey ee aN i eh walls of the wing, with five on the north and six on the south side. In the northwest and southwest corners of the 

: ea hy S 4 THe Le | Poles. Fy Y 1-1 Zs pede ke wing, two small rooms beneath the gallery stairs were used for storage. Secondary corridors had plaster coves at the 

ae RSS <i bth tt Pat deepest tte ee sit eM ar. ceilings, picture and chair rails, marble base and Athens stone floors. Throughout the third floor, wooden elements 

t* S 3 (NUS ESIC tri 1G it an we ne - é 4 were quarter-sawn white oak, except for the picture rails, which were painted white pine. The committee rooms were 

pits. ys. ZH s Fiat meena | HEH See Meee os finished with simple plaster coves, wood trim and wood base; the concrete floors were carpeted. The toilet room in 

leaee EZ £4 WoO N Reg LNT 5 4 Me eae ; the northeast corner of the wing was finished in a typical manner with a coved ceiling, marble tile floors and marble 
ee an é Bie fdlh Maes) PF ‘ : ‘ : : : : 
eat CES Ue “< R x, Bol L7G LIN ri af BSS Pies = wainscoting. Mack, Jenney and Tyler proposed Class II finishes for the committee rooms and the secon corridors, 
eer | EN Yes SERS SAS lef iH A ape: On ieee prop 

Se HEY 5 EP ee Cpe “Vy | (@) Jee % um a oe er which would have indicated fairly high status. The final paint scheme, however, was found to have been closer to Class 

as Be Lai g. a hee os ie re] eee oe oe x Ato — ee II with the walls of the secondary corridors painted two shades of green with a light gray ceiling. Utilitarian spaces 

Bees 2 5 aS ia CP ee ap = ES ORD ERG, Le such as closets and the toilet room received plain paint. 

ied eee SY. LfEWNES ite OJ ae ee 

Beea ly is 2as co” Oty Pros aL Lo Lee GP ey? De Fourth Floor 
Bee Bae x: LE) (Waa ay NY oe } SEO As designed and constructed, the fourth floor had very little space for offices; Post & Sons referred to this level as the 

ene eeu perth 3 Sew) Ti how. YS oe oy bel. Nee “attic” throughout the Capitol. The fourth floor has considerably less space than the lower levels because it is narrower, 
ted “ PGT aS SP Oe RG oi 4 Ha hse HS ACG wad Ree e a y sy: + . 

baer | use a Be «Sede ROK GMs HT ep he Ee Se SS and the skylights that illuminate the glass ceilings in the barrel vault and Assembly Chamber require that much of the 
Eger |e ag Zar as : OR oe eT NE oe Bo a NER ice : : : 
Pr th huge, Bay B a ee we OC: eeeNegae! Ts center of the wing at this level remain unobstructed. 
bo. ie threte dM a) eee oor at ee oak 
ER eR ST Se tae Bet ict eae me 30 [at-fe nares 7s aE Bee ERS SHE 

TP Regd x aes You sp HS ef Eee dL at Nees yale SiceaigneS 
SALE et 0S Fe im tae nt Le fc maneeee mane Lge fe Te Se Public Spaces 
EX a er eee ee gee : je | Leer nent Pg ts, . oe : ses ; 

led ‘= ee pees 8 Yer yl toed Se eee ee q a Boh cai a? face Between the third and fourth floors, a decorative iron screen separates the open secondary stairwell from the third floor 

Fe pA eon: Mee tet a (pe Re eee wees WE ies sits Eo stair gallery. A small cast iron medallion was set into the newel posts of the secondary staircases. The medallions are 

Be if Sc Ecerae LES BEE EE Ain mat eat nip” eR ee eg affixed within a slight indentation in the top surface of the posts; only the indentation occurs in the newel posts in the 
eet |, ah, Nee Fe at sowie fof ek ae hy IE EE AU a fo Coe 8 B y P 

er PEN PR Se Ne ieee aes ey ke oy other wings of the Capitol. The fourth floor stair landings on both the north and south provide access to janitors’ closets Bt pe ee ee oe See gs of the Cap g P 
Pa doe Ett Nisan 2 ey Bs hig SP eee eee gal Ua eee ne es and elevators; from these spaces, the secondary corridors provide access west into the wing. Designed more simp E+ Se BS ry P ply 

6.18 Post Drawing 518-2320, Northwest Pavilion Basement (detail), 1912 than those on He lower levels, both comidors terminate wines a change of level crus near the west side of the barrel 

The Northwest Pavilion was the only one of the four pavilions to have a public space in its basement: a barbershop, equipped vault opening; nine steps on each side lead from the corridor to a landing that, originally, allowed access to storage 

with sinks and manicure tables. Bath, shower and toilet rooms were located on the outer wall of the pavilion. areas. These corridors were finished with plaster surfaces that were painted and adorned with quarter-sawn white oak P q 
chair rails; floors were tiled in Athens stone with a marble base. Borrowed lights along the barrel vault illuminate the 

secondary corridors, and skylights over the secondary stairs brighten both the corridors and stairs. 

Private Spaces 

Because of the ceiling height of the Assembly Chamber below, the fourth floor private space of the West Wing has 
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floor to ceiling measurements of approximately eight feet, compared to the twelve and thirteen feet measured on the \ t i , oa a eS z 

| : ‘ : / ~ | ee © 

fourth floors of the other wings. Private offices at this level were not included in Post’s design for the wing; narrow | te S a: 

side corridors on the north and south of the Assembly Chamber skylight opening lead to a larger room at the west end es he { Se e 

of the floor that Post intended be used as document filing space. et i ¥ z 

a : ai B 
Northwest Pavilion — oo ee a om: 

- os e | Bee = = ar ere 2 

The Northwest Pavilion was unique to the Capitol as the only one of the four pavilions to have a public space in its ee Pe asivee BEEF : ag t aS 

basement. A barbershop was accessed by way of a corridor at the foot of the North Wing basement stairs and through a : ee ee mean ar ae & 

door that led into a small T-shaped lobby with built-in benches. A drinking fountain was installed on the door opposite i le ‘ , P oe oe 

the lobby entrance. The octagonal barbershop occupied the center of the pavilion. Tennessee Grey marble tiles were - es a : aetna Sn 2 

installed as flooring in the barbershop and its lobby; the walls were also Tennessee Grey with Pink Knoxville trim. 7. 1 oi i r | rr z 

Mirrors in cast iron frames lined the barbershop walls. The shop contained four sinks and two manicure tables with S La f s ; «= ~ ; - : 

enamel bowls, all wall-mounted and connected to the water supply. The room was equipped with pneumatic chairs, 4 pee oS ; i 3 , i. ¥ 

sterilizing cabinets and a telephone. A passage connected the barbershop to a semi-circular corridor on the outer wall 5 3 =e PB ‘ | & > eae | A 4 é H ay e 
—_ i ay ae 

of the pavilion that provided access to three small bathrooms, three shower rooms and a toilet room. LF all es pis ee + he EN Pars |S) eee 4 Pee ee bee = 
‘com aed ws 7 cA D ete Aen Pad’ he AOE tat eda. 

ss “a ; : % es 4 j a rae ry oe ; eee op ns, fees a ‘ 

Public Spaces 
\ a = 4 a ee 7 el — 

es P Ra > — war ca Og wo ff 7 
The ground floor entrance to the Northwest Pavilion is through the porte-cochere beneath the exterior grand stairs. The ko a * : a ya 

circular entrance lobby has three inner sets of curved double doors, plus three pair of curved outer doors. The shallow polity ee ae pm iat 

space between the interior and exterior doors forms an airlock. The doors, their frames and trim are all quarter-sawn i D a , a rr aaa 

white oak. The glass panels of the exterior doors curve slightly upward toward the center creating an arch when the f ‘pean RES a — 

doors are closed. The interior doors have top and bottom glass panes and are topped with transoms. The marble floor eer 4 wa s 

of the lobby is decorated with a large, square-in-circle pattern and the walls are faced with Kasota stone with gray 2 ff 

marble base. As a transition to the highly decorative ceiling, the wall is topped by a frieze with dentils and an egg-and- 

dart molding. The ceiling was painted turquoise and all raised-plaster elements were gilded. A red border surrounds HOUSE. CHAMBER -~ WISCONSIN STATE CAPITOL Ura 

the composition which includes fasces, eagles and shields and is inscribed with the names of northwestern Wisconsin 

county seats. A seven-globed ceiling fixture lights the space. The circular lobby opens onto the corridor belting the 6.19 Voting machine, Assembly Chamber, circa 1917 

Hewihaspheline th h the buildi HeSouth Pavili The addition of an electric voting machine in the Assembly Chamber altered the appearance of the east gallery but put Wiscon- 

Rotunda with a sight line through the building to the Southeast Pavilion. sin on the map as the first legislative body in the United States to use such a device. Capitol Commission Secretary Lew Porter 

insisted that the board be incorporated into the existing gallery railing. 

Post intended the first floor pavilions to be the ceremonial entrances to the Capitol, and they were finished appropriately. 

Three sets of doors lead from the exterior grand stair in an arrangement that resembles that on the ground floor with ESS pores ah aks ite ey a ai 2 
Pace te eis 222A oP NY PNGE ee a g 

an airlock between each set. The marble floor pattern is virtually identical to that on the ground floor and the walls are on eet Sle lel Sy : rg , i 2 | a a 

covered entirely with Kasota stone punctuated by pilasters of the same material topped with ornate waterleaf capitals. PEs eee : Sz ae eI La ‘ : ae am 5 
as) : > ret See as ae 

Above the pilasters is a frieze with dentils and egg-and-dart molding. The ceiling is elaborately painted with the signs ees re eens eee pi a Bh ee sis re mo 

oes ‘ See bee eee Pe ‘ ve 

of the zodiac ringing a central star-shaped figure. Mack, Jenney and Tyler used an extensive color palette and a sub- an ie ages ee a : z 

stantial amount of gold leaf in the composition, which also included dolphins and geometric shapes. An ornate brass Eseries aa ce ot eae b ie 
ms ib ms ere 8 a: 

ceiling fixture with a single, beehive-shaped globe of opalescent glass hangs from the center of the ceiling. te) a : Be = , j 4 a 

keh 6) Soe Le i : ; 
r 6.20 Postcard of West Wing grand | / poe : r ft | ‘a i 

Private Spaces stairs, circa 1915 a a fo win | } | i / asta 

Post designated the second floor of the pavilion for the use of assembly committees. The doorway resembles the en- Modifications to the interior of the of ae XTATTIITT pe eee ad anny ; 

trances to the departmental offices on the first floor of the wing. Glass sidelights, transom, and a large bracketed wood wing began almost as soon as it was pus” CO ee oa eta 

; ‘ said : Whee completed. The Kasota stone newel ee \ eS eh, Sal: Riera > 

pediment surround the door, which has an upper glass panel. The interior of the room, without internal divisions, was . na el ere Lo a. : , 

: 4 ; . ripest : posts at the head of the grand stairs eel ise ee bs. as F 

provided a high level of decorative finish. The plaster walls were painted two colors separated by a chair rail, which were removed sometime prior to en \; heal fa +S eS, oo 

was surmounted by a gold-leafed, stenciled pattern. All woodwork, including door and casing, chair rail, base, radiator 1917. ee it | SSA Ss <= es 

ae snares ene em 
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rT aa a is z enclosures and window casings, was made of quarter-sawn white oak. Three large, arched windows provide natural 

y p | e : I a light that was supplemented by wall sconces and a large pendant light hung from the ceiling. 
H i a! a oe a & 

See oo — ce P — : dl : The third floor was also used by assembly committees; although the materials and elements were essentially the same, 

a S ee es pg Sao 4 ro a : it was finished less ornately than the room below. A painted pine picture rail delineated the molded ceiling cove and 

yi ag / oe ~~ , sex th rh SY cg ? we s Y a the stenciled pattern was executed in paint, not gold leaf as on the second floor. The room has three, six-light, recessed 

~ : Pk 2 a ) nepureeryreseee ota 2 windows with a quarter-sawn white oak panel set above the sash. Eight wall sconces and two ceiling fixtures provided 

&3 é : 4 ead 5 e electric illumination. The fourth floor pavilion room was even more simply decorated although it had quarter-sawn 

‘ | ln < ave 4 £ white oak door, door casings, base, sidelights and chair rail. A radiator enclosure wrapped around two thirds of the room 

5 PP ow. = 3 is 3 with brass grilles in its top and near the base. The ceiling featured a plain cove, and a painted pine picture rail circled 

bee cma E the room. Seven small, four-light windows and fixtures identical to those of the room below it light the room. 

_ Modifications, 1909-92 
E y= = Although the major occupant of the West Wing, the assembly, has been in place since the wing was completed in 1909, 

- z y the use of space has changed significantly. Originally, the assembly occupied only the second through fourth floors. 

, Rooms for meetings were provided, but assembly members were without private workspaces except for one office 

. designated for the speaker. Because the legislature met infrequently (for just a few months every other year), members 

= were assigned only their desks in the Assembly Chamber. The committee rooms on the second and third floors were 

intended for hearings and meetings, and the Assembly Parlor on the second floor was also intended for meetings as 

well as receptions. Most of the modifications that occurred in the wing between its completion and 1990 were the 

= result of the conversion of spaces used by govnermental departments into offices for members of the assembly and 

! their staffs. Legislators began their quest for space early in the history of the building. In 1927, the attorney general 

issued an opinion that “offices for individual members of the legislature would be constitutional and within the prov- 
6.21 Northwest Pavilion, third floor, 1937 5 : ; : > ; 

Post & Sons designed the third floor room of the Northwest Pavilion as a committee conference room. Although the room has a ince of the legislature to decide.” Over time, the legislature began to meet more frequently and for longer sessions, 

stenciled pattern above the chair rail, its finishes are more modest than those in the second floor room below. so its need for office space increased. As state agencies moved from offices in the Capitol, the legislature took over 

the vacated spaces and created offices for itself. Spatial alterations occurred almost entirely within the private spaces 

of the West Wing. However, public spaces such as the Assembly Chamber and Parlor, although not greatly altered, 

were periodically “updated.” 

1910-30 

Modifications that affected its appearance were made to the West Wing as early as 1917. In that year, the Capitol 

Commission installed new wooden desks and a modern electric voting machine in the Assembly Chamber. The voting 

machine included a large display board mounted on the railing of the east gallery. 

1930-50 

According to record plans prepared in 1935, alterations to the Capitol basement had been made. As originally con- 

structed, the basement had been an open space with only one storage vault. By 1935, additional storage vaults had been 

added. Between 1935 and 1941, other changes to the building were made under the auspices of the Works Progress 

Administration (WPA). Little documentation remains for the actual projects, but summary descriptions in WPA records 

suggest that a great deal of deferred maintenance and possibly some alterations to the building were completed. The 

work mentioned included washing and painting walls and ceilings, pointing and repairing marble work, pointing and 

repairing exterior stonework and repairing roofs and flashing. Other projects that were mentioned involved installing 

a sprinkler system in the basement and on the grounds, and work on the roof, elevators, handrails, and pipe under- 
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passes.'° It is likely that some of the elaborate Mack, Jenney and Tyler stencils and freehand painting were painted over i Gi wt Se 2 

or simplified at this time. It is also possible that the Dairy and Food Commission laboratory on the southwest corner : e f | = 

of the ground floor was remodeled extensively around this time. The room had marble walls that appear to have been : ® if ye 5 

removed for new occupants when the dairy and food laboratory moved elsewhere by 1938. : ; ®& ee 00 AL 

In 1939, a new voting machine was installed in the Assembly Chamber. The display board on the east gallery was : e@ {f/ eo ‘ 

removed and two new boards were installed on either side of the speaker’s desk, beneath the pendentives. The project ——— ss sn sa ——— ag 

also included installing callboards for pages in the rear of the room. ue J Fa me ies as a aaa D —h 

eo as 
1950-60 ; 1 a ; a a1 re 2 P cad y 

According to a revised set of floor plans prepared in 1951, the major changes made to the layout of the West Wing ee ae oka ae are a tll 

involved subdivision of office space and modifications to plumbing fixtures. On the ground floor three corner sinks & ~ al ‘i Cr si, 

had been removed from the offices of the accounting division of the secretary of state, located along the north side of 1 § I ss a Sa x 

the wing. On the first floor, major changes involved the modification of toilet and cloakrooms. A men’s toilet room on e i bt a i i ' oo i | 8 i pt | 

the north side of the wing was removed, and the wall separating it from the adjoining room was removed to create an Tl pal ie 5 ater 

additional office along the north wall. In the southeast corner of the wing, a partition was placed in the cloakroom. _ | 

a | 

On the third floor, the committee room in the southeast corner of the wing had been converted into the building’s | 4 

telephone exchange and a large operators’ counter installed. The fourth floor had been subdivided by 1951 to provide © ' 

further storage space. A room had been built in the southeast corner, and wooden partition walls had been placed along | 

the west wall to create three distinct spaces, rather than one long space. In the late 1950s a number of pieces of Capitol HH orate | 

furniture from various committee rooms and offices throughout the building were sold at auction and otherwise disposed sd ey pull 1 ig iS tie PS¢ a Paeas K : , noes 4 ee | oii le OCC of in order to make room for newer pieces. The minutes of the Building Maintenance Committee of the Legislative Ae —— 3 a 

Council indicate that desks and files were included in this process."! @ fa l cr | 

| a mom zoo ny ony 20 oon HT 
1960-70 ea eee LL Lo ye 

Many of the changes made to the wing in the early 1960s again involved subdividing office and vault space to meet the x es aoe 

changing needs of a growing government. In the basement, a clay tile wall was erected along the west wall to divide ee miles oes i a: . » 

what had been a long narrow space into two smaller storage areas. With the extension of the southwest elevator to the Pare eee | eames —=—" : 
basement, a wall was also moved to change the shape of the adjoining room. On the ground floor, the only significant oe WY vee 
changes involved the removal of most of the remaining corner sinks; five were removed from the offices along the south ; ‘ : i 4 i ele) %S ft) =H 

wall and one wall sink was removed from the office in the southeast corner. More significant changes were made on ® = eee t HA 
the second floor, where the coatroom was reduced in size and walls were moved to make six offices rather than four. i : : : ets : e ; tT | : 

These offices were for the assembly minority leader, the sergeant-at-arms, the speaker, the majority leader, the assistant 3 a ) 226) a, 
to the chief clerk, and the chief clerk. There was no significant change to the third floor, and the only change made on a 

the fourth floor at this time was the removal of walls at the west end of the wing. Between 1968 and 1970 a number of 6.22 Bureau of Engineering drawing, Third Floor Plan (detail), 1951 
modifications were made to the Assembly Parlor and Assembly Galleries. Code regulations demanded higher railings; The agency responsible for the Capitol, the Bureau of Engineering, prepared record drawings in 1951. By then the committee 
these were installed in January of 1969. In both the east and west galleries, seating was altered to provide center aisles room in the southeast corner of the third floor had been converted into the central telephone exchange. 
with appropriate handrails. The State Capitol and Executive Residence Board (SCERB) also selected new carpeting 

and upholstery fabric for the galleries; they were installed in the spring of 1969." 

In the fall of 1969 an extensive remodeling of the Assembly Parlor (then called the Assembly Lounge) was proposed 

to SCERB. The plan called for replacing the seating with new sofas, adding side tables with plastic laminate tops, 

and placing new table and floor lamps for decorative effect as well as lighting. Coat racks were to be moved to the 
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ie : 2 lobby rather than remain inside the parlor. The work was deferred, however, until the early 1970s. In December 1972 

. iz SCERB discovered paint was peeling from the walls of the Assembly Lounge and the woodwork needed refinishing. 

© oD oO ED : © oO : 2 Moreover, the room was being used for storage and hanging coats; in fact, a coat rack and filing cabinet obscured a 

7 Neem eri ttn Ge ; Ei marble fireplace. In the wake of the tour, SCERB formally asked DOA to develop recommendations and cost estimates 

: an - i i: = i || ; z for refinishing the wall panels and woodwork. By April of 1975 the refurbishing had been completed.'* 

Rc te en | est [Gap ae ; E 
Try j= an i es 

: eT fh JG oo 060 a0 aseagcele 1970-80 
: 7 I i xs a } The evolving requirements of the legislature directed the changes made to the building in the 1970s. Acknowledge- 

K Pa = i a psec | ment of the growing number of female representatives in the assembly and the need for more office space occasioned 

1 : Af : Eo een st the major changes during this decade. In 1970, another set of plans recorded the status of the wing and revealed that 

Fr a ; 1, CJ changes to all floors had been made in the late 1960s. In the basement, changes involved the division of space, with i wie: ig 8 iP 

& Vi ; ETS} temporary panels having been inserted along the south wall and the large vault space having been subdivided into two 
: PA iP Pp is 

i y 4 8 fe poe spaces—one for a print shop and the other for storage. 

s hon _ + Ssemamaeed : | rrnneawrnes i 4 Modifications made to the other floors involved installing new lighting systems and ceilings. On the ground floor, stem- 

i eee yp shine : A x ne ex | eS mounted, fluorescent fixtures were placed throughout the office spaces and hallways, with surface-mounted fluorescent 
a i" f Facets weedy 

ae | = las 
p oi : +f SE ae ae EET r AE TR RN EE BS 
E — ye ! Tis oe oe cre ale ESE SURG." g 

| ho) Ya i_@.! ‘ ee 4 
it \ a 3 , | tetas, cote Bie eee ieee = Sy ee aerate ea 5 g 

| GP eeeseal UBS Q re ll i | srasaert cee: Hele “ : ze * ° 

; o o 5 on : ? Kee > E 

L LAI Seeevieiy eens A art = a rs FLO aeRO ; 

ole LU (agers e ES ae om eh ete, PY i 

1 womiry FKL = 7 anu y E TES Lae is ae re waz (Jo. oS ESSA | Ly (ere ea lee fy ‘i uy) f siacittt ra Ke : S = a 

| | soem say | i i i Towet oes Oe A 
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| ee 1 [== 7 ieee Ea SEES Cg 
2 fe — eso  teleloon, - es Vip py SS a 
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“ % } : S o at —- tee 
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- a : 6.24 Assembly Chamber glass ceiling, 1988 

6.23 Bureau of Engineering drawing, second floor plan, 1970 : The restoration of the leaded glass ceiling in the chamber removed years of smoke and grime to let more natural light shine into 

By 1970 offi ce SD Bees On the second floor had ‘been reconfigured for use by the assembly HeceersTD 4 a new office was cre- the chamber. The work on the ceiling was part of the 1988 Restoration and Relighting of the Assembly Chamber. 
ated for the minority leader from what was originally the press room; offices along the north side received new fluorescent 

lighting and acoustical-tile ceilings. 
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fixtures in the vault spaces. Ductwork contained in a soffit was added to the south vault to improve air circulation 2 z = —— | | z 

in that space. On the first floor, egg-crate lighting was added to the large office spaces and treasurer’s area, while Zz ; ;: = zg 
stem- and surface-mounted fixtures were added to the smaller offices. The original counters were removed from the 2 Re i = : j 2 

treasurer’s and secretary of state’s offices to facilitate foot traffic. Changes on the second floor included removal of me - i = : | | oo Cb : 

the coatroom on the north side and the enlargement of the speaker’s office. Additionally, metal grid and acoustical tile ca Z oe ee | —. : oe a, city, ya : 
dropped ceilings with drop-in fluorescent lighting were installed in three offices on the north side, and stem-mounted a P x e — ; a ae, a i 

lights in the rest of the offices on the floor. Light fixtures were also altered on the third floor, with the installation of a es : = a | on, | 

surface-mounted fixtures in most offices and along the cross corridor. An acoustical tile ceiling and stem-mounted 2 oe ; : > He ae j 
fixtures were added in the telephone switchboard room. On the fourth floor the only change involved the addition of 4 _ a ; - te 

shelving and surface-mounted fixtures in the Cooperative Children’s Book Center library along the west wall. Pe : a , Ca : 

Ft ge 
Although as early as 1967 the Joint Committee on Legislative Organization discussed moving various departments a fo - 7 
out of the Capitol and into newly built state office buildings, it was not until 1976 that the first such move affected the ; a = ey ee ® aS 
West Wing. In that year, the legislature voted to remove Secretary of State Douglas LaFollette and his staff, allowing a 2 z j | : = oo : 
the secretary to have only a small ceremonial office on the ground floor. Although LaFollette strenuously opposed the ee \ 
plan, in the summer of 1977 he and his staff members left the building. The secretary of state’s former quarters on the a | 6.27 Third floor office, circa 1992 en ar 
first floor of the West Wing then were turned over to the legislature for members’ offices." s I une 

aS | radiator enclosures damaged woodwork throughout the West Wing. 
In 1978 SCERB approved the request of the assembly sergeant-at-arms for a new pay phone on the north side of the ii 

West Wing on the secondary stair landing of the second floor. The phone was removed before renovation in the 1990s.'5 z 
In 1979, a project was authorized that resulted in a new toilet room for women being installed in proximity to the ae Men’s toilet room, coups 1992 > 
Assembly Chamber. Although there had been women elected to the assembly since the 1920s, there were no facili- nee ek ee / é 8 ties for them on the second floor until this work was completed in 1980. It resulted in a small, windowless women’s windows. Laminate stall doors and drop-in [pee See ee oe 5 z 
toilet room, with two stalls and one sink, inserted in what had been part of the men’s toilet room and a storage closet. fluorescent fixtures were other non-original ele- | : ee See 
Although made smaller by the new toilet room, the men’s room remained much larger, with four toilets, five urinals ments introduced in the space. eo | a . aoe Se : 
and four sinks. The new women’s toilet room was finished with contemporary materials, including ceramic tile walls ; | ; : ee 

and a marble sink. Sa eck piece Z iE { e 2S. 

1980-92 Pee ee é 
In 1981 the legislature finally succeeded in removing the treasurer’s office from the Capitol after a heavily publicized : ie coe A: ae : j a aa | E 
struggle with State Treasurer Charles P. Smith. An attempt had been made to remove the treasurer’s office in 1976 : st —— os Pai : ke Se 
at the time the secretary of state was relocated, but Smith succeeded in stalling until 1981. Smith moved in July that | ee a | ; — 
year and his suite of rooms soon were converted into additional legislative offices.'* In 1982 remodeling began on \ | eres oe u :  geaneey g 
the former secretary of state’s and treasurer’s areas on the first floor. Walls were added to create a reception area for : / a . < eereey 
secretaries and staff members, with inner offices for legislators. According to SCERB minutes of 30 August 1984 the : ( s A ‘ So ee ew ji 
renovation of the first floor had been completed.!” = | 5 }  _— te i 

5 ee ote) 

By 1984, SCERB’s meeting agendas turned to future Capitol renovation projects. In 1985, the board heard a concept —_ z 
report from the Department of Administration (DOA) involving, among other renovation projects, a proposed restora- d 
tion of the minority leader’s office on the second floor. The proposal also suggested cutting new door openings into 6.26 Public Radio broadcasting room, third floor, circa 1992 6.28 Paint probes and repainting, second floor, 
the ground floor principal corridor, which led to a discussion of whether or not the Capitol was being altered solely The small, low-ceilinged room beneath the west Assembly Gallery 1994 
to meet the needs of present occupants. One door opening was cut, but this question, and other such issues, led to was lined with acoustical tile and used for remote broadcasts by Wis- Paint probes carried out in the early 1990s revealed 

development of a master plan, the first draft of which was presented to SCERB in November of 1985.'® ea dion ipa ec ae mean PA oe ta MNilee Curcintnean 

work that dated from 1914-17. 
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2 Prior to the early 1990s, the most extensive renovations to the Capitol took place in 1987-88 with the restoration of 

3 the Assembly Chamber, completed at a cost of about $600,000. Directed by the Division of State Facilities Manage- 

e ment (DSFM) of the DOA, this project both restored the chamber to its original appearance and upgraded lighting to 

2 provide sufficient illumination for television transmission. It also served to demonstrate that DSFM could carry out 

<I - z such a large-scale restoration project successfully. In late 1987 SCERB selected an artwork conservator who cleaned ) & ‘ ees 
8 and repaired the murals in the Assembly Chamber. The original blue-and-gray color scheme was restored to the room, 

= 25 replacing a green color that had been applied during an earlier renovation. Years of tobacco smoke (representatives 

aoe [ / te 3 had smoked in the chamber for many decades) and grime deposited on the large glass ceiling required days of inten- 

ae | Bi — sive scrubbing. When clean, the glass once again transmitted natural light without an unintended filter. New carpet 

= ce | wen was installed and the legislators received new chairs in exchange for their twenty-five-year-old replacement chairs; 
[ae Cs : 3 é 5 é 

tf; 2s ted leather was reinstalled on the doors; woodwork was completely refinished, as were all brass grilles, light fixtures and 
2S eee batt = f 

aa ee J hardware. New gold leaf was applied where needed. In the Assembly Gallery, seats were reupholstered, new carpet 
oe Ea ' i 

a 1 Os was installed, and all woodwork, brass and gold leaf were refurbished." 
Baio cees 2 
Boge ee 

ete Modifications to the Northwest Pavilion 
| eee poe The basement of the Northwest Pavilion, which contained the Capitol Barbershop from 1917 to the late 1950s was, in 

wee: <29. danemibly chia desk aaa ans 1962, used briefly by barbers from the Park Hotel, which was then being rebuilt. After the barbers moved out in 1962, 
4 ssembly chief clerk’s office, basement, i : ; ; D = : 

During the 1993-05 Restoration and Renavation, offices were the space was used as a public eating area informally known as the “1917 Room.” Although the barbershop fixtures 

installed around the perimeter of the West Wing basement. The had been removed, the decorative marble remained in place. With the pavilions on both the ground and first floors 

new corridor outside the offices was finished with wood base, 

chair rail and door frames like the elements used historically in Sa i 2 2 

corridors on upper floors. oN od 5 ‘ z 

z e z & | & 

> e A S 
Z ) e etl e 7 im g = es ¢ 

e z : e re viel a” 
Se e - . E APE ee 

‘ Fn ee : elo BF haa | : ° 

| eee a as 

Beeld | Rae \ eA "| es 
eT | ye ; aR 

Ree || . i ied t Dees fee | haat OF he eee ae | og 1) WSS eee pele es 1 ie tea) We ag. | 1 Whe Wee Pet : 6.31 Former departmental lobby, first floor, 2002 is oH Be. A} | |) Seaton 
ea | ae | ee The first floor principal corridor terminates in an octagonal space me (COE | eee seca 

pee } that originally served as a lobby for the offices of the secretary of ‘ 

seas | state and treasurer. Although the space no longer functions as such, 32 Recreated Mack, Jenny and Tyler decoration, first 
creme {| the decorative elements, including elaborate door casings and pat- Sloor, 2002 

terned marble floor, have been preserved. Although the treasurer's business office has been reno- 
6.30 Principal corridor door, ground floor, 2002 vated into private offices, historic Mack, Jenney and 

In order to access new secondary corridors, two new doorways Tyler decorative finishes have been recreated based on 

were created in the principal corridor of the ground floor during paint probes that were undertaken in the area. Origi- 

the 1993-95 Restoration and Renovation. Originally the cor- nally located at the entrance to the business office, the 

ridor contained one such doorway, and another had been added motif that incorporates the initials “U.S.” is now in a 

<a sometime prior to 1993. secondary corridor. 
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functioning as highly public entrance lobbies, there were few modifications made to these spaces in the West Wing. — z 

Th ly significant change to any of the pavilion “round rooms” occurred on the fourth floor, where by 1935 the ee =a z Re paieiech thaah tenis OF ep : eh riety > 7 : 
space had been divided into three smaller rooms and a tiny closet, all occupied by the printing division of the Bureau i ~s* =e e 

of Purchases. The room was reconfigured into a hearing room in 1963 or 1964. a ae eseeaaes Se 2 
gps eu ae . > 

Existing Conditions, 1992 5 
Conditions in the West Wing in 1992, prior to architectural intervention, represented a combination of original conditions 7 : 

and the results of previous remodeling, “modernization” and renovation projects. Although the Assembly Chamber 

and Lobby had already been restored, elsewhere throughout the wing the results of 1960s modernization were still fully a 

evident. Acoustical tile suspended ceilings and drop-in fluorescent light fixtures were found in offices at each level. i 

Most of the converted vault spaces contained both acoustical tile ceilings and fluorescent lights. Installed during the 

1960s and 1970s, these modern fixtures met demands for better lighting in cramped office spaces that were the result - 

of temporary partitions having been installed to divide large spaces into smaller offices. In one room on the third Fees ‘ 

floor, used for Public Radio broadcasts, the walls were covered with acoustical wall tile. Metal shelving was used in = 

a vault space on the ground floor. Layers of paint covered much of the original decorative work throughout the wing. d : 4 E 
: : : 5 5 oft wre el 

In men OER plain white walls obscured the elaborate finishes eels benvern 1914 and ae A large amount 6.35 Representatives’ staff office, first floor, 2002 « 3 fil: Re ; 

of the original woodwork was damaged due to years of use and the practice of stapling and nailing wires, power strips The only private space on the first floor that retains its historic h rag 

and conduit to the wood, particularly to the quarter-sawn white oak base. Modern carpet and furniture was in place in configuration, the former secretary of state's three-room office “ie ~ 2 
suite now serves as two private offices with a combined staff 2 (OT = a 

i, office. The decorative finishes were recreated during the resto- os | aie a 
i a | | ue eer} aS ration of the wing. eeceiery af 

sree | a “Sean eal i, i ee Vg > 
Ee j > a hl: aoe Ee | > 5 a Wad ed ‘Shee 2 = 

oy | a 1] : ia i i iG Hes a 
R | iz | a 3 an i Saeece | eg z 
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6.34 Treasurer’s vault door, first floor, 2002 

The treasurer ’s office originally contained a massive money § 

6.33 Seconda: id ; 2002 vault, which remained in place even after the space became leg- 
econ uy corridor, first floor, f , islative offices. During the 1993-95 Restoration and Renovation, 

The doors opening onto the secondary corridors provide ac- 5 ‘ 
aa ee the vault was removed but the door left in place and framed as a 

cess to representatives’ two-room office suites. Although the - a pe 
reminder of the wing's history. 

space has been completely reconfigured, the marble base, 

oak door. frames and ornate light fixtures reflect the wing's 6.36 Assembly Lobby, 2002 
historic character. The Assembly Lobby was restored as part of the 1993-95 Res- : 

toration and Renovation. Maroon hangings with gold braid, 

reminiscent of the original window treatments in the second- 

floor spaces, were installed between the walls and columns. 
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z eu z much of the wing. Carpet was used not only in offices, but also in some corridors, and window air-conditioning units 

Z - | e z had been installed in a number of places. 

| 2 a pn = 
eo = cae ve 

. z Ne Existing Conditions, 2002 
aie | 2 a, Be : =] Z 2 At the completion of West Wing Restoration and Renovation in 1995, conditions in the wing reflected an approach that P ; a | - ah c ; : sdeelehomts ; ie , 

ES Fe | ; a 5 Ee q a 6 adhered to the goals established by the legislature to transform the wing’s private spaces into legislative office suites 

i gobs ] Sea | 5 a } and restore the public spaces to their original appearance. The basement of the wing had undergone major changes. 

Ae | : | ae aga: A large portion of the basement floor had been taken up and the earth removed to lower the floor; modern mechanical 

ey 1] & . Ee systems were installed. s a u x fe 

=a a cored ed On the ground floor, as in much of the rest of the wing, public spaces were restored, while private spaces were significantly 
 o- 

ae t maa modified. An exception was the placement of new door openings into the principal corridor, a change necessary to 

Ry y A comply with the objectives of the Master Plan. The original vaults were removed and replaced with secondary corridors 

Pe that are positioned just behind the walls of the principal corridor. The new secondary corridors, on both the north and 

637 Assembly coatroom, 2002 639 Assembly majority lender's office, 2002 south sides of the wing, lead to offices os fegilators and their staffs. miacuey tiese comidors and offices have cu 

Post's design included a large coatroom on the Offices for the assembly majority leader currently recently constructed, they have been finished with elements that approximate the originals including quarter-sawn white 
north side of the Assembly Lobby. The coat- occupy space originally used for the assembly 

room was reduced in size in order to accommo- sergeant-at-arms and a coatroom. The rooms 
date the installation of a women’s toilet room in __ were reconfigured and decorated with recreated Pegg Sea a ees i eee z 

the mid-1970s. historic finishes. Cai EB eg = 4 

. 3 ZG e - —— Fa 3 

x s See es 2 
é 8 ae ie 
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6.38 Assembly leadership office corridor, 2002 6.40 Recreated decoration, assembly majority a, 
The north side of the second floor originally leader’s office, 2002 eae AN 

contained offices for the assembly speaker, chief New York artist Elmer Garnsey installed the rere 

clerk and sergeant-at-arms that opened onto a decorative finishes in the second floor offices. His 6.42 Recreated decoration, assembly speaker’s staff office, 2002 

secondary corridor. During the Restoration and _ design for the assembly sergeant-at-arms’ room The original chief clerks office, now used by the assembly speaker's staff, contained historic decoration, including elaborate 

Renovation the rooms were reconfigured for the __ included a tan border of stars, recreated for the gold-leaf stencils against a blue-green wall. Like other offices on the second floor, the decorative finishes had been painted over 

assembly speaker and majority leader. assembly majority leader’ office. and were recreated during the 1993-95 Restoration and Renovation. 
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oak doors, casings, radiator enclosures, base, chair rail and other wood trim. Color schemes similar to those installed by a Be eed 2 

Mack, Jenney and Tyler and a mixture of rehabilitated light fixtures and historically sympathetic new fixtures complete Zz 

the refurbished spaces that provide a two-room suite for each legislator; legislators’ personal offices are located along 4 aes “Se! E 

the exterior walls and the staff offices are located between each personal office and the new secondary corridor. : y ; 3 

q ' | aE | a 

Similar changes were made to the first floor. The grand stairs and the principal corridor, with its historic color schemes f 3 : : eae 

restored, remain fully intact including the three monumental quarter-sawn white oak pediments in the octagonal ter- z ; i E 

minus; the pediments originally had marked entrances to the offices of the secretary of state and the treasurer. The fu 1 1 
: che is ; : es Ee | private spaces within the entrances were adapted for legislators and their staffs, although some original features were ' eG a : 

retained. For example, where departmental lobbies, counters and waiting areas had been, decorative painting based ay 4 i ; F 

upon the historic Mack, Jenney and Tyler decorative finishes was installed. The large, open business offices that had } t SRA N : i | 

served both the treasurer and the secretary of state were subdivided into smaller offices, although the secretary of state’s ee is i ‘ : 

private office suite was retained as a single large office for two legislators and their staffs. The massive door to the f 4 m s 

treasurer’s vault was preserved in its original location. 4 SS a 

The second floor, devoted mainly to the Assembly Chamber, remained largely unchanged in appearance. Because of 4 , s 

the 1988 restoration of the Assembly Chamber, this space was not included in the 1993-95 work. The Assembly Parlor, BS al 

however, was restored as part of the later project, in which paint probes were implemented to reveal the original color i) : 

scheme and decorative stencils. The only significant changes on the second floor involved the arrangement of offices 6.43 Assembly Chamber colonnade, 2002 Be i 

on the north side of the wing, where some interior walls were removed and rebuilt to create suites for the speaker and On the west side of the Assembly Chamber, a series of columns S : : 
majority leader. Decorative finishes were reinstated on the exterior walls and applied to new walls. The men’s and ce eas Beso tee o) the case mb) seater on Eee a 

- i ‘i é e bok the north side and the Assembly Parlor on the south. : 
women’s toilet rooms, which had been altered following the Assembly Chamber restoration, were modified again in 

1993-95 to meet ADA standards. 3 
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6.42 Assembly speaker’s office, 2002 od eae es 6.44 Cross corridor, third floor, 2002 : 
The office of the assembly speaker was historically one of the most a Because of the height of the second floor Assembly Chamber, the 
highly finished spaces in the West Wing. During original construction aes | third floor cross corridor has an unusually low ceiling running 
Garnsey designed the decorations, which included a stenciled pat- ! beneath the east gallery. This corridor provides the only public 
tern on the walls and an elaborate gold leaf and stenciled border. at passage across the wing above the second floor. 
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5 sf a z Space on the third floor was originally occupied by committee rooms was altered into legislative offices. The public 
Be : 2 Z spaces remained as they appeared in 1917, after the application of decorative finishes by Mack, Jenney and Tyler. 

oo 3 “ £ Rooms accessed from the secondary corridors on the north and south sides of the wing were altered to function as of- 
@ @a 83 > fice suites. Decorative finishes and lighting fixtures from the time of the wing’s completion were restored. The long 

3 id = narrow space on the fourth floor was remodeled into offices for the assembly sergeant-at-arms. 

4k = - Northwest Pavilion 
During the renovation of the North Wing, the marble that had finished the Capitol Barbershop was removed and the 

space converted into the dispatch headquarters for the Capitol Police. A glass partition and counter separates most of 
f S| aes : the room from the small entrance, and video-display consoles fill most of the room. The upper levels of the pavilion 

p re 4 5 = were within the scope of the 1993-95 Restoration and Renovation, when the hearing rooms on the second through fourth 
the aN ! . 4 floors were refurbished with incandescent and fluorescent lighting, original color schemes were replicated and window 

| Weds — draperies were installed. On both the third and fourth floors, large oval, ring-shaped tables dominate the space. 

ae Se a = 6.45 (above) Capitol Police dispatch of- 
i See £ fice, Northwest Pavilion basement, 1992 
baa. si ee . = During North Wing Renovation and Res- 

age: SS SS © © toration (1 990-92), the former barber- 
Spates. a, os 3 shop in the Northwest Pavilion basement 

* a ie was renovated into a dispatch office for 

7 Seaeio: paren ay ze the Capitol Police. Much of the original 
a # marble was removed. 

—_ gf a 
re 6.46 (left) Northwest Pavilion hearing 

5 a room, fourth floor, 2002 

A The second, third and fourth floor rooms 

of the Northwest Pavilion are still used 
sab a rears for their original purpose, to provide 

S coal space for committee meetings and public 

3 hearings. The fourth floor room contains 

é ae a large, built-in oval table, designed to 

i _ complement the historic finishes. 

Le 
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z Chapter Seven 

; BUILDING SURVEYS 
> 

( ; omprehensive building surveys were key components of pre-design methodology instituted by the Architect- 

Engineer (or A/E) during the Restoration and Renovation of the West Wing and Northwest Pavilion and pro- 

2 vided the detailed information needed for design planning. Two kinds of surveys were undertaken. The first 

Lo 4 involved measuring the entire West Wing and Northwest Pavilion to produce floor plans, room elevations and reflected 

| ot _ ceiling plans indicative of “existing conditions” in the wing. The second, a condition survey, identified architectural 

i i "4 | elements and assessed damage to them. The types of components surveyed, to list just a few, included doors, hardware, 

3 / . 4 ’ artwork and decorative finishes. The information gathered enabled the team to organize and track individual elements 

a | at and make informed decisions concerning conservation, reuse or replacement. The design team and its consultants 

A ‘ : a completed surveys for numerous categories of elements, typically identifying all the variations of a type within the 

ey _ : : category. This work was important in the development of the Selective Removal drawings and specifications that 

~\ é 4 ‘ | identified which elements the contractors were to remove, tag and store for reuse.' 

Hi a : Accuracy was critical to the process of eventually preparing design documents since there was not a comprehensive set 

ge of measured plans for the North Wing when the design team began work in 1992. Accordingly, the team decided that 

ee new existing condition drawings were needed that would provide an accurate base set of drawings for subsequent design 

work.? Planning began in January 1992. Kahler Slater Architects, Inc. of Madison and Milwaukee (KSA), working in 

cooperation with Affiliated Engineers Inc. of Madison (AEI), provided the team charged with creating the drawings. 

The architectural team gathered measurements for floor plans, reflected ceiling plans and room elevations, including 

Sal locations of chair rail, picture rail and skylights. AEI provided a survey team that examined the existing mechanical 

s . (electric, HVAC and plumbing) and structural systems. AEI planned to work one week behind KSA and both teams 

ee — . Seat — Tee eg aimed at completing one floor a week. Linda Anderson, the project representative from the assembly, facilitated the 

ne ee : i ! ail pe = monic by providing the team with access to private Oflice aces.) oe 15 January 1992 KSA began taking measurements 
a" _ ee : in the West Wing basement (the rotunda basement was included in the scope of work) and worked to the upper levels 

* ap a ee ae sequentially. The process was streamlined by entering the large majority of measurements directly into AutoCAD on 

C oe _ ee aie : ’ a laptop computer the surveyors kept with them. Direct data entry in the field ensured greater accuracy and eliminated 

oe oe a — % i. Mes — Sie : the step of hand drawing in the field and creating the AutoCAD drawings in the office. KSA provided electronic 

ce Se lll - copies of the base plans to AEI and then the engineering team added its data to the plans. By April 1992, the design 
- a : oo a oor. _ team had prepared a comprehensive and current set of drawings for planning and programming. 

a = : SS With the base drawings completed, KSA began surveying “smaller scale specific items,” including interior elements 

such as wainscot and wood base, doors and frames, door hardware, grilles, borrowed lights, fire-hose cabinets, interior 

ieee dee al ne ee UME In ulanring the Reviaeiion Gna Renabiliean marble and stone, windows, light fixtures and decorative finishes and artwork.* AEI completed a light fixtures survey 

of the West Wing. They provided the Architect/Engineer (A/E) with detailed information about building and DFD hired multiple consultants to survey the decorative finishes and artwork. A majority of the surveys was 

components that was integrated in the Construction Documents that later guided the work. completed before the Selective Removal bid package was released in November 1992; some of the decorative finish 
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SS rrr... —_ a E and artwork surveys, however, were not completed until 1995. The purpose of each survey varied slightly, as did the 

| | oe : 2 Z process. In some instances, the data gave focus to the identification of types within a category (grilles, hardware, etc.), 

j — oo g materials they were made from (brass, steel, etc.) and condition, all recorded on forms or drawings. For artwork and 
_ > decorative finishes, data gathering involved probes, cross sections, chromochronologies and stencil tracings. The data 

oe z from the window survey, completed on a laptop computer, was easily worked into subsequent contract documents.* 

so S| a The decorative finish and artwork surveys were submitted as illustrated reports. DFD hired Wiss, Janney, Elstner As- 

° - - : i sociates, Inc. (WJE) of Chicago, to conduct a survey of the exterior stonework survey of the West Wing. WJE also 

: ee 3 | és submitted an illustrated report.’ 

: | ae = 
: Hq Se 

: Existing Condition Finish Survey 
: : 4 oa At the 13 March 1992 project progress meeting, KSA indicated its next step would be “to visually survey all spaces in 

: : | a : : wy the proposed areas of work to determine the condition of all finished surfaces, especially those that may be designated 

ae ES Lo ‘ , } Ty : to remain in place and those proposed for removal and later re-use. Included in the visual inspection are all millwork, 

me & Pe | | 1 4 1 | i doors, wall and floor surfaces and toilet rooms.”* The general survey of millwork, wall and floor surfaces and toilet 

ee : Wh mie : j : rooms was presented as a bound document entitled, “Existing Condition Finish Survey.”” 

7 ‘ Ee a KSA established forms for surveying offices, corridors, toilet rooms, storage rooms, vestibules, stair halls, mechanical 

” = | : iat i | Hl rooms and janitor’s closets. As the main public corridors on the ground and first floor were intended to remain largely 

} 7 | iH ace in place with surface elements protected, survey forms were not prepared for these areas. The survey form divided 
| 4 : | 4 SSE es rooms into three areas: ceiling, floors and walls. Walls were categorized as north, south, east and west. Surveyors 

asi a H : ae — located and examined picture rail, chair rail, wainscot, wood base, radiator enclosures, plaster walls, switches, outlets, 

si s ~< \‘ o,f - 4 oe light fixtures, radiator enclosures, grilles, marble base, marble wall panels, marble plinths, plaster ceilings, plaster ceil- 
— meee 7 : il ' ey. 4 =e ing trim, acoustical ceiling tiles, floor types and finishes. The general intent of the survey was to make a preliminary 

he coe ’ ey mss assessment about whether building materials should be retained in place or replaced. The interior space at the sixth 

£ : py. 1 ; \ 4 _as “* level of the Capitol, located in the Central Portion, was included in the surveys. 

7 ay ] : se 
ul ; £ | ¢ 2 : el os A separate form for each room provided a floor plan and recorded the current room number, name/use, new room 

i 4 a) a % ~ 2 a number and planned use. Spaces were provided to give a count of the number of switches, outlets, sconces and grilles. 

ay : nny 3 oe The existence of marble base, marble wall panels and marble plinths was noted for each space as was plaster, plaster 

s : a ae — no sin ace o trim, acoustical ceiling tile, grilles and light fixtures. Height and area to patch for the plaster and plaster trim and the 

: | . aoa, a ce — Ne number of grilles and light fixtures were also recorded. Sometimes the type of light fixture (fluorescent or original) 

; é 4 ices “ : 4 » was specified and a sketch of the fixture provided. Floor materials, which consisted of concrete, carpet, wood, marble 

¥ o2 4 5 , » or tile, were noted. Radiator enclosures were added to the forms after the survey began and KSA prepared a more 

= ( 4 H | detailed survey of radiator enclosures. For spaces containing large amounts of marble, additional marble inventory 

3 5 " forms were used that categorized the marble according to use as base, wall panels, partitions and floors. Size, color 

- . i ‘ and condition were recorded for base, wall panels and partitions. For the marble floors, the size of the entire floor, 

—— aaa condition and color were recorded and a sketch made of the floor. 

= ‘ Survey Results 
ae Surveyors recorded information about five basement rooms, including a toilet room and a stairway. On the ground floor, 

7.4, Preparation of base drawings first floor, circa 1392 ) : the survey included vestibules, toilet rooms, private corridors, storage rooms, offices, copy rooms and janitor’s closets.” 

ile a Bicok Ee ae Bee Sutras gd mesliacal Sysiern enlomnation ee raduce eS of Arelatively small proportion of wood base, chair rail and plaster walls were indicated for reuse. Surveyors discovered 
the wing and pavilion that indicated existing conditions. The team used the base drawings in the preparation of . 
subsequent drawing sets. most of the floors were concrete with carpeting. Two private corridors had carpeted marble and it was recommended 
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that both the marble and carpet be removed. For the toilet room, most of the marble wall panels and base were keyed er f 
to remain in the building and be protected during construction with the removal of a small number of marble partitions. Swi” tern aes 2 
On the first floor, the rooms surveyed included toilet rooms, offices, janitor’s closets, private corridors, storage rooms fee eerie ert femtocell 
and the treasurer’s vault. Radiator enclosures were recommended for reuse as were chair rail, wainscot and wood base cee lh fee See) lela ara La telat ie 
in several offices. Surveyors identified most floors as carpeted concrete; however, one office had a combination of SSS ee eee ee A 
marble and concrete floors. On the second floor, the survey included offices, corridors, toilet rooms, janitor’s closets — Lf Bee eer teeter eter epee“ [ a laal é 
and storage rooms. The survey contained separate forms for the Assembly Parlor, Assembly Vestibule (Lobby) and eae) gi ee eee eaicel citi | 
Assembly Chamber, but the only data recorded were recommendations made on the Assembly Parlor form to discard | oe | feet eer tee better lll bel 
five radiator enclosures, with “protect” written on the Assembly Chamber form for the main chamber and lobby. Other | 1 a Pe eta ionleeSeiee eerra| 
recommendations included ie radiator enclosures in ten of the offices, plus the wainscot and some of the plaster eee ee ete pepe 
walls in two offices. Surveyors found most floors to be concrete with carpet, although wood floors were discovered on Beet eRe bee tier teeny el 
the north side of the ground floor. Radiators in the second floor round room had no enclosures, and the room had been es eae il fo ee oleae fea let eed 
wallpapered but retained its quarter-sawn oak chair rail. In the two toilet rooms, the survey recommended protecting eS aly [eee ere ——F 
the marble during construction. 

Ree ear arene] |_| = (i Uy ae ie et ie Seo ae ea ec eae | | 
On the third floor, the survey encompassed offices, corridors, janitor’s closets, storage rooms and a toilet room. The anes pie “ Lote hoe ont fan ee [frooe> Sd 
galleries for the Assembly Chamber were not included. Radiator enclosures in six of the rooms were recommended Our” ® 7 eee ee ig Ge \ Se eee 
for retention as were the picture rail, chair rail, wood base and plaster walls in a couple of offices. In the corridors, owe ©@ @ pian soueg uated « ’ 2 ¥ pee TF 
surveyors suggested saving most of the plaster walls and ceilings and marble bases, plinths and floors. Soundproof __ oe wit we fies wes [Tt 
panels applied to the walls of the Wisconsin Public Radio office and studio space were designated for removal, and ~ = a ey ame bee 
the marble in the toilet room needed to be removed to make way for an office. On the fourth floor, janitor’s closets, a : ee 
storage rooms, HVAC and mechanical rooms, offices and public corridors were surveyed. Plaster walls and ceilings oe sia 
were recommended for retention in some offices, the HVAC and mechanical rooms, and the main public corridors. jes 

7.3 Existing Condition Finish Survey form, 1992 
Ra dia tor Enclosure Survey Sea ain pease Lia eae millwork, plaster and floor surfaces. Recommendations for removal or 

In fall 1992 KSA examined, in greater detail than in the “Existing Condition Finish Survey,” the radiator enclosures 

throughout the wing. The purpose was to identify enclosures by type since radiator enclosures were intended to be 

repaired and reinstalled to the greatest extent possible. Enclosures were located on the ground, first, second and third 

floors along the outer north, south and west walls of the wing. Toilet rooms and the second, third and fourth floor pavil- 

ion rooms had radiators but no enclosures. Radiators typically were placed beneath windows and their enclosures were 

designed as integral to the window frame and trim. Because window design varied from floor to floor, the enclosures 

varied accordingly, and except for enclosures in the Assembly Parlor, they were made of quarter-sawn white oak. For 
each floor, enclosure designs for office spaces were of one style along the north and south sides of the wing (except for 

windows next to the pavilions on ground and first floors) and of another style along the west exterior wall. The survey 

team created measured drawings of the different types of enclosures. The team assigned alphabetical designations to 
the enclosure types from R-B through R-D and R-F through R-L. Freestanding toilet-room radiators within marble- 

paneled niches were designated R-A. The R-E designation indicated woodwork under the windows on the west wall 

of the first floor of the wing where there are no radiators."! 

Survey Results 
Radiator enclosures on the ground floor were located beneath nineteen of the twenty windows and consisted of three 
types. (One unenclosed radiator stood under the window in a toilet room.) Thirteen enclosures of one type were found 
under windows on the north and south sides of the wing. Four enclosures of the second type were found under the four 
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|e a Perea | tee an P g windows on the west end of the wing. The third type was situated under the westernmost windows on both the north 

| Pr Pre is y we 2 z and south sides of the wing. On the first floor, the eight windows on both the north and south walls featured identical 

/ ey Fi Es e E : f> | = enclosures, while the five windows along the west wall had no radiators or enclosures. On the second floor, four types 

. at ‘3 ee oe] en Eee | > of enclosures were identified, plus two free-standing radiators in toilet rooms. Nine enclosures of one type were located 
‘ a Sion —_ sae i z beneath the windows on the north and south walls. Five enclosures of a second type (made of Circassian walnut, and not 

a See cl =. - ; = quarter-sawn white oak) were beneath the windows in the Assembly Parlor. The two small rooms at the north and south 

ile) : ends of the west wall had a third type of enclosure. The three windows in the center of the west wall in the Assembly 

= == a Loggia had a fourth type. (Two more radiators served the Assembly Chamber from behind grilles, without enclosures, 

sei oe in the west gallery.) Wood radiator enclosures were located beneath all but one of the sixteen pairs of windows on the 

i | ee north and south sides of the third floor; the sixteenth was in a toilet room with a freestanding radiator." 

a i} Doors and Frames Survey 
4 fi | Time-consuming experience with doors and hardware during North Wing Renovation and Restoration had taught 

| | i DFD that these elements were not as interchangeable as earlier assumed.'* The design team accordingly undertook a 

a ged | | f] comprehensive survey of doors and their frames (and hardware) in advance of West Wing Restoration and Renovation. 

Ai Rit The survey provided measurements for doors, assigned type designations and assessed existing conditions, all of which 

| bi f Oe agg re AC radiararenclasasey 172 0 enabled the design team to identify how many doors could be reused and what repairs were needed. Doors damaged 
4 i j i \ Surveyors assigned eleven different style designations beware and aRGeethit histataelion sot identified f 1 nero th b 
i. HE] |), 0 radiator enclosures, almost eighty of which were yond repair and those that were historically inappropriate were identified for rep el . Before the survey began, 

8 LB in the wing. In general, the enclosures differed in KSA established an alphabetic code for door types with both type and size taken into account, so doors of the same 

= : i |, i design floor by floor. Type R-C was found only on type but of different sizes were designated as different types, yielding about fifty different types of doors.'* Some 
ea . eezhed floor doors types were not assigned letters; they included metal toilet stall doors, fire-cabinet doors, metal access doors and 

the cast and wrought iron doors leading to the Assembly Lobby (similar to those leading to the principal spaces on the 

5 2 second floor of every wing). The majority of doors were of quarter-sawn white oak and of stile-and-rail construction 

ee ee Z with anywhere from one to four inset panels. Panels were glass, wood, metal grilles or a combination of types. Besides 
' ae So oe : & as oe g stile-and-rail doors, the wing also had two types of leather-covered, brass-studded doors, and three types of flush doors. 
a Po 8 j a. a he . / 5 The survey began in August 1992.'> Surveyors recorded the condition of the doors and frames with an alphanumeric 

2 | oy 4 _ a ae BE coding system. Cracks greater than a sixteenth of an inch in width and gouged or chipped wood were the major kinds 
ca deca! ee fe Fe of damage noted. Other condition categories included loose or missing screws, deep scratches, missing items, pine 

| > o rl & i yee | frames, sheet metal covers, water damage and metal frames. The team did not distinguish between doors that were 
a 7. | — original to the building and doors that had been added later. Basing their efforts on the completed survey, the design 
a : | so eg ie i tae team issued the Door, Brass, Hardware and Borrowed Light Schedules and Revisions to The Door, Brass, Hardware 

2 - : a a ; a a4 ae Ai and Borrowed Light Schedules and The Condition Survey of Doors and Borrowed Lights in November 1992.'6 

2 : ee ce a Survey Results 
: —_—— a Twenty-seven doors were identified in the basement although only four doors were assigned type designations; of these 

Y oan . s I two were of a type found only in the basement in the wing. The four doors identified as representing types had severe 

5 case ee oS cracks in the upper panels, gouges marring the lower halves and chipped frames. On the ground floor, eighty-five doors 
z eee : = Ls — SS representing eighteen types were noted. As for damage, the west entrance doors had been renovated during a previous 
4 L ie, project and were in good condition. Damage on the other doors was found typically on the lower halves or around 

4 uw ; 7.5. Type R-A radiator enclosure, 1992 the escutcheon plates and included cracks, gouges and chips. The six pairs of Northwest Pavilion entrance doors and 
oH Though lacking wood cabinetry, freestanding radia- their frames were severely damaged, with gouges and chips along the tops and on the hinge sides. On the first floor, 

- tors in toilet rooms received an R-A designation as k . 5 _ 4 f 
Pa part of the radiator enclosure survey. It was the only the sixty-two doors represented sixteen different types, two of which were found only on this floor of the wing. In the 

. “enclosure” type found on multiple floors. damage assessment, the doors averaged two to three gouges, chips or cracks, usually on the lower halves, but a few 
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had up to ten gouges on one side. The six pairs of entrance doors in the pavilion were in the worst general condition, Verified by: ? 

with an average of eight gouges or cracks per door. as fae a ae eenene een i 
| Tracking/ zg 

A . | Type Existing Condition Bin No. Remarks ° 
On the second floor, fifty-seven doors of fifteen types were surveyed; one of the designated types and the decorative ete | rr S 

iron doors were found only on the second floor. Most of the damage noted for the wooden doors included gouges and \ = 

chips on the lower halves. Some had cracked lower panels and the leather doors had a number of scratches near their : Pee ia g 

lower edges. Almost all the second floor frames had some chips and gouges, usually near the strike plate. SP a a 

ae 
On the third floor, fifty-seven doors were counted that consisted of sixteen types. The doors were slightly more damaged El | rrr ee 

than those on other floors with an average of three to five gouged and chipped areas per side, per door. The frames on {Hinges Si PT TE oe, k 

third floor also had more gouged and chipped areas. On the fourth floor, twenty-nine doors were found representing pe ne re ie 
: Esc. Plat a, 4a 

eleven types, four of which were found only on the fourth floor. On average, three to five gouged areas were found on ee ees | ee 

each side of every door; cracked panels were noted on at least four doors and one door also had water damage. Of the Ee Oise ls OR Wee | 
frames surveyed, two were deeply scratched, one pine frame was identified and one frame had water damage. Doors oe ee Cee 

on the fifth and sixth floors were surveyed as well. The fifth floor had eleven doors of three different types. All had ee ae 
between two and six gouges on each side and eight had cracked panels; the frames were scratched and gouged. Onl | Door Stop (Brass) | H2 3c/10 eee | ees | goug g Pi g y | 
two doors, each of a different type, appeared on the sixth level; both types were in place only on the sixth level and Tee i Se i ae ee ee i 

one had a sheet metal cover over both the door and its frame." ee a 
ae ee |e 

The Door, Brass, Hardware and Borrowed Light Schedules and its revised version, Revisions to The Door, Brass, ; SS i ee 

Hardware and Borrowed Light Schedules and The Condition Survey of Doors and Borrowed Lights, summarized the ey ee | aera 
results of the survey. The volumes helped contractors prepare accurate bid estimates and guided Selective Removal ner en eee ee ee lems oo 

i ui : ! 

ee ee reer ae 
repaired the doors by indicating damaged areas and giving directions for repairs. isos | | a ae ee 

Hardware Survey ja Cracks greater than 9a_ Indicates number present. All removed inet? be clit crate 

F 3 7 i >) i i tund, : specific bin numi 
Before undertaking the door hardware survey, DFD and KSA met and reviewed their collective understanding of the uy ee eee phe, a eve kane. ee Reeth, ceeley ee ies ‘on Sheet2 of 

hardware in the Capitol. As with its experience with the doors, DFD discovered during the reinstallation of North Wing 2a Wood gouged of 2a Water damage. this manual 
i i ; a “ chipped, see drawing at 13a Scalloped edge. k 

hardware that it was not as interchangeable as had been assumed. Accordingly, the design team concluded, “All the eft for location. 14a Metal frame. tc Exist. door to remain in place. 

i is i ifyi 3a Screwslooseor missing. 15a Stainless. 2c Exist. door to be removed & stored. hardware on the doors leas to be cataloged and ona for work. This includes dead bolts and stops. Identifying aco nee eaey et Be. Eva doe hardware (vibe removed & 

what parts belong to which doors, what gets refinished and placed back on a door has to be worked out for the contrac- 5a Deep scratches. 17a Inverted from drawing stored. at 
2918 ‘ . ci 3 6a Tarnished. 4c Exist. jamb & casing to remain in place. tors. The ae survey identified and assessed all door hardware from the basement through the sixth floors in 7a Heavily tamished. eugene 5c Discard. 

the wing and pavilion and included doorknobs, escutcheon plates, locksets, strike plates, doorstops, hinges, kickplates, 8a Part of item missing. ? Severe 6c To be removed & stored, 

ela closers and transoms. In the miscellaneous category, the team placed dead bolts and other uncommon locks, KAHLER SLATER ARCHITECTS 

mail slots, PRE tacks, atypical CocriUDs end strike plates, hooks, handles, brass door grilles and “push” and “pull WISCONSIN STATE CAPITOL 

plates. As with doors and frames, KSA identified hardware types during a walk-through before beginning the actual RENOVATION AND RESTORATION 221W-2 

survey and created alphanumeric designations, such as A-1, B-1, etc., to categorize each kind and type of hardware. WEST WING - SELECTIVE REMOVALS 

Both style and size were taken into account. Using the door and frame survey forms, surveyors recorded each piece KSA Project No.:_ 2748.03 State of Wisconsin Project No.:_9109-26.2 Sats ee 
of hardware for each door, floor-by-floor, giving location, type and existing condition. The completed survey provided 

the data for the hardware section of the Door, Brass, Hardware and Borrowed Light Schedules and the Revisions to 7.6 Door and hardware Selective Removal document, 1992 
The Door, Brass, Hardware and Borrowed Light Schedules and The Condition Survey of Doors and Borrowed Lights, The design team used survey data to produce Selective Removal schedules. Each door and its hardware were recorded together and 

both issued issued as summaries of survey findings." COORG NE COn GIO OCGGIe sane a 
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2 Survey Results 

5 The survey recorded the type, style and condition of hundreds of pieces of hardware, door-by-door, throughout the 

wing and pavilion. Each hardware element was found in multiple types, differing by size, material and style. Almost 
KIO 

sob we 3-6 1/2" 3 all pieces were tarnished, some heavily, and many contained scratches, some severe. As presented in the Door, Brass, 

ite | oi fi > Hardware and Borrowed Light Schedules, hardware was grouped into kinds (escutcheon plates, doorknobs, etc.) and a 

| | | : i drawing of each type was included. An alphanumeric coding system described conditions, such as 3a for loose screws 

foliage 5 | i and 4a for scratched brass. Condition was further identified as either moderate or severe by adding a superscript | 

iP any el l| ' or 2, respectively, to the condition code. Common problems included loose or missing screws, scratched brass, deep 

i| / | | i scratches, tarnish (some heavy), scalloped edges, use of stainless steel instead of the usual brass and inversions of 

i] i | i| i locksets and escutcheon plates. 

| ‘ae a 
i | | i | i Doorknobs 

| | Hoy a Ten types of doorknobs, identified as G-1 through G-10, included both round knobs and handles. The round knobs were 
i | i . . . 

| | l| either decorative brass “Wisconsin” knobs or plain “Rockford” stainless steel or brass.” A set of cast iron handles on 

| | i] | | the doors to the Assembly Lobby and a plain, u-shaped handle were included among doorknobs. Most doors had a set 

ae eset) | | of “Wisconsin” doorknobs associated with the Capitol, but often a brass “Wisconsin” knob was paired with a stainless 

| | | F steel Rockford knob on the inside of a door. 
Ne a re 

F E F [| Escutcheon Plates 

| The wing and pavilion had thirty-two types of escutcheon plates, identified as A-1 through A-32, in three styles—Rock- 

ford, Wisconsin and “other.” Plain Rockford plates (in brass and stainless steel) came in seventeen types and Wisconsin 

2 ielne EE; door dravgiig, 1292 lates (only brass), in fourteen “Other” plates included rectangular escutcheon plates with a handle on one side 
Type FF doors exist only on the second floor of the West P : y PTO. PIRES . P 8 P 

TevewaER 35,78 Wing between the Assembly Chamber and the hallway and a slide lock on the other as used in toilet rooms 

RENOVATION AND_ RESTORATION 34 to the assembly leadership offices. This drawing is 
WEST WING — SELECTIVE REMOVALS : 4 : 

a a ee eae ee aaa || from the door schedule included with the Selective Locksets 

R 1 de 1S. : » : : 
ees as mre G Fourteen types of mortise locksets, E-1 through E-14, were identified. Eight of the fourteen were brass. The sets differed 

ee ie by size, by the location of the bolt and latch and by type of keyless locking mechanism (button or rocker). Surveyors 

4 zg found one type of lockset (E-2) to be more common than the other thirteen types. It was often inverted, especially in 
a zg first, second and third floor doors. 

oo 9 
CS = z oe | z Strike Plates 

5 a 3 & i i = os : e é Fourteen types of strike plates appeared, P-1 through P-13. Twelve types were brass and two were stainless steel. One 
i rl : : ‘ 
! y pai.) of the stainless steel plates used on toilet stall doors also had rubber pads. As with locksets, surveyors found one type 

— my (P-5) more commonly used than the other thirteen. 

_ 2 A ie Doorstops 

: ws = i on All nine types of doorstops, identified as H-1 through H-9 were brass. Four of the nine flipped down from the door and 

i? 1 one was a plunger-type that had to be stepped on to activate it. Two flush bolt stops, with a curved or flat tongue, two 

| sizes of pull bar stops and a dead bolt-style stop were also identified. Five of the nine types of doorstops were found 

: a throughout the wing and pavilion while one type was found only on the doors to the Assembly Chamber. 
= — 

| - es 7.8 Type JJ door, fourth floor, 1993 Hinges 
bg waits + Aw Two Type JJ doors measure 5’4 4” in height and are f ei x reopy q ¢ aoe 7 Found onion the fourth loon The doors provide access Fourteen types of hinges occurred, coded as O-1 through O-14. Ten of the fourteen were butt hinges. The other 

Dotnet. : 4 4 10 the wing’ third floor roof. types included a T-hinge, a two-part pivot hinge and a C-shaped hinge used on toilet stalls. There were more hinges 
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than any other kind of hardware, since there were usually three hinges to a door. Like locksets and strike plates, one e i F Tf ye (eo) “i Soi # a 7 i z : , z 

type predominated. H | i a Ot hel a I ia] ae z 

Kickplates we Moe eds pa : 
Five of the six types of kickplates, F-1 through F-6, were rectangular, and the remaining plate had an arched bottom ls zs i : io a a oe hs ae Ba eT z hy 7 

edge. Plates usually were paired on doors, one on each side, and were placed typically on leather doors or heavily used st ; : | " : re . : a 4 . : *, 

wooden doors, such as the entry doors on the ground and first floors of the Northwest Pavilion. Be _ . : fe Es : va ee y 

Door Closers ae é | i : Ae Eo te 7 Y a ~ : : _ 3 

Five types of door closers, J-1 through J-6, were identified. They differed in make (Russwin or Norton), model and ae a is, Gil Py 4 Ep 4 Z . e— . 

size. The schedule noted one type (J-6) only on the second floor. The two types typically used in the wing (J-2 and ee i : 4 F- ee | es a i i , ; 

J-3) were Norton while the others were Russwin. bi : i oe i a 4 - 3 

Transoms 2 peice | Ee ro, On an Pe | 
Of the three types of transoms surveyed, T-1, T-2 and T-4, two were rectangular with the glass set in either wood or ‘ 34 q q F “ sat 

leather. The third type of transom was curved and its glass divided into three lights. The curved transoms appeared ¥ gi 2 4 fi i | 4 . Ah a ’ > 

above the doors on the ground and first floors of the Northwest Pavilion. The transoms with leather frames were lo- ; ) aS ‘4 fe] i eu RZ i 

cated above leather doors. : E es y al | oS Ry gy 

Miscellaneous Hardware a fe: seemroanl - at s  . 
Pieces of miscellaneous hardware were not commonly encountered during the survey, nor did each piece exist in multiple e a od sti ye \ “OZ 
styles. Mail slots were the most common and existed mostly on ground, first and third floor doors. Decorative brass bars Ped “ * 

were located on the entrance doors in the pavilion and on the west doors of the ground floor. A number of dead bolt locks 4 

were found on third floor doors and special brass locks were noted on the Assembly Chamber doors. Brass tacks were 

surveyed on leather doors and a small number of doorstop rings was noted on ground, second and third floor doors. 

7.9 Tarnished Wisconsin escutcheon plate, 1992 7.10 Doorstops, Assembly Chamber, 1992 
Grilles, Borrowed Lights and Fire-Hose Cabinets Survey The condition of hardware varied throughout the wing and Plunger-style doorstops (left) were one of the most common doorstop 

5 ‘ - aed pavilion. Tarnishing and scratches were found on a large _ types in the wing. In the Assembly Chamber, these common stops 
From October through mid-November 1992, KSA surveyed grilles, borrowed lights and fire-hose cabinets, assigning number of escutcheon plates and doorknobs. were paired with pull bar stops on a set of leather doors, a combina- 
types and locations for them on base drawings. The schedules that were eventually created from the survey guided con- tion noted only at that location. 

tractors in removal, storage and reinstallation of these items. The survey and resulting schedule also helped the design 

team establish estimates for the number of items to reuse or replace. The surveys covered the basement through the 

sixth floors of the wing and the ground through fourth floors of the Northwest Pavilion. The Assembly Loggia, Lobby 

and Galleries were included but not the Assembly Chamber itself. Surveyors used floor plans to record the locations 

of fire-hose cabinets and the placement and types of grilles and borrowed lights. The size and condition of grilles and 

fire-hose cabinets were recorded separately but were later incorporated in the Door, Brass, Hardware and Borrowed 

Light Schedule. Information concerning the condition of borrowed lights was included in Revisions to The Door, Brass, 

Hardware and Borrowed Light Schedules and The Condition Survey of Doors and Borrowed Lights.! Type designations 

were assigned with an alphabetical code, and conditions were recorded with an alphanumeric code. A modification of 

conditions as “moderately severe” or “severe” was denoted by a subscript of “1” or “2” respectively. 

Grilles 
Grilles were listed individually, room by room. Within rooms, grilles on top of radiator enclosures were designated A; 

on walls and the fronts of enclosures, B; on floors, C; and on ceilings (both rectangular and circular), D. The first grille 
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‘ ss “ : on top of an enclosure in a room was designated A1, the second, A2, and so forth. These data were entered on plans 

G ais for each floor and measurements were taken of each grille. The condition of grilles also was recorded, and included 
2 PX Fe |p : : 3 db 

ol (ww @ ood, ts tf) aE references to the individual elements being tarnished, scratched, warped, rust-stained or containing extraneous screw 

a 8 ‘ q 6 ve, we i ie os ny c —o = holes that required filling. Additional notes distinguished curved grilles, drinking fountain grilles and grilles made of 

oO / av ae 5 a # \ % j i FY ce & |i sheet metal. Grille information was recorded for ground through fourth floors, and for the sixth level. In rooms along 

as — ofa poet ae = s SZ ob ‘ & ws | aa | the north and south walls of the ground through third floors, surveyors noted a top grille on enclosures and a floor grille 

L | eX s a bey rate ES Fig 8 See Shae ayer Ae t { mi in front of enclosures. Exceptions included two floor grilles in front of a radiator in a ground floor south side office 
le | a gsc BN oSNORY TERRE A 9" ag : i Q 3s baa i hieclome, | Fo | al a i wi \ ape > Lis oe and two grilles per enclosure, plus two floor grilles in front of the enclosures, on the third floor. Curved grilles were 

RI () ul i i“ he \ (:) Kot. aS noted in the main corridor on the ground floor and on the ground and first floors of the Northwest Pavilion. Rooms on 
aS i Tie te a ser & = FA poet As oS 5 , : : i 

x) | i heb ey if | 4 ¢ e- x yr i , 1 re Ff VAY 1 { ~¢ Aan the west end of the wing on the ground, second and third floors had grilles in the tops and fronts of radiator enclosures. 
i ae Seetsy el ed EA Gf SG Se Sa -Gee} fepeo : , 4 . 
@ ead ne i w7 oly: P CZ at OT es 8 TT Mm r TT At least two wall grilles were found in almost every office on the ground through second floors, with multiple wall 

84.2 7 Tal sere tee ots 3p a ng 1d a ae xs sc grilles in the two large open offices on the first floor and in the gallery on the third floor. Many sheet metal ceiling 

; » gal el RY) ' QO ay, ale Th | L | : HI grilles were found in third floor offices. Surveyors logged only wall grilles in the corridors of the fourth floor and on 

y Xv ~ wm ee “HO: Piet a ia = i = ) ma the sixth level. The grille schedule noted that almost all the grilles were tarnished and some tarnishing was moderately 
! one Tt NY rt ee ' 8 we ; ; 

\O =e Keay —— UN = \ i a ds; hi aati FN aB wa severe. A number were also warped, rust-stained, scratched, screwed to the floor and/or had holes that needed filling. 

& Waser RS jy) iets &/) i ams ia Ke Se A smaller number were deemed to be in good condition. 

~ % a) tie oy via is ae oe ni 
sest=29 Ef nea a | i Ee : ey om ST Borrowed Lights 

yi Te yy" a Oi a S ac in > Sete am Seven types of borrowed lights also were noted on the plans for each floor. A typology was established based upon 
Se OTF” AY K NEY rae : Z - $ . : 

= 4 ee o Hew 4S : woes ew \2 i gt George B. Post & Sons’ original architectural drawings showing the casings and borrowed lights. The design team 

we (G2 een —_ al cit Re BALI % a a es assigned letter designations to them from A through G, and measurements were made of each light. The condition of 

ay (5 NP my i wy ail yeti Nm eee a TT TTT RT each was cited in Revisions to The Door, Brass, Hardware and Borrowed Light Schedules and The Condition Survey 

of Doors and Borrowed Lights. Surveyors located borrowed light types on the ground through third floor plans but 

7.11 First floor grille, borrowed light and fire-hose cabinet survey (detail), 1992 a not provide eae or eeeeyaions on condition. On the ground fogs, the survey enumerated ten borrowed 

A pre-survey walk-through of the West Wing allowed the A/E to assign alphabetical designations to the different styles of lights, all on the north side of the wing. On the first floor there were five lights near the east end of the north side 

grilles, borrowed lights and fire-hose cabinets. Surveyors then recorded their location and size on floor plans. and four near the east end of the south side. On the second floor, there were five borrowed lights on the north side. 

The third floor had twenty-three borrowed lights, fourteen of one type and nine of another. When present, damage g Pp Pp 

4 a 7 i=? was usually found on the lower half of the lights and consisted of gouged or chipped areas. Damage was noted in 

: | i : ll 4 the Revisions to The Door, Brass, Hardware and Borrowed Light Schedules and The Condition Survey of Doors and 

~ : ro : Le a Borrowed Lights. 

_. et 3 : 

‘ (i 0Um ee Fire-Hose Cabinets 
: a Ce | a The survey recorded only the location of the fire-hose cabinets. There was just one type of cabinet and it occurred in 

A | ae _ ~ three different sizes. The survey showed four fire-hose cabinets on every floor with no cabinets recorded on the fifth 

A AN | —— floor or on any floor of the Northwest Pavilion. The schedule noted that the cabinets in the basement were all painted 

2 Sg Noe : i - red. Thirteen cabinets were cited as being tarnished. ve on 

— Marble and Stone Survey 
ae al ee 7.12 Types A and C radiator grilles, 

era a 1992 During the fall and winter of 1992, KSA surveyed interior marble and stone, both that to remain in place and that to 

\ al Four types of grilles were identified in be removed, in order to record their types and conditions before the Selective Removal process began. KSA issued a 
a the its sani on ee ’ Selective Removal document entitled Condition Survey of Marble/Stone that was released by DFD on | March 1993. J. 

most often noted were lype on top oO, 2 

madigtar enclosures ici i Bp Ne ae P. Cullen & Sons, the Selective Removal general contractor, reviewed the document to verify its results and an exchange 

floor in front of radiator enclosures. ensued between Cullen & Sons and KSA until both parties were satisfied with the record.” This was an important 
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step because DFD held contractors liable for any damage found after construction that was not recorded in the survey. tele ee =e g 

Marble and stone scheduled for permanent removal were not surveyed.” A series of meetings and a tour through the | —— ee A PE ase, 7 5 

wing helped the team decide what areas of marble were intended for retention. For the West Wing, the team established li wa ne a Co, yeas) se pumas q 
11 Aste” OSL atime : £ 2 

that, at a minimum, the floors and walls of the public corridors and stair halls from the ground through fifth floors, the 1S oe a “ © SM paraows oe ‘ i 

Assembly Parlor and the Assembly Lobby (the Assembly Chamber and Loggia having been renovated previously) and ried = aa | eee = TT | = 

toilet rooms would be surveyed. For the Northwest Pavilion, the survey included the ground and first floors. ii i | ‘2 | | | | * ; | 3 

if SS SS hel | li Ss 
i | re | | ae =i era | <= | 

The identification of marble and stone and an assessment of its condition were noted on plans and elevations of selected | i lies THE | i il! | | i 

floors and walls. The survey took place floor by floor and room by room. A numerical key and graphic representation \ | ge i] i rag ; o Ht | Hl HY seas eer 

were used to record existing condition, which included stains, cracks, chips, missing pieces, heavy wear, bad grout li rat alle on # | Ne ea ul al ot Wee # ) tl hee = 1 i 

lines, loose pieces, patched pieces, gouges/holes and scratches. Stone types were recorded with an alphabetical key | ‘I wit | tl Natl a | | (ee cee a | emer te | 
a | monde eH CHEN Soy i 

on plans and elevations. Surveyors identified two types of limestone in the wing: Athens, quarried in Illinois, and er — = pT eee ily 

i | ee i t |} | \ 
Mankato, quarried in Minnesota. Fifteen types of marble were identified: Meadow Gray, Pink Tennessee, Knoxville mec’ | i 1 = | : i 

and Royal Tennessee, all quarried in Tennessee; White Rutland, Sylvan Green, Lyonaise and Verde Antique from | | ; ! ; a ! | 

Vermont; Hauteville, Fleur de Peche and Escelette from France; and Light Siena, Gray Siena, Breche Violette and tes oo) L Logg | : till | | eas 

Gray Zagle (Sagle) quarried in Italy.* Unless otherwise noted, the team considered the marble and stone to be in good | aa eee oe sine eles [eee F . 

condition. Marbles of unknown type and origin also appear on the survey form. Reduced-size plans and elevations . Cres Sze G27 G28, 2 PO 362.628 kaearee 

were reproduced in the Condition Survey of Marble/Stone. Haas Ease eae _ ee 

7.13 Post & Sons drawing detail used in survey, 1992 

Survey Results Surveyors used Post & Sons drawings to identify the various types of borrowed lights and assign al- 

The basement was not included in the condition survey. On the ground, first and second floors of the wing and the ground phabetical designations to them. Post drawings were also used to assist in the identification of types of 

and first floors of the pavilion, twenty types of marble and stone were identified, including Athens limestone and Pink radiator enclosures, 

Tennessee, White Rutland, Light Siena, Gray Siena, Breche Violette, Meadow Gray, Sylvan Green, Hauteville, Escelette, 

Fleur de Peche, Gray Zagle, Royal Tennessee, Verde Antique and Knoxville marbles. Surveyors found Escelette and 2 
: = A 5 

i de ite a the 7; ee ee HMI ri a and 2 oe eb 00 W | SCO N Ss | NES al A E CAPITO ls i 

urveyors also found the number of marble types declined substantially on the third, fourth and fifth floors; Athens g 

limestone and Meadow Gray marble were found on all three floors. Third floor also had a small amount of Hauteville R E S T O R AT | O N A N D R E N O VAT | O N ie 

WEST WING—SELECTIVE REMOVALS § 

Pe 5 2 State of Wisconsin 
' 3 © | ee > Department of Administration 

ie lg es Division of Facilities Development 
spiel — > State of Wisconsin Administration Building — 7th Floor 

z 101 East Wilson Street — P.O. Box 7866 
: : Madison, WI 53707 

e 
r CONDITION SURVEY of MARBLE/STONE 

: Stote of Wisconwr Project Number 9309-262 oC} 4 € Oo} 

nae W/ J. coLLeN FEM, 
aoa g! Esa Ferrers ¥StS— 

7.14 Fire-hose cabinet, probably ground floor, 1992 — 7.15 Condition Survey of Marble/Stone, 1993 
Non-original fire-hose cabinets were found in both offices and ae .. The survey recorded type, condition and location of interior stone and marble scheduled to remain 

corridors. The cabinets were removed and stored but not marked | : ae in place during construction. The survey information was used to ensure that contractors were held 

for reinstallation. ral responsible only for new damages noted after construction. 
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2 marble. All toilet rooms contained Pink Tennessee marble. The toilet rooms on the first, second and third floors also 

x MeN La a | | i contained Knoxville marble. The ground floor toilet room also contained Meadow Gray. 

re a re et ar rat Fea 18 
HT Roce ce TPR RS is Some stone walls on all floors of the wing and pavilion had chipped, cracked, scratched and gouged areas. Usually, chips 

iz EB FECT Cre Eero ee eee eee z and gouges were located at waist level or below, especially on corners and along corridor walls. On the ground floor of 

1 ESCH CEH HEPC po REE Ep é the wing, surveyors also located bad grout lines on both the walls and floors and a heavily worn area down the middle 

rk EEEEEE EEE EH | Nees Oe Ce ene HEH oy] of the main public corridor. Bad grout lines were also found on the first floor. Particular damage noted on the first floor 

LY || BERET . oe ae HHH NYA included chips and cracks at the head of the grand staircase, cracks in the floor of the Northwest Pavilion floor, a large 

<4 PO / ba? I EES number of gouges in the entryway border tile as well as gouges and chips in the women’s toilet room floor. On the second 

Pea CSCC See | erp EEE floor, surveyors recorded that the Assembly Parlor’s White Rutland marble floor tiles were chipped and poorly grouted. 

es EEE TT STR TPO TS PE EE Cracked, chipped, badly grouted and stained floor areas were also recorded in the Assembly Lobby. The glass block bor- 

m ae hanes ep = si ——— eee =e rowed lights in the public corridor floors were found to be heavily worn. Surveyors also located more chipped, gouged, 

TS PUAN IS NOT TO A SCALE \l or A RUA AS scratched and poorly grouted areas in the third, fourth and fifth floor corridors and in the third floor toilet room. 

Lous / fur CHS 
rs - ee. a ‘ k EI After KSA and Cullen & Sons agreed on the condition of the marble and stone to be left in place, Cullen & Sons began 

eee = We installation of protective coverings and removal of the designated pieces. The Selective Removal specifications and 

eee eee pete plans provided directions for plywood and bead board protection. The documents also provided instructions and il- 

pe ee lustrations for tagging, removing and storing the marble pieces designated for reinstallation, including floor tiles and 

a wall panels from the toilet rooms. The Selective Removal contractor took out the marble designated for permanent 

removal and placed it in storage for possible reuse. 

a itt [WEST WING _—_SELECTIVE REMOVALS Light Fixtures Survey 
ae — The light fixture survey cataloged existing decorative light fixtures in the West Wing and Northwest Pavilion for proper 

7.16 Condition Survey of Marble/Stone (sample page), 1993 removal, storage and eventual reinstallation during New Construction. According to the A/E team, “The North Wing 

Pee ey plans showing each piece of marble and/or stone in every room surveyed, Surveyors noted phase removal contractor was not instructed to catalog everything associated with each fixture fully enough during the 

boxing and storage procedure. Since the A/E will be in control of this on the West Wing, a more detailed list for each 

device should be generated.”*> Affiliated Engineers, Inc. (AEI) conducted the survey in mid- to late 1992. It included 

z every fixture inside the wing and pavilion as well as the exterior fixtures at the west ground entrance, but excluded the 

= = — A decorative fixtures in the Assembly Chamber as well as the banks of fluorescent fixtures which were designated for 

. et ie he. ae ao > Mis. 4 e i { ; 1 2 removal.?> Team members identified fixture types, assigning a letter designation to each beginning with “A.” The 

LY or Gee Ce oe omic a. £ _ © — information gathered in the survey resulted in a Selective Removal schedule that indicated components of each fixture 

i UN Ei . 2 od Loe aoe : | fe: including globes and/or glass shades, lamps, finish, type of attachment to the wall or ceiling and missing or broken 

oe ; = Lig et : a x Za : : “ - parts. Categories of globes and shades included information about quantity and size, material (glass, plastic) and frost 
~ ee A ‘4 — a oo 7 ee Ss 2 pee type (clear, etched, painted, opal) and broken or cracked panes. Lamp information included quantity, wattage and type. 

bao : ee v — ~ a = a For finish, surveyors recorded the amount of tarnish (light, medium or heavy), if any, and the presence of paint specks 

a od ’ e a ees — . or streaks. They took a photo of each type of fixture, not of each fixture. The condition of each fixture was rated and 

ity he as ww. = 7.17 "Exploded" Type AT light ay @ ABO ine Survey Results 
_ “hp? 7 as on . i> After light fixtures were removed, Surveyors identified forty-nine different types of decorative light fixtures on the ground, first, second and third floors, 

i . (Sa 2 a ue y jo one fixture of each type was including the Assembly Loggia and Galleries. The exterior lights near the west ground floor entrances were called 

er os we _ eal Le photographed in an “exploded” Type X. Only five types existed on more than a single floor. Most fixtures had globes of either glass or plastic. The 

owe va 5 3 ee | et ate econ ase majority of globes were glass, some of which were cracked; a few had missing anchor screws or globe clips. Eight 
.., He ‘ > ————SCSworr rectly reassembling the fixtures ° > 

a ie a lhe a for reinstallation. types of fixtures had glass shades instead of globes, and some shades were broken or cracked. Four types of fixtures 
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had neither globes nor shades. Surveyors noted the kinds of lamps on some of the fixtures. The finish on almost all the eo —EL — z 
fixtures was medium to heavily tarnished, and paint specks were found on some. Mixing of lamp parts was discovered oe wt i a aa z 
on two fixtures, and missing elements were found on five. At least one fixture was bent. The results were compiled ti a é wt e ig 
into the Existing Decorative Light Fixture Schedules and released on 15 January 1993 for use by the Selective Removal Se ae oo ‘ ‘ 5 

contractors. The document guided the Selective Removal contractor in the removal and storage of fixtures. Another E = - “ z 
document derived from the survey enumerated fixtures with damaged glass globes that needed replacement, fixtures = ! cS | ii \ p 

with plastic globes that were to be replaced with glass and fixtures with damaged leaded glass shades that were to be to a a | Ay ! | ee ‘ a 
repaired. AEI also researched the original fixtures in the wing and pavilion. The team used Post & Sons' drawing 4 " fa g | i 5 | Lo ets 
518-1654, “Schedule and Electric Fixtures,” to help prepare recommendations for refurbishing original fixtures and oa i - | / / : = | . pe 
designing new metal-halide and fluorescent fixtures for the offices and corridors.”” a be} ae 

: t oho he 
Decorative Finishes and Artwork Surveys pe | { 1 

Between the early 1980s and the early 1990s, multiple consultants conducted more than a dozen decorative finish and us oe ae ee [a 
artwork surveys in the West Wing and Northwest Pavilion. While some of the surveys included the West Wing and a : . ~ a ae 
Northwest Pavilion as components of larger surveys, others focused specifically on the wing and pavilion. The purpose sat : a _ fi i 3 i oh ee 
of all was to document existing conditions of artwork and decorative finishes and offer suggestions for restoration or ae : : | D fs N i) [a Un 
recreation. Three surveys (1982, 1986 and 1988) included the wing and pavilion during an examination of the entire ; | 2 aS = aes ae 
building. For artwork and decorative finishes in the Assembly Chamber, Galleries and Loggia separately, two surveys \ ae tel = oe 40) 
were conducted in 1988. (The artwork included Edwin H. Blashfield’s “Wisconsin” mural plus other oil-on-canvas Se . i Se. 2s 
artwork in the chamber’s pendentives and in the loggia. The decorative finishes included paint schemes, stencils, gilding ee io U 2 oe — 
and the condition of marble and wood features.) In 1993-94, one consultant, Fine Arts Conservation Services (FACS) Cr = — | | / / ] _ : : a x 2 : 
of Sheboygan and Madison, completed two large reports. Two other consultants, Garland Guild, Inc. of Indianapolis a es a ae ; Doe Cee 
and EverGreene Painting Studios, Inc. of New York, supplemented the FACS reports with documents that drew upon a - 7 hl | 3) | Me _° 

information generated during their restoration and reproduction of decorative finishes. EverGreene also produced three a 2 i 1 i qj : : 4 Te = = * 

reports on conditions in the Assembly Chamber and the grand staircase soffits. Garland Guild hired Preservar, Inc. of ft ] : B | as 

New York, as a sub-consultant to produce a report on the finishes on the ground and first floor ceilings in the Northwest ; & i | pig 
Pavilion. Consultants used a variety of methods that included visual inspection, historic research, cross-section analysis, “LN 4 j ] da 4 1 u t 

solvent tests, probes and infrared examinations. The reports described the techniques used, including specific solvents, < Bo ; Py : i i 4 ‘¢ 
and reported the results of the work. The reports usually provided photographs and/or hand-colored drawings of existing . i al ne ee 
conditions, cross-section analyses, probes, stencil patterns and other findings, then made recommendations. - E : i i a 

Z a = Nn" Early Surveys as > . Tip, 
In 1981-82, Rita Zachman, a graduate student, inventoried and cataloged pounce patterns and stencils stored in the ue Fai 4 Fn te “ res 

Capitol’s basement and attempted to match existing decorative finishes to the historic stencils. Her efforts indicated aay Poe ‘oT ‘ 
a great deal of overpainting had likely occurred throughout the building. In the West Wing, she matched only three ae : o- - 

stencils to existing finishes on the ground floor, two stencils on the second floor, a partial stencil on the third floor and ~*. beara’ PS 

one stencil to a border on fourth floor. ** In a report dated August 1986, the Milwaukee Conservators of Art described Pee = ais 
the company’s artwork inventory and condition survey for the entire Capitol. The report assessed the artwork generally, atl 7 “Some 
identified specific problems, and suggested maintenance techniques and treatments for specific areas. Repairing the as 7». " 
Assembly Chamber mural, “Wisconsin,” and the wall to which it was affixed was cited as number six on the priority : 
list included with the report. A crack in the wall had caused a six-foot tear near the mural’s bottom center edge.??. In 7.18 Light fecture storage, Rotunda basement, 1993 

: - ee. 2 baie Light fixtures were boxed after removal and stored in the rotunda basement. The type and number of another survey, FACS included the ground floor corridor of the West Wing in its “Technical Examination Reports of the fixture, its date of removal and a photograph of its type were placed on the exterior of each box, 
Seven Areas of the Wisconsin State Capitol,” which was issued in 1988. FACS used solvent tests, visual examination, enabling easy retrieval during New Construction. 
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: z cross-section analysis and photography on the ceiling and also surveyed other parts of the corridor. FACS concluded that 

j Zz much of the ceiling, frieze and trim had been repainted but did not conclude that the ceiling’s stencils were reproductions. 

iS FACS recommended repairing a large crack in the ceiling, cleaning the ceiling and other plaster elements, exposing 

‘ > the original paint scheme and repainting according to that scheme.*° 

, z 
Poy 1988-95 West Wing Surveys 

\ _ FACS completed two separate decorative finish and artwork analyses in the Assembly Chamber in 1988. The first 

Aa survey used historic photos and technical analysis of paint layers to determine original color schemes in the Assembl ,. y p ysis of paint lay y 
\ \ Ny) i 7.19 Decorative finish probes, Assembly Gal- Chamber, Loggia and Galleries. Further, the condition of Edwin H. Blashfield’s “Wisconsin” and other artwork in 

i a lery, 1988 the chamber was assessed. The results were submitted in “Reports of Examination of Nineteen Fine Arts Murals in 4 1s TY; 1 
x oN i | . - The Restoration and Relighting of the Assembly Assembly Chambers” which covered “Wisconsin,” sixteen eagle and botanical canvases in the pendentives and two 
sh a - | a ) gos Chamber Galleries pnd LosEta eee Her quotation panels in the loggia. The report spelled out options for cleaning and repair and recommended restoring the ea ‘ i | 77 «project in 1988 that effectively established the _ : 

~ Sr. “fh Pd prototype for “restoration” in other areas of chamber to the 1910 color scheme and conserving the nineteen murals. *! 
SS eA i. F ¢ g the building. As part of that work, surveyors 

Si] F 7 : i saline cs Be Ne to uncover original The second analysis included the examination of painted surfaces and decorative elements (marble, light fixtures, wood 
mein ae and gilding) in the Assembly Chamber, Lobby, Loggia and Galleries and the office of the sergeant-at-arms. FACS 

analyzed the painted surfaces visually and by using solvent tests, probes and cross sections; colors were identified 
! | ae ‘e eS OS. e using the Munsell color system. FACS described its results and made recommendations in “Technical Examination ( 4? PIE ee SS i 5 e y 

elton Lh Sar ee ~~ oe = 2 Ges = = 2 of Decorative Surfaces in Assembly Chambers.” Hand-colored drawings, cross-section report sheets and captioned 
—— ee See ee is x Sian el photographs illustrate the document. Examination confirmed that the existing pre-restoration color schemes were ee th Ee we ‘ i : a: : = a a £3 ass a tt > not original. Probes and cross sections revealed original, but damaged, paint layers and stenciling. Light fixtures, a =< ~ ig & ged, p y 8 ig RE Le ZN £ : on acl ye : ; we — —~ RAM = i marble and wood items were indicated as being in good condition but the fixtures and marble needed cleaning, gilded 

os b SN , ‘ : : ee eG g A wood was worn and varnished surfaces were dull. Recommendations included recreating original decorative schemes 
— Ma 2 ; els : pas ss : baci 

 . using historic colors, preserving original gold decoration, cleaning light fixtures, marble and wood and regilding lost 
~~ =m - P 8 Bs 8 8 

val decoration on the wood surfaces.*? 
| > 

. - ; In 1992, DFD contracted with FACS to research and evaluate the decorative finishes in the wing and pavilion, excluding 

ar coe a ea the Assembly Chamber, Loggia and Galleries. FACS again used probes and cross-section analysis to document original 
a pe Ly | Ln ee ie ~ aint schemes and stencils. It conducted its work between 1992 and 1994, before, during and after Selective Removal, yy 2 ge ee ee oe ae : ; P 8 

Wee 7 ys SA Sa ee a8 a and issued two reports. The first, “Analyses of Architectural Decorative Finishes in the Wisconsin State Capitol,” 
: , i. £ > a oe ee So ee was released in September 1993. It reported on forty-seven areas in approximately sixty-five rooms from the ground Oe es CS rr—~—“‘“C rirs—S—s—s—s—sSNSNsS : | 

wt a 1 Weg > = 2 = ‘ ee _ ee om floor through the sixth level. The text was supplemented with a Munsell color notation chart, floor plans, photographs 
AG hore eT . . s ee ee and hand-colored drawings of color schemes, chomochronologies and full-sized stencil patterns.** DFD reviewed the 

RS ee f pe ee ow a am report and in November 1993 suggested additions and corrections based on findings made by the painting staff of the oN i mace p ee 8 y the painting 
2S a Le i Cl Bureau of Building Management of the Department of Administration. DFD asked for additional information about 

or Wess ae ' ! a a —~ stencils and paint colors for the ground, first and second floor corridors and more information about the source of 
as ie Seg : sy damage to the paintings in the third floor groin vaults. It also sought more information about finishes in the offices of Bee g gre 2 

‘ N | ot oe . - the secretary of state and sergeant-at-arms, in addition to the fourth floor corridor and the pavilion rooms on the third i ee Bh - ae a ee 
ES ee - oie and fourth floors.** 

=x Ve Ve | a. a rein At DFD’s request, Garland Guild, Inc. of Indianapolis completed some probe work in February 1994 on walls and 
2 es es ind fi on : ; 7.20 Test areas on “Wisconsin,” Assembly Chamber, 1988 plaster sections i e pavilion’s eran eo ond and third floor rommefend on the nes first (including the old 

The cleaning and restoration of Edwin H. Blashfield’s mural, “Wisconsin,” was also part of the 1988 Assembly Chamber project. Con- secretary of state’s office), second (including the old press room), third (in the galleries) and fourth floors. Garland 
servators tested a number of areas to determine where cleaning was needed, as well as the most effective types of solutions to use. Guild's work revealed previously undocumented stencils and colors, including an elaborate frieze in the secretary of 
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state’s former office. Garland Guild produced a report that contained custom paint chips, a daily log of activities, a 2 : _ TT ie z 

list that documented colors discovered by probes, photographs of probes and a list of the tracings it had made of the a : P - a Sie oe a —_ zg 

designs it had uncovered. In April 1994, after Garland Guild had submitted its report, FACS followed with a second a { : ee / —— : een = 

decorative finishes report, “Analysis of Interior Decorative Finishes in the Wisconsin State Capitol West Wing.” The oe — =o : - — =e = > 

analysis included information gathered from January to September 1993 and from reexamination, conducted between ie i a = | z 

March and April 1994, of 125 areas in approximately sixty-five rooms from the ground floor through the sixth level. 5 —— — ee =| 

FACS revised its September 1993 report and added essays on Beaux-Arts architecture, stenciling in the entire Capitol baal i = - : 1 : | Pe. es | 

and understanding cross sections. Other additions included floor plans, summaries of the areas examined and a larger j Ps > ar = | —— le a 

number of photographs, hand-colored drawings of stencil patterns and wall sections, chromochronology and cross- hae Sie | ee ~~ i= ee 

section analysis sheets. In its appendixes, the report provided reproduced historical documents, copies of the 1988 LL : 7 e we i : 9 ii : i; 

technical reports on the Assembly Chamber, a chronology of Capitol construction and modifications, biographical data | i A f . ‘ i a i ' 4 / 

on Edwin Blashfield, Elmer Garnsey, Lew Porter and George Post and a glossary of architectural terms. | | 7 a 2 j if a a : 

In 1995, during the final phases of New Construction, decorative finish contractors prepared two additional reports. : Be a < : | f os i ti 

Early in its conservation work, Garland Guild observed that the first floor ceiling of the Northwest Pavilion was in poor | 1 : BS i Co 5 _ - 

condition. Garland Guild consulted with DFD and then hired Preservar, Inc. of New York to prepare a conservation | : see , 2 : | = oo 2 

report for the ceilings on both the ground and first floors of the Northwest Pavilion. Constance S. Silver of Preservar ; | | eo 

collected data on 6 and 7 April 1995 and Richard Wolbers of the Winterthur Museum in Delaware assisted with sample ee 

analysis. Preservar issued its report on 25 April 1995. It provided information concerning the stabilization of paint and 

analyses of finishes; an appendix consisted of captioned photographs and cross-section analyses. For the first floor, : 

Preservar used cleaning tests, surface protection tests, adhesive tests and analyses of finishes to provide information on g o 

the safest way to stabilize, clean and protect the ceiling which was found not to have been repainted. For the ground - z - Are 

floor, Preservar combined visual analysis with “cratering” and exposures made by Garland Guild to create a theory about ‘ cee 

the original finishes on the ceiling and moldings. The analysis of paint samples completed by Wolbers confirmed the 

on-site hypothesis. The plaster cornice and outer mural ring originally had a stone-colored mono-finish that matched 7.21 Probes in the former secretary of state’s business office, first floor, 1993 

the stone walls, different from the then-current brown paint. In addition, an original red band around the room presented The decorative finish contractor uncovered elaborate decorations in the semi-private business offices of the secretary of state. For 

a substantial variation from the shade of red in place and the green field was originally slate blue.** many years, original decorative finishes throughout the wing had been obscured by over painting. 

EverGreene Painting Studios, Inc. issued “Wisconsin State Capitol, West Wing Renovation, Assembly Chamber, aS. sd—«ds. 3 a: 

Mural and Pendentive Paintings Condition Report” on 20 June 1995. The report summarized EverGreene’s analysis eT 

of Blashfield’s “Wisconsin” mural and the additional sixteen smaller oil-on-canvas murals in the Assembly Chamber. mms 2 

EverGreene examined the canvases for inpainting, varnish and structural problems. EverGreene found that “Wisconsin” : 

exhibited minimal inpainting along its two repaired cracks and over a damaged area near the center. The pendentive = 

paintings of eagles and bay leaves were examined for inpainting and detachment; the examination found scattered 4 

inpainting on all of the canvases but there was no indication of structural damage. The report concluded with oe re ‘ 

recommendations to monitor the repaired structural cracks in the “Wisconsin” mural and to examine all the paintings Ee oF sre x i we ta ee 

to see if another application of varnish would dull the glossy patches seen on all the canvases.*” eo re ee : E iy Sat 

EverGreene’s work on decorative finishes produced some findings that differed from those in FACS’s April 1994 report. pore ewes a sae jm ; a = eae UREN To es a =e 

EverGreene found previously undocumented finishes on the first and second floors which were recorded in its daily work floor, 1994 Be er 5 ee af A > 

log and discussed in “Addendum to ‘Analysis of Interior Decorative Finsihes [sic] in the Wisconsin State Capitol West An elaborate historic frieze was SS eee = 7 — = 2 _ 

Wing.’”*’ EverGreene also submitted treatment reports on the Assembly Loggia and the soffits of the grand staircase. a evealed in the secretary of state : 3 ee oF L : a : . oe Be cer ‘ . 

Prior treatment of the soffits did not correctly adhere the oil-on-canvas paintings to the plaster. EverGreene removed Aeon aa PARA Oe) / oo a 24 is . 

the old adhesive and reattached the canvas panels with Beva Gel. Unsound plaster was consolidated and reattached.” below the frieze. ea we ee = 
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2 The condition and treatment report for the Assembly Loggia documented the existing cracking and delaminating of 

Weer $iNG/ sage céeirOE) yal 2) -oboe et TeCieiea Oars kl gilding and varnish. EverGreene removed the delaminated areas and inpainted and regilded them.” 

- 7 ‘ ES 

ee | psi ee ‘age 

ae) | g DED hired KSA in 1992 to examine the windows in the West Wing and Northwest Pavilion and prepare a report to aid 

os : in their restoration.*! The window survey was intended to assess and record the existing interior and exterior condi- 

SACEUEE LR AtL cope co tions of the cherry wood windows and provide the information needed to plan window repairs. * The survey included 

eee eS) windows from ground through third floors of the wing and the second through fourth floors of the pavilion. Distinct 

es 4 3 Poa from the other wings, there are no windows on the fourth floor of the West Wing, but the absence of windows on the 

ese a ground and first floors of the Northwest Pavilion is consistent with the three other pavilions; windows on the other 

nae P floors curved with the radius of the pavilion. The upper and lower sash of each window was examined inside and 
WALL ee my out, including exterior and interior stops, trim, window washing hooks, jamb, casing, base rail, meeting rail, top rail, 

* a aed es, stiles, joints and muntins. Windows in the wing were numbered on each floor beginning with the window of the wing 
i Mee Wee closest to the Northwest Pavilion. (Ground floor windows began with GW-1, first floor windows with 1W-1, and so 

: ares a on.) Pavilion windows were numbered after the wing’s windows, continuing ihe pecueHCe: The drawings show that 

2 er, pe) & surveyors examined six distinct areas of each window, inside and out, concentrating on Nouns: For example; the first 

MG e ee Gee g was the left side of both the upper and lower sashes including the exterior stop, trim and window washing hooks on 

Rie a) = the exterior, and the interior stop, jamb and casing on the interior. Existing conditions were given an alphanumeric 

oes | code; on the interior, scratches, gouges, nail holes, faded and peeling varnish, water stains, cracks, dents and difficulty 
a i ae operating were recorded. Condition of hardware was noted for missing screws and grommets and tarnished and/or 

fan | | ae loose locks. The outer surfaces of the windows had cracks, chips, gouges, rot, exposed pins, splitting wood, peeling 

Be heady Oe = oF paint and missing caulk. The presence or absence of window washing hooks and eyelets were noted, too. Survey 

ee] ee — results informed the window schedule presented in the New Construction drawing set. 

CHAIR RAIL 3 

: | Survey Results 

| The survey identified different types of windows, varying in size and shape at each level. Twenty rectangular ground floor 
DADO : . | windows, each with an upper and lower sash containing six lights and slightly curved upper rails were surveyed. Damage 

bis 4 ; ‘ Po appeared to be concentrated on the lower half of the lower sash of the windows. On the outside, cracked sills and exposed pins 

<b pe 5 | were the most common type of damage. Inside, dented wood was the most common problem, along with nail holes, gouges 

eo : oe x =gacity ‘a and water stains. Of the twenty-one windows on the first floor, eight are on each side of the wing and five are situated at the 
fear eS ee ae ‘ | west end. All are rectangular with an upper and lower sash and six lights in each sash. On the exterior, existing condition 

- ST eeeeeecmmeneeanonn meen problems included missing caulk, exposed pins with splitting wood, cracked, gouged and chipped sills. Most window washing 

FLOOR hooks had been removed and replaced with soft filler. On the interior, existing conditions included nail holes, tape on stops, 

NEE Cee On (I pl wW ___ Hho mach hoa gouges, faded and peeling varnish and cracked wood. Cracked wood and faded and peeling varnish represented the most 

common existing condition. Most damage was found around the base rail on the lower sash and the meeting rails on both 

ne . : the upper and lower sashes. Windows on the south side of the wing were in the worst condition. 
7.23 Chromochronology of interior decorative finishes, 1993 

FACS’s report included floor plans, photos of probes, color schemes, cross-section analyses, full-size stencil 

patterns and drawings representing chromochronologies. A chromochronology, as presented in the FACS The second floor of the wing has twenty-one windows, with three more located beneath the roof of the pavilion. The 
report, indicated the firms analysis of the succession of paint schemes in a room over time. sixteen windows on the north and south sides of the wing (eight to a side) have seven panes in the lower sash and eight 

in the upper; the two windows nearest the pavilions are slightly narrower than the other fourteen. The five windows 

on the west end are at a height unique to the Capitol; drawings called for field verification of windows’ heights but 

gave the width as 6’-1’4”. The upper and lower panels contain seven panes of glass while the transom sash above the 

upper sash have four panes. The three Northwest Pavilion windows at the second level also have eight lights over 
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7.24 Ceiling sample cross section, ground floor of the Northwest Pavilion, 1995 7.25 Oil-on-canvas paintings, grand stair soffits, 1995 

In April 1995, consulting conservation specialists made an additional examination of ceilings on Examination and restoration of the oil-on-canvas paintings on the soffits of the grand stair were 

the ground and first floors of the Northwest Pavilion. The resulting report guided color choices and late additions to the decorative finish contract. The contractor looked for areas of detachment 
& 1g report gu 

restoration techniques for both ceilings. and flaking paint. Canvases were reattached and the paintings restored. 

a a 
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' 2 seven. Existing exterior conditions included exposed pins with splitting and rotting wood, cracked sills and peeling 

v @ paint. Many washing hooks remained in place. Interior conditions included nail holes, water stains, faded varnish, 

rc Se mg 2 missing grommets and screws and difficulty in operating. Nail holes on either sides of the windows and faded varnish 

| nae, | {ipso ah} eS were the most common conditions noted. 

ei ||| i | zg i] rt & 
cy i | £ The third floor windows in the wing vary in size although they are consistently double sash windows with two panes | g 

‘NOW E> TERIOR | | of glass in each sash. These are distinct from the windows located in the pavilion at this level. Those windows have 
Hou | é ‘4 Pa a 

1 EXTERIOR STOP, TRIM BRD WINDOW WASHING 1O0KS I | hd three panes in both the upper and lower sashes. The windows on the wing’s end were the semi-circular transom sashes 
2 BASE RAL.LEPT AND RIGHE STLE, BASE RAIL JOINT } iii iy a 6s ; z _ x sue 

ASO MUNTINGS) AND BASE Rall JOINT fesoseed eees that sat on top of the second floor windows. Exisiting conditions included peeling paint, exposed pins, splitting wood 
3 MEETING RAW. LEFT AND RIGHT STILE ahd —————— oO) Pp er : 3 Ba 

Geek RAUL EET ANDI Redes ae | | t | and cracked sills. Exposed pins and cracked sills were the most common condition recorded. The interior conditions 

a NTERION STOR TELL ANN, WH noW EATING eeaKS iz i i | of the windows included water stains, nail holes, faded and peeling varnish, cracked and dented wood and tar on the 

* 450 HUNTING) AND Toe RAL GONTS | ; finish. For both the exterior and interior, the conditions were noted mostly in the area of the base rail and the meeting 
A / / : k be ; 7 

/ or et rail on the upper sash. The seven fourth floor windows of the Northwest Pavilion, which are two lights over two, 

flee ae | L ences | | were found to have exposed pins with splitting wood, severe paint peeling and cracked sills on their exteriors. On the 

a anencns need interiors, there were nail holes on the right and left sides of every window. 

WINDOW INTERIOR, 

2: BASE RALUEFT NO ROUT Site, BASE RAL voINT ae | The design team translated the survey results into a window schedule for inclusion in the New Construction documents. 

Sige ey ae Se le | il i | The existing conditions for each window were provided in a schedule along with repair notes. Measured drawings of 
FETINS PAIL JOINT, ALSO MUNTIN. JOINT(S) a ee : : : : : i il 4 MEETING A CET AND RIGHT STE END MEETING a | | each window type were included in the drawings. An approved submittal dated 8 April 1994 described the procedure 

PA. JOINT, ALSO MUNTIN JOINT(S) i a ‘ 2 . . + > nil]: ‘: 

Bre an Rey Cine Moor Ga dOmny | | | for removing the windows to Lake City Glass of Madison for glazing and to J. P. Cullen & Sons’ mill in Janesville for 

PSS) Noe oak sone i] i repair. The submittal also outlined instructions for refinishing interior and exterior trim and for protecting window 

beets) L setae 23] openings during New Construction. 

fae | i a r——~<—‘“‘—i—i—si—s~s—O—OSN = i | lr z 
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7.26 Window repair details, New Construction drawings, 1993 2 ae o a 
Surveyors examined window stops, rails, stiles and the joints between the rails, stiles and muntins, noting damage that included oe ae or Dp: J B cow oe eee ay 
cracks and splitting wood at the joints. Survey information was used in preparation of New Construction drawings. ae or | Pe se oe 4 
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f cin oe | : Mn 
7.27 Second floor window, Northwest Pavilion, 1994 ee re oe ee 
Pavilion windows were curved to match the radius of the at i —- = oe so eae 

pavilion’s curved walls. Windows were removed during . 4 i, ee i? 
New Construction for repair and reglazing, and then were oi e re os 2 

reinstalled in their original openings. me ee 
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Endnotes '° Door, Brass, Hardware and Borrowed Light Schedules, B.12.29, and Revisions to The Door, Brass, Hardware and 

' Kahler Slater Architects, Inc., “State Capitol,” n.d., Binder 16, Capitol Archives. Unless otherwise noted, all citations Borrowed Light Schedules and The Condition Survey of Doors and Borrowed Lights, B.11.17, B.11.18 and B.11.19. 

are to documents in the Capitol Archives. 
20 Chadek to Project File, 3 June 1992, B.18.20. The pre-survey meeting identified two types of styles for knobs and 

? Ibid. escutcheon plates, “Wisconsin Seal” and “Rockford.” The survey does not make the distinction between original 

hardware and hardware added after 1917. A number of the knobs may not have been original to the building. 

3 Art Chadek to Project File, 10 January 1992 and 13 January 1992, B.18.26. 
2! Grilles, borrowed lights and fire-hose cabinet survey notes, circa October 1992, B.11.25; Door, Brass, Hardware and 

4 Chadek to Project File, 24 January 1992, ibid. The surveyors did not enter all data into the laptop in the field. Kahler Borrowed Light Schedules, B.12.29; Revisions to The Door, Brass, Hardware and Borrowed Light Schedules and The 

Slater Architects, Inc.’s archives hold hand-drawn reflective ceiling plans prepared in the office. Condition Survey of Doors and Borrowed Lights, B.11.17, B.11.18 and B.11.19. 

5 “State Capitol,” Binder 16. 2. Condition Survey of Marble/Stone, 1 March 1993, B.19.06. 

© A number of the Selective Removal schedules were used as research resources for this chapter including the sections 23 Chadek to Project File, 15 March 1993, B.12.42. 

on doors and frames, door hardware, grilles, borrowed lights, fire-hose cabinets, marble and light fixtures. The New 

Construction drawings provided survey information for windows. Most of the surveys that had resulted in schedules 24 Surveyors were able to identify types of marble and their origins through a combination of historical research and 

and New Construction drawings were not available as research resources when this chapter was written. general knowledge. These identifications vary from particulars given in the marble contractor’s files of 1908-11. 

According to contractor Fred Andres & Co.’s “Applications for Payment,” Mankato and Kasota stone and Napoleon 

7 Wiss, Janney, Elstner’s survey and report are discussed in Chapter S. marble were used on the walls of the ground floor corridor. The first floor had Kasota walls and Hauteville marble 

bases. Andres also supplied South Dover marble wainscot in the Assembly lobby, Grey Tennessee marble stairs in 

® Chadek to Project File, 18 March 1992, B.18.26. the West Gallery, Napoleon columns and bases, green granite pilasters and Siena marble mantles. Fred Andres & Co., 

“Applications for Payment,” 10 October, 12 December 1908, 5 February, 2 April, 5 June 1909, 14 March 1911, folder 

° Kahler Slater Architects, Inc., “West Wing Existing Condition Finish Survey,” circa 1992, B.11.25a. 3, box 44, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833, Wisconsin Historical Society. 

'© Surveyors completed one form for each space. In some instances, a single space like a large, open office would have 25 Chadek to Project File, 9 March 1992, B.18.26. 

had as many as four room numbers assigned to it. For example, one form was completed for the open office with room 

numbers 7W, 9W, 10W and 11W. 26 Existing Decorative Light Fixture Schedules, 15 January 1993, B.13.40. 

" Radiator Enclosures folder, B.11.24. 27 Charlie Quagliana to Dan Stephans, 4 January 1994, B.18.42. 

"2 West Wing and Northwest Pavilion Restoration and Renovation Selective Removal, Volume I (plans), 25 November 28 Rita Zachman, “State Capitol Building: Inventory of Patterns and Stencils,” January 1982, B.11.13. “Existing deco- 

1992, D.2.04. rative finishes” refers to finishes visible in 1982. No effort was made to determine if the visible finishes were original 

to the building or later additions. 

'S “State Capitol,” Binder 16. 
2° Milwaukee Conservators of Art, “Art Work Inventory and Condition Survey,” 27 August 1986, Art Inventory /Condition 

'4 Even though forty-seven types of doors were identified and pictured at the front of the schedule, it does not list any Survey folder, box 9, Pre-1987 Capitol Restoration files. 

Types O, W, X, BB or DD doors anywhere in the wing and pavilion. The schedule also records twenty-three doors in 

the basement but does not specify their types. The survey uses the term “jamb” to denote “frame,” but distinguishes 30 Fine Arts Conservation Services, “Technical Examination Reports of Seven Areas of the Wisconsin State Capitol,” 

between sides and top when a doorframe contains both jambs and a lintel (top). Volume III; Fine Arts Conservation Services, “Technical Examination Reports for Governor’s Conference Room, 

Rotunda Basement and Ground Floor West Hallway Appendix,” both from 1988, ibid. 

'S Chadek to Project File, 20 August 1992, B.18.26. 
31 Fine Arts Conservation Services, “Reports of Examination of Nineteen Fine Arts Murals in Assembly Chambers,” 

'© Door, Brass, Hardware and Borrowed Light Schedules, 25 November 1992, B.12.29, and Revisions to The Door, 1988, Survey-Mural Conservation folder, box 1, Assembly Chamber Restoration files. 

Brass, Hardware and Borrowed Light Schedules and The Condition Survey of Doors and Borrowed Lights, 25 November 

1992, B.11.17, B.11.18 and B.11.19. 32 Fine Arts Conservation Services, “Technical Examination of Decorative Surfaces in Assembly Chambers,” 1988, 

ibid. 
'7 The door with the flush sheet metal covering was listed as a Type SS door in the schedule and a Type WW in the 

condition survey of doors and borrowed lights. 33 Fine Arts Conservation Services, “Analyses of Architectural Decorative Finishes in the Wisconsin State Capitol West 

Wing,” September 1993, B.11.09. 

'8 Chadek to Project File, 3 June 1992, B.18.20. 
+4 Mike Bath to Quagliana, 23 November 1993, B.11.10. 
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Bi1123) 

36 Preservar, Inc., “Wisconsin State Capitol: Studies for the Conservation of Mural Paintings and Architectural Finishes 

in Two Entry Vestibules,” 25 April 1995, B.11.22. 

*” EverGreene Painting Studios, Inc., “Wisconsin State Capitol, West Wing Renovation, Assembly Chamber, Mural and 

Pendentive Paintings Condition Report,” 20 June 1995, B.11.10a. Accompanying photos appear in B.11.12. 

38 EverGreene Painting Studios, Inc., “Addendum to ‘Analysis of Interior Decorative Finsihes [sic] in the Wisconsin 

State Capitol West Wing,’” 29 June 1995, B.11.10a. 

* EverGreene Painting Studios, Inc., “Wisconsin State Capitol, Grand Staircase Soffits, Paint and Plaster Treatments, 

March-April 1995,” circa May 1995, Grand Staircase Soffits Paint and Plaster Treatment folder, box 9, Pre-1987 

Capitol Restoration files. 

“© EverGreene Painting Studios, Inc., “Assembly Chamber Loggia—Condition Statement,” circa June 1995, 

B.11.10a. 
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~— dh’ Low . BUILDING SYSTEMS 

Loge Ped 

: ; pe a : he West Wing (1906-09) was the first wing of the Capitol built, and its mechanical systems were sophisticated 

a : a for the time. The mechanical ventilation system in combination with traditional perimeter room radiator 

j } De : heating was state-of-the-art, a central vacuum sweeping system was installed, and the electrical system included 

i _ ‘ i Be s telephones and telegraph, call buttons and buzzers. Later remodeling projects included the conversion of the electrical 

, 1 st ‘ aa a system from direct current to alternating current in 1958-63, a complete plumbing renovation in 1968, the Assembly 

] 4 Pe : ; [aw : ZA Chamber Restoration and Relighting in 1988 and the West Wing Restoration and Renovation, which modernized all 

: SE a " > Se: mechanical systems and added air conditioning. The Northwest Pavilion was constructed with the North Wing (1914- 

3 i = SY \ *~ —_. S ee 17), the last portions of the Capitol to be erected. The basement of the pavilion was included in the 1990-92 North ; ae Fa an . — ae Ps ae Wing Renovation and Restoration in order to accommodate the new Capitol Police Communication Center. The ground 

ee ys aes i 4 and first floor pavilion entrance lobbies and the second through fourth floor hearing rooms were renovated as part of 

: a ae ee a ee the West Wing work. 

ee ae Le ‘ a. eo J | a a This chapter describes the West Wing and Northwest Pavilion mechanical systems, including heating, ventilating, air 

aie ie or E eee ES ee ae a ie conditioning, plumbing, See lighting, and elevators. IRBs include hnisiorio conditions, modifications pee 

ed is cere an a 5 pe ae ——— — — ve 2 between Le aad 1993, es oe satay the Meee Ne Wine Restoration and Renovation, a 2002 ae 
eee = gaa ey J A y y Ss a em : - . Tatra in this chapter derives from historic anes spec felons and eesuonde nee) renovation or remodeling 
—— wl be ae J aS y P < oe ae = S drawings, correspondence, photographs and specifications; and conversations with Capitol maintenance personnel. 

Be a nee y 

Z _—— “te - Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning (HVAC) 
——-. ee . Pedi atte ss ba Architect George B. Post’s design for the West Wing included a sophisticated heating and ventilating system that moved 

emt ee v both steam and filtered, heated air around the building to maintain occupant comfort. This was accomplished through the 
F os si ¥ : f é combination of a manifold ductwork system and a room-perimeter radiator system. The Capitol commission awarded 

ne : z - P e a $27,891 contract to Charles Wilkins of Minneapolis (doing business as Charles Wilkins and Co.) on 5 February 1908, 

ee i “4 P ‘ ; , with work to be completed by 30 November 1908. He eventually received a total of $28,306.45. The original source 

: ~ a sc i ee een Ps] -. of steam and power was the boiler house that served the second capitol; the current Capitol Heat and Power Plant was 

ip on i Se aimee ; a - _ constructed between 1908 and 1909 and began providing steam and electricity by 1912. Heating and ventilation work 

Eres ae : : . was finished by early January 1909." 
8.1 Electrical Work in the Assembly Chamber, 1988 

coe Si Pe fe ees ae aoe The original boiler house also provided high-pressure steam to the West Wing for mechanical systems. After the boiler 

house was demolished to make room for the new South Wing, a temporary heating system was used until the excavation 

and foundation of the Central Portion had progressed to the point where the new Capitol Heat and Power Plant could 

be connected to the wing through the East Wing. A main return trunk line collected all the steam return lines in the 

wing and conveyed the condensed steam back to the boiler house through the south side of the basement.” 

Building Systems e 8-1



ene. (iy eee Tetra ke Cee RI EM Raed at ON a 3 The HVAC system of the Northwest Pavilion was included in the contract for the North Wing. The Paul E. Mueller 

: ‘, fe a Os VAT EAS ae Cee ie le Co. of Milwaukee received this contract; the total amount for the wing and two pavilions was $61,400. The contract 

SSS = re An SORELY anaes a — cies 2 was signed on 3 February 1915, and work was completed in late 1917. All heating and ventilating for the Northwest 

Ei Wl es | ie a Toa tS "s a 3S [ee ee aa : ‘ : i ie Pavilion were powered by the systems in the North Wing; the North Wing HVAC system was nearly identical to that 

cay 4 ui ‘ “on eae | We : i ; | ul eo i of the West Wing except for the air filter system, which used air washers rather than cheesecloth filters.* 

n! 5 oe 7 ee ee : | ea a ny 

{ hee Pon's, i af: Poe ee ey Ventilation 

| bi if « {361} cH 3} ie") , ( peor | Historic Ventilation 
| ' | ¥ A. ; i Be fea = i | : 4 i ; ] | i : ; The original ventilation system was a constant-volume air system that provided fresh air to all occupied areas of the 

hs | 2 | yoy i : idl os Sen it Hine ' it ee : [! West Wing through an intake duct on the roof and exhausted “foul air” through louvers on the roof. Two 42-inch, 

fe at | : saat fede ereceten S00 pete, Pn ee Utes ree “~ | centrifugal fans “of the multiple-cupped-blade type” brought air into the building. The air passed through two sets of 

We it Oe ay ESN ARERR 18 Ze ; a7 7 Tare TTF filters, consisting of wooden frames with copper netting covered with cheesecloth; the total filter area was 1,500 square 

ee as te: on (aie Eee pe me Ld: Lie oe Vee feet. Two batteries of tempering coils heated the air, and a bank of evaporating coils humidified the air before it was 

. fy ~te Free ss Aye Duct z= Seepen r pgp Pate L ee Dur Ean og " distributed through the wing. A manifold, galvanized-iron duct system delivered the conditioned air to the occupied 

v 0 “Ze TER r . ei. a e aes rg See oo On we wan rooms in the wing; ductwork in the basement was covered with magnesia blocks and that above the basement was 

b>) YY AH is 4-8 £ o a + et. p ate FH y % covered with /2-inch asbestos covering and plastered. A 54- by 44-inch exhaust fan located on the fourth floor pulled air 

i OS ans es 2 a Ea oh a cs py Sats BA “p through the building and exhausted it from the roof. Two 15-horsepower (hp) motors powered the basement intake fans, 

' a Ly 1 eee Peete Bs! } Sie = pre hcie Fate af, and a 35-hp motor powered the attic exhaust fan. The fans were supplied by the B. F. Sturtevant Co. of Boston.* 

“id OR AUER ht FOE LEE BMRA Gs 
E iE ae ae Sak, “We * aes The ventilation system generally worked well. The system was duplicated in subsequent wings and the equipment remained 

8.2 Supply fans, Post Drawing 518-120, Basement Plan Heating and Ventilation (detail), 1908 in use until 1993. The only recorded wosuion with the newly installed ventilating system involved ie oe Parlor. 

The original ventilation system was a constant-volume system providing conditioned fresh air throughout the wing. Two In October 1911, Superintendent of Public Property William Essmann wrote to Post & Sons construction superintendent 

basement supply fans pulled in outside air from intake ducts on the roof. The air traveled through two vertical masonry shafts James Gormley, complaining about the ventilating system in the Assembly Parlor. The system “carries down considerable 

leading to ducts under the basement floor. smut and dirt.” Essmann said the furniture and carpets would be ruined if the problem were not fixed.* 

Modifications to Ventilation, 1910-92 

Post & Sons' heating and ventilating plans served the wing virtually unchanged until the 1960s. The earliest change 

occurred when the Capitol was converted from direct current to alternating current, between 1958 and 1963. This 

required replacing the motors that powered the fans. 

Beginning in the 1970s, the ventilation system underwent a number of minor alterations to address concerns over rising 

energy costs and to make the building more energy-efficient. From 1975 to 1976, the Renovate Temperature Control 

System project provided complete automatic control of the steam-heating system. Work included the installation of 

new temperature control piping, thermostats, control valves and new interfacing with the existing control center in the 

GEF I building (General Executive Facility) at 201 East Washington Avenue. Johnson Controls, Inc. of Milwaukee 

was paid $136,005.70 for the work. Johnson Controls also was awarded the contract for the 1979 Electrical Demand 

Limiting Controls project because that work had to interface with the existing system previously installed by the company. 

The project expanded the JC80 (a computer used for building control) automation center at GEF I to provide electrical 

demand limiting for the Capitol. Four new stop/start points for the eight Capitol supply fans permitted electrical load 

shedding. The Statewide Energy Conservation Building Trust Fund provided funding for the $5,357 project.® 

In 1979, the Energy Conservation and Ventilation Improvements project closed skylights and rerouted ventilation 

ductwork in pursuit of further energy efficiency. The skylights had increased heating and cooling costs to the building 

due to solar loads and air infiltration. The Energy Conservation project covered some skylights to accommodate the 

8-2 e West Wing Historic Structure Report — Book III



installation of new heating and ventilating ductwork. Ductwork installed in the barrel vaults was cross-connected to z | | z 
recirculate air that had been exhausted. The cross-connected ductwork reduced outside-air requirements and energy ligne Sean ee | fe 
usage during cold months; warm air was recirculated during the heating season, and ventilation was improved in the : | = peak : | 5 
summer months by recirculating air when it was cooler and less humid than outside air. The system used enthalpy eo 76x26 LOLWER i | Ke a \ fe 
control, a means of measuring the total amount of heat in a system. The project also added economizer controls to \ ae j o> 4 | \ | é 
the ventilation system. Circular ceiling supply grilles, which tended to direct ventilation air downward on occupants, I A Teste ; i Reig ta ts) C or ee A es ee. fey J | 3 

were replaced with new ceiling registers with discharge blades for better air distribution. Openings into the supply-fan a L ia es ee a ee 
intake plenums were enlarged to correct an existing bottleneck in the system and enable the fans to handle more air. oy ee ng < f ie rt ee (age 
Sealing and insulation of ductwork were included in the project, as well as balancing the ventilation system. In the | | | Bias, : a hy na A i | 
West Wing, ductwork on the west end of the fourth floor was revised to provide a new centrally located room exhaust. | eal a = ; i = | | 
The general contractor for the project was Bachmann Construction Company, Inc. of Madison and Mechanical Team, | | ee 1 i 4 i Ee | | 
Inc. of Madison was the heating and ventilating contractor.’ i | - | ta e el id i | | 

' L a, ye : 3 2efso. || | 
In the 1970s and 1980s the ventilating system was also supplemented to accommodate the needs of Capitol staff who I i = |e 20/604 re fl } 
were working in spaces not originally intended for occupancy. When ground floor vault spaces were converted into — i | s x la LA { Ee F 
office space in 1970, ventilation was added through overhead ductwork.* Attempts in the 1980s to improve ventilation | = # ‘ fe C. ; = | 
included installation of several package air conditioners in the wing, in response to complaints from building occupants. Sqr Bae ilig te 5 eet |e = — — ~ - ai an 
A three-ton air-conditioner was installed in 1981 in room 23 West, then used by the Assembly Democratic Caucus. ae le OU 18 Ky ie PA S es . 4 e- 
Mechanical Team, Inc. of Madison did the installation for $3,900, which included ductwork and piping but did not include | ft Xe es | | mi ao aes S| aay | o e 7 4 
the cost of the air-conditioning unit.’ A 1988 DSFM (Division of State Facilities Management) draft report noted that a [fo Od ug lt ae a hseaaieti ae bee : P! ee 
temporary supplemental air-conditioning system was being installed on the fourth floor to accommodate the Legislative me ve ies | a ie alle Ps ie Is 
Reference Bureau staff, which was housed adjacent to attic spaces where summer temperatures frequently exceeded oA [Gar ee stars oe ee i eee eae | // 
100°. The report also stated that occupants of the first floor of the wing complained of inadequate ventilation in the - ee | ee | | Lue ate : aa E 
summer months. DSFM engineering staff field tests confirmed the deficiencies and determined the major cause was the ne pee Sa Poli at a ieihene Mu Ae rae ee aed ae = \ sees 7 
fact that occupancy levels were significantly higher than intended for the spaces. The seventy-year-old air-handling and Wwe etre pe erer 
ventilation system was stretched to serve a greater area, higher occupancy levels, and greater equipment loads (such as Sena a trae eee fee ae 
computers, printers and copiers) than the architect originally designed. The report recommended replacing the existing 

heating and ventilating system and improving ventilation to properly serve current occupancy levels.'° 8.3 Energy Conservation & Ventilation Improvements, sheet no. C-2789 (detail), circa 1979 
New ductwork was installed over the fourth floor barrel vault skylight during the 1979 Energy Conservation project. The 

The 1988 DSFM draft report referred to an earlier ventilation study completed by Affiliated Engineers, Inc. of Madison ductwork was cross-connected to peratt recirculation of return air in order to reduce enersy usage during cold weather 
(AED) in October 1985. The Capitol Air Conditioning Study Concept evaluated four options for air conditioning the 
building based on life cycle cost, dependability, acoustics, maintainability, appearance and humidity control. The 

study recommended using constant-volume, terminal-reheat cooling in interior offices, fan coils in exterior offices, 
and single zone air handlers with reheat in the legislative chambers. The study suggested the project, estimated to cost 
about $7,400,000, should be coordinated with architectural restoration of the building."! 

Ventilation Conditions, 1992 

In 1992 the ventilating system consisted of the two original, central supply-air fans located in the basement, a single 
return/relief-air fan located on the fourth floor and several toilet exhaust fans. Steam preheat coils were used to 
temper the supply air, but the existing system did not provide mechanical cooling. Each of the two air-handling units 
consisted of a filter section (77 square feet), steam grid humidifier, steam-heating coil (35 square feet) and a forward- 
curved supply-fan with a design capacity of about 25,000 cubic feet per minute (cfm) at 1.5-inch static pressure. Each 
air handler served half of the wing (north and south sides), and their output was divided among several zones at the 
supply-fan discharge. Each supply fan was driven by a 15-hp motor; a gear reducer drive resulted in a fan speed of 230 
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j 2 revolutions per minute (rpm). The return/relief fan drew air to the fourth floor where it was either exhausted through 

meh : 2 the roof or returned to the basement air handlers via two vertical air shafts located at the east end of the wing adjacent to 

: | ae e the pavilions. Fresh air entered the shafts from a louver on the sixth level Observation Deck, combined with return air 

- 4 zl 3 on the fourth floor and continued down to the basement air handlers. Air was delivered to offices via vertical ductwork 

ee a, 5 es : | ; ! | g in chases and horizontal ductwork above suspended ceilings.'? 
Ba orate a eee Sed | g 

ae eee ae &# | 5 Modifications to Ventilation, 1993-95 

A Co : ——_ = = | The West Wing Restoration and Renovation involved a complete remodeling of the heating and ventilating system, 

ae : == a ee bie : é ate including replacing the entire existing heating system and installing an air-conditioning system. General Heating and 

face coe eee ae ile : i Air Conditioning, Inc. of Madison installed the new heating and ventilating equipment; Johnson Controls, Inc. of 

s - ates Sid! }| : { Milwaukee installed direct digital controls to regulate the system; Environmental Systems Analysis, Inc. of Madison 

oy Ze ‘ 4 performed testing, adjusting and balancing of the system. The North Wing HVAC system design was used as a model 

| 2 ee FG fe = = 1 for the West system. Chilled water for air conditioning was provided by a pair of chilled-water pumps installed in the 

2 = x Ve +> a Ae / | North basement during the 1990-92 renovation. Each room in the wing is served by a hot-water reheat coil, allowing 

2 3 XK MIE aw = , i } individual room temperature control. A ducted return-air system returns air from each room via two new return/relief 

s vf jj Vs CFE, SE ~~ “ es = iH : fans located on the fourth floor. Unlike the system installed in the North Wing, the West Wing air handlers cool the 

of : = / eS, VII FE ee o< YS \ wing’s electrical substation, rather than creating openings in the foundation wall to exhaust the equipment as had been 

g f 4 if ie . <A ; \ \ \ | | | done in the North Wing." 

‘| 3 if BES eee 3 oul 
bs eee _ SUSE RUABEE Ri i IRS i | j | | ] | Lu oon Two new air handling units, each housing two supply fans serving each side of the wing, were installed in the basement 

| a \ \ \ \ a \ 7 to provide conditioned air to the wing. The air-handling units include filters, sound attenuators, hot-water preheat coils, 

ae < [epee ww F 4/ y I chilled-water cooling coils, supply fans and steam humidifiers. As in the North Wing, the four supply fans and two 

So ee 2 N SS NC s : r AS a f y return/exhaust fans were manufactured by Twin City Fan & Blower of Minneapolis. The supply fans, each driven by 

oe a NS Se | . c Be a j a 30-hp motor, operate at 1162 rpm and move 22,500 cfm. The return fans, operating at 702 rpm, are driven by 40-hp 
z i ae SO = : EEEE = motors and move 45,000 cfm. The return fans required split housing in order to get them into the fourth floor fan room 

ese a or ’ ; through existing openings (the housing was in several pieces that were reassembled once the fan was in place). The 

a. . @ Greenheck Fan Corporation of Schofield, Wisconsin manufactured two toilet exhaust fans for installation on the roof 

: a y : of the third floor. The exhaust fan serving the north side of the wing has a 5-hp motor, a volume of 5,355 cfm, and 

2 F : operates at 1,193 rpm. The fan serving the south side, where there are fewer toilet rooms, has a 1.5-hp motor, volume 

3 hoe of 2,480 cfm and operates at 1,325 rpm.'* 

pe Ventilation Conditions, 2002 

ue see ‘ Ventilation conditions in 2002 were essentially the same as in 1995. 

ee 
Ae ae e Steam Distribution 

i Historic Steam Distribution 

oo ee : pina during the 1904-95 renovation. In order to fit them Into the Steam pipes originally entered the West Wing through the south wall of the basement from the old boiler house. A 3- 

fourth floor mechanical room, the fan housings had to be shipped in pieces and reassembled on site. inch pipe delivered high-pressure steam to the vacuum pump, the heating and ventilating system and all other fixtures 
requiring live steam connections. The high-pressure steam line led to a series of pressure-reducing valves that gradually 

lowered the pressure of the steam line. The low-pressure steam in the Capitol served room radiators and tempering coils. 

A double-line pump system governed the steam distribution and return; the specifications called for one single-cylinder, 

wet vacuum pump and one direct-acting, duplex steam pump. A 1928 list of radiators and risers showed 24 risers in 

the West Wing serving 88 radiators. Two of the risers served the Northwest Pavilion, including the barbershop." 
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All rooms were heated by direct radiation to 70° Fahrenheit in zero-degree weather; all corridors were heated to 2 

60°. Thermostats were manufactured by Johnson Service Company of Milwaukee, and the room radiators were fe 

manufactured by the American Radiator Company of New York. The entire wing had 62 thermostats that controlled ey! 2 

104 radiators." . .W. CORNER le 
. FAV Lic2k z 

S & 
Modifications to Steam Distribution, 1910-92 ~ ah & 

Steam originally was provided by the boiler house located next to the Capitol. By 1911, the Capitol Heat and Power A [ See oe OS ik ‘i\\ 
f p Ot ES SD Vs T 

Plant on East Main Street provided steam through a utility tunnel to the East Wing; branches from the East Wing carried | {( (NEW cenVextoe coils: } ; 
as ‘ ; Hee tre : SDIFY EXISTING ENCLOSsu : ; 

steam and electricity to the other wings and the Central Portion. The steam distribution system remained unchanged ee \ Qe Beh ve Bele Bee err Dal 
a : ; S 4 MI KS M-~ oI LAP 3 TK for sixty years until the Capitol Heating System Renovation. The project included replacement or repair of obsolete F a \ Noe ee | = 

valves, traps, thermostats and radiators. Work started in the fall of 1979 with Mechanical Team, Inc. of Madison as \ \ s Zz : { 

contractor.'’ Occasional repairs were also necessary, as in January 1992 when a steam leak occurred in the ground . x en ay, z & NY, j 
/ y i. 

floor Northwest pavilion; the leak saturated the painted and gilded ceiling.'* . | - es fee » : 

va: VEST} GULE . 5 
Steam Distribution Conditions, 1992 { if fe} . 

The building heating system consisted of low-pressure steam preheat coils in the ventilation units. This system was > \\ ene - % 

supplemented by a radiation system that served spaces with an exterior wall to counteract heat loss. The steam piping x STING THERMOSTATS < / 

serving these radiators was fed vertically through chases in the outside walls, with one chase for each set of vertically : ce oe a 2 ee ie ow 
. BE ji . Ste : : . 

aligned windows on the ground through third floors. Similar chases served the Northwest Pavilion, with two risers serving ea : } 

underfloor piping to the radiators. The existing temperature control system was a Johnson Controls pneumatic.'? 8.5 Heating System F Pie : 3 

Renovation, Drawing B-30 i Z i ia \ 

Modifications to Steam Distribution, 1993-95 (detail), 1979 Coe 
The steam-heating system was completely overhauled in the West Wing Restoration and Renovation. The system was Te eG Heating Sysrem ; 

Z t é Renovation included 
replaced by a hot-water-heating system. In 1990-92, steam-to-water converters and a primary pumping loop were replacement of radiators 

installed in the North Wing basement, and during the West Wing work primary hot-water supply and return mains were that were obsolete or could 

extended through the West Wing. Secondary heating hot-water pumps were installed to serve the central air-handling unit pull e repaired. - cL FIRST FLOOR N.W. CORNER PAVILION 
preheat coils, reheat coils and perimeter radiation system; two steam-powered domestic water heaters in the North Wing ee i nanibie ee ie oe 

served the entire building. Hot-water convector coils serving the perimeter heating system were installed in the original 

wood radiator enclosures. Hot-water reheat coils were installed in the supply-air ductwork. Independent temperature a8 Hi 

controls were established in each office and hearing room. In addition to the new heating system, the renovation work i: - f | jp: 
included removal of asbestos-containing insulation from portions of the steam and condensate piping system.” tad De Uae Sess a i z 

Steam Distribution Conditions, 2002 x 7 : \ fe: 
Lf i 5 g. 

Steam distribution conditions in 2002 were similar to those in 1995. me | P or Sameer ae BE: a y & eee seen ay 
ZY 4 a a ATTRA ow ormarermer ea A ——, } 

Plumbing 8.6 Hot-water convector coil, 3 j E 
Historic Plumbing 1994 y ars ae 

The contract for plumbing work in the West Wing went to Herbert Kelley of Minneapolis (doing business as H. Kelly Duane Wal Wing : es Pe Y 8 P in . Restoration and Renovation, SS EE LS LL LY ATEN & Co.) and was signed on 5 February 1908. The contract was for $14,141, and the commission eventually paid Kelley a hot-water heating system Pee 2 Ss os 

$14,885.43, reflecting seven change orders. Work began in spring 1908 and was mostly completed by June 1909, replaced the original steam : oe! erecta ete ee ee 
although some minor elements remained unfinished until December 1909. The plumbing in the West Wing included heating system. New hot- S eee “saoribicinunendiape oan ee eres ee jl 
systems for hot and cold domestic water, sanitary waste, storm drainage, drinking water and fire protection.”! Waly CeUueHtar ec) s Were Pe | 2S > 2 2 . installed in the original eae eT Ws a as 

architectural enclosures. Beeson AS : ae 
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a See eo 5 ee tS ig. pp: ay EN Pas. eames °/ Heat and Power Plan, oe a ae a ee el ee Pe ae a 26 ee eS See We ee re ie RE tt i ea A ee tk ae ed : ee panes ‘rom Lake Monona until the Berber tra Ser eke gee eee re ee eee eS s vere ae a a Reet sy ‘ a oe Capitol d Enola rs es sy a Ree ae SAMA eS make CE |e oc ae a e oe eS iy CeO ee tS ag ger 4 A ‘apitol was connected to the ase Po fits SURRY Sees eS a ap ee ica aD (cvieetaiee Mad raed a meer! ‘ Sel = Madison water system in 1968. 

ee ee eee eee 
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Domestic Water System a = a Sa ee : Ses z 
Domestic water was originally supplied to the wing from the University of Wisconsin's Lake Mendota pump house Se eae = oe = Sa ; t : i : 5 Zz 

via a main along State Street. A 4-inch, high-pressure pipe entered the wing’s southeast corner and connected to a ioe 6 = ; e 

pressure-reducing valve and to a filter. A 3-inch branch connected to the hot-water drum; a second 3-inch branch eae 1 State Capit Ike] Peeks eee f . e 
provided connections to the sweeping system, the humidifier, the cooling coils and a temporary hydraulic elevator. : a ahs su a : \ g 

The filter was a “Loomis Improved” double cylinder water filter. Hot water circulated from the hot-water drum, made = ‘ ae i 

of */s-inch thick iron, 8 feet long and 30 inches in diameter. The hot-water rising lines were looped in %-inch pipes to ee ee 5 

allow quicker hot-water response and to maintain temperature.” s : 

Galvanized wrought iron pipes carried water from the basement to the fixtures on the floors above. Exposed pipes f : i 

beneath sinks or other fixtures were polished nickel-plated brass. Cold-water pipes in the basement and all hot-water ji i a : : 

pipes were covered with 1-inch sections of 85 percent magnesia and encased in cotton duck, sewn and painted. Nine it Hs ae #// oy 

ground floor offices had small corner sinks, unique to the West Wing.” hi Hi r ee 7 . 
Di A Mi = Wis r O i 

Sanitary Waste and Vent System i i | Mo a . ; 
Asanitary drainage system serviced toilet rooms, janitors’ closets and other fixtures that required drainage. Galvanized TRE g | ae 

wrought iron pipes carried waste to the basement, and heavy-duty, cast iron pipes connected the drainage system to the if / i f. = : 7 = = = / 

city sewer. A fresh-air inlet pipe connected to the underground line and vented the system.”* / | | / ‘ z 

: d ee E ) i : 
Storm Drainage System AA y care at 5 F 

The storm drainage system consisted of roof drains and gutters and the necessary pipes to convey rainwater away from : 

the building. Pipes below ground were cast iron and those above ground were galvanized wrought iron. The storm ey 

drainage system joined the sanitary waste system in the main drainpipe that connected to the city sewer system.” : eS ~ Ess A a 

Drinking Water System = SS — ; “5 
The West Wing contained a chilled drinking water system that was separate from the domestic water supply and procured 

5 z Soe ‘ : js ; 8.8 Badger hose rack, 2002 
water from a well in the South Wing basement. The drinking fountains were connected by %-inch pipe to the main There were four badger hose racks on each floor of the wing; each held 100 feet of linen fire hose. The hose racks were removed 
circulating line, a 1-inch pipe that ran up one side of the wing, across the attic floor, and down the other side, where it in 1968. One of the remaining racks is exhibited in the sixth level museum. 

connected to a cooling coil in the ice tank. The ice tank was 96 cubic feet, built of %4-inch plate iron; four vertical loop 

coils containing about 50 linear feet of 2-inch brass pipe each were installed inside. The entire tank was insulated with 

1%-inch magnesia blocks. A pump circulated the water from a pressure tank that stored water drawn from the well, 

through the ice tank and to the fountains at the rate of ten gallons per minute. A system of pipes collected waste water 

and discharged it into the basement slop sink.” 

Fire Protection and Suppression System 

A4-inch, wrought iron main fire line branched from the domestic water supply line before the water entered the filter. A 

4-inch branch from the main line connected to a fire standpipe just outside the wing. On each floor, a 2%-inch branch 

connected to the standpipes 6" feet above the floor level. Decorative hose racks, featuring badger heads, held 100 feet 

of 24-inch “Simmons” white linen “S diamond” fire house, tested to 400 pounds per square inch (psi).?” 

Plumbing in the Northwest Pavilion 

The plumbing work for the Northwest Pavilion was included with the plumbing contract for the North Wing, since the 

pavilion was constructed with it. The plumbing contract for the North Wing and Northwest and Northeast Pavilions 
was awarded to the W. H. Halsey Company of Milwaukee in the amount of $18,365. The only plumbing fixtures inside 
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S me Pe i Ue Ss | z the pavilion were in the basement barbershop, which contained sinks, toilet and shower rooms, as well as sterilizing 

NG Pe a A \ ee _ i r iH . equipment connected to high-pressure steam lines. The barbershop opened in 1921 and closed in 1963. There was 

m os Foe a ese LEE EI |, I ils also an outside toilet room under the Northwest Pavilion grand stairs.”* 

Ss Cee Stssiina Teer Bm. fo fuse vigir : | i | Lie 
oe if Piihule WeRMgeHET (CEE si pe “| | Fest) / 2 Modifications to Plumbing, 1910-92 

Ae a ; oe a a ge NK h | ane, al | rif a After the boiler house was razed, water was supplied from the university and after 1910 by the Capitol Heat and Power 

J tes NO eke phen ie Sas a) " | > To! Us Plant. The original plumbing system remained largely intact until 1968; however, Works Progress Administration (WPA) 

t oe? < Wf , ae ee | ee | records show that a fire protection sprinkler system was installed in the basement in 1936 through a WPA program.” 

a ye on baat ot | i A | A major plumbing renovation started in 1968. The project included new drainage and waste systems; a new water 

. 2 yy KX er LE | - sal 4 supply from the city system; new booster pumping system; new hot- and cold-water distribution; new water softeners; 

EXISTING BARBER SHOP: J a ec OX ‘y ie | — a ; | chilled drinking water systems; remodeling existing fixtures; replacing existing roof drains and conductors; replacing 

DISCONNECT $ SEA. ALL Pyne s pened ie aes VY aw “ [BER ES} and removing outside lake water fire hydrants; replacement of existing soil, waste and vent pipe; new pipe insulation; 

elosere : votes : a / ma Ho ue | ay Pre a SONS 8 and new water-heating equipment. Four separate chilled-water systems were installed to supply each wing’s drinking 

TUBS Tei REMAIN, a { a ze * chet : < Pe o —e fountains; each system included a chiller, bronze circulation pump and condensing unit. A water softener, brine tank 

| oy C rd kas atl ; Sy and hot-water storage heater were installed in the North Wing, which also served plumbing fixtures in the West Wing. 

ee Mi eee | i { bel { : ics | A new fire pump installed in the North Wing served the entire building. The existing fire protection system, supplied 

ena > of Le ae eo eae jj 2 eS ieee Sie 7a Heap with water from Lake Monona through interior fire hose outlets, outside hydrants and water-cooled equipment, was 

SS a ois A, ent ig replaced with water from the city water system.” 

ee ae ee ey sees 4 se SS eS euppuies ap a 
| jh i emai, ani = aoe ET Ae ye — The bronze “badger” hose racks were replaced with brass, surface-mounted hose cabinets as part of the plumbing 

jj ae eves i ‘al Be LR eS we re renovation. New water closets, lavatories, urinals, service sinks, showers and drinking fountains were installed. Existing 

i | eo cee is ee tr Ho|“eo1 ot a ie garnmeee ot : water closets throughout the building had contained round-front bowls, which did not comply with code requirements 

ezaw]. ( a es te oj Apc o_o Sea of noe ae that mandated elongated bowls. Most iron piping was replaced by copper with cast brass or wrought copper fittings. 

zi ; —— g i Fire protection piping was black steel schedule 40. All above-ground hot- and cold-water piping, downspouts, and 

8.9 Renovation of State Capitol Building Plumbing System, Drawing P-4 (detail), 1968 sanitary lines were insulated, as were the water softener and hot-water storage tank. Fire protection system piping was 
Because the barbershop had closed in the early 1960s, all plumbing fixtures in its former location in the Northwest Pavilion J a1 i seas ‘i ae ee) oh 

basement were disconnected and sealed during the 1968 plumbing renovation. Showers and bathtubs were left in place, but not insulated. Ducts were installed in pipe chases along with the new piping so that if air conditioning were to be 

were removed prior to the 1990-92 North Wing renovation. The Capitol Police Communications Center now occupies the installed in the future, the chases would not have to be torn up again. Over 22 miles of new pipe were installed during 

pavilion basement. the project. The renovation began in July 1968 and was finished in August 1970 at a cost of about $1.5 million.” 

According to the 1968 plumbing renovation drawings, the lavatories and water closets were removed from the basement 

of the Northwest Pavilion during the project. The bathtubs and showers were not removed at that time, although all 

fixtures were disconnected and sealed.* 

Plumbing Conditions, 1992 

Plumbing conditions in 1992 were similar to those after the 1968 remodeling. The bathtubs had been removed from 

the Northwest Pavilion basement after the 1968 plumbing renovation, but prior to 1992. 

Modifications to Plumbing, 1993-95 
Major portions of the plumbing system were replaced. Hot water and chilled drinking water for the entire building were 

generated in the North Wing basement by equipment installed during that wing’s renovation; these were extended into 

the West Wing during Restoration and Renovation. Domestic hot water and chilled drinking water were distributed 

through basement subfloor tunnels and exterior utility tunnels, entering at the north end of the West Wing’s subfloor 

tunnel. Domestic cold water was fed from an existing 3-inch water main from the cross tunnel. Existing sanitary 

waste and vent piping was removed and new piping was installed. Existing storm piping remained in place with minor 
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changes to accommodate ductwork installation. Roof drains at the main entrance were repaired. Most areas of the — z 

basement were provided with a wet pipe sprinkler system. Exposed-head pendant sprinklers (Reliable Model G) made = : Zz 

by the Reliable Automatic Sprinkler Co., Inc. of Mount Vernon, New York were used in most areas of the basement. In Te a pee) | = ie 

the areas where concealed sprinklers were specified, the Quasar model Q manufactured by Star Sprinkler Corporation i ; : ‘ : i. h 2 a | “ay > 

of Milwaukee was used. The basement fire protection piping was replaced to accommodate new space requirements. u Hi oe +A eee ea = | z 

Upper floors were served by a standpipe system renovated from Class III to Class I. The brass fire-hose cabinets installed au : LO i s ae - z rhe 

in the 1968 plumbing renovation were removed and replaced by oak cabinets on ground through fourth floors. Each We if : ; a 2 4 4 i 2 

floor has four cabinets containing 2 %4-inch fire department valves and a fire extinguisher.** ; i “4 a ee 4 : eae ee 

Either type L or type K seamless copper water tube, drawn temper, was used for above-ground domestic water. Type by | i ee ee ee 

K copper seamless, annealed temper, was used for below-ground piping that was 22 inches or smaller; below-ground H 4 by 25 accra sea Mm : fet fame 

piping that was 3 inches or larger was ductile iron pipe with 8 mil tube or sheet polyethylene encasement of iron pipe 3 i 3 Ne 2 ee E " 

and pipe fittings. Fire department connection leads were ductile iron pipe with polyethylene encasement. Interior e # | a Las a ‘saa | 3 : : 

sanitary waste and vent pipes above ground were type L copper tube, drawn temper. Cast iron soil pipe and fittings ee ‘ " ey Visa : i RC se 

were used for interior below-ground waste and vent. Type L copper water tube, drawn temper, was used for interior ' 4 \_ : ~~ cane ee = “a a Pee aa! 

above-ground storm and clearwater waste; interior below-ground pipe 15 inches or smaller was cast iron soil pipe and res Bae { : io Eo 2 ; 4 = : re i ee be 

fittings. Piping was not to be routed above transformers, panelboards, or switchboards unless the piping was serving a : eal 1 Rt a . SE a ie 
that equipment. Fire protection piping was black steel, welded and seamless, type F, grade A, ASTM AS3 or A135, a a le Paes use = oe a ? fs i My 

schedule 40.35 2 = ile a Bey es 

A A ea — 
Hot-water supply and return piping was insulated with 1-1 inches of rigid fiberglass. One-half to one-inch rigid : \] i Nh oe \ ‘ \ 

fiberglass insulation was provided on the cold-water piping. Chilled drinking water supply and return pipes were sae i ne Vre we i 7 

insulated with 1-1% inches of rigid fiberglass. Horizontal storm, clearwater waste and sanitary waste pipes were all a a 3 iM . 

insulated with 42-inch rigid fiberglass. A complete vapor barrier was provided for insulation on the cold-water, chilled ma a , Ae: oe 

water, storm water and clearwater systems. Fire suppression piping, trap primer piping and hot- and cold-water chrome- . || £ 5 

plated supplies and stops exposed in toilet rooms were not insulated.** as i ete : : 

Plumbing fixtures (water closets, lavatories, urinals) were removed and stored, then reinstalled with new faucets, flush , aa | : 

valves and trim. New fixtures were provided where needed. Plumbing fixtures were replaced or reused after being \ Ee 4d . 

cleaned and inspected. New water closets were wall-hung, carrier-supported white vitreous china with a three-gallon | E 

flush. New urinals were wall-mount white vitreous china washout with a one-gallon flush. Urinal flush valves were eg 

controlled by the existing master time clock. Lavatories were self-rimming counter-mount white vitreous china.*” 8.10 New plumbing piping, 1994 

New copper tube piping was installed during the 1993-95 renovation. 

Plumbing Conditions, 2002 Plumbing fixtures were reused when possible. 

Plumbing conditions in 2002 were found to be essentially the same as those in 1995. 

Electrical Systems 
Historic Electrical Systems 

The West Wing originally contained an electrical system that provided electric current to lights and receptacles and 

powered mechanical systems. On | April 1908, the Capitol Commission awarded the electrical contract to Paul F. 

Harloff of Madison. The contract was for $12,225 with work to be completed by 15 November 1908. Harloff finished 

work by 17 May 1908 and was paid an additional $999.75 for change orders.** 
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el Fe os hi Hey | gh Jad Mae SS ees For Licurine- Tete Prone sCLocks Electric Work, Second Floor, 
fal “hg gee a Le) as eee 77 fo? cate ot ae 1908 

ss i Hees Stns mee ne a) a i _ yy 1. BGs \ is TOSS = fe ie alah aes Post & Sons provided limited 

| (ele? pias ren eek Hi es A +a) SS ql reli Y + ESE te Ste ie Trae A electrical outlets for the wing; | te arose 1 NRA eee 7) pealP abe i Hh? 7 | RS A eens ve 
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| ee ee a So a, ol onan ieee ah Rede A SSD/ i ; SEIN iA | outlets but smaller rooms had 
FO eared tl ee) CI Pat erate i coed Chee H a x |. ee = te Ores 2 ee — ; th oe a | only a single outlet. Post did 

Po eas iin es wa i ee oo ee a ‘ : || include an electrical outlet 

é 4 tie Bs. Bee P ‘ . | beneath every desk in the 

; ‘ eae Sie Pete Ae _ || Assembly Chamber, and the 
: - * “. & seconp pLoor “Bran Eee one Se got Ra oe . PROPERTY OF BFM (72 original enameled steel outlet 

eae 2 wisi SaccasSSia cs Aa eee Ss Si a a = : = Es boxes were removed in 1988. 
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Lights as 
Although the Mitchell Vance Company of New York City supplied most of the lighting fixtures for the wing under a eS 

separate contract, the specifications made the contractor responsible for certain electric lights. Harloff installed a ring ees : ft i ans } 

of lights around the skylight above the Assembly Chamber, operated by remote control, so that the chamber could be fee Tee pe i re eo eee oh rea) Ceres le 
illuminated at night or during overcast weather. He also installed a Frink reflector in the Assembly Chamber, around | a i C}—* Cy -oe to C} eae ee g 
the arch above the speaker’s desk, to light the mural painting on the north wall. Harloff also installed drop lights in a = Pi=l fel tel dele Coo aS 7 a 
the basement and in mechanical spaces on the ground through fourth floors.*° ih im : i ; ae ; rt Vee Pa i ie 

Zhlc peeves 
Electrical Power System = pe = ~ , j : adel See RE 

The heart of the original electrical system was a switchboard located in the basement near column 34. The switchboard wat) UJ o i i 2 ; mde lax 51 \ 
contained a power busbar, a light busbar and a watchman’s light busbar and 24 all-copper switches and fuses. From the ee i eh FRET bene ue | ee 
switchboard, three separate feeders (one for power, one for light and one for the watchman’s lights) supplied current aul i ae : ne ee ee ar i 
to distribution boxes on the floors above; there were four distribution boxes on each floor that connected the lines to ( pe Saag wey ‘ is 
receptacles and outlets. The specifications called for separate conduit systems for electric light and power, telephones, Tate baa eS as | 
time clocks, the watchman’s clocks and call bells. Post did not include many electric receptacles in the office spaces; i ii s : Ue) 
smaller offices had one wall outlet, and larger offices had two and occasionally additional floor outlets. Floor outlets i a ry ie : 
also were installed beneath the speaker’s desk and beneath each member’s desk in the Assembly Chamber.” Rica a a LA, ; AL 

: FEEDERS € UNDERFLOOR DucT 
Additional electrical lines connected the switchboard to mechanical systems located in the basement and attic. The SECOND FLOOK - ST WING NORTH 7 
contractor installed and connected two 25-hp motors for the elevators, two 15-hp motors for the ventilating fans in the SECOND FLOOR - WEST WING NORTH _ 
basement, one 35-hp motor for the ventilating fan in the attic, two 2-hp motors for air compressors, one 25-HP motor 

for the vacuum sweeping system and one 25-hp motor for the drinking water circulating pump.*! 

8.12 Remodeling West Assembly Area, Drawing E-2, 1984 
Communication Systems During remodeling of assembly offices in 1984, underfloor ductwork was installed to accommodate new electrical and 

‘ g 2 iM communication systems. New lighting was also installed to replace fluorescent lights installed in the 1970s. The electrical contractor installed conduits for the telephone system. The central telephone switchboard was located 

in room 203 West, in the southeast corner of the wing. The basement had two telephones; the ground floor, 43; the 

first floor, 49 private and 6 public; the second floor, 23; the third floor 12; and the fourth floor, 4. A messenger call 

system used the same conduits as the telephone wiring; messenger call buttons were located in each department on 

every floor. Each office contained an internal system of call bells so that state officials could summon stenographers 

or secretaries. On the second floor, the call bell system connected the speaker’s desk in the Assembly Chamber to the 

offices of the chief clerk and sergeant-at-arms and the document room. On the third floor, push buttons in each of the 

committee rooms connected these rooms to the usher’s desk in the corridors.” 

The West Wing specifications called for a watchman’s clock system with a recording dial near column 39 in the northwest 

corner of the basement. This system connected to key stations “of the magneto type” in various locations on each of 

the floors, finished with a brass cover flush with the plaster. In addition to the watchman’s system, the wing had an 

electromagnetic time-clock system. The master clock was a wall clock with a 60-beat pendulum rod with mercury 

compensating bob and a self-winding motor. Conduits connected the master clock to 29 secondary clocks in the wing. 

Every minute the master clock sent an electric pulse through the tubes to advance the hands of the secondary clocks. 

The master clock cost $125 and the secondary clocks cost $16 apiece, while the master watchman’s clock cost $100. 

A pneumatic master clock was later installed in the East Wing basement and eventually the West Wing time clocks 

were connected to it. 
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: 2 Voting Machine 

ra E In 1915, the legislature directed the installation of an electric voting machine in the Assembly Chamber. The system 

a | y was designed by Milwaukee inventor Bornett L. Bobroff and consisted of a large display board mounted on the east 

Z " Sy j—|5 gallery railing, push-button connections to each member’s desk, and a smaller display on the chief clerk’s desk. On 1 

ee "0, & a a March 1916, a contract with Bobroff’s firm, the Universal Indicator Co., was signed. The contract called for a push- 
4 ; z ; : 

Ww Vo bey te, MN " button box at each member’s desk, a display board, a small display on the chief clerk’s desk, electrical connections 

&, x & 4, “a i) if among all the parts, and a “photographic apparatus” to make a permanent record of the vote. Work was to be completed aS “by, Ny & eh, gM, Pp photograp: 

Fee %, %> “ay os. = by 1 December 1916 (later pushed back to 1 January 1917) for $11,600. In April, Porter arranged for the ornamental 

/ Sig, 1 % xy FEAT ae and steel framing work for the display board to be done by L. Schreiber & Sons Company of Cincinnati for $746. 

re "B® Ss v pittrae [ocENSe eee Schreiber & Sons delayed shipping the material for the display-board framing, resulting in the one-month extension Z “ay Soe Me AH | NICHE : yed shipping 
&, w %, YS sa ALPE ; or Universal. 
4 + ee. AEE GS yee AWIBY | |NEW ELEC. 

. See CSAC ROOM Northwest Pavilion Electrical Systems 
ACE : j 

Aer CREATED FROM The electrical work for the Northwest Pavilion was included under the lighting contract for the North Wing. This $16,590 

A FFE Buses eee contract also went to Paul F. Harloff. The basement included electric receptacles for the barbershop. Committee rooms 

\ a o- HEH eed i on the second through fourth floors contained few outlets. The ground and first floors were entrance lobbies and were 

iss ee ca | wired only for ceiling lights and wall sconces.** 
SESS OE 4 

em s \ r 
po) eee gsc] Ce 2 Modifications to Electrical Systems, 1910-92 

: oe i |+——} Poi Electrical Power System 

Ce NEW ELEC. ae : Heck Gace, The electrical system in the wing has been upgraded several times in order to meet increased demand for electricity. 

CHASE Ez a pathy The most significant modification was the conversion of the direct current system to alternating current (DC to AC 

P 5 xa conversion) in -63. The project was done in two phases. The first phase included installation of new enerators VAG a wean 1958-63. The proj d phases. The first phi Juded install fnew AC g 
5 7 and associated equipment, installation of new generators in the Heat and Power Plant, and installation of the distribution 

| i oe c system between the plant and the Capitol. The new generators replaced four DC engine-driven machines installed in 

| amen: -11. The second phase of work involved branch circuit wiring, new fixtures, and outside lighting. John P. Mader | = D 1909-11. Th d phi f work involved branch circuit wiring fi d outside lighting. John P. Mad 

| | | of LaCrosse was the electrical contractor for both phases of the project, which cost a total of $1,286,000. The 50-year- 

foneernny Mey old DC system was considered a fire hazard due to aged wiring and overloaded circuits. The project replaced old DC 

I wiring with new specification-grade insulated wiring. Over 30 miles of wire were installed in the project. Fluorescent 

EXIST. i fixtures (about 1,200 fixtures using about 4,000 fluorescent lamps) were installed in all office areas, increasing foot- 

eer j candle levels up to four times. Because the two elevators in the wing still operated via direct current, a rectifier was 

EXIST. PRIVATE installed to convert the AC power to DC to run the elevators.*® 

OFFICE CORR, 

| : Further electrical work was done in 1984-85 when the north side of the second floor of the West Wing was remodeled. 

Sar ae eels Dave Lund, of the Madison firm Ranney and Lund Architects, was the architect; Joe Daniels Construction Co., Inc., 

: Nickles Electric and Lake City Heating, all of Madison, were the contractors. The project included relocation of 

PLAN OF TYPICAL NEW CHASE #4 ELEC. ROOM telephone and electrical outlets as well as the installation of a new lighting system, new clocks, underfloor power 

a SCALE un S/ig'stLo"t and communications ductwork, and flush-mounted speakers. Clocks were 12-inch round Simplex custom 4, which 

CHASE & GROUNB FLOOR reset twice daily at noon and midnight. The pay telephones were likely removed at this time. An original chain-hung 

9.13 “Typteal nen! chase and electrical room, 1955 pendant fixture Hin had pest rewired and relamped by the — was —- am the northwest SHS office. 

In 1985-86 electrical systems were again upgraded. Construction included the installation of new electrical feeders in Other offices received chain-hung fixtures, of a type referred to as “Schoolhouse,” supplied by Jacobs Electric, Inc. of 
existing pipe chases next to the corner pavilions. New electrical rooms were created from janitors’ closets for new circuit Madison. Surface-mounted drum fixtures were hung in the secondary corridor between the speaker’s office and the 
boards and electrical panels. Assembly Chamber.’” 
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The 1985-86 Electrical Feeder System project expanded and updated the existing electrical feeder systems throughout 2 

the building to accommodate both existing demand and future electrical power and communications needs. Existing ie 

vertical feeders were inadequately sized, poorly located, and did not provide needed capacity and flexibility. Expansion = eet ee oe eee 3 

of the feeder system previously had been achieved by mounting electrical boxes on finished wood surfaces or plaster : : : i lz 
walls and stringing exposed wires around the rooms. Four existing feeders (one on each floor) were maintained in the e x ae i i 

renovation; new vertical feeders were installed to supplement them. New risers were installed in existing pipe chases i i i HE i ‘ 

located on either side of each wing adjacent to the corner pavilions. The risers extended vertically from the basement a Vee SAE ok) i oe 

to the ceiling of the third floor where the chases terminate, and then were extended along a vertical or horizontal right- RONT 

of-way to the existing mechanical room on the fourth floor. The new risers were capable of supplying all horizontal 

branch circuits to meet foreseeable future electrical needs for the wing. New under-floor electric ductwork was also See 

installed in the project. New electrical rooms were provided next to each existing pipe chase at the ground through 

third floors; the fourth floor electrical room was incorporated into the existing mechanical room. Each electrical room For een ae = ee puede 

contained a new branch electrical panel, isolated ground panel and power junction box. The new riser systems were 
; . = : eee 

capable of supplying power and communication outlets at any location on any floor, as well as the capability to relocate 

outlets readily as needed. The project also included installation of a cable tray system, a new grounding system and a | | | Reseed | Essel | Ressesd 

new lighting system. Daniels Construction was the general contractor and H & H Electric Co., Inc., also of Madison, | | 16.5 ey eeraee 

did the electrical work. The $1.1 million project was scheduled for June 1985 to November 1986.* mae eee 

91:50 frrcneane aa kod 

The electrical system was expanded further in 1989 as part of the Restoration and Relighting of the Assembly | = 

Chamber project. During the project, workers discovered original enameled steel electrical floor boxes abandoned : 4 eI 

but intact. New underfloor conduit connected the sound and voting equipment control room (213 West), the podium Esse | RSs | BSS 

area, the legislative desks, page readout board and voting board. Over 28,000 feet of new wire and cable were SS eee 

installed in the chamber.” Coe ig eect 

In 1989 new electrical substations and feeders were installed during the Renovation and Repair of Primary Electrical PORTA Tae 

and Emergency Systems project, which ran concurrently with the North Wing Renovation and Restoration. The project POC 

included replacement of 4.16 kilovolt switchgear at the Capitol Heat and Power Plant; reconnection of Madison Gas 

& Electric Co. (MG&E) lines to new switchgear at the power plant; replacement of two 4.16 kilovolt feeders from the 

power plant to the Capitol; replacement of four unit substations at the Capitol (one in each wing) and extension of the 

existing distribution systems to connect to the equipment; installation of an emergency generator at the power plant for Se ae ae 

plant loads and Capitol emergency loads, and reconnection of existing power plant generators to the new switchgear. eee 

A group of 48 four-inch conduits carrying electrical, communications, security and telephone systems was placed (Siero ha | 

under the basement floor of the North Wing at its perimeter. As each wing was subsequently renovated, conduit was 48,00 a ———— | 

placed under the floor around the perimeter of each wing to form a loop around the basement of the entire building. Exe <I Wl Fay 2 a 

The new substation in the West Wing basement, a Square D 750/1000 kVA (kilovolt-ampere) dry type transformer, was ht ee |_| 

located in the center of the wing at the east end. Two new Square-D substations installed in the North Wing provided oy 

mechanical and emergency power to the other three wings. Contractors for the project included Pieper Electric, Inc. 

of Milwaukee and Capitol Engineering, Inc., of Madison.*° FLOOR PLAN 

Communication Systems 3 q : 

The rapidly expanding occupancy of the wing and the construction of the rest of the Capitol required updated pi pect ce ek a aneiden emda Und Eocene) Gysiene HED nent! 

communication systems very early in the building’s history. In 1912 a new telephone switchboard was installed. The existing switchboards with new substations in the basement of each wing. During the 1993-95 

new board had 20 trunk lines capable of 30 calls at any one time, which Superintendent of Public Property William Restoration and Renovation, the West Wing's switchboard was removed and all electricity was 

L. Essmann felt would “take care of all increased business for all time to come.” In subsequent years the telephone routed through the substation. 
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<j ; <— ee : . SS z switchboard was moved within the wing. A new switchboard was installed in room 318 Southwest in 1934. The 

=i al a : ee See. . wi "et g Capitol’s phone system switched from caller-voice phones to dial phones in 1948. The central switchboard was moved 

Sere. ne) j E s : _ a ee ie to 304 West in 1952. In 1963 a Centrex (central exchange) switchboard was installed in room 304 West, replacing the 

: | f SS ee) ! | Le ae ce a So a a fe six-position dial boards. The Centrex system enabled callers to dial directly without using an operator, and the system 

2] | Sc = cf | fi = aa 24! i could handle as many calls simultaneously as there were phones.*! 

=a el Bue) | et | gece *\ rants Sas Ae mt rt | | | e A new telephone equipment room was installed in the southeast corner of the West Wing basement in 1989 as part of 

a aime a = ag = SY = ey i he WO ae i em i 4 5 the North Wing Renovation and Restoration. All Capitol phone lines, including Centrex and outside lines, enter the 

een & = ere Se ey = S i nos building through this room and are distributed to offices throughout the building. The new phone room consolidated 
ace See Sse a Be. Li oe L ae Ste eee ik & ‘a . is if “a = multiple phone panels that previously had been located in all the wings. The phone room was placed in the West Wing 

TEES SS 1 aa y. = LE a a : = he, because Ameritech phone lines already entered the building at that location. The work was done as part of the first 
a < Sage aw v ‘ = \ 2 P yan ses Li renovation project to accommodate future telecommunications in all the wings as they were renovated. 

————= ine ee Koes » Nee ah @ ue Z| : : : 
== <a ee a: ; i saan are 2 id yy. S iy eg Like the telephone system, the sound system in the Assembly Chamber required regular repair and updating as new 

; s Ss ( Ne 5 i A : 4 eal technology made existing systems obsolete. In 1975 Elmquist Electronics, Inc. of Madison remodeled the Assembly 

: y >| 5 nS « rit if ag fl i Chamber sound system using Shure equipment. Elmquist installed a feedback controller, professional mixer/pre- 

Ae : af Ie ie iy a 4 | : Fa eS i amplifier, professional compressor/mixer/pre-amplifier, locking front panel for equalizer and eleven microphone 

J a pias ie pias ; 1 : 1 i connectors for a quoted cost of $843.50. The feedback controller increased the volume of the sound system by 
oe me ‘pa ie / i ial ‘ ia i = Bs i 3 eliminating unwanted frequencies that cause feedback. The solid state compressor/mixer/pre-amplifier and mixer/ 

‘ Z A Si oa ; i y i i H Nee et a | amplifier replaced outdated units that were no longer manufactured and had required constant maintenance because 

= a | ay Sl oe: <i im Seca) oa ia = aS of their filament tube construction.” 

. Bese me 4 
. | eee AY i % IF a ee Anew sound system was installed during the 1988 restoration of the Assembly Chamber. The components of the new 

i = sound system included an automatic microphone mixer; three compressor/limiters; 1/3 octave equalizer; one octave 

3 i =! ae & equalizer; electronic dividing network; power amplifier for main floor speaker system; power amplifiers for office 

: f Lu g : speakers, balconies, press feeds and desk speakers; noise operated automatic level adjustment device (NOALA); 

a : = ; acoustic feedback suppressor and audio delay units. Fifty-one new omnidirectional dynamic microphones with 

‘’ flexible “goose neck” stands were installed (49 on the desks, 1 on the speaker’s desk and 1 at the clerk’s podium). 

omens a — oxaeeee pane 3 Two speaker systems were installed in existing HVAC ducts. Each speaker system was composed of a woofer and a 

oe ee ee a 3 constant directivity horn. New underfloor conduits also were installed during this project to accommodate the new 

pe oe E power, sound and voting systems. 

; ane ee __ tl a | 3 . i ry 3 8 15 (above) Main telephone A new Capitol Police communication center was installed in the Northwest Pavilion basement during the 1990-92 

| - ge a Sey gaa A Pde ae Smee: North Wing Renovation and Restoration. The dispatch system within the center consists of closed circuit TV and a 
seem a | | roa iy a ] es Bf eae ed 5 Ronetied (a a Centrex guatem she main communications console with alarm computer. The public address system, fire alarm system and door security system 

Ee Lk 2 . Le % foes - f Sa At 4 a a telephone switchboard, was operated by are all monitored and controlled within the communication center.** 
\y al ees lnc - hy a 8 six persons. It was located on the third 

\\ ‘ a ey " fy ia - floor qj the West wing. Voting Machine 

eet z po " ( in <a a f 16. (lef)\Censrex ielephone console, Anew voting system HENS in the Assembly Chamber in 1939 for $41,000 included an electronic roll call, page call 

; = eA " eee | «1963 and permanent record machine. Two voting boards in the front of the chamber replaced the original board on the east 

ase , Essen * os ‘, ‘Cates Nae. Stee In November 1963, the telephone system gallery railing. The new mechanical/electrical system recorded a vote of the entire Assembly in less than one minute. 
4 al Es ome f \ : Pm a ra 2a i ee ee oe re The Acomputerized a was installed in 1974 that tallied members’ votes every 1/20" of a second and printed a complete 

¥ 4 = atin) + A [a ce location but could handle a greater record of the vote in 56 seconds. The system could register either an open vote, in which every member’s vote was 

Den A if o my number of calls. displayed on the board as soon as his or her voting button was activated, or a closed vote, in which the board remained 
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blank while members voted and votes were displayed only after the chief clerk closed the roll. Several votes could be \ pr: on r z 
stored in the machine’s memory. Com-Tec, Inc. of Appleton, Wisconsin installed the system for $73,450.55 pee ZB a2 z 

an i Ae A ee - 
== | ee i ae Daktronics, Inc. of Brookings, South Dakota installed a new, totally computerized voting system costing $227,505 EE 2x BZe s 7} 3 faa > 

. — i > during the 1988 restoration of the Assembly Chamber. The system tallied votes faster than the previous equipment and a ee —— ee al g 
printed a record of the vote in less than ten seconds. Display boards known as “scoreboards” were also installed on the / wae al OL. ie! K Gas é 
railings of the east and west galleries at that time. During legislative sessions, the LCD boards displayed information = ia a = 5 
such as the subject of the bill being discussed and the motion under consideration. Daktronics also upgraded the voting 8.17 (right) Telephone room, basement, 2002 \ . ai aa: —— SaaS —— Fe 
system and display boards during the 1993-95 West Wing renovation. In 1989, the current telephone system was =a Siete a en ee p 

installed in the southeast corner of the West —— p a ae a re SS 5 
x a Wing basement; the switchboard handled all al SSS. ees 4 a pa 

Electrical Systems Conditions, 1992 Centrex and outside lines. Punchblocks were aS SSS: = apes 
In 1992 the electrical system was essentially the same as had been installed in the 1989 Primary Electric project. color-coded by wing, and some were left empty gues eS SSS Se rans 

f WES ae Nao | SJ ep Electrical loads in the West Wing were fed from both the existing switchboard and the new substation installed at that Sor future expansion. sage (ESE Be Se SS Ss Be 
time. The switchboard was a Westinghouse 1600 amp, 208Y/120 volt. The substation provided power at 120/208 GI [elaiy) Capitol Palice communication WS & SS 
volts, 3-phase. Current distribution to existing branch circuit panelboards was via the switchboard. Existing branch center, 2002 se SS SS = SS = SS oo circuit panelboards were located on all floors throughout the wing.*” During the 1990-92 North Wing Renovation NS NEN oe ee Ss - 

and Restoration, a new communication center : NEN Ne aot —~ Bocas 

° ° . for the Capitol Police was built in the basement Ce: EE Nt : Sy F ; Modifications to Electrical Systems, 1993-95 SFTP Not ines! Pavilion. Closed circuit SNS N ~ ee 
Electric Power System television allowed Capitol Police to monitor Os NS INS LN 

Electrical systems were replaced during the West Wing renovation. The existing substation, which had been installed activity throughout the Capitol and other state EES Ne as NE. WSS 
during the Primary Electric project in 1989, was relocated to the north wall of the basement and the Westinghouse Oa Les ee SS 
switchboard removed. All branch circuit panelboards are fed from the substation. Existing power feeders and conduit 

were reused when practical. All existing branch circuit panelboards were replaced and additional panelboards were ae a | l z 
installed to provide flexible distribution and future capacity. All existing branch circuit wiring was removed and new oe J | ewe ; Z 
wiring was installed to coordinate with new device locations and loads. Underfloor ductwork was installed throughout : @. E ) af E 
the wing to carry the electrical cables. New motors are powered and controlled from two new motor control centers in ee Ee | | 2 
the basement and on the fourth floor. The motor control centers are fed from the existing mechanical substation in the g | a 
North Wing basement. The emergency substation in the North Wing basement provides emergency power to the West —— | a 
Wing; emergency branch circuit panelboards are located in the West Wing to provide emergency power for lighting and iy UO : | | rok S 
elevators. The manufacturer and model for the electrical power distribution equipment installed in the West Wing was S & sa ; ae ; q | ee 
C Primary Switch with Square D Transformer and Distribution Sections, the same as were used in the North Wing.** =a y = ' a) pee) j | } 2s 

= es | ge Ree ee 
ha es a eae | aoe r; Trew Electrical power to the desks in the Assembly Chamber also was modified in the 1993-95 renovation. The existing ae | el Bl Seer Fi 335 pga 33 Rae to ey i fa Fale 

120V wiring, which served each east-west row of desks, was replaced and extended. One duplex receptacle was ss aA va | | Ieee lal | , = = 

provided for each pair of desks. Wiring providing power to the podium (dedicated 120V, 20A, 3-wire circuit) and Pia. | \s ma \ V ae | | | oad iF fhe ig : i ; ‘ ; ae eR aH Fal : dh! existing receptacles were replaced. Additional underfloor conduit was installed in the loggia to accommodate electrical siege \ I ey Pp. —_ ws aed 7 NESSES aA | Bg - \ an a ¥ 
Searels eae = Be Na SS peppecn™ and data wiring for printers.” iS oe | Se. Se Cea P= oa 

Ls ‘ Deas ‘ : : Se eas ss Peete We acre ee a, New telephone and data wiring was installed and distributed from the telephone room in the West basement via electrical es ga | HESS | See EPO i 
rooms on each floor. The communications wiring is housed in twelve equipment racks in electrical rooms on all floors Bee ee : LS é 2 : { 
(two rooms on the basement through third floors, one on the fourth floor, and one in the assembly sound room, 213 eee eee See : Pe 
West). The electrical contractor for the renovation, H & H Electric Co., installed communication cable and underfloor se 3 : aad : 2 = —~ eS a | 
raceway manufactured by Square D. The new system included voice, data, video, coaxial and fiber optic cable. = 
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= naa Si Smiest na eee Pima Anew sound system was installed in the wing. Each office has two speakers. One monitors legislative proceedings, and a3 : g y’ ig P 8) Pp ig 
| 4 ; x | z has a switch to select either senate or assembly, and a volume control; the other was part of the All-Call emergency system. 

| ae ; ae feleiely rele Lele | a 5 The All-Call system provides emergency paging capabilities from a 70-volt (V) line signal originating from the Capitol 

\| i i 2 a ) Bi Police dispatch console. The system is used to alert building occupants of emergency situations such as storm alerts and 

| [ro ler gh pee |e? Lee [2a 1e? lee |e peo [oe [fe g building evacuations and takes precedence over all other sound system proceedings. All-Call emergency speakers were 

i| Par el B Ti a cae “SoS | ie ge f : provided in all areas of the wing. The signal for assembly proceedings is derived from a 70V line signal originating in 

I = ze | i= Lagos ret | | a the assembly sound room. A new amplifier was installed in B38North for the senate and assembly signals.“! 
i tales | eo [ar [oe 17 | [2e[ae[@ Jesh | bes otacre | 

j ha \ ee Elec bee a ' The Cerberus Pyrotronics MXL multiplex/addressable fire alarm system that had been installed in the North Wing was 

| [ae eed) dite jaa ee eI al 2 le [eal | [pee fester Tas] expanded into the West Wing. New smoke detectors were installed in all areas of the wing. All detectors are connected 

i, ram | | Pe patia lex | Fast eles feed eo to the fire alarm control panel in the North Wing basement. 
{| Leen eae a tS 1m | 22} ar | 7 

1" ye Le } | ve i ole i ; aie] fee tL [Ree feo! The existing clock system, a Simplex carrier current with output frequency of 4,200 hertz, was extended from the power 
i : ve | : ae Sie Sp ‘ supply/relay equipment in the electrical equipment room. New indicating clocks were 15-inch, round Simplex 2310 

es a / At {a tees | | 8 series, Roma II style, as were used in the North Wing.” 
Lif ae ; g Wye : 

ips lL) gfgg Xs (Qe = || | NS ‘ ‘ f : 

heart 1) Jy | 22 eceandi ae Nigh Weeds G ay Hi cy Underfloor conduit runs from the assembly sound room in 213 West to every desk in the Assembly Chamber to provide ga LE | erg thy Nii [ y De 2 
Hicr a _£/ Ye = pola" ; FE NS i Hh | | so aan voice, data, sound system, and voting machine wiring. A duplex RJ45 data outlet and simplex RJ45 telephone outlet 

[atic at [eee Y= 222 age HHT on | i : eee 
HGHE eS BS. Cy mae 3 HE \ | we i were installed at every desk so that each representative could connect a laptop computer to the legislative network. 
wit Oa Se q peop, ULL ae eM. | es : : 
Hi Suh ow if i) 2 F a deer 8S _ eee SS ail : es iy Ten additional data and telephone outlets were installed for use at the podium.“ 

| ig Se Yo Prisocerade a t le ii { 

i == ee et ss i" 
a ee ee) Dakota Audio, Inc. of Bismarck, North Dakota installed a new sound system in the Assembly Chamber during the 1993- 

Seana nesieeeen ease aoa a nee 95 renovation. The new system served the chamber (including the loggia, lobby and galleries), the parlor, and stair 

hall outside the chamber. Three-inch speakers were installed at each legislator’s desk and at the desks of the speaker, 

Bc I) = 8.19 (above) Voting board clerk, sergeant-at-arms, and press. Low-frequency speakers were installed in the cabinets under the legislators’ desks 

eek 4 a n > conduit runs, 1938 (one speaker per two desks). New loudspeakers for the galleries were installed in existing surface-mounted enclosures 
, = : . 

{ieee £ e dn ae ee elec race at ceiling level. Speakers serving the loggia were installed in custom-made enclosures, surface-mounted at the top of 
ised 2 voting system was installed ‘| A 

: 3 in the Assembly Chamber. the barrel vault. Enclosures were custom-made for the loudspeakers in the Assembly Parlor, stair hall and vestibule. 

| % Two new display boards Microphones reused from the existing system were reinstalled, one for each two adjacent legislators. A control panel 

ee were mounted on either side for the audio system was installed at the lower podium.® 
i 5 of the speaker s platform, 

' © and the system could record 2 ee 

i / a vote in less than a minute. Electrical System Conditions, 2002 

aoe = ne . In 1999 a new voting system was installed that added more display. The new system also provided citizens with real- 

s a ! ea cy a nerEs time access to votes via the legislature’s website as well as through live video of the proceedings. Other electrical 
a mg) 8315 |p Pyrotronics fire alarm diti imil h in 1995. 
a i § system, North Wing conditions were similar to those in 5: 

te | { basement, 2002 
B During the 1993-95 West 

; Ses Wing Restoration and Lighting 
cenopnus pa Renovation, the existing 2 : g ‘i 

i —— Cerberus fire alarm system Historic Lighting 

‘i a —_— Ae was expanded to serve the On George Post’s recommendation, the Capitol Commission awarded the contract for electric lighting fixtures to 
more atti Aili . 

aol ae West Wing. A control panel the Mitchell Vance Company of New York City. The contract was for $30,324.50, but the company was paid only 
at. ope : located near the Capitol s : ‘ : : 
ES ee SS E a = Boilie coommunleaton $30,264.50, the reduction resulting from change orders. Work began in October 1908 and ended, with the exception 

a & oe eg nf SE = cenjen conals alms and of a few last-minute changes, by January 1909. All fixtures were made of cast brass and finished in an “Old Brass” 
eh a ol ee eee ; j ‘ ; 

ea 4 ek A eee es sprinklers in the wing. matte finish; globes were ground or opalescent glass.” 
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The lighting fixtures installed by Mitchell Vance included floor lamps, ceiling fixtures and wall sconces. The designs a z a, a iz 
reflected Post’s hierarchical use of space; public spaces received the most elaborate fixtures, and private office spaces oO ae 8 : Zz r oe j 5 4 2 
received much simpler ones. The main corridors on the ground floor have Types C and D ceiling fixtures with Type ‘ z ‘ e ie Pe ey Las e 
E wall sconces. Type D fixtures are also used on the second floor stair galleries, but the much more elaborate Type P = é ! | fi il F e Z 

and Type EE are used on the first and third galleries with Types Q and G wall sconces. On the second floor, the bridge F / e ; g Jat ei» ; bee a 4 a 
contains very elaborate Type FF standards. Each desk in the Assembly Chamber had its own Type PP desk light, and (eg x a BE ay i Pe q i : $ p a Ss i 
the chamber also had four elaborate, ten-lamp standards. Three Type NN chandeliers, unique to the building, hung ve ae PTB ci e. as e — 7 eo = : e 
in the parlor. Private offices on the first floor were generally furnished with simple Type I wall sconces and Type H ee Pas ee ete oy 2k as bd Pc a 
ceiling fixtures; those on the floors above were slightly larger Type W. Third floor committee rooms contained Type ne | : * . Beets th eceuee te ay : eee ‘ le ig = £ 
DD ceiling fixtures. More utilitarian spaces, such as vaults, toilet rooms and minor corridors received the simplest ESS a a its Ne 2 = S| pe as eo ee fixtures, usually Types J, K or M.# Be ee te | E- Bes 
Mitchell Vance also provided the lighting fixtures for the Northwest Pavilion under the lighting contract for the North as a Career Sted 0 fo \ E i = pea 
Wing. Barbershop fixtures were simple Types J and K; the ground floor vestibule had a Type D ceiling fixture; the me 5 o es aes parr ae ] a Poa oe 
first floor contained the more elaborate Type P. Committee rooms on the second through fourth floors contained Type ae ee es ee iis Magee? a E —s W and Type Leitng andwal tres oe & 

Modifications to Lighting, 1910-92 eer ge eee | a 
Because of their decorative nature, the existing lights in public spaces were not modified, but the system as a whole was FLU aoe MUU * eae 
supplemented with additional lights in private spaces, often fluorescent. New lighting was installed in the Assembly eee ieee ere ees 
Chamber as part of the DC-to-AC rewiring, including additional fluorescent lighting added above the skylight. Original ea == _ =a ee 
DC globe lighting ringing the glass ceiling was removed at this time.”° ee bose teety 

Ina 1970 remodeling project, new lights were installed in the West Wing. New fixtures included surface-mounted lights 8.21 Assembly Parlor chandelier, 2002 8.22 Assembly Chamber standard, 2002 
in the ground floor vault spaces and halls, fluorescent tube fixtures with “egg crate” baffles in the former treasurer’s ese eo Cai thahe feaures in the Assembh/ Parlor Topdamp bronze lamy slanaarasarelp laced in exch if 4 that were unique in the building. The room contains three corner of the Assembly Chamber. These fixtures are also and secretary of state’s areas on the first floor, troffers on the north side of the second floor, and surface-mounted lights chandeliers manufactured by the Mitchell Vance Company of unique in the building. 
on the third floor.”! New York. 

By the mid-1980s, the wing contained a mix of original light fixtures and modern fluorescents. The offices on the north 

side of the ground floor all had pendant fluorescent fixtures. Other fixtures on the ground floor were incandescent and 

surface-mounted fluorescent. All the perimeter and wing-end offices on the first floor had incandescent fixtures. Several 

interior spaces had surface-mounted fluorescents or recessed fluorescents. The second floor (excluding the Assembly 

Chamber and Parlor) had pendant fluorescent and surface-mounted fluorescent fixtures. Most of the perimeter offices 

and hallways on the third floor had surface-mounted fluorescents, and a few offices had pendant fluorescent fixtures. 

The fixtures in the fourth floor space were surface-mounted fluorescents. 

Restoration and Relighting of the Assembly Chamber 

The 1988 Restoration and Relighting of the Assembly Chamber project included the installation of improved lighting 

above and around the skylight. The “snowball” fixtures around the skylight, which had been removed in 1966, were 

reinstalled using long-life, 25-watt incandescent globe lamps. The renovation team solved the challenge of relamping 

the fixtures, which are 42 feet above the floor, by devising a method to lower the fixtures. Each of the 32 cast aluminum 

fixtures is attached to a length of airplane cable. The fixtures can be lowered individually by hand to about 6 feet above 
floor level for relamping. The existing ring of recessed downlights (known as the circle) installed around the skylight 

in 1966 was modified and relamped to provide better color and light intensity. A new ring of recessed lights (known 
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— oe PK 3 i< oS i : \ a i z as TV lights) was installed to increase the light level, improve light color, and provide cross-lighting to reduce facial 
yo “ = 4b. G < i : i ye 2 shadows and improve telecasting conditions. Both the down lights and the TV lights are quartz lights. Fluorescent strip 

A — Nes ge “ pt A vy oe ae fixtures were removed from above the skylight in the 1988 project, and new lighting was installed. A single 450-watt 
I\A 5 r 5 os \ Vl Vy “a yi (WANAN: metal-halide lamp illuminates the center of the skylight. Around the perimeter are fifty-two 70-watt metal-halide uplights 
Be ‘f ie Cesk | Mex Z ig a ze a positioned to shine downward, similar to those used above the North Hearing Room. Rambusch Lighting of New York 

: ei 2 eT EEE ee ae é = i manufactured the metal-halide color-corrected fixtures. The perimeter of the skylight is covered with a Plexiglas filter 
Thee = aes See ee 5 so no “hot spots” from the lights are visible from the chamber below. Other new lighting in the Assembly included 
page ; oe Ses (nea eae (ay ima a = a a ea ag indirect fluorescent uplighting in the soffits of the loggia and two more fixtures added to the row of ten recessed lights 

; - ie ea s i aa i eae 4 a ees over the Blashfield mural at the front of the chamber.”2 
| Yr Cee i ee 

ee Pees ~ thoes - Lighting Conditions, 1992 
ss 3 3 am =< ae Lighting conditions in 1992 were similar to those in 1985. 

i ees es celia 

ES am Modifications to Lighting, 1993-95 
| reemeemetaaall Bi casita The 1993 Restoration and Renovation imposed a more consistent lighting system on the wing. Existing original light 

~ : X : : fixtures were cleaned, rewired and relamped in public areas such as the Assembly Chamber, Parlor, and Lobby, as 
Pn ey coed AN =f = ee well as the galleries and main corridors; new, historically sympathetic fixtures were installed to replace non-historic, 

: fluorescent lights in private areas. The three decorative ceiling fixtures in the parlor each contain ten 100-watt bulbs. 
oe Pk es Gad Hetighting, simple mentalliene were The wall sconce fixtures are lamped with 40-watt “Flamescent” bulbs, in which the filament is spun to suggest a candle 
installed above the glass ceiling. One 450-watt metal-halide lamp in the center and fifty- flame. Existing light fixtures in legislative offices were removed and replaced with new fixtures manufactured by SPI 
two 70-watt metal-halide lamps around the perimeter replaced strip fluorescent lights to Lighting Group of Mequon, Wisconsin, the same firm that provided fixtures for the earlier North Wing renovation. New 
illuminate the chamber. office lighting consists of ceiling-hung, indirect metal-halide fixtures and compact fluorescent wall sconces, matching 

those installed in the North Wing. Ceiling fixtures utilize 400-watt (or 250-watt where more than one fixture was used) 
i Z i) | 2 color-corrected, 2,500-hour extended-service lamps. Each fixture was equipped with five 60-watt incandescent lamps 

oe \\ i) (called “stumble lights”) at the canopy that provided temporary light while the metal-halide lamp warmed up. Four 
; Ta atop At 3 13-watt stick fluorescent lamps illuminated the decorative bowl of the fixture. Surface-mounted drum fixtures were 

ya H ; 4 B= used in the secondary corridors; recessed-grid lighting was used in photocopying rooms. The fourth floor, entirely 
: M Se af & ae occupied by the assembly sergeant-at-arms staff, received surface-mounted fluorescent strip fixtures on the ceiling of 

ne Sass, the main room and above the small skylights in the two corridors.” 

Poe fe i ge RS oe : ae New Square D panelboards for the lights were installed in the Assembly Chamber along with new circuit breakers and 
3 be cer g aaeees as 3 Ea ' lighting controls. The three rows of light fixtures around the Assembly skylight were given equivalent new lamps. The 
ee : : a sa ll Bg thirty-two “Ring of Pearls” lights received 25-watt globe lamps. The outer circle of 24 recessed fixtures (TV lights) 

ay a ees ee Ss received 750-watt 2-pin lamps, and the inner circle (circle lights), 500-watt screw-base lamps. The row of twelve 
ba ee oA | U8 Es recessed fixtures above the Blashfield mural at the front of the chamber were given 300-watt spot lamps. Above the 
4 = - gs nt e o - GC. er EF barrel vault over the West Wing, 70-watt Rambusch uplights were installed, aimed to illuminate downward.”4 
a Ss ee as a ge | 1 2 : Eat te 

-- GO AE “ oak oy . Northwest Pavilion 
Eee _w Me” a te “ : Bs RT * 3 Original light fixtures were rewired and reinstalled in the ground and first floors of the Northwest Pavilion. Fixtures 
A — er Ms eis | 4k Ee ] installed in the second, third and fourth floor pavilion hearing rooms were the same SPI, indirect metal-halide ceiling 

8.24 Assembly Chamber gallery spotlights, 1988 fixtures and wall sconces that were used in legislative offices.” 
To allow the use of television cameras in the chamber, large spotlights were installed on the 
gallery railings. In 1988, these were replaced by smaller, less obtrusive lights, which were Lighting Conditions, 2002 

fleet Aleta tre Hie Faced nase arouad the glass ceiling. Lighting conditions in 2002 were essentially the same as those in 1995. 
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Elevators , oy a ET Gl 
Historic Elevators i ! ee Fea Bl: 

The Kaestner & Hecht Company of Chicago installed the two elevators in the West Wing; the $8,250 contract was fod aa a ' 4 ' e 

signed on 8 August 1908. The commission eventually paid the firm an additional $1,310 for motor upgrades and AM gE | re ie | i 
different cars. Work began in August 1908 and was completed the following January, although minor adjustments { i " my i 
continued into the summer.”° The north elevator traveled from the basement to the fourth floor, and the south elevator “4 Wee i id 2 

traveled from the ground floor to the fourth floor. Both were required to lift a load of 2,500 pounds at a minimum ; We € 6 

speed of 300 feet per minute; the elevator that went to the basement could lift a 6,000-pound load at a slower speed. | i 3 Hi f - 
The motors powering the elevators were capable of a temporary overload of 50 percent. The machinery was located be 1 wed i I Si 
in the basement and moved the cars through a double-traction system. The cars were connected to cast iron winding | in | a =f iy | 

drums and counterweights with steel cables.” s | [Sisal | r fl eee : 

ee | | } | i Mi, | oe 
The cars themselves were made of wrought iron grillwork electroplated with bronze and backed with glass on a wood a a 1 : a | i fi : —— 

floor. The elevator shafts measured 11 feet 9% inches by 6 feet 3% inches lined with walls of 9-inch thick, white- | E L H i | ey. = = 
enameled brick. Each car contained an electric light ceiling fixture. The elevators were operated by an electric-lever i ls Fes | Fe EN Re 

switch in the car. Safety features stopped the car in case of undue speed and automatically at the upper and lower : iE ; ee Sennen a 
landings and kept the cables from slackening when the car was not in motion. Timber bumpers with springs cushioned | iL s | . ealnunioniincaons Sh 
the car on the bottom of the shaft. A semi-circular, clock-type dial located above the door on each floor indicated the | |; oe 2 Po = . BS 
location of the car in the shaft.” In addition to the two permanent elevators, a temporary hydraulic plunger elevator it wetter a ING 
was installed by the A. Kieckhefer Elevator Company on the north side of the basement of the West Wing for use ar : ee ears : Reet 

dung constuction.” eh 
AY SAN} Na 

Modifications to Elevators, 1910-92 A 
Prior to the DC/AC conversion in the late 1950s and early 1960s, few modifications were made to the elevators in HONS \) AW MN) 

the West Wing. The only significant work occurred in 1941, when a WPA project installed heating in the elevator f nN a 

shafts and insulation in the penthouses.*” The original ornate cage elevators and machinery were replaced in the late 

1950s and early 1960s. The new cars, made of furniture steel, were installed in the existing elevator shafts, still lined a} A ieeliiae ETE a eee 5 ay \ 
Z i . During the West Wing Restoration and Renovation, two wheelchair lifts were installed, one on the fourth floor near the assembly 

with original white enameled brick. Because the Capitol electrical system was being converted from DC to AC, Otis sergeant-at-arms’ office and one on the third floor near the Assembly Chamber gallery. These lifts fulfilled the requirements of 
Elevator installed alternating-current-driven motors and direct-current generators rather than direct-current motors the Americans with Disabilities Act. 
and generators. A temporary AC electric service operated the new elevators as they were installed. After the DC/AC 

power conversion was completed in 1963, a rectifier was used on the passenger elevators to convert the AC power to 

DC. The passenger elevator generator continued to use DC power since no technology existed at that time to operate 

the motors smoothly enough with alternating current. A freight elevator installed in the south shaft in 1965 used a 

two-speed AC motor.*! 

The eight new elevators were installed four at a time (four in 1958-59 and the rest in 1965) so that one elevator in each 

wing remained operational while the other was out of service. In the West Wing, the new north passenger elevator was 

installed in 1958-59; the south elevator was converted to freight and modified to travel to the basement when it was 

replaced in 1965. The new elevators were both single-worm, basement-geared traction, both traveling 200 feet per 

minute from the basement to the fourth floor, a distance of 70 feet, 6 inches. The south freight elevator had a capacity 

of 3,500 rounds. The north remained a passenger elevator with a capacity of 3,000 pounds. A two-way key switch 

was installed on the operating panel of the passenger elevator to select operation either with or without an attendant. 

The passenger car measured 78 inches high and 49 inches deep; the freight car was 88 inches high and 54 inches deep. 
The door opening on both measured 44 inches wide by 84 inches high. 
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Tih See ee ae z Elevator Conditions, 1992 
i f ~ ’ eo y : There had been no substantial alteration to the elevators since the 1960s renovation. 

some enn neem meer sett seen mma meme te eee ne at 8 angen eee te ap me mpm merken ements ten vere nrertnennrnnnnennAnennremriAnitinnn ancanmeempen | (pRaaaay eS coe Baer ales T |e 
em eal | “Gee Se Hh ee eee Modifications to Elevators, 1993-95 

i pw es i, fe j During the West Wing renovation, new wheelchair lifts were installed on the south side of the third and fourth floors 
pee ee a ee | SWEEPING 5 IiSTEM P LAE ( } ree to access the assembly sergeant’s office and the south gallery of the Assembly Chamber, both of which have several 
feet i) ue eo bee a oe steps leading up to them. The sergeant’s staff uses the fourth floor lift daily, primarily to transport freight, carts and 

a ce i i employees as needed. The gallery lift is used only during assembly floor sessions to allow disabled citizens access to 
: oe aaa S | | the gallery. The capacity of both lifts is 750 pounds and the speed is ten to twelve feet per minute. Both lifts have two 

tn iene we ~S} { { \ ] stops, with the fourth floor lift traveling five feet, three inches, and the third floor gallery lift traveling one foot, ten 

PALUUSE va ood : INS poe Hes we a solid-state Cie system SUpDIemented with clectromechanical Ganon The lifts were 
Lae ase Key) 1 | provided with limit switches, obstruction sensors, manual lowering capacity and a safety device to stop the platform 
| SWERIING 2YS = ; in event of overspeed or suspension breakage. Both lifts were manufactured by the Cheney Company of New Berlin 
ee Eo fav I at ee 4 | \ Wisconsin, a division of Access Industries, Inc.®? 

; | i The machinery of the both the passenger and freight elevators was upgraded in the 1993 Elevator Repair and Upgrade 
Dia | LZ project. The work included replacement of door protective/reopening devices, door operators and car directional lanterns. 
a i: The door operators were Otis QL direct-current-motor driven; the reopening device was Otis Enhanced Lambda.** 

¢ | ¢ Elevator Conditions, 2002 
L | : Both West Wing elevators were further upgraded in 2001-02 as part of East Wing Restoration and Rehabilitation. Work 

5 : | included replacing outdated electrical components and the installation of new motors and controllers, door sensors, 
walls, button plates cut into the front panels, soffits, cables and safety equipment. Many of the parts were custom-fit 

pd ngs ines oe ao Work, Basement ip 1908 o ee pee ; on site by the contractor, the Braun Corporation of Madison. New variable-speed AC motors and solid state controls 
aes a oui ea ee ae cae men fee ie —. ee ably were installed to replace the existing DC motors. With DC power, the motor had to run continuously, but with AC it 
in 1968. runs only when the elevator is in use, resulting in energy savings and longer life for the components. A security/access 

control system (an electronic card reader) was added to the passenger elevator in 2002 so that only authorized employees 

could access the basement. The freight elevator was keyed access for all floors.*° 

Sweeping System 
Historic Sweeping System 

The West Wing originally contained a central vacuum sweeping system powered by a pump in the basement and with 

outlets on each floor. The Sanitary Devices Mfg. Co. of Chicago installed the four vacuum risers in the West Wing 

in June 1908 for $177.60. The vacuum system itself was manufactured by the Palm Vacuum Cleaner Company of 

Detroit for $1,680.00 and was installed in January 1914 on a trial basis. The vacuum producer was a reciprocating, 

piston-type, horizontal, double-acting vacuum pump. A different system by the Spencer Turbine Company of Windsor, 

Connecticut was installed in the East Wing, and the two were to be tested together.** 

The vacuum sweeping pipes were installed in the Northwest pavilions under the plumbing contract for the North Wing. 

Modifications to Sweeping System, 1910-95 
The sweeping system was abandoned and partially removed, probably during the 1968 plumbing renovation. Brass 

tubing from the original system was removed during the West Wing Restoration and Renovation.*” 
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Sweeping System Conditions, 2002 Endnotes 

Although the system is no longer used, taps in walls still remain. ' Charles Wilkins contract and bond, 5 February 1908, folder 2, box 44; contract account summary, vol. 3, p. 12, all 

in Capitol Commission records, ser. 833, Archives Division, Wisconsin Historical Society, hereinafter cited only as 

Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. Pipes from the Capitol Heat and Power Plant entered the Capitol in the East 

Wing basement. After excavation and preliminary foundation work were completed on the Central Portion, service 

pipes were connected to the West Wing. See contract with James F. Sumner for temporary steam piping in the contract 

list in volume 3, p. 399, ibid. 

2 George B. Post & Sons, Specification for Heating and Ventilating Work for the West Wing... (New York: Martin B. 

Brown Co., 1907 or 1908), 10-19, box 40, Capitol Commission records, series 833. 

3 The Mueller Co. contract and bond, 3 February 1915 and “Order No. 1,” both in folder 3, box 43; Paul E. Mueller to 

Porter, 14 February 1918, folder 8, box 16, all ibid. 

4J. L. Williamson to Porter, 14 September 1908, folder 15, box 23; “Heating and Ventilating Work” schedule, folder 6, 

box 44. Post & Sons, Specification for Heating and Ventilating Work for the West Wing..., 10-19, box 40, ibid. 

5 Essmann to Gormley, 5 October 1911, folder 2, box 30, ibid. 

6 Johnson Controls proposal for State Capitol Building , JC/80 Automation Center Additions, | February 1979; Harlyn 

Verhage to Johnson Controls, 2 May 1979; Renovate Temperature Control System specifications, November 1974, 

p. A-1 and 15000-2; Johnson Controls Request and Certification for Payment, 16 March 1976, all in HVAC folder, 

drawer B.28, Capitol Archives. 

7 Agency Request for State Building Commission Action, 20 September 1977; Preconstruction Meeting Report, 13 

February 1979; Energy Conservation and Ventilation Improvements Specifications, November 1978, p. A-1; Contract 

Change Order #1, Energy Conservation & Ventilation Improvements, 11 April 1979, all in Capitol Energy Project 

folder, drawer B.30, ibid. According to DFD engineer Jim Schey, enthalpy controls at that time were notorious for 

drifting and poor accuracy over time. It is likely the enthalpy control was subsequently replaced by a dry bulb control 

that measured only temperature and not humidity. 

8 Drawings for State Capitol and Wilson Street State Office Building Air Conditioning, project 6607-6, ground floor 

West Wing floor plan, 20 August 1970, drawer C.19, ibid. 

° Assembly Chief Clerk purchase order number ACA0189, 8 June 1981, Room 23 West #122 Leg/Assembly Air 

Conditioner folder, drawer B.30, ibid. 

‘© Draft Report, State Capitol Mechanical/Electrical Systems Upgrade & Air Conditioning Study, July 1988, box 3, 

Capitol Maintenance and Restoration Papers, 1980-99, ibid. Project 8805-02 installed packaged air-conditioning 

equipment in rooms 404/411 of the West Wing. 

"| Capitol Air Conditioning Study Concept Report, Project 8310-11, October 1985, drawer B.26, ibid. The system 

recommended in this study is not what was eventually installed during the renovation of the Capitol. The Division 

of State Facilities Management (DSFM), part of the Department of Administration, was previously called Bureau of 

Facilities Management (BFM) and renamed the Division of Facilities Development (DFD) in 1992. 

2 Preliminary Report, State Capitol Restoration and Remodeling, West Wing, Project 9109-26, 17 April 1992, 

meeting minutes and correspondence folder, box 7, Capitol Maintenance and Restoration Papers, 1980-99; Capitol 

Air Conditioning Study Concept Report, 10-12, Project 8310-11, October 1985, drawer B.26, both ibid. 

'3 Design Report, Wisconsin State Capitol—Restoration and Renovation, South and West Wings, Project 9109-26, 16 
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September 1992; AEI to Dan Stephans, 24 June 1993; Jeff Neidorfler to Stephans, 15 December 1992, all in box 7, 5° Plumbing Renovation Specifications (project 6606-19), 25 March 1968, pp. 1501/1-2, 1501/6-7; 1501/9, 1501/19-22, 

Capitol Maintenance and Restoration Papers, 1980-99; Johnson Controls Notice to Proceed (Project 91926.3), 21 1501/24, 1501/30-33; Survey and Report of Plumbing and Fire Protection Systems, September 1966, pp. 1, 18, 20, 

February 1994, B.11.42; West Wing Restoration; Environmental Systems Analysis, Inc. contract, 12 September 1994, both in Plumbing Project Capital [sic] folder, drawer B.28, Capitol Archives. 
B.11.38, all ibid. 

3! Plumbing Renovation Specifications, pp 1501/1-2, 1501/6-7, 1501/9, 1501/19-22, 1501/24, 1501/30-33. 
'* Shop drawings for roof exhaust fans, supply and return fans, March 1994, folder 15850B, Drawer B.17; Design 

Report, Wisconsin State Capitol—Restoration and Renovation, South and West Wings, Project 9109-26, 16 September *? Charles E. Friederich, “‘Arteries’ at Capitol Prepared for Transfusion,” Milwaukee Journal, 14 April 1968, no page 

1992, box 7, Capitol Maintenance and Restoration Papers, 1980-99, all ibid. number; David Todd, “Plumbing, Painting at Capitol Will be Finished by Aug. 1,” Capital Times, 28 January 1970, no 

page number; both in 336.45 WTC at Legislative Reference Bureau clipping files. 
'S Post & Sons, Specification for Heating and Ventilating Work for the West Wing..., 11-13; List of Capitol radiators 

and risers, 2 April 1928, folder 19, drawer 4, Capitol Archives. 3 Composite Basement Plan, Renovation of State Capitol Building Plumbing System, 25 March 1968, drawing P-4, 
drawer C.13, Capitol Archives. 

'© Post & Sons, Specification for Heating and Ventilating Work for the West Wing..., 16, 22-24. Johnson Service 

Company is now Johnson Controls, Inc. of Milwaukee. *4 Preliminary Report, State Capitol Restoration and Remodeling, West Wing, Project 9109-26, 17 April 1992, meeting 

minutes and correspondence folder, box 7, Capitol Maintenance and Restoration Papers, 1980-99; West Wing Restoration 
'’ Capitol Heating System Renovation specifications, July 1979, p. A-1, drawer B.30, Capitol Archives. and Renovation specifications, State Project No. 91926.3, 16 September 1993, p. 15010A-3, B.14.10, both ibid. 

'§ Anton Rajer to Art McClure, 22 January 1992, box 9, Pre-1987 Capitol Restoration Papers, ibid. 35 West Wing Restoration and Renovation specifications, State Project No. 91926.3, 16 September 1993, t, pp. 15060A- 
3 —4, 15300A-3, B.14.10, ibid. 

'? Preliminary Report, State Capitol Restoration and Remodeling, West Wing, Project 9109-26, 17 April 1992, box 7 

Capitol Maintenance and Restoration Papers, 1980-99; Capitol Air Conditioning Study Concept Report, Project 8310- 36 Tbid., pp. 15250A-4 — 5. 
11, October 1985, pp. 9-12, drawer B.26, both ibid. 

57 Thid., p. 15440A-2. 
» Preliminary Report, State Capitol Restoration and Remodeling, West Wing, Project 9109-26, 17 April 1992, box 7 
Capitol Maintenance and Restoration Papers, 1980-99, ibid. *8 Paul F. Harloff contract and bond, 1 April 1908, folder 7, box 42; contract account summary, vol. 3, p. 24, both in 

Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 
*! Herbert Kelley contract and bond, 5 September 1908, folder 1, box 43; Porter to H. Kelley & Co., 16 January 1916, 

folder 10, box 14; Post & Sons to H. Kelley & Co., 17 December 1909, folder 3, box 35, all in Capitol Commission * George B. Post & Sons, Specification for the Electric Work of the West Wing... (New York: Martin B. Brown Co., 
records, ser. 833. 1907 or 1908), 20, box 41, Capitol Commission Records, series 833. 

» George B. Post & Sons, Specification for Plumbing Work for the West Wing...(New York: Martin B. Brown Co., 1907 “ Tbid., 10-19; Basement through Attic Plans, Electric Work, 1 February 1908, rev. 21 March and 22 July 1908, drawings 
or 1908), 10-17, box 41, Capitol Commission records, series 833. 518-114 through 518-119, Capitol Archives. 

3 Tbid., 10-14, 22. *' Post & Sons, Specification for the Electric Work of the West Wing...,20; Basement through Attic Plans, Electric Work, 

1 February 1908, rev. 21 March and 22 July 1908, drawings 518-114 through 518-119, Capitol Archives. 
4 Thid., 10-11. 

” Post & Sons, Specification for the Electric Work of the West Wing..., 21-26; Second Floor Plan, Electric Work, 1 
2 hid 1.14 February 1908, drawing 518-117, Capitol Archives. 

*6 Thid., 22-24; Post & Sons to Porter, 15 July 1909, folder 6, box 21, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. “8 Tbid; list of material for the electrical work for the West Wing of the Wisconsin State Capitol, P. F. Harloff, 4 May 
1908, folder 4, box 44, and Gormley to Essemann, | December 1913, folder 6, box 30, both in Capitol Commission 

7Post & Sons, Specification for Plumbing work for the West Wing..., 17-19. records, ser. 833. 

*8 George B. Post & Sons, Specifications for Plumbing work for the North Wing... (New York, 1914), in box 40; W. H. “ Universal Indicator Company contract, 1 March 1916, folder 1, box 44; Porter to Post & Sons, 20 April 1916, folder 
Halsey contract and bond, 28 January 1915, folder 9, box 42; contract account summary, vol. 3, p. 152, all in Capitol 2, box 23, both in Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 

Commission records, ser. 833; Frank Custer, “50 Years Have Not Detracted From Beauty of State’s Capitol,” Capital 

Times, 18 August 1967, State Capitol Historical Data folder, Capitol Building Management files. * Paul F. Harloff contract and bond, 20 March 1915, folder 7, box 42; contract account summary, vol. 3, p. 400, all in 

Capitol Commission records, ser. 833; George B. Post & Sons, Specification for the Electric Work for the North Wing 
» Official project #165-53-2550, Reel 152, Box 949, Record Group 69, Stack 53, Row 66, Compartment 8 or 9, ... (New York: Martin B. Brown Co., 1914), box 40, Capitol Commission records, series 833. 
National Archives. 

“© Frank Custer, “$1.2 Million Lighting Job To Beautify Capitol, Improve Working Conditions,” Capital Times, 10 
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July 1964, no page number; Llewellyn G. Roberts, “Two-Phase Operation To Give State Capitol Major Facelifting,” °° West Wing Restoration and Renovation Addendum No. 3, 46, 14 October 1993, B.14.15, ibid; informal conversation 

Wisconsin State Journal, 26 July 1964, p. 4. between Charles J. Quagliana and East Wing Architects, LLC staff, 11 July 2002. 

‘7 Project 8406-05 Preconstruction Meeting Report, 5 October 1984; Ranney and Lund Architects memo to Joe Daniels © Preliminary Report, State Capitol Restoration and Remodeling, West Wing, Project 9109-26, 17 April 1992, 

Construction Co., Inc., 10 October 1984, both in Electrical Drawings folder; drawings E-1 and E-2, Project 8406-05, meeting minutes and correspondence folder, box 7, Capitol Maintenance and Restoration Papers, 1980-99; West Wing 

August 1984; Specifications for Remodeling 2"! Floor West Assembly Area, State Project No. 8406-05, August 1984, Restoration and Renovation Specifications, State Project No. 91926.3, 16 September 1993, p. 16741-1—2, B.14.10; West 

p. 16000-12 — 13, all in drawer B.25, Capitol Archives. Wing Restoration and Renovation Addendum No. 1, 16741-5, 14 October 1993, B.14.12; West Wing Restoration and 

Renovation Addendum No. 3, 10, 14 October 1993, B.14.12, all in Capitol Archives. The addendum lists the assembly 
‘8 Electrical Feeder System Concept and Budget Report, June 1984, electric feeder system folder, and Ground Floor sound room number as 222 West; it is 213 West. 

North and South Restoration Concept and Budget Report, December 1984, ground floor north and south folder, both 

in box 3, Pre-1987 Capitol Restoration Papers, Capitol Archives; Specifications for Electrical Feeder System and * Preliminary Report, State Capitol Restoration and Remodeling, West Wing, Project 9109-26, 17 April 1992, 

Ground Floor North and South Renovation, March 1985, box 7, ibid. Although the Electrical Feeder System project meeting minutes and correspondence folder, box 7, Capitol Maintenance and Restoration Papers, 1980-99; West Wing 

was attached to the Ground Floor North and South Renovation project, the feeder project included all wings of the Restoration and Renovation Specifications, State Project No. 91926.3, 16 September 1993, p. 16770-1, B.14.10; West 

Capitol. The project number was 8309.30. Wing Restoration and Renovation Addendum No. 3, pp. 16, 14 October 1993, B.14.15, all in Capitol Archives. 

* Charles J. Quagliana, “The Body Politic: Restoring Wisconsin’s Capitol Building,” 1989, Assembly Renovation ® Preliminary Report, State Capitol Restoration and Remodeling, West Wing, Project 9109-26, 17 April 1992, meeting 

88-89 folder, Capitol Tours files. minutes and correspondence folder, box 7, Capitol Maintenance and Restoration Papers, 1980-99; West Wing Restoration 

and Renovation Specifications, State Project No. 91926.3, 16 September 1993, p. 16721-2, B.14.10, both in Capitol 
°° Capitol Engineering, Inc. contract and Verhage to Selection Committee, 4 January 1989, both in Capitol Engineering, Archives. 

Inc. folder, box 2, Art McClure Papers, and Substation submittal documentation and shop drawings, 20 November 1990, 

North Substations folder, drawer B.10, all in Capitol Archives; “Wisconsin State Capitol North Wing Renovation and °® West Wing Restoration and Renovation Specifications, State Project No. 91926.3, 16 September 1993, p. 16730-1, 

Restoration Project Information,” 30 November 1992, Capitol Tours files. B.14.10; shop drawings, 16730 Clock System 91926.3, drawer B.17; both in Capitol Archives. 

*! Essmann to Gormley, 26 April 1912, folder 3, box 30, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833; “Chief Operator at ° West Wing Restoration and Renovation Addendum No. 3, 46, 14 October 1993, B.14.15, Capitol Archives. 

State Capitol Retires Tuesday,” 21 December 1968, no page, and “Phone Shift at Capitol, UW to Cost $2 Million,” 

25 March 1962, no page, both in Wisconsin State Journal; State Capitol and Wilson Street State Office Building Air °° Assembly Chamber Audio System Draft for Review [draft specifications], 29 July 1994, 1-7, B.11.46, Capitol Archives. 

Conditioning, project 6607-6 drawings, 20 August 1979, drawer C.19, Capitol Archives. Several elements described in the draft specifications were not actually installed, such as a horizontal line of fifty-two 

3-inch diameter, mid-range speakers in the podium rail of the Assembly Chamber, and audio systems for each of the 
* Michael Smith to Tom Melvin, 8 April 1975; Assembly Speaker System drawing, drawer B-22, Capitol Archives. Northwest Pavilion rooms on the second, third and fourth floors. 

* Specifications for Restoration and Relighting [of the] Assembly Chamber, February 1988, pp. 16770-6 — 14; Assembly °° Wisconsin State Capitol Guide and History, 40. 

Chamber Restoration and Relighting Concept and Budget Report, 4 January 1988, both in drawer B.25, ibid. 

°7 Mitchell Vance contract and bond, 29 October 1908, folder 3, box 43; contract account summary, vol. 3, p. 52; George 
** North Wing Renovation and Restoration specifications, project 8812-03, 29 November 1990, p. 16010-1, B.04.25, B. Post & Sons, Specification for Electric Light Fixtures for the West Wing... (New York: 1907 or 1908), 9-12, box 41, 

ibid. Capitol Commission records, series 833. 

*> Department of Administration, Division of Buildings and Police Services, Wisconsin State Capitol Guide and History, ° “Revised List of Lighting Fixtures for Wisconsin State Capitol, West Wing,” folder 3, box 43, Capitol Commission 
34t" edition, (Madison: 2000), 39-40; Wisconsin State Capitol (Cincinatti: Kemper-Thomas, no date), Capitol Building records, ser. 833. Although the specifications and drawings indicate that Type PP task lights were ordered for each 
Management Archives; Rupert Theobald to Norman Anderson, 23 August 1974; Com-Tee, Inc. to Everett Bolle, 15 April desk in the Assembly, and electrical outlets were installed under each desk, the lamps are not visible in any historic 

1975; Assembly Voting System Specifications, 2-3, July 1974, all in Voting Machine folder, B.22, Capitol Archives. photographs. Photo WHi(X3)43890 from the Lawrence Whittet collection shows task lamps on the speaker’s and 

chief clerk’s desks. 
*6 “Assembly Repair Cost $909,000,” Milwaukee Sentinel, no date [probably early 1989] or page number, Capitol 

Building Management Archives. © Post Drawing 518-1654, Schedule and Electric Fixtures, Capitol Archives. The drawing depicts the fixtures and their 

letter designation. Each fixture is illustrated in Wisconsin DOA, et al, Historic Structure Report Book IV, Wisconsin 

*’ Preliminary Report, State Capitol Restoration and Remodeling, West Wing, Project 9109-26, 17 April 1992, State Capitol: South Wing, Southeast and Southwest Pavilions (1995), 318-25. 

meeting minutes and correspondence folder, box 7, Capitol Maintenance and Restoration Papers, 1980-99; West Wing 

Restoration and Renovation specifications, State Project No. 91926.3, 16 September 1993, pp. 16055-1 — 3, B.14.10, Milwaukee Sentinel, 15 February 1966, p. 1, State Capitol Historical Data clipping file, Capitol Building Management 
both in Capitol Archives. files; Quagliana, “The Body Politic: Restoring Wisconsin’s Capitol Building.” 

°’ Preliminary Report, State Capitol Restoration and Remodeling, West Wing, Project 9109-26, 17 April 1992, meeting 7 Drawings for State Capitol and Wilson Street State Office Building Air Conditioning, project 6607-6, West Wing 
minutes and correspondence folder, box 7, Capitol Maintenance and Restoration Papers, 1980-99, ibid. floor plans, 20 August 1970, drawer C.19, Capitol Archives. 
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” Assembly Restoration and Relighting Concept and Budget Report, 4 January 1988, drawer B.25, Capitol Archives; * Quagliana to McClure, 1 September 1993, B.18.03, Capitol Archives. 
Charles J. Quagliana, “Restoration Focus on Our State Assembly Chamber,” Wisconsin Architect, March 1989, pp. 

15-16; informal conversation between Carolyn Trumpy and East Wing Architects, LLC, staff, 16 July 2002. 

” Preliminary Report, State Capitol Restoration and Remodeling, West Wing, Project 9109-26, 17 April 1992, 
meeting minutes and correspondence folder, box 7, Capitol Maintenance and Restoration Papers, 1980-99; Drawings 

E2.3L, E2.4L, E2.5L, E2.6L, E2.8L, Ground through Fourth Floor Lighting Plans and E0.2, Light Fixture Schedule, 
Restoration and Renovation [of the] West Wing, New Construction, Volume 2, 16 September 1993, D.3.01, both in 
Capitol Archives. 

™* West Wing Restoration and Renovation Addendum No. 3, 42-43, 14 October 1993, B.14.15, Capitol Archives. 

” Drawings E2.3L, E2.4L, E2.5L, E2.6L, E2.8L, Ground through Fourth Floor Lighting Plans and E0.2, Light Fixture 

Schedule, Restoration and Renovation [of the] West Wing, New Construction, Volume 2, 16 September 1993, D.3.01, 
Capitol Archives. 

”° Kaestner & Hecht contract and bond, 4 August 1908, folder 1, box 43; contract account summary, vol. 3, p. 38, all 

in Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 

7 George B. Post & Sons, Specification for Elevator Work for the West Wing... (New York: Martin B. Brown Co., 1907 
or 1908), 10-15, box 41, ibid. 

*8 Tbid., 15-16. 

” Kieckhefer to Vilas, 10 February 1908, folder 5, box 25, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833; Basement Floor Plan, 

17 December 1907, rev. 30 March 1909, drawing 518-100, Capitol Archives. 

8° Official project #165-1-53-346, Reel 2554, Box 959, Record Group 69, Stack 53, Row 66, Compartment 8 or 9, 
National Archives. 

*! Contract Change Order number 2, 16 March 1959, Contract no. 8-536/6405-19 1959 Otis Elevator Co.; Passenger 
Elevators specifications, May 1958; Four New Elevators specifications, November 1964; all in box 4, Pre-1987 Capitol 
Restoration Papers, Capitol Archives. 

* Vierbicher Associates to East Wing Architects, 20 May 1999; Capitol Elevator Study, 20 May 1999; Passenger Elevators 
specifications, May 1958, p. 7, Elevators 1964 folder, box 4, Pre-1987 Capitol Restoration Papers, Capitol Archives. 

* West Wing Restoration and Renovation specifications, State Project No. 91926.3, 16 September 1993, pp. 14420-2-3, 
B.14.10; shop drawings for wheelchair lifts, B.17, both in Capitol Archives. 

* Elevator Repair and Upgrade specifications, Project 9204-11, February 1993, 92411 State Capitol Elevator Repair 
and Upgrade, box 6, Pre-1987 Capitol Restoration Papers, Capitol Archives. 

** Drawing A3.4, Elevator Modifications, Restoration and Rehabilitation [of the] East Wing drawings, Volume 1, 13 
September 1999, Capitol Archives. 

*° J. P Raymond to Porter, 2 June and 6 July 1908, folder 15, box 23; F. W. Kelsey to Porter, 27 January 1914, folder 
11, box 19; B. H. Seals to Porter, 14 February 1914, folder 1, box 44; Porter to Palm Vacuum Cleaner Co., 27 March 
1914, folder 5, box 20; “Proposal and Specifications for the Vacuum Cleaning Equipment to be installed in the West 
Wing...,” folder 5, box 43, all in Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 
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a Ss a z Chapter Nine 
' > yl 2 

i & ye, se ey 

oe ; : i hen the West Wing was constructed between 1906 and 1909, the State of Wisconsin lacked a formal build- 

; vias i mee \ X | ing code regulating building safety, but did regulate construction workers’ safety through the Bureau of 

| I : : | 2 > Labor Statistics. In 1914, under legislative authority, the Industrial Commission published the first edition 

Se || | ' a oo of the Wisconsin Building Code, but that code did not apply to parts of the Capitol not yet completed (including the 

i — | | @ | | : 2 Northwest Pavilion) because construction had begun before the building code was adopted.' Nevertheless, as reflected 

al ; Pet ian Fi | 7, | a in architect George B. Post & Sons’ correspondence about the Capitol and the specifications the firm prepared as bidding 

{) ; atk | | | \ | documents for the West Wing and the Northwest Pavilion, Post & Sons appears to have adhered to national building 

HI | if | a 4 1 | standards promulgated by the insurance industry and to building codes that were in effect in New York City. 

| 1 ie 
Wid \] mn gp | a George B. Post and Building Codes 

i ‘ A rf pie Possibly because of his background as an engineer, George B. Post was known for incorporating the latest systems and 

: : : be | & q i | materials into his buildings from the late 1860s until his death in 1913.? Post was at the forefront of mechanical and 

| j : i eed | | | | | i structural developments that enabled the creation of tall buildings. As buildings increased in size and height, innova- 

/ - | CY ae: se Al iii @ | | re tions in structure and systems constantly challenged architects, engineers, governmental bodies and others responsible 

& i nage a | | ] ; : for the safety of buildings, resulting in the development of building codes, or rules for the design and construction of 

8 oo 4 us| | | | l safe buildings. New York State instituted one of the earliest building codes, followed by New York City at the end 

| ‘ ; ; - a aH — Ae 3 of the nineteenth century.’ In the first decade of the twentieth century, Post was a member of New York City’s Board 

Ee - o iN a | | oe la of Examiners that oversaw enforcement of the city’s building codes, although the architect himself firmly endorsed a 

nee | i * Nt | {| &G 4 eae 7 personal-responsibility approach to the issue of building safety as opposed to codes. He said at a hearing in 1909 that 

ae - ue) fe | \| aa s a single principle should guide building codes: “A man must build correctly.” Post advised leaving decisions about 

ee a ety! ii codes to the discretion of New York City’s superintendents of building construction, especially with respect to points 

ae | A ee : 4 a pe = not covered by codes. Legislative bodies rejected Post’s approach and instead adopted increasingly complex codes and 

ee oF 7 = . rT i! / 4 _ enforcement techniques.‘ Despite his opinions, Post and his firm <iggecuipianas abided by the building codes instituted 

7 8 L oe = 1 ia Ec ee . first by New York State (1862-99) and then New York City (1899 forward). 

| ye —— UG iO 3 ae In the absence of a Wisconsin code, Post and his firm applied New York City’s life-safety codes to the Wisconsin Capitol 

os _ 4  # Se mee: Sate Son aad during planning and construction, and were certainly familiar with the recommended codes then being developed by 

a _ ee , les . SS the insurance industry. The evidence for Post & Sons’ using New York City standards appears in a 1908 letter to Wil- 

2 ee al liam F. Vilas, a member of the Capitol Commission, about the swing of the large iron doors leading to the Assembly 

9.1 Assembly Lobby doors opening inward, 2002 Lobby: “[W]e have arranged to open these . . . doors into the Lobby rather than out into the Corridor, which we believe 

eee — x ~ > a = pyc B. shocks pl pal to be permissible under the circumstances as these doors we assume would be open when the Assembly is in session 

iron doors to the lobby aay Be cera on es Gees hy ee ne hess taeda oe pe and therefore not subject to the Theatre Fire Laws pail would require doors to Auditoriums etc. to open out in the 

firm designed them to open inward despite New York City’s requirement for outward-opening doors for theaters and City of New York.” Consistent with Post’s supposition, the doors open inward, but the other exits from the Assembly 

similar places of assembly. Chamber, Parlor and Lobby open outward.° 
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? Post & Sons also complied with insurance industry recommendations with respect to electrical codes. Unlike building 

Co} +4 + i codes established by state and municipal governments, the electrical code has been a national code since 1897. The 

S 4 A | “vt 0 N g National Electrical Code was first published by the National Board of Fire Underwriters, an insurance association. 

Cr ) U [ ’ { ¢ From 1911 forward the code was issued by the board’s successor association, the National Fire Protection Associa- 

F = tion.’ By the time Post & Sons prepared the electrical specifications for the West Wing in 1907 or early 1908, the firm 

i clearly abided by the National Electrical Code since it declared in the specifications that the contractor must “comply 

ate with the rules, regulations and requirements of the Board of Fire underwriters [sic] and of all local or other legally 

constituted authorities.” The architect’s specifications also required the contractor to adhere to “City ordinances, the 

ELECTRIC WORK State and other laws” with respect to electrical work; and it called for “para rubber insulating compound” on wires as 

recommended in 1907 by the Rubber Covered Wire Engineers’ Association.* 

OF THE 

Additionally, initial publication of the Building Code Recommended by the National Board of Fire Underwriters coin- 

W E S at W I N G cided with design and construction of the Capitol. The first edition of this code was published in New York in 1897; 

therefore Post & Sons was doubtless aware of the recommendations codified by that board. Although not a binding 

code, municipalities around the country were encouraged to adopt the underwriters’ code. Among other subjects, the 

Saas fire underwriters prepared codes for fireproof buildings, public buildings and places of assemblage, plus floor loads—all 

WISCONSIN STATE CAPITOL oe 
TO BE ERECTED AT MADISON, WISCONSIN Historic Codes Pertaining to the West Wing 

and the Northwest Pavilion 
pon rae The fire that destroyed a large portion of the previous capitol on 27 February 1904 prompted the Capitol Commission 

to emphasize fireproof construction in the 1906 program that led to the present Capitol. The commissioners specified 

STATE OF WISCONSIN a fireproof building, and Post & Sons’ design complied by calling for non-combustible materials for the basic structure: 
concrete foundations, steel framework, load-bearing brick and granite exterior walls, clay tile and concrete floors, clay tile 

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DEAWINGS PREPARED By and plaster interior walls and iron and stone stairs. These materials fulfilled or exceeded the fireproofing recommenda- 

st tions of the National Board of Fire Underwriters which included “walls of brick, stone, Portland cement concrete, iron 

CCU SIOUSSEES ERS PIEORS PSE IST OINISY or steel,” floors and roofs of “rolled wrought iron or steel floor beams,” floor filling of “hollow tile arches of hard-burnt 

eee clay or porous terra-cotta, or arches of Portland cement concrete.” The recommendations cautioned against wooden 

partition walls and instead advocated fireproof material like brick or clay tile such as those Post & Sons designed." 

NO, 347 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK. 

Regarding floor loads, the underwriters’ board recommended a live-load minimum of 150 pounds for “every superficial 

foot” on the ground floor of an office building and 75 pounds for the upper floors. (“Dead load” refers to the weight 

of the building; “live load,” to the weight of occupants and furnishings.) For places of public assembly, the recom- 

: mendation for upper floors was 90 pounds. Post & Sons’ structural design for the Capitol generally more than met the 

Css Mant B. Brows Co, Printer, 4 to 67 Park Place, N.Y recommendations. The steel columns and floor beams were capable of carrying a minimum live load of approximately 

100 pounds of weight per square foot; the clay tile arches between the horizontal beams (the underlying floor structure) 

were capable of carrying live loads exceeding 400 pounds per square foot. With respect to electrical codes, the appli- 

9.2 Cover of electric work specification, West Wing, circa 1907 _ ’ ; ie cation of electricity to office buildings and monumental structures was still in the developmental stage when both the 
Post & Sons employed what became known as the National Electrical Code in preparing the specifications for the ‘ as 2 ' as fe qi A 
West Wing and the Capitol generally. The language for this specification varied little from wing to wing. wing and pavilion were erected, especially concerning lighting levels. Post & Sons’ electrical specifications for the 

wing and pavilion called for using the underwriters’ code plus applicable local codes. In Wisconsin and in Madison 

at the time the West Wing was erected, no state or local electrical codes applied; by the time the Northwest Pavilion 

was constructed Wisconsin had an electrical code. The Industrial Commission had followed the lead of other states 

by incorporating into the first Building Code of 1914 the requirement that “all electrical work shall conform to the 
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‘1913 National Electrical Code.’” Accordingly the National Electrical Code would have applied to the construction ? 
of the Northwest Pavilion had its construction in 1914-17 not fallen under the portion of the building code pertaining Certificates. The Contractor shall comply with the rules, regulations and requirements i 

to buildings begun prior to 1914. Ever since 1914, the national code has constituted the state’s electrical code and is of the Board of Fire Underwriters and of all local or other legally constituted a 

embodied in the Wisconsin Administrative Code." authorities. The Contractor shall deliver the certificates of the Board and other : 

authorities to the Architects before the final certificate for payment will be & 

Wisconsin Building Code, 1914-86 given. The Contractor shall pay all necessary fees for inspections and certi- 

The Industrial Commission, formed in 1911, developed the initial Wisconsin Building Code, adopted by the legislature ficates. 

and effective in October 1914. The Industrial Commission was responsible for building code administration from 

that time until 1967; during those years portions of the code were referred to as IND sections. In January 1956, the 9.3 Excerpt from electric work specification, circa 1907 ; oe : : 
Wisconsin Building Code became the Wisconsin Administrative Code. In 1967, the commission was reorganized as a cen een ied sit eels eal oc eae S ee de 
department along with many others, part of a sweeping governmental restructuring that took place at the time. The new insurance industry promoted codes to help prevent fires and mishaps. 

Department of Industry, Labor and Human Relations (DILHR) was responsible for administration of code rules, known 

as ILHR regulations. DILHR administered the Wisconsin Building Code until 1996, at which time responsibility was 9 

transferred to the Department of Commerce; sections of the code then became known as “Chapters Comm.” F 

’ ‘ SECTION 12. ELECTRICAL WORK. Z 
In 1914, when the Industrial on developed the Wisconsin Building Code, it was presented in two sections: the Order 5225. <All electrical work shall conform to the 1913 2 
New Building Code pertained to buildings begun after 1914, and the Existing Building Code presented rules related to os 5 : ae : 4 ‘ g aa 2 ; 5 oft set , 1 ’ 5. scanlceart National Electrical Code’’ (on file at the office of the Tndus- 3 buildings begun prior to that time. In 1955, the Industrial Commission issued a third section of the Wisconsin Building . ee ‘ : j Es 
Code that set forth requirements that would have to be met when planning projects for historic buildings; the Historic trial commission) except where the same conflicts with any i 
Building Code acknowledged the special needs of historic structures and the inherent conflict between renovating order of the Industrial commission, 
historic buildings and full compliance with the New Building Code. When projects are planned or applications are See also order 5448 (moving picture booths). 
made for a building permit, building code evaluation takes place under one of these three portions of the Wisconsin Note. Conduit work is. st rongly recommended for 
Administrative Code, whichever is deemed most appropriate or applicable. schools, public hal ls, hotels, ete, 

Codes Applicable to Restoration and Renovation, 1992 EP Rais hia weiaag Coan. 1012 
Two major developments in codes concerning the Capitol occurred in 1989 and 1990-92: statutory exemption of the While the Northwest Pavilion was being constructed, Wisconsin published its first Building Code. The state code, like the Post & 
Capitol from Wisconsin and local codes in 1989 and the adoption of the federal Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Sons’ specifications, adopted the National Electrical Code by reference. 

in 1990 with publication of the first ADA guidelines in 1992. Legislative adoption of the exemption enabled Restora- 

tion and Renovation to occur without altering the historic appearance of the Capitol, whose interior would have been 

transformed dramatically by full compliance with either the New Building Code or the Historic Building Code. Adoption 

of ADA occurred while planning for Restoration and Renovation of the West Wing and most of the Northwest Pavilion 

was underway, and the wing and pavilion were the first sections of the Capitol subject to its provisions. 

Capitol Exemption, 1989 

The 1989 exemption grew out of historic preservation concerns raised by the Division of State Facilities Management 

(DSFM) in the Department of Administration (DOA). DSFM had been accustomed to applying for, and receiving, 

variances from the Department of Industry, Labor and Human Relations (DILHR) whenever the scope of a project in 

the Capitol would have required building code compliance.!? By the middle 1980s, DSFM recognized that compliance 

with the New Building Code would be required in the pending renovation of the Capitol and that full literal compliance 

would drastically affect the building’s architectural integrity. In 1988, DSFM produced a document, “Preliminary 

Building Code Study,” which spelled out the implications of bringing the Capitol up to code as part of the overall res- 

toration project and the renovation of private spaces into office suites for members of the legislature. The preliminary 
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z document was never formally published, but it served the purpose of alerting the executive and legislative branches 

Scene Pos eee ea Ta ca = of government to the possible outcomes of bringing the Capitol into full compliance with Wisconsin code. Accord- 

ooo ie ni] fe ingly, the legislature enacted Section 28K, 13.48(13)(c) of Wisconsin’s statutes which declares that, “for the purpose of 

ed | a | z j renovation,” the Capitol is not subject “to any state law, rule, code or regulation, or any zoning ordinance or regulation 

a | ee L Es of the city of Madison.” The exemption did not constitute a disregard for life safety in the Capitol; rather, it allowed 

1 in | y | Fs & DOA to assume responsibility for life safety in the Capitol by providing equivalent safety measures rather than strictly 

| | | Se F following the regulation enforced by DILHR." 

| ! a 
_fe a a Development of Wisconsin Barrier-Free Legislation, 1963-92 

; ae a5 a onaun ido eee i —> Just as the exemption statute’s development took several years, Wisconsin’s legislative involvement with barrier-free 

A 6) } ie ‘® Dees i design had an extensive history even before implementation of the Americans with Disabilities Act in 1990. In 1963, 

ae 3 eo | i ey i wo the state legislature adopted statute 101.306, “safeguards for the physically handicapped,” which was incorporated into 

Oe eo 4) i |ostosmut Ne Oo = aoe : 3 Wisconsin’s code as IND (Industrial Commission) 51.15(7). The statute mandated accessible entrances (“a reason- 

Pee ao i a pe eid is __ |i ees sata 9 able means of ingress and oo for Fepeally hendiconned persons) to ney put dines begun after d january 1264 

se [ ty } | a © a ie foo RF aa fl | ze 5 i am It exempted state-owned buildings devoted oe field service” and projects involving Feo ene of using putldings 

ae Aerts } Bal ~@ eel 5 | fe ona “where compliance cannot reasonably be obtained.” The new code called for ramps, 3 feet 8 inches wide, with hand- 

=e CQ) q | ei le Be —. oA 4 BA Me e 5 8 rails and a slope “of not more than one foot of rise in 12 feet . . . finished with a non-slippery surface”—provisions 

ae a0] | g & He eS Seale rset. : j a 8 s g retained in later accessibility codes. At the time of adoption, the Industrial Commission opted to establish a citizens’ 

ot | hel a 2 A : ete A advisory group to help update administrative rules for accessibility. IND 51.15(7) was the predecessor of IND 52.04, 

In | i bes. e he ia 4 a Q 8 6 which was created in 1975 and was still in place in 1992 (as ILHR 52.04) when Restoration and Renovation of the 

A i TE 7 a a g 8 a 8 West Wing was being planned. The 1975 chapter codified new 1974 legislation that had considerably broadened both 

i | @ x BaoE the provisions of the earlier 1963 statute and subsequent changes that had been made to the original law. The 1975 

{ Nog tules required barrier-free toilets on accessible floors and it applied accessibility requirements to buildings that were 

a o QD we . being remodeled if more than 50 percent of the floor space was involved. These Wisconsin Building Code standards 

ee eee =| remained in place until 1992, when federal Americans with Disabilities (ADA) guidelines were incorporated into the 

| Wisconsin Administrative Code as Chapter 69, “Barrier-Free Design.” When the Restoration and Renovation of the 

| West Wing and Northwest Pavilion was in the design phase, Chapter 69 was in place. On the federal level, the Reha- 

bilitation Act of 1973 required states to adhere to certain accessibility standards in order to qualify for federal funds; 

this act was superseded by ADA in 1992." 

Besides the accessibility mandates of IND 52.04 instituted in 1975, DILHR in 1986 modified the Historic Building 

Code published in the Wisconsin Administrative Code (successor to the Wisconsin Building Code) as Chapter ILHR 

70, one of whose intentions was to “provide a reasonable means of access to historic buildings for people with physi- 

cal disabilities.” Chapter 70’s accessibility standards carried over many provisions from the preexisting prevailing 

EXISTING FLOOR PLAN code—52.04. The Historic Building Code also provided “alternative building standards for preserving or restoring 

Opec te buildings or structures designated as historic buildings,” like the Capitol which had been placed on the National Register 

Be ea alld wilens to + eames ak of pone ey Pe it encouraged energy conservation, provided for the “health, safety and welfare of occupants 

Weer ete ie recrihad been tiiided forme nen cee inithe 1970s 1 accommodaie female legisla: and visitors” in historic buildings and created a process to apply for variances. It called for a grade level entrance or 

tors, but the womens room was not fully accessible. In conformity with Wisconsin regulations adopted in “approved lift” to a primary floor of the building and exterior signage pointing the way to that entrance, an entrance 
the 1980s, the toilet rooms required reconfiguration to make them accessible. door with a 29.5-inch clear opening, “interior circulation” for at least two-thirds of the floor area on the primary floor, 

accessible toilet rooms and accessible parking spaces.'> An example of the legislative and executive branches’ efforts 

in making the Capitol barrier-free occurred in 1989 when accessible toilets were installed for both men and women on 

the second floor adjacent to the Assembly Chamber.'¢ 
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National Electrical and Heating and Ventilation Codes : 2 

From the early twentieth century to 1992, national electrical and heating and ventilating engineering associations and zee st echo ta eS 

the insurance industry established electrical, heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) codes. In 1992, the ee x = lee ae Perel iS 

electrical code recommendations were incorporated by reference into the Wisconsin Administrative Code. National oo oo ee ook x Hae ' \ z 

codes for heating and ventilation were first published in 1916, too late for Post & Sons to have incorporated them into Se ae: se Seen a eh: ce, ad ee i 

specifications for the Capitol as the firm had done with the fire insurance underwriters’ electrical code. The American La 0 \ ea B C2 aa ' i <i \ & 

Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers, which was founded in 1895, was the organization responsible for de- saa es Ss hs at ae qt | \ \ 

velopment of HVAC code. By 1992 the society had become the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air _- GEEIEE O | woneer *Y aa ir oS Ee | i x Ni 

Conditioning Engineers, Inc. (ASHRAE) and by then its standards had been incorporated by reference for many decades a ee | aa ‘i ee “Lu | | \ 

into the Wisconsin Administrative Code. Wisconsin’s administrative bodies, however, had considerably expanded and | ay f He UA oon Glee neers 4 | a 

amended the ASHRAE recommendations that the state had used as a base standard.!’ ia ‘ = 4 + tee pot oe i i : ed | 

Be ge Ta "ees 
Structural and Mechanical Codes in er a commences) x | " BBR 

The 1989 statute exempted the entire Capitol from all state and municipal building codes; therefore, the Department of fae ai ne REsnere , ee : te i oe | f | : . 

Administration had assumed responsibility for structural safety as well as life safety. Because North Wing Renovation : Fl Saee aye poppy Ld ie 

and Restoration would involve penetration of the North Wing and Northwest Pavilion foundations in order to install new v Ubon, eG va ) ve a oe 

mechanical systems, engineers with DSFM carefully studied the West Wing and Northwest Pavilion foundations and 2 a ee ie i SS i | 
calculated loads. Engineers associated with overall Capitol Restoration and Rehabilitation have calculated that the Capitol as 8 8 CorripsR oe a 

: ‘ $1 4 18 ee Se a a whole was built with more steel and masonry than needed to support the building safely for both dead and live loads. ® : oe Soe. ere. 

New openings in the foundation were made at the center of the Northwest Pavilion foundation and almost directly behind 3 ‘ — : 

the elevator shafts of the north and south sides of the West Wing. In the pavilion, the new entrance accommodated “ 

firefighters, contributing significantly to life safety in the pavilion and adjoining wings. In the wing, the entrances z SERB E dae | Fat et 

provided openings for new mechanical systems that were designed to conform to Wisconsin electrical and HVAC CAPITOL BUILDING 

codes. These new passages eventually were linked in a ring of tunnels around the entire Capitol. Pavilion basement Rete t senna 

construction occurred in conjunction with North Wing Renovation and Restoration; construction in the wing occurred EE 

in 1993 as West Wing Restoration and Renovation got underway. The basement floor in the West Wing was lowered In the late 1980s, the oes room was reduced in size aad. the women’s room relocated. The configuration was retained during 
as well to accommodate new mechanical systems. The new openings in the foundations received concrete sills and West Wing Restoration and Renovation in 1993-95, although the women’s toilet room underwent Asbestos Abatement. 

steel lintels to ensure structural security. The deepened basement became support offices and storage areas.'? During 

New Construction, electrical, plumbing and HVAC codes were adhered to as closely as possible. Clearance around 

electrical panels in the janitorial closets was not always sufficient, but expanding the closets would have compromised 

the wing’s architectural integrity. 

Incorporation of Life Safety Measures 
By developing and implementing equivalent safety provisions, the Division of State Facilities Management (DSFM) 

and the Architect/Engineer (A/E) adhered to the intent of state and local fire codes in the West Wing and Northwest 

Pavilion. As one of the equivalent measures, a firefighters entrance was created under the Northwest Pavilion’s 

grand staircase at Wisconsin Avenue during the New Construction phase of North Wing Renovation and Restoration 

in 1990-92. The entrance permits firefighters to reach the Capitol’s basement through a ground floor door situated 

under the grand staircase, with a flight of stairs and a new tunnel and opening providing access through the pavilion’s 

foundation. This route also provided a means for evacuating smoke from the basement. The reconfigured Southeast 

Pavilion (1998-2001) at the opposite side of the building on Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard functions similarly as 

a firefighting entrance and smoke evacuation feature.” 
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Na TT z Another equivalent safety measure involved establishing areas of rescue, also known as Islands of Safety, in case of 
Se ee — | : : z fire or other emergencies. The approaches to the Northeast Pavilion at East Washington Avenue and the Southwest 
NS — . Pavilion at West Washington Avenue were designated as staging areas for rescue from the Capitol’s upper floors in the 

o _ oa me i event emergencies prevented occupants from using corridors and stairs to reach safety. One wall of each wing adjoins 
S Z| y z one of the Washington Avenue approaches, and in January 1990, the Madison Fire Department conducted tests that 

& \ / fe determined that ladders from a fire truck stationed in the approaches could reach windows on the first through third 
a } ic eee 5 floors and the third floor roofs of each wing. The rooms behind the fourth window from the end of each wing’s principal 
at Ls regemcragrertp ty co peg er aT fagade were designated the areas of rescue. Provisions made for the Islands of Safety at those locations included walls 

oa ao - ° = oe | / : = 4 Ee = that withstand smoke for two hours, fire-rated doors whose locks open automatically when fire alarms sound, smoke 
Mo : \oeod Ra: as fr aL ue Ve o S coe dampers in all the ductwork, green strobe light indicators adjacent to the door to the room, and an annunciator that 
Pe ee Ne ee . 1 ee directs occupants to the room. In the West Wing, the Assembly Parlor has been designated the area of rescue for the 
eae i Se ae : — second floor, although that room could not be equipped as the other areas of rescue were.”! 

oe oe : : 4 a : Egress patterns established during West Wing Restoration and Renovation also assure life safety within the wing and 
= =e - os a a pavilion. In the early twentieth century, the Capitol was designed with acceptable egress patterns of the day, although 
_ - E 8 oe ee ; the term “egress” was not in use. Exiting requirements generally were concerned with vacating upper floors of factories 
os - ae : poo 2 2 2. and schools, primarily through the use of exterior fire escapes. The codes and recommended codes that guided George 
= = 2 ye : ee B. Post & Sons during original design and construction did not include significant statements about egress from office 

es S @ 4 : Lee buildings.” When designing space allocations during West Wing Renovation and Restoration, DOA was careful to 
—— ou 4 . ce = . (stare orrce) provide safe and acceptable egress from every space in the wing. In the basement, egress is available through corridors 
= - ead ' zz | teen into other wings, and by means of secondary stairs as well as the new firefighters entrance in the Northwest Pavilion. 
ie a 4 Po F oss. = On the ground floor, exiting can occur through the corridors and the adjacent pavilions, as well as through any window. 
a ge ’ a ar eal Primary and secondary stairs on the upper floors, in combination with the Islands of Safety, constitute acceptable egress. 

| oe . 2a : In addition, corridors provide direct connection to flanking wings and alternate means of egress on every floor. 

- ___ a 
2s i oS. . Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) 

es Oo _ = a The 1989 exemption statute did not preclude the Capitol from compliance with federal regulations, notably the Ameri- 
es a — cans with Disabilities act, a civil rights measure adopted in 1990. The legislation had a long history, including the 
a e = barrier-free legislation precedents in Wisconsin that extended back to 1963. Continuous advocacy by (and on behalf 

: 2a oo . ee : : a < of) the disabled in various states and at the federal level finally resulted in the federal civil rights legislation commonly 
: . to a oo known as ADA. The first ADA guidelines (ADA Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities, or ADAA G) were 

: a S ey : ee released in 1992 and were made effective on 26 January that year. They thus applied to the West Wing and Northwest 
po AEE a a a Pavilion and to all subsequent Restoration and Rehabilitation activity in the Capitol. Wisconsin’s Department of In- 

ee ee x ae ee dustry, Labor and Human Relations incorporated the ADA guidelines into its Administrative Code published in 1994 
ge le —. as Chapter ILHR 69, “Barrier-Free Design.” ILHR 69 added some further requirements for Wisconsin buildings that 

. ag ee ~ | the Department of Administration attempted to institute in the West Wing and Northwest Pavilion. Two ADAAG sec- 
ee tions applied particularly to the Capitol: Accessible Buildings: Alterations (section 4.1.6) and Accessible Buildings: 

ee Firefighters entrance, Nor thwest Pavilion, 2002 : é Historic Preservation (section 4.1.7). Because the Capitol had been on the National Register of Historic Places since 
foe age tape dk oe —_ ioe oe ne od 1970, it thus met the standard qualification as a historic building for ADA purposes. The historic preservation code 
tion. The passage also serves as a security entrance and can be used to evacuate smoke in case of fire. (“Accessible Buildings: Historic Preservation,” Section 4.1.7) allows alternatives when requirements for accessibility 

“would threaten or destroy the historic significance of the building or facility.” 

In general, ADA requirements address space allowance and reach ranges, accessible routes, protruding objects, ground 
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giro VN | rar HALL | ee — 
lk | - S i= | | I | 9.10 Green strobe light, SS << 

eis i ae Hah | third floor, 2002 — 72 8 ¢E i A Tf . ie me as | we | oe : real ASS pe ree eee | eel Leesa Each floor has a designated . 
oh | i a nears) j 4 A ™~ Sa20/ ee | i I j Island of Safety, also known : 
vp — ~a——- | ith. | as an area of rescue. In : 
TT ee ce Hg tin-o ef Faia i the West Wing these rooms 
=| pie eh ti. ae de are located adjacent to the 
a wae ST : i ac A: ey! West Washington Avenue ap- ; 
oy | eee ek proach, from which fire truck STRUCTURAL DRAWING i try eet oa ee ae cores oy ladders can reach all floors. Ts : 

SEE STRUCTURAL es a ee (eons A green strobe light over or ] Pe ee a 
jalan SWS | | ees near each door flashes to Paes oy Ly 
a4 indicate the location. The eee : Cs 

9.8 Drawing of firefighters entrance, Northwest Pavilion, 1990 lights are outfitted with aural a as Ae eS 
Stairs lead to an underground passageway through openings cut in the foundations of the pavilion. Steel rein- alarms, and the rooms have 4 n ee rail Ae 
Jorcement was installed to maintain structural integrity. two-hour fire safety ratings. Lt AEE Re EN ae SES 

a 
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9.12 ADA-compliant ramp, Northwest Pavilion, 2002 9.13 Door opener, inner ramp and open doors, North- 
The pavilion’s wheelchair ramp was constructed to meet fed- west Pavilion, 2002 

eral guidelines. Before construction, the design for the round __A short, accessible ramp under the portico leads to the 
handrail below the top rail was reduced in diameter by half an __ interior. The doors can be opened manually or by using | Ip 

AM E RICANS WITH DISAB I L Tl ES ACT inch to comply. the door opener at the right. 

ibili 1 i ee hs z Accessibility Guidelines for 4 os ; 

- BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES - i pS B 
- > “ > 

@ ¢ TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES - z fo 
¢ TRANSPORTATION VEHICLES - E ois 

Sr — i * 

feo . 5 | 

st - _ ‘A i 
SS ‘ vor 4 g a La ; 

U.S. Architectural and Transportation Barriers Compliance Board a — 

1331 F Street, N.W. ® Suite 1000 © Washington, D.C. 20004-1111 Lon el ‘ 

9.11 First edition of ADA Accessibility Guidelines, 1992 ae ee ee 
The passage of the federal Americans with Disabilities Act transformed building codes around the 9.14 Wheelchair lift, third floor, 2002 9.15 Wheelchair lift, fourth floor, 2002 
country; the first published guidelines appeared in 1992. As a federal statute, ADA applied to the The lift that serves the south gallery (through the door in the A wheelchair lift to the offices of the assembly sergeant- 
Capitol’s Restoration and Rehabilitation. The West Wing was the first portion of the Capitol reno- background) has a capacity of 750 pounds. Open spaces for at-arms (at the top of the stairs) was constructed next to 
vated under ADA. wheelchairs were created in the gallery by removing seats. the south elevator of the West Wing. It has a capacity of 

750 pounds. 

—— ee ee A ea 
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and floor surfaces, parking and passenger loading zones, curb ramps, ramps, stairs, elevators, lifts, windows, doors, : z z 

entrances, drinking fountains and water coolers, water closets (toilet fixtures), toilet stalls, urinals, lavatories and mir- : oe | zg | z 

rors, bathtubs and shower stalls, toilet rooms, bathrooms, sinks, storage, handrails, telephones, fixed seating and tables, : o A pooh E : E 

assembly areas, automated teller machines, and dressing and fitting rooms. es | i ae So Aa tt ] d e 

Incorporation of ADA Guidelines af a fof eo: | pe e 

Architects had anticipated the release of ADA guidelines and incorporated them into their plans for both the exterior oe ae pe cs 2g = 56 ia 4 : 5 

and interior of the West Wing and Northwest Pavilion.” New ramps, approachable from the Capitol terrace, were al : . a 4 ns : = J / Ki : 

created for the pavilion entrance. One ramp leads from the drive area to the ground floor landing area; a second ramp, : 4 : Cad = e —— ven a a 1 a ae i - ; | a ee 

only five feet in length, leads from the landing area to the ground floor interior. Automatic door openers serve the two | = oak S| ay oo _ : | = - : / i i‘ + 

sets of pavilion doors reached by the shorter ramp. The initial design for the ramps’ railings was altered to reduce the | ay q e ea i 4 ce || = : 7 = < 

railings’ diameter from two inches to one-and-a-half inches to comply with ADA. a i ae ie tei a a aes 

Elevators and lifts “| iE oan <<. a = —- 1 _ ee 

Existing elevators were modified to comply as fully as possible with ADA guidelines. The elevators’ call station panels : | He : i ] — 1 

were elongated to meet ADA height requirements, and an alarm system inside the cars was designed for the hearing ; te ate to a 

impaired. Although the elevator cars are slightly smaller than code requires, they could not be enlarged because of . o 

architectural limitations. Wheelchair lifts were installed to provide access to areas that were accessible only by means a ; 

of stairs. A wheelchair lift with a 750-pound capacity was installed for access to the south gallery overlooking the Bier - oe a oe bith accessible four- 

Assembly Chamber. The fourth floor was made accessible by a similar lift on the south side of the wing so that dis- tains on both sides ofthe wing. Both historic and new fountains 

abled persons could reach the office of the assembly sergeant-at-arms which occupies the entire fourth floor and was are fully operable. 

reachable only by short flights of stairs. 9.16 Drinking fountains, ground floor, 2002 

Historic but inaccessible fountains on the ground floor —  ——— 

Drinking fountains were retained. Sunn lemeniayaccesstile fountains were : — - 7 oe 

Ait ‘ H installed on both sides of the wing. _ i ff 

Original Capitol drinking fountains were not ADA-compliant; the large fountains near the ground and first floor elevators 2 = a  -. P 

were placed in niches, with both spout height and distance from the front edge larger than allowable. Historic water S| ee 

fountains were retained, although in some instances (especially on upper floors) they constituted a protruding object : re iv |: 

potentially harmful to persons in wheelchairs or the visually impaired. On the ground and first floors of the wing, ac- = = a sq 

cessible drinking fountains were added near the original fountains at the two elevator areas. On the second floors, an _ s —— - : : ae 

accessible drinking fountain was added adjacent to the existing fountain on the south side of the floor. A fountain that a, P : ~~ _ = 4 

had protruded into the corridor near the assembly leaders’ office area was recessed into the wall. On the third floor, an Lo. é a : 2. 

accessible drinking fountain was installed on the south side of the wing. L eg : fo a 

Toilet rooms a : Sr 

Some modifications to toilet rooms were required throughout the wing. Existing toilet facilities for women on the eee _- __ 

ground and third floors were determined to be accessible (there are no men’s toilet rooms on these floors); although . : oe 

neither had push button openers, both had adequate approaches for wheelchair access. On the first floor an accessible — rata S 2 _ — 

men’s room with a single stall was created by removing a wall; it received a push button door opener. An opener was D ae i ‘ Ee 2 a 

discussed for the women’s room on the first floor but was not installed because the approaches were adequate. On oe ey x 

the second floor, the women’s toilet room stall needed to be lengthened by three inches to meet ADA guidelines. The 

men’s toilet room was served by a door opener; no such opener was required for access to the women’s toilet room. 

Both have the required minimum 60-inch turning radius for wheelchairs and accessible stalls, sinks and dispensers.” P15 Dunkin Quniains ne a he : 
Only one accessible fountain was installed on the third 
floor, adjacent to the third floor wheelchair lifi that serves 

the south gallery overlooking the Assembly Chamber. 
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9.19 Accessible men’s toilet room, first floor, 2002 : Me S 9.21 Accessible urinal, men’s room, first floor, 2002 
A newly configured entrance made the men’s room on the aC — One of the three urinals in the room was lowered to accom- 

Jirst floor accessible. A door-opening switch was installed i a modate wheelchairs. Also, marble was cut from the apron 
outside, next to the stairs, and another was installed inside. ‘ . of the sink on the right to accommodate wheelchairs. 

ne z ee lUmUmrmmr— eT? ‘aS | a 2 . ee 2 
Ss ; 2 rrr™— S—rt—<“—~srSSC e a J 2 —rr—ststs—s—O—OOOeesS—s—S~—<a‘“<ua‘ ar & 

jae = =--S—srss—<CSststs*”s”~”—~—<‘QLS 

a4 he a a frti<“—~—~—~—S”~—~—~””~—Ci‘iéCCC“‘LSS 
Ba Ea 5 3 i -' & 
Eo ee Le 
4 po Lo A | 

-4 9.22 Accessible towel dispenser, men’s room, first floor, 

. 2002 

_____ One towel dispenser serves those in wheelchairs, while 
9.20 Toilet stall, men’s room, first floor, 2002 ____ the other is installed at a standard height. Though not an i) 8! 
Two old stalls were converted in to a single new, accessible ADA feature, the diaper-changing table was a response 8g! d ip ISINg ‘P 
stall. The door latch, grab bars, wall-mounted fixture, flush to social demands and has a counterpart in the women’s 
handle and other features meet ADA guidelines. toilet room on the other side of the wing. 

ea eee 
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é i 
: 

¥ ees : z Other modifications ee z > z Z at ; ees ; ¢ 5 its : i. oes > oe > Historic integrity was maintained to the greatest extent possible while accommodating ADA guidelines. Door widths a gs : g 4 z , : : je : Peart sy a ay a for new door openings (each with a double door) in the principal corridor on the ground floor were a concern because | zg _ 2 
each of the doors should have been thirty-two inches wide and they were six inches too narrow. In the end, the doors co Bi & 4 td : : Paleo eas | | z a4 He were made to conform to the architectural precedent, and secondary corridors with wider doors accommodate wheel- ae | i £ q £ 
chairs. For reasons of historic architectural limitations throughout the wing, secondary corridors were not widened to ea | | = ‘ sa) z oS] i — c 7 c sixty inches to accommodate passage of two wheelchairs, one in each direction; they are adequate (forty-eight inches) eo | 6 | : 5 
for passage of single chairs. In the Assembly Gallery on the south side, seats eventually were removed in the gallery ce : a 
in order to accommodate wheelchairs. An accessible coat rack was provided next to the toilet rooms on the second 4 
floor. In the fourth floor quarters of the assembly sergeant-at-arms, a small kitchen was installed and outfitted with an | j : 
accessible sink. i | | 

oe] q 

The wing’s basement was completely renovated to provide ADA-compliant office spaces with accessible toilets, show- E | < 
ers and locker rooms for male and female employees. Ramps with handrails accommodated the changes in floor levels ba 

o : . f ' . ee | necessitated by the excavations for new mechanical systems. A new unisex toilet with accessible features was created Aa < 
for the dispatch center where an original toilet space had been. ae a 

cal ae oT 

——_— | a 

iy [ls 
> tt i 62 

: 3 : 2 
 - = ie & 9.24 Accessible shower, basement, 2002 9.25 Accessible toilet rooms, basement, 2002 

— - 2 g The redesigned basement includes wheelchair-accessible Toilet rooms and locker rooms for both male and female Capitol . _ = o é 
e | a : & showers with fold-down benches and wide stall openings. employees were created in the West Wing basement. The design 

7 | : = - é adhered strictly to ADA guidelines. 

i a 2 
hme & eens spores pommenern en emer eR enn nme TY 

- . 2a \ So Pe 5 | <4 | - Be | " 

4 : —t—rst—i‘“—i—its—~—~—r”:~C~Crt—CrsCasaCa é 

- 47 =. oo es Erst—“=ERh,e a 
ff |. | oo toes ag | E LC ~ cic — — _— oe 6 

é La my 8 = ee Fa ee ye cs | | — at ee | , ae | : keer ene a i So eee 
: eee oe 

: OF 

9.23 Descending ramps with handrails, basement, 2002 ieee 9.26 Recessed, accessible fountain, basement, 2002 a Oe, 2 _ New Construction on the basement floor involved excava- New Construction enabled installation of a completely acces- i 1. tion and ramping to the lowered levels. Non-slip ramps, sible fountain near the toilet and locker rooms in the base- ~ 1 - handrails and widths sufficient to accommodate two wheel- ment. The fountain does not protrude into the corridor, yet is e - - chairs were some of the accessible features installed. reachable from a wheelchair. kee 

I aia eT 
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Endnot '§ Copies of the calculations about West Wing foundations (made in connection with North Wing Renovation and ndnotes : : : 2 Sac es : ‘Wi ia TRAWaGAT CO) ission! Buildine Code: 1014 Restoration) do not appear in the Capitol Archives. Greg Bares of the Division of Facilities Development described 
Pe uke Sis ae ematngs neta eae eae - the effort as “exhaustive” in an August 2002 telephone conversation. For other West Wing calculations, see Graef, 

: = i es tural Calculati West Wing],” 16 September 1993, B.12.13, Capitol * Sarah Bradford Landau and Carl W. Condit, Rise of the New York Skyscraper (New Haven: Yale University Press, Pubs remwes i: Pea ee Ceucamal CAleniatias (West Wing] *P ‘ 
1996), 66. f 

‘ ise 2 ode : : '° Cover page (Al), Basement Floor Plan (A2), Stair Plans and Sections (A20), Partial West Wing Basement 
’ Oy une ous ue ee ida pi Naw ork Coy ae en ae CERO Ria Lit Affecting Or eee Plan (A22), Volume One, Architectural, North Wing Renovation and Restoration, Division of State Facilities Relating to the Construction, Alteration or Removal of Buildings or Structures Erected or To Be Erected in the City Meuagerient Dill ¢: Hasement Bloor Plan (A2.2), Volume 1, Architectural, Restoration and Renovation, West 

a hea Wing—New Construction, Kahler Slater Architects, D.2.10, both ibid. 

ee ek Oy eine Conte! 1HAe- 194! (New York: Coluinbis University Press, 1942), 51. Fire & Code Deficiencies (Health & Safety 1989) folder, box 6, Pre-1987 Capitol Restoration, ibid. 

* Ihid., 8-47; Landau and Condit, Rise of the New York Skyscraper, 181-84, 295-96. >! Tbid., and “Areas of Rescue in the Wisconsin State Capitol Building,” Capitol Police office. 

‘ ood Bee pL e pans ie Wilbam ye Milas; i May 1980, folder 3, box 21, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833, ” Although it was not possible to examine the New York City code for 1906-07 when the wing was designed, a copy 
Archives Division, Wisconsin Historical Society. of the 1922 New York City code was available [(City of New York, Borough of Manhattan, Bureau of Buildings, 

Building Code of the City of New York as Amended to May 1, 1922 (1922)]. Even at that relatively late date, egress 7 . Necdigest, http://www.nfpa.or/nec/TheNEC/History.asp. 
patterns received little attention except for theaters. 

* Specification for the Hlectric Work of the West Wing of the Wisconsin State Capitol . . . (New York: Martin R. > Review comments about West Wing Preliminary Documents in B.12.02, Capitol Archives, refer occasionally 
Ee aaa G: to ADA and barrier-free requirements. See also Neidorfler to Project File, 16 June 1994, B.18.28, ibid., which 

* National Board of Fire Underwriters, Building Code Recommended by the National Board of Fire Underwriters : ESLEGS| nisin OEM ANDY ELS, 

(second ed., New York: James Kempster Printing Company, 1909). The first edition was published in New York in * Second Floor Plan (A2.5), Volume One, Architectural, Construction Documents, West Wing—Selective Removals, 
ee Kahler Slater Architects and Affiliated Engineers, Inc., D.2.04; Wisconsin Department of Administration, Second 

0 [bid., 141-51 Floor West Handicapped Toilets, April, 1989, box 6, Pre-1987 Capitol Restoration Papers, both ibid. 

" Thid., 117, 172-79, 186-94; necdigest, http://www.nfpa.or/nec/TheNEC/History/History.asp; Industrial 
Commission, Building Code, 1914, p. 42. 

" The Department of Administration’s Division of State Facilities Management became the Division of Facilities 

Development in 1992. 

'S The preliminary document is in B.01.02, Capitol Archives. 

‘4 Diane K. Meredith of the Wisconsin Department of Commerce provided the citations to Wisconsin’s accessibility 
legislation and codes. 

'S Wisconsin Administrative Code, Chapter ILHR, 70.0 and 70.41-43. 

'© Second Floor Plan (A2.5), Volume One, Architectural, Construction Documents, West Wing—Selective Removals, 
Kahler Slater Architects and Affiliated Engineers, Inc., D.2.04; Wisconsin Department of Administration, Second 
Floor West Handicapped Toilets, April 1989, box 6, Pre-1987 Capitol Restoration; Jeffrey T. Neidorfler of Kahler 
Slater Architects memorandum to the Project File, 16 June 1994, B.18.28, all in Capitol Archives. 

'7 American Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers, “Report of Committee on Minimum Ventilation 
Requirements for Public and Semi-Public Buildings for Legislation Purposes,” Transactions 1916, pp. 43-65; 
Wisconsin Administrative Code, Chapter Comm 64, Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning and its predecessors 
in the ILHR and IND code series. 
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ee | z Chapter Ten 

< , | i PRESERVATION 
ae i Zz 

| n \ ae RECOMMENDATIONS 
+a eka BA eae Zea 5 

ee P : e y 5 

aS : = ie Se SS — F FP, ) Be i ii ee 5 4 ; he 1987 Capitol Master Plan established, as it had for the North Wing, that the preservation processes to be 

ms & Poa ae — : > het a. Pg j if 5 \ a rl / | implemented in the West Wing would consist largely of restoration and renovation. Essentially “restoration” 

a oe ‘y | 2 ; ee =a — Be oe ie i E rl would be carried out in the public spaces and “renovation” would be implemented in the private, or office, areas 

t a OS 5 i TESS care we oe Bee! i) of the wing. As the Master Plan directed the reconfiguration of spaces in the wing to accommodate two-room office 
« ell i i f oe ‘ed : 4 4 Fay es Foul Bi “ suites for legislators, the renovation of the offices involved the removal of many of the interior walls. In the planning 

eeero| Vi ug at , } l PIRES Te ~ 1 a a } iL) stages of the West Wing Restoration and Renovation, the spokesperson for the state assembly, the principal occupant 

nai BOG y Fi : ie bd ; it ba Bd / of the wing, rigorously upheld the planning tenets of the Master Plan. However, early in the spring of 1993, just after 

eee IGG: oH aug : as \ saci : i the Architect/Engineer (A/E) had released its documents for Selective Removal, renovation practices in the Capitol 

in besa Ss : ni ; io ; E came under serious scrutiny by members of the same legislative body that had generated the Master Plan and had sup- 

i apes og as ss ported it during the planning process. A small group of legislators presented a resolution that would have extended to 

; : oa tao ii eS the legislature the authority to halt work in the wing if the process was not considered sufficiently sensitive to historic 

Se e ope) 5S alee fabric. Although public debate ensued for months, the proposed legislation never was adopted and work proceeded as 

a ‘ a planned. However, a heightened preservation awareness was cultivated and processes put into place that resulted in a 

far more studied approach to subsequent work in the building. 

\ 
Overview of West Wing Preservation Planning 

3h The Master Plan ultimately directed, with only a few modifications, the nature of the architectural intervention that took 

é place in the West Wing. However, its precedent, the State Capitol Restoration Guidelines printed in November 1980, 

10.1 Assembly Parlor, 2001 also influenced decisions concerning the appropriate level of preservation treatment in the various spaces. Certainly 

Prior to the Restoration and Renovation of the West Wing, the Assembly Parlor was restored as closely as possible to its original the efforts in the Assembly Chamber and North Wing were also influential on both the direction and process. Once the 

appearance as designed by George B. Post & Sons. The process of restoration is intended to recreate the appearance of a room effort in the wing began in earnest, Kahler Slater Architects, Inc. of Milwaukee and Affiliated Engineers, Inc. of Madison 
at a particular point in its history through the refurbishment of existing elements and the recreation of those that are missing. : 2 ? 7 Ren fai : 

(AEI) representing the A/E for the project, issued two documents that provided further direction specific to the West 

Wing. The “Preliminary Report” was presented to the Division of Facilities Development (DFD) on 17 April 1992 and 

the “Design Report” on 16 September 1992. A couple of months later, the A/E issued Selective Removal drawings and 

specifications, largely in conformity with the Master Plan; contracts for the work were let in January of 1993. 

In nearly an immediate response, on 16 February 1993, Representative William Lorge from Bear Creek (Waupaca 

County) requested co-sponsorship of a bill to create a special advisory committee to investigate the potential loss of 

historic elements during the restoration and remodeling of the Capitol.! On 11 March 1993 Representative Lorge and 

Senators Brian Rude and Calvin Potter introduced Assembly Joint Resolution 31, which indicated that “legislative 

review is needed to ensure that the remodeling and restoration of the state capitol does not jeopardize the significance 

of this unique historic public building.”* DFD was quick to respond and defend the intent and scope of the West Wing 

project. At a meeting of the State Capitol and Executive Residence Board (SCERB) on 15 March, DFD presented its 

Preservation Recommendations e¢ 10-1



ES 5 a Be eo cae BAe Lan Bow eee ee eM et z “Preservation Recommendations,” which were based upon an analysis of the wing that was informed by a preservation 

: k : os a ‘ s : methodology that drew upon protocol for evaluation established by the National Park Service. 

orice orrice | OFFICE oreice | oFFICE OFFICE oFFice > AJR 31 was never passed, and although public discussion ensued for much of the project, the work in the West Wing 

was completed essentially as planned. The debate tested the reasoning behind the recommendations of the Master Plan 
yy _— * ome ee “i and the general project approach. The project team assumed a higher standard of accountability in undertaking the 

= <I work and, in subsequent projects, incorporated more analysis of building fabric and historical resources in evaluating 

~_ m . s U ceeice conditions. They also undertook a far more systematic methodology in preparing recommendations for the level and 

& : ae oe r ch type of preservation treatment to be implemented in each area of the building. 

% ae mo es . oe: 
Preservation Planning (1980-90) 

- Be =e — " : : e ee State Capitol Restoration Guidelines, 1980 
& ere dl a | Prepared by the Divison of State Facilities Management (DSFM), in consultation with Shinji Yamamato, the State 

e STAFF AND CLERICAL = et Ae es Capitol Restoration Guidelines addressed what had been identified as a “conflict . .. between the present utilization of 

pa Da eee af 05 ee space in the Capitol and the utilization that was perceived in the original design.” The report continued: 

" Le 
tees ae a womoumeles: S : pore The basic point made in this document is that the number of people presently housed in the Capitol cannot 

rely ee ee 1 be accommodated within the original design parameters. Thus, the conflict revolves around the issue of 

~ WHEL i : whether the design or the functions to be housed should have the dominant influence. This study gives 

x ee + - ih a cy = gee va preference to the design, since the objective of the study was to develop guidelines for the restoration of 

ie ao —- _ ' |) sormoncry OSS ihe ; the Capitol. 

E 7 as FY ot ea Be C 
= 4 = ®@ yo Penta eftas woes : eH, With its inherent bias expressed, the Guidelines indicated that it was the responsibility of the legislature to determine the 
= 2 4 e J oats lerteal , B WEST WING use and allocation of space within the Capitol. The document indicated that “an important initial step that must be taken 

: Zz i Bs 4 . "total 5K beeen ie is for the Legislature to decide what function the Capitol should perform. Should it be restored to its original excellence 

| ty r + a i ee ee and building purpose, and thereby, serve as a capitol building; or should it be remodeled to meet an adopted program of 

= ; a Riri. expanded office staff and related work stations.”* The recommendations presented were based on the premise that the 

10.2 Ground Floor plan, West Wing, State Capitol Restoration Guidelines, 1980 ea ’ work eventually to take place in the Capitol would proceed in a manner weighted more heavily toward “restoration” 
The Guidelines addressed the conflict between historic design intent and contemporary space use within the Capitol. The ground than “renovation” in both the private and public areas of the interior as well as the exterior of the building. 
floor study showed the spaces as they existed in 1980 and recommended appropriate occupancy levels for each wing. 

The recommendations for the interior described the procedures to be followed and attempted to define “the scope and 

quality of actual restoration work.” In the elements cited for interior restoration, it is clear that the document advo- 

cated the repair and reuse of materials for the private as well as the public spaces. Elements, many specific to office 

areas, were cited for restoration including wood floors, base, wainscot, walls, ceilings, woodwork, glass, hardware, 

light fixtures. The document promoted the repair, refurbishing and restoration of original materials wherever possible 

and the careful matching of necessary replacements to the originals. Guidelines prepared specifically for the exterior 

called for the restoration of original skylights, the careful matching of tuck pointing, roof repair, rebuilding the grand 

stairs and restoration of all windows including the replacement of damaged parts to match the originals. 

Capitol Master Plan, 1987 
The Capitol Master Plan, issued by the Joint Committee on Legislative Organization (JCLO) on 4 June 1987, was to 

provide a “blueprint for the continued restoration of the Capitol Building to assure that the state government functions 

housed in the Capitol can be performed efficiently and effectively, while preserving Wisconsin’s premier architectural 

10-2 e West Wing Historic Structure Report — Book III



and historical structure.”° A principal incentive for the preparation of the Master Plan was the intended upgrade of the le 

heating and ventilating systems in the building that would include the installation of air conditioning. With recognition cr - oe ae ee ae 5 

that these systems would need to be installed vertically, one wing at a time, the need for comprehensive planning became | | | 5 

apparent, especially in regard to the allocation of space. The Master Plan, building on the Guidelines, addressed many : | | iS 

of the issues identified in the earlier document as within the realm of the legislature to resolve. | Il ii] | Ruch ie me ce oe 5 
fs Dee, ev NDA : Notes: § 
acai [=~] a ‘ac le er © raneoee grnte.cne © = 

The Master Plan provided the preservation recommendations that largely were implemented in the West Wing. The of- — re j Oe |S ae 7 bie = ere. 5 

fice areas were to be renovated, which implied the removal of walls and floors, especially where the room configurations eS ) 4 s ie 4 ie Bh Pe nee ie 

were going to be substantially altered. Although the Guidelines were weighted toward implementing a more sensitive and i eon ee 

extensive “restoration” throughout both the public and private spaces, a principal goal of the Master Plan was to “renovate” ‘=f oe 

the office areas of the West Wing to create two-room office suites for each representative. The floor plan “studies” for each = = pare 2 ee 

level of each wing that accompany the Master Plan were sub-titled “Renovation Work” throughout. It was the intent of et S o 

the Master Plan to provide occupants of the Capitol with appropriate workspace, locate only necessary organizations in eEees SSS 

the Capitol and proceed with the work as economically as possible with minimal disruptions resulting from construction. cn ==, c T\Te i ’ ay 7 at ‘ 

The plan identified the various occupant groups in the building and their space requirements. sa Di | att: 1 oo 6 eh [Eo 3 

Ro gett ebel = Lede ro 
Terms used in the Master Plan ae = ik 1 

The terms “remodeling” and “renovating” were used interchangeably in the Master Plan to refer to the removal of both oh Flee | =o 4 =m | aa c Ia 

historic and non-historic building fabric in conjunction with the spatial rearrangement required by the program. These eo He t ce fear 1 | fc \ fa] Sexes ose 

terms were used in relation to the offices and committee rooms that were to be transformed into the two-room legislative ; f dl 4 oe ae ak et =, apart - 
suites. The term “restoration” was used when indicating public spaces to be returned to their original appearance and faa Be sien 

use, such as the Assembly Parlor. In reference to “preserving” the Capitol, the document meant maintaining the spatial 

configuration of the public spaces and restoring original finish and detailing where it had been lost. The reference to GROUND FLOOR WEST = STUDY ‘ 

“preservation” was also applied to the highly visible and symbolic exterior of the building. en ac wm 19: 

10.3 Ground Floor plan, West Wing, Capitol Master Plan, 1987 

Precedents Established by Earlier Capitol Projects [Sheba eli lan pala Dae 
Restoration and Relighting of the Assembly Chamber two-room suites for members of the legislature. 

An opportunity to test some of the principals put forth in the printed documents, the Restoration and Relighting of 

the Assembly Chamber (1988-89) was a discrete project carried out by DSFM. The Assembly Chamber project was 

intended as a “restoration” effort, and the goal was to reinstate the original character and detailing of the space. Past 

alterations, inconsistent with the room’s historic quality, were removed and missing elements were replaced.’ For 

example, original direct-current lighting surrounding the skylight, informally known as the “Ring of Pearls,” had been 

removed in the early 1960s; the appearance of this feature was restored using contemporary fixtures. Carpeting and 

paint in non-original colors were replaced with materials chosen to recreate the chamber’s original appearance. Paint 

probes undertaken at a variety of locations within the room revealed historic decorative finishes, which were then 

replicated. 

To many, this project defined the term “restoration” as it would be applied to subsequent projects in the Capitol, includ- 

ing the West Wing. The approach implemented was consistent with the accepted definition: the removal of non-original 

elements and the reinstatement of an appearance consistent with a particular period of time (in this case, the period of 

construction). James Marston Fitch, in his seminal Historic Preservation—Curatorial Management of the Built World 

(1982), defines “restoration” as “the process of returning the artifact to the physical condition in which it would have 

been at some previous stage of its morphological development . . . Intervention at this level is more radical than simple 
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z preservation.”’ The completed project was the subject of positive media coverage, and DSFM received commendation 

: . A for the work from the director of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin, Dr. H. Nicholas Muller III. Muller lauded < 5 
ae EN — ie DSFM for its approach, “The work te you aid your colleagues nae commenced on the Capitol is very — 

os SE Ng = I doubt there are many better examples in the United States of restoration work of such thoughtfulness and care.” * 

eB i a> 
PEO ae eet SJ z : : : 

Z et eS eee 3 North Wing Renovation and Restoration 
eyes Se AF g eas : ; 

e A : <= ZOPE ; LE de = S After completion of the Assembly Chamber project in the West Wing, DSFM undertook the North Wing Renovation 

S Se SS ZS Ce ce Oa 4 ie and Restoration (1990-92). Decisions regarding preservation, restoration and alteration of spaces in the wing were 

5 > Pa Se 5 ee ee oe onde ‘ made in a manner consistent with the recommendations of the 1987 Master Plan. Following Asbestos Abatement and 
rn eae ; . i i ‘ i 

= ss Ol i ag ana a Wee concurrent with upgrades of electrical and HVAC systems, private spaces in the North Wing were altered to provide 

a = = =e eS sare See the two-room legislative office suites recommended in the Master Plan. As was the case with the Assembly Chamber 

: ed —— Si eet eae se = a project, project managers approached work in the North Wing as an in-house project; architectural and engineering 

es pS ete = staffs at DSFM, familiar with the Capitol, relied on their understanding of the building to make informed decisions 

cs Te ~~ WS ff | concerning the work that took place.’ 
ara | in| a i/ Pei Ha eo Ne 

2 Rit a Preservation Considerations in the West Wing 
fee | | ES me | ed 

ee en i “Preliminary Report” 
a oe ee | B pid: . ae oe A report, identified as “preliminary” and subtitled “State Capitol Restoration and Remodeling, West Wing Preliminary 

ee oe. ey a4 Salt | Seem 5 i i ‘ - ; 5 Hote 
z 4 i Fs es roa 4 ab a eS Documents and Estimates” was issued on 17 April 1992 by Kahler Slater and Affiliated Engineers. At this point in the 

\ pian |u| A e i E | Py my process, documentation of existing conditions had been nearly completed (including drawings), and survey work and 

: Se OE e Bs Mas : i ] | e 4 programming were underway in the wing. In referring to the effort anticipated in the office areas, the document used 

Nae ee eS de xe i. = i iG po i oe i the term “remodeling” almost exclusively and deferred to the tenets of the Master Plan. An emphasis was placed on 

Hi + : Ze 3 es GAY op pay ~ Ses f ee aw: reuse of historic building elements and creation of an appearance consistent with the historical where appropriate.'° 

EG ed oh | ee “=| 
PBS Fox < £40 > Se Pee te ie “Desi ” a AP 72 hehe fee esign Report 

The A/E Design Report, issued on 16 September 1992, for the “Wisconsin State Capitol—Restoration and Renovation” 

Gis wR Br ne “GLE = 10.4 (above) Assembly Chamber, 2001 described the intended approach to historic preservation in the wing fairly specifically. The report stated: 
ce ir cua Bey iS 5 eo ie re 2 > The Restoration and Relighting of the 

PON Se RRS Sree meee = «Assembly Chamber was the first large- i ‘ ne aoe s : 
nee oe ay CREE: ae nt Be fee 5 ig sehle praléel necompl hed by DSPM Work includes a spatial zo eanizeu0n of staff and legislative offices in order (0 provide BpOLOpn are con- 

eee eee ay ie Pee = following the release of the Master temporary work and equipment space for current and future needs of the occupiers of the Capitol. A goal 

ae Se Ly = Plan. Completed in 1989, the project of that mission as well is to provide the space by renovating the existing office spaces to historically match 
= hs 2 BU», ® defined “restoration” procedures for the the original aesthetic design intent. . . 

me ——s balance of the Capitol project. An inde- ieee : 
oon nnn pendent conservator was contracted to f F : E ; i ee el = Seer 3 — - ge clean and repair the murals. Also included in the project scope is a complete remodeling of the heating and ventilating systems in the building, 

SSNS E | Rarer ae é replacing the existing heating system in its entirety and providing air conditioning throughout the wing. . . 
ee ware : 10.5 (left) Assembly Chamber, 1988 

oe * i~w Se \ The Assembly Chamber project involved Original buildi alee : ‘ iy ‘ . 
ue WwW es z ‘ the restoration of original decora: riginal building materials will be matched in reconstructing office areas including clay tile and plaster 

: sad: a , ’ tive finishes and stencil patterns in walls, ceilings, white oak wood trim and millwork and decorative metal work. Decorative painting will 

a ; the galleries. In addition, historically be re-done to closely match original paint colors and schemes. Long abandoned paint stencils will be 

' ] 5 sympathetic decorative motifs METE CIE: uncovered and replicated and artwork will be restored.!! 
iy i ated to ornament a new lighting system 

} caine intended to evoke the historic “Ring 
\ ‘ of Pearls” surrounding the central The terms used in the Design Report, “renovating,” “remodeling,” “reconstructing” and “restored” denoted the architec- 

_ Mi skylight. tural treatments recommended specifically for the West Wing project and reflect of an assimilation of both the directives 
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of the Master Plan and the evaluation of physical conditions in the wing. The terms “renovation” and “remodeling” pe ieee Se = iz 

were used interchangeably in reference to removal of building fabric and the spatial rearrangement of private spaces. a Oa oy = ae Fa > 

“Re-construction” referred to the new construction of the spaces as determined by the Master Plan. The term “restored” Arie et) he SR A Re) oe, s ¥ a = fee 2 

was used only in reference to artwork and the public areas of the wing. The accepted understanding of this treatment 2 = l =. Apes 7a [z- a i eee a ee 

was considered to have been demonstrated in the earlier Assembly Chamber project. + oe Pie my | - re cel : oe ahh i = es ——— qT e. | le ae Hs = 
Selective Removal Documents gy eT Pek see 3) ir oe a a——— es 

A contract phase that had been implemented with less advance planning in the North Wing, “Selective Removal” was me oo ton dum Foo | be; porns Eat ES = ere 

far more studied in the West Wing project. Selective Removal drawings and specifications were issued on 25 No- Le is =| = tl". es a) ea rus am 2 2 

vember 1992. The documents indicated which elements were to be protected in place and which were to be removed nny Doossninism iis oot Se le ir or 
from the building for storage, repair or disposal. Sharing with the Master Plan and “Design Report” the objective = ce = om ede aa = —— 

of reconfiguring the office areas in the wing, the specifications required that a great deal of interior building fabric, fa E ] a a Peete i ihe ce Oe sri “ee = feet ore feet | 

including ceilings and walls, would be removed and disposed. While much of the material identified for disposal was — ee ets cd, = ee as Ee es ee aoe = a= 
not of a historic nature, the Selective Removal documents called for the removal of some original walls, which had not aa > 2 r = 1 a . SS 

been probed for paint colors and decorative treatments. With Selective Removal and Asbestos Abatement scheduled f is = Re ac ee i nit. | pels 7a Bae ae ar 

to begin on 1 March 1993, the recommendations generated an outcry on the part of Representative William Lorge of ae ' = a 8 Soyr, | 
Black Creek and his ally, Anton Rajer of Fine Arts Conservation Services, the contractor hired to document decorative +) on ae Bil a = x ee a ites) dex 

finishes in the West Wing. '? | i SO Ea ¢ Se eens 
SS ee Se OF ee 

Assembly Joint Resolution 31 PROPOSED GROUND FLOOR - WEST WING ae ae 
On 16 February 1993, Representative Lorge issued a request for co-sponsorship of a bill to create a special legislative a eee 

advisory committee to investigate potential historical losses to the building resulting from the remodeling effort getting ® A . oa EVEDIIn oo 

underway in the West Wing. Lorge’s appeal was answered by Senators Brian Rude and Calvin Potter. Assembly Joint = = __ ea 

Resolution 31 (AJR 31) was introduced on 11 March 1993. The resolution was read and referred to the Committee on ; 

State Affairs. Referring to the Capitol is “the state’s most significant public building and one of the most significant kris arma sia ie a vera orre & of privalalshace inthe Wine ine eno-aOmloffice elee conan Wich 

architectural features of the state,” the resolution stated, the program set forth in the Master Plan. At this point in the planning, a new door cut was designed for the south wall of the 
corridor, in addition to the one that had originally existed. 

Additional legislative review is needed to ensure that the remodeling and restoration of the state capitol 

does not jeopardize the significance of this unique historic public building; now, therefore, be it Resolved by 

the assembly, the senate concurring, That the speaker of the assembly, the president of the senate and the 4 

legislative members of the Wisconsin trust for historic preservation policy committee, or their designees, and 

the director of the historical society shall investigate and review the completed remodeling and restoration 

of the north wing of the state capitol, the plans for the remodeling and restoration of the west wing of the 

state capitol and any other plans for the further remodeling and restoration of the state capitol to determine 

whether the remodeling and restoration may be adversely affecting this unique historic property, and make 

recommendations to the appropriate standing committees of the legislature in the manner provided in 

section 13.172 (3) of the statutes and the state capitol and executive residence board no later than 30 days 

after final passage of this joint resolution." 

DFD’s “Preservation Recommendations” 
Three days following the reading of AJR 31, on 15 March 1993, DED preservation architect Charles J. Quagliana 

presented the division’s “Preservation Recommendations” at a meeting of the State Capitol and Executive Residence 

Board. The document provided an explanation of the methodology in place for determining how building elements 
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e would be handled as part of the Restoration and Renovation. The directives of the 1980 Guidelines were credited with 

HE z the near contemporaneous differentiation between public and private spaces, an important concept that formed the 

iH 2 preservation approach to be implemented in the architectural work: 

a 

A Noon 2 oe ee . = 2, Rete, ep te EP This document indicated that public spaces should be restored and office and support spaces could be 

i t i t t t z rehabilitated to accommodate new office layouts and contemporary mechanical/electrical systems. 

i * | i t Le i High priority for preservation was given to public spaces since these are the main definers of the 
DQ ARGH ly be — 2 / Ae ar We 0 ee Be Laat La building, providing the grandeur, spatial sequence, architectural details, art work and symbolism 

hee Nenaiee 2 i 4 Ripa associated with this style of architecture. These spaces retain a high degree of original fabric and 

Weare, tives mente oO Pe ried | ae | integrity indicating that past caretakers have also placed high value on these areas. 
WALLS Jey Pemain tneloding i oe Hoare so 

Wooo Atim and Wainseed = pics aaa (| alee ae a | 4 These principles of public space restoration and office/support space rehabilitation were carried 

ae ee biti Y) | | Oe Ht oh a] through into the 1987 Capitol Master Plan. Our recent work in the Capitol has reflected this di- 

© BL Weck Uditoore Wate Ws YY ee. 3 on ' al rection and has resulted in a high degree of preservation, such as in the Assembly Chamber and 

oF Pome, IAs iizu) | a 7 x :* | q North Wing projects. 
Awe N2U, Remove Wood 0 WL me Ned 

— C - ite. Pee 03 ] s//), Further, the report indicated that a re-evaluation of the West Wing had occurred utilizing criteria based on the approach 

on Socumenks - * Yj Wh, e + See advocated by the National Park Service, including “historical significance, architectural significance, architectural in- 

Vek L l E | =} S | i ss E ¢ a tegrity and historical context.”'* DFD had established similar criteria for the evaluation of spaces in the wing, leading 

Rie eo cnee? — ig PTT spot bl iB a] to both specific and general preservation recommendations. Assessment was based on the “identification of potential 

Peomain Fpom dosh oud Lg a | BM . | 1 | i | nq areas to be saved, documentation of the area as it originally existed, identification of the context of the area, evaluation 

PRM” i LLM Sa tf | § lt of the significance of the area, identification of the integrity of the area, an assessment of the impact of the proposed 

By eee TW fipaen Re 0 Upp lt Wy A | | | work on the area and the development of a recommendation for each area and proposal of recommended alterations 

oF Pao’ VAS, We, “ ey is to the master plan.”' 

nas ail y Rerwue M80 UT | Sennen ppmmeey penny pang pry pede 
tha worm Base. Ven ey ey E J i i i | The report advocated preservation of the three-room office suite at the west end of the first floor, historically occupied by 

ole y eY io king (hens click i : | 4 the secretary of state. Following discussion, SCERB voted to amend the Master Plan to preserve the original layout of 

ed be be Aaager AND : se sis ea z goss pect I the secretary of state’s office suite and also to save the treasurer’s first floor vault door in its original location. Although 

Remver i Se = = these two preservation-oriented decisions constituted formal amendments to the Master Plan, SCERB also enacted a 

i decision at the 15 March meeting that ran counter to DFD recommendations and violated the basic precept that public 

, 1 REEE BEDE Ass Fpame be * spaces be restored. Representatives of Kahler Slater presented revised plans for the ground floor that showed a new 

Deven iw lace : ceo poruahe uth 3 door opening on the north wall of the main corridor. DFD Project Manager Art McClure objected to the new door cut, 

koa fe e b Pe Bey) Uaus at citing the Master Plan directive for the preservation of public spaces. A representative for the assembly emphasized 

Yeult ApeA- the importance of providing the requisite number of spaces for two-room office suites and the need for access to the 

oo ( vel Peon) ue melocaied Seon Coons SCERB passed a monoa to allow new door openings into the main corridor of the West 

ee Wing, although this decision was not formally considered an amendment to the Master Plan.'* 
Leman AU maphle » be Lef 

“ on Following the SCERB meeting, the controversy over preservation practices at the Capitol continued to build. Con- 

tinued agitation on the part of Representative Lorge, along with the attendant publicity, resulted in a widening circle 

10.7 Drawing indicating modifications to Selective Removal plans, first floor, 1993 of awareness concerning the project. The Madison Trust for Historic Preservation, Inc. provided its membership a 
Preservation Recommendations developed by DFD staff were presented at the State Capitol and Executive Residence Board presentation concerning the work underway in the Capitol. On 5 May 1993, DFD architect Quagliana explained to 
(SCERB) meeting of 15 March 1993. The results of that meeting were modifications to the Master Plan that saved the original Reece Sas ease eo ee Z 
secretary of state's suite of offices and retained the treasurer § vault door in place. the group that the process had as its intent a dedication to maintaining George Post’s original vision for the Capitol. 

Quagliana provided a brief overview of the project and discussed the seven criteria for the evaluation of historic spaces 

that had been included in the report to SCERB. It was DFD’s position that past caretakers of the building had under- 
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taken numerous architectural interventions throughout its history. Although well received at the time, modifications [: a Tees | | es Tori: x 

that altered the historic integrity of the building were effectively being undone as a part of the renovation process. In e ea! e e e > 

conclusion, he emphasized the Department of Administration’s intent that the current projects reflect a balanced ap- apito proj ect ca e IStOric mMnsu t ie 
proach to preservation in tandem with modernization.!” SEP i 1993 te = 

i eal Titictceemmemmeet areas of the building such as hearing PEER 3 
By Mike Miller SRE : eerie Halle iwaed CAITR ke eae j : 

2 ———“eeatee “The ‘Capitol is being elit ome ae f 5 
Publicity Surrounding AJR 31 Several state lawmakers have sharply raned,” state, Even the most severe erities, such | 205%, rrr g 

; ; , : ; riticized those in charge of the massive vauuam once 2° 10%8°, Praise that part of the work. a & & aa 8 

In the meantime, Representative Lorge promoted his resolution to the media as well as to other legislators and government a oe ee a ee Gee ee eens, oe il te ey a a z 
4 5 scnca ahi 5 wtwork and artifacts are being destroyed and configurations changed to make pemeparh nc | (edie baa officials. He issued an invitation to members of SCERB, the governor, prominent members of both houses of the “The Capitol i being raped state Rep. by some workers thal woodwork from the room for legislative elfices that generates [o> AME (EEE ima) | 5 

: : i é ‘ Wiliam Lorge, R-Bear Creek, said Tues- building and brass fixtures were being the criticism. ae Be lyfe : 
legislature, as well as to the media, to attend a hearing for the resolution on 31 August 1993. The event included tours eComee ) A ies members Gibiesal’ GINRE Or eu thee anes one ee ig * ee 

of the project site to see the work that was by then underway.'* A public hearing was held on 14 September 1994." idee anieatetpa Ty He CARE ue foped Go tue tae Wee Wins, WRN eae Ie Lnteas ells ne at i Py Y/ P| 
: : . . : : eye a . . dhe ce to historical detail leaves some- closed off for the construction. Later in white, he said. Using the completed North & | al i a 

The hearing and tours resulted in the publication of newspaper articles in cities across the state, including Madison, ing to be desired,” hesaid. =~=S«ithe'~eating, Rep. Lolita Schneiders, . Wing’es an example, he said restoration aap UP. Bsc 
‘ ss : i ee, __Lorge and Potter, along with Rep. Menomonee Falls, a member of one of experts uncovered 35 different types of [EE 1) 21 Aaa ss =| 

Milwaukee, Appleton and Sheboygan. The articles were primarily based on comments made by Lorge and the bill’s ames Baumgart, D-Sheboygan, made ap- the current comurittees overseeing the decorative steaciling on walls. Tse mOTS 
pearances before the committee to say the Project, assured them tours could be ar- ‘We can't cail this truly a restoration, Some state tawmakers contend the 

co-sponsor, Senator Brian Rude; as well as by Senator Calvin Potter and Representative James Baumgart. Additionally, Fee reas ie Stk TR cm ners on Coie! otter "Satie Sint Star oes Mande rrr ee St pal 
* : a he decade, i a deling than a space that is being remodeled to house th those offices in 1917.” ee BEE Anton Rajer, although under contract with DFD, wrote an essay dated 12 September 1993 that criticized the Master eatareGon They idil Che ieee (0 Ge AGGeGELY! dtibels auld $2 senucore Locee HC ArWNMLE, Gala) Lhe. coinialiege 7 y P' 
‘ . i ‘ »ass a resolution establishing a new legis- When the Capitol was built — it was fin- that construction workers on the project, Bas ies ol) Plan. Rajer’s essay was attached to a Wisconsin Trust for Historic Preservation Resolution of 18 September 1993 itive committee to investigate the project. ished in 1917 after a decade of construc- before they were ordered not to talk to out and sold for scrap metal. As a resulty nd guarantee the remaining work is done tion following a tire which destroyed the him any longer, insisted oak woodwork he said, officials decided P one of 

‘ o - ‘ ‘i ‘ : a manner which pees the historic previous Capitol on the same site — the was being ripped out and ending up “in ‘he vault doors in place for historic rea- adopted in support of AJR 31. Without exception, the articles implied that accepted preservation practices were not salty of the ullding and ts furnishings. building housed” mont “state agencies. somebody's den.” and tha “two Narrels of One se stony ig 
. : *. . * . . Lor; ght the attentio f commit- There were no offi for la ikers, Who brass fixture: re thrown out” recently t a h Q ie y 

being followed in the work at the Capitol. Correspondence indicated that DFD and Society staff were being asked tee marmbere when he said Ne wasordered loed thelr deaks on the Assembly and Sen Locge said he began 60 complain aboot being lost through the remodeling and he 
© leave the area by construction person: ate floors as offices, except for those who the project when he heard that large Urged the committee to change things be- 

continuously to address queries related to the work at the Capitol.” ‘el when he went on an uninvited. tour held leadership positions. vaults in the old Secretary of State and fore the next phases of the project, the 
7 *veral weeks ago. Lorge says he was told In the current project, so-called public State Treasurer offices were being ripped South and East Wings, begin. 

Included among Lorge’s allegations presented at the 31 August 1993 hearing was his assertion that several barrels of Capitol 
~ _ ), i it brass had been recently disposed of improperly. DFD responded that four 55-gallon barrels of metal parts had been turned : 0. ' okays — ate ‘ 993 a a BS Z 

: E i A : i ollowing Representative Lorge’s tours of the West Wing con- es 
over as surplus in mid-August, but that the items disposed of included hose holders and cabinet parts from 1968, brass struction site on 31 August 1993, newspaper articles appeared 2 

tubing from the old vacuum system that had been dismantled in the 1960s, damaged light fixture parts that could not be publicizing AJR 31 as well as other issues Lorge was raising. 3 
D . vf Ss repaired, aluminum light fixtures and parts, exit signs and corridor lights from previous remodeling projects. DFD also Lorge s statements to the press put DFD in the position of hav- : = 

: : ; i ing to defend its approach to historic preservation related to the | i responded to questions concerning the removal of marble from a first floor private toilet room and from the secretary of ee fe ; EE ed | i : : i . Capitol project. Fi f Seer ia * 
state’s former business office, in addition to the removal of a wood floor on the north side of the ground floor.”! Coe jae | HES ro 1 HGH 

10.9 (right) Original state treasurer’s vault door, first floor, | : mie ety j 
; ei! 

State Preservation Officer’s Opinion Se le as oo " FT, geeeee | HP i He : 
. : " 3 2 ‘ 2 fac e majority of the vault spaces in the Capitol were essentiai PE RUE Bed Ul : On 13 September 1993, Jeff Dean, Historic Preservation Officer at the State Historical Society of Wisconsin, issued a Hority off P ; a s ( Be ey eesti] f { a ee : A ie oe large storage rooms. The treasurer's vault, however, was a z pape - -4 eT ee 7 

memo to Robert Brandherm, DFD administrator and secretary of the Wisconsin State Building Commission. Essen- secure vault, its massive door and complex locking system an- Ea I a bateas 7, 4 | Ih ol fe Ff 

tially, Dean had been asked to clarify whether or not the work underway in the Capitol could result in the building’s chored in a substantial steel frame and supported by structural 3e (i: iat gy I HY H | 

being removed from the roster of properties included on the National Register of Historic Places. In response, Dean gn ag - daiaasiies . Lorge campaigned for preser- oe ete Ei tia 
: : i : ‘ < y ao . vation of this impressive vault door. i Se ble | i aa 

commented on the National Register requirement that properties retain their “historic integrity,” defined as “the au- Q ‘ pores ak i ] 
thenticity of the building’s identity conveyed by details that existed during its historic period.” He explained that in ek i 
order to remain on the register, properties must retain the qualities for which they were listed. The Capitol’s nomination 2 
to the National Register of Historic Places, completed in 1970, discussed various aspects of the building, including a ee 4 

the cruciform plan, its dome, sculpture, major public spaces and historical associations, all of which were to remain eee > i 
intact. Dean further explained that the Capitol was listed for its architectural significance as “an outstanding example oe ee 
of Beaux-Arts Neo-Classicism,” and cited the massing, scale, materials and design elements of the exterior, as well - iti 4 ba 
as the spatial qualities and ornamentation of the major interior spaces. Dean pointed out that none of these were to be a 
affected by the planned architectural intervention. 

E 

Dean presented a discussion of National Park Service policies and the impact of “rehabilitation” on the interiors of 
historic buildings. He noted that NPS guidelines suggested that spaces be defined as “primary” (always important to 
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Fs oye eee er a on x the character of the building) and “secondary” (generally more utilitarian in appearance and size than primary spaces). | | ES 8 ry PP’ Pp Ty Spi 

J . a8 = | > Since the Master Plan called for significant alterations only in the secondary spaces of the Capitol, it was Dean’s opin- The Capitol rehabilitation | || Debate. i Js So erecaemagabeeepbetin saiarianathehoacade : 
5 | 2 ion that the building’s ongoing eligibility for register listing was not threatened. Dean’s interpretation of the National 

The debate goes on. | e osm Te oe g Park Services guidelines as generally supportive of the program of preservation, restoration and renovation directed 
f g eo : é : 

tion officer, was asked if im- z by the Master Plan was a significant endorsement of DFD’s work in the Capitol.” 

At issue is work in Wisconsin’s Capitol in Madison. The Capitol’s pene eo ae =e = 
north wing received a mix of restoration, rehabilitation and plain old ee . 
remodeling, and the results were announced to the public, via the oh bee . NRHP listing. He Second Madison Trust Forum 
news Soe as “~ and Many nee the ie ae rs pent SEE EG Ss In response to the lingering dispute surrounding preservation practices at the Capitol, the Madison Trust for Historic 

t ‘act. ,Ww a i es, Y Sas é ‘ ‘ f —— pene jal ‘ re eS ads mt Another look. State Rep. _ Preservation, Inc. invited DFD architect Charles Quagliana and project consultant Anton Rajer to speak at a second 

questions, about what's going on. Accusations. Revisionist thinking. meer oye eo Ren. ian public meeting at Longfellow School on 4 November 1993. Rajer’s remarks, as summarized in the Wisconsin Land- 
Still in a muddle of old and new and being left alone for now are the Lorge have proposed Joint ea fe de errs Z ‘ i ‘ 
east and south wings. Resolution 31 to review the marks Newsletter, indicated his position that “The state Capitol is held in sacred trust by each generation, to be given 

tial Ae aor ree bo : ee to the next generation. We are only stewards of the Capitol. It is unethical to destroy what our ancestors bequeathed 
rom the S. t’s goi inside t itol, which is r- . : a cols : eats % 5 es 

i] ly 20th century (1906-1 3 iS) balding ee Nee eae hitcen| yi {| in January or February. us.” Rajer’s specific criticisms had to do with his concern that “by the year 2000 . . . hundreds of thousands of square 

—— ouape is the sae aes made in the Want toleay something feet of walls, ceilings and floors will have been destroyed.” Rajer wanted the Capitol to serve as a model of historic 
1980s. r approve i i R Wave 3 4 5 ‘ ‘ 

pee Si bar ee eases Write your state representa- preservation in the state, a preservation ethic clause introduced into the Master Plan and no further cutting of doorways 

pee to Se - a gies oe oes - place a Sane _ into the marble walls of the public corridors. DFD’s presentation included drawings intended to clarify the extent of 

Be Chases Oldglians aoe ce ee 7882, Madison 53707-7882. the alterations to original building fabric by providing information concerning previous remodeling efforts in the West 

ris ee : Reine ey get e 5 ae ae e Wing. Quagliana stated that an important goal of the West Wing project was to correct the architectural improprieties 
‘ p ved art : : . : : i : ; : 

the Cantal, chia Eitears, "The. sate Copal held is . = (letters M-Z), Madison 53708. that had been wrought between 1917 and the 1980s, including the removal of elements introduced into the wing as part 

cred Sie by a. oe a given a ee eee We Whatthe larger public of insensitive “modernizations.” Because the charges leveled were based on the perception that historic building fabric 
ti rds of the tol. It 1s unethical t st it a a a 5 i : J f . > — cele ie ae ihe eS lace ae ie e es ma : bene blapticn oe - Ss was being removed, the plans were used to illustrate DFD’s understanding of previous alterations to the wing and their 

hig a ee — of He oe LS one oe val ce a aCe CLSLOK. impact on the historic integrity of the building. The floor plans used a good/better/best rating system for the spaces in 
e leit. thousands Of square feet of walls, ceilings an + < . 2 : a . spn: : 

Aoate ae eo dencoyed.” He wants lots: Capitol as eu — - _— a , the West Wing indicating which areas had been most altered over the years and identifying those areas considered the 

el S 8 - sieht ae = one poeta see ic tive W. AHPC membership Be most intact.2* Quagliana’s concluding remarks were later quoted in the Wisconsin Landmarks Newsletter, “Our team 
mo LL > Pu i re rt; IS 8ig8 : . . . 
migeene A no exeniption Eo eccad Iocal preservation law: have not taken stands. : has the utmost respect and sensitivity for the Capitol. We clearly understand that the Capitol is the primary cultural 

— Society Even of the U.S. ey, , the icon in the state and it belongs to all of us. It is an irreplaceable state resource.” 
interior guiaelineés; no more cutting loorways into marble walls; a 

| new state office building to replace offices in the Capitol. Assessment: 
Rajer’s approach is hot, everything but cool — no time for cool. ee ree ed 

Quagliana speaks. Quagliana is the Capitol preservation architect. Amendment to AJR 31 
a ~~ has ee sia _ a ey re eel vs On 3 February 1994, still agitated by the work underway in the Capitol, Representatives Lorge, Boyle and Baumgart 

clearly understand that the Capitol 1s the prima cultural icon in the ‘ Fe ee . * 2 

eee oy it belongs to all of i he says, i re fe raeeleeable state proposed an amendment to Assembly Joint Resolution 31. The amendment altered the original intent of the legislation; 

resour cae says that _ 1916 the ~ a oo . whereas the resolution had primarily called for investigation, the amended resolution called for increased legislative 
ings, metal partitions, suspended strip lighting all arrived in Capito. ® : ss : os : : 

offices, dgjlights oaks eee iaine eetead to “modern” es light involvement in decision-making. The amendment urged revision of the Master Plan to define the entire Capitol as 

pe dmibog hee Bune nee te serpent oe ih are aoa public space, thus implying that “preservation” throughout the building represented the most appropriate treatment. 
‘ye 0) OW IN: me aster an deve) ope ry the €Z1S. ature in ° rm 

We are in fact making appropriate modifications to the plan and-will The amendment, in part, read: 
continue to do so.” Assessment: Quagliana is following orders — con- 
troversy upsets him because he believes in preservation... F f i me i aps e 
eave next Colmar: Whereas, the Wisconsin legislature desires more active involvement in the decision-making process 

concerning the state capitol remodeling and restoration; and 

Whereas, additional legislative interest and involvement is needed to ensure that the remodeling and 

Wisconsin Association of Historic Preservation Commissions + Winter/December 1993-January 1994 + 3 restoration of the state capitol does not jeopardize the significance of this unique historic public building; 

now, therefore, be it 
10.10 Wisconsin Landmarks Newsletter, winter 1993-94 : 

The Wisconsin Association of Historic Preservation Commissions became interested in the controversy over preserva- ic ‘5 4 2 

tion methods at the Capitol. The article published in the commissions newsletter recapped a forum sponsored by the Resolved by the assembly, the senate concurring, That the Wisconsin legislature expresses disappointment 
Madison Trust for Historic Preservation in November 1993. that the 1917 room was not preserved during the remodeling and restoration of the north wing of the state 
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capitol and urges that the 1917 room be restored to its original condition; and, be it further z 

Resolved, That the legislature also expresses disappointment that the hardwood floors on the north side of wt Pedstew et 4 Qarnt Lrastodyoss 9 Beer : a 

the ground floor in the west wing of the state capitol were not preserved and concern over the decision- Ni Leg Tek Librany 2 

making process that resulted in the failure to preserve those floors; and, be it further ace eee latte uate waeccnern ae z 

Resolved, That the legislature urges that the master plan for the state capitol remodeling and restoration 2 

be revised to reflect a strong preservation ethic, including an affirmation that the state capitol is the most s 
g 

endangered historic building in the state, and to specify that the definition of “public areas” includes the g ee eee — . 1993 ASSEMBLY JOINT RESOLUTION 31 | 
entire state capitol building; and, be it further 

Resolved, That the use of the state capitol for the conduct of public business must be continued and 

preserved; and, be it further 

Resolved, That the legislature urges the historical society to begin a statewide promotional program to March 11, 1993 - Introduced by Representatives LORGE, BAUMGART, LA FAVE, 
cage se i . : MUSSER, WINEKE, HASENOHRL, PORTER, REYNOLDS, SWOBODA, BOYLE, ZIEN, 

collect historically significant artifacts that have been removed from the state capitol, such as furniture, OTT, OTTE, COLEMAN, VANDER LOOP and RYBA, cosponsored by Senators 

brass fixtures, cage elevators, spittoons and brass badgers. RUDE and POTTER. Referred to Committee on State Affairs. 

Somewhat anti-climactically, executive session for AJR 31was held on 28 February 1994, but on 31 March 1994, the ; i ; i : . 
i x 3 1 Relating to historic preservation and the state capitol remodeling and 

assembly failed to adopt the resolution.” In fact, when all was said and done, the controversy surrounding AJR 31 had 

little impact on work in the West Wing. The Master Plan was amended only slightly, and its basic assumptions were : Peeorar seh : 

reinforced by the findings of the State Historic Preservation Officer. Because of the controversy and ensuing public- 

ity and in an effort to be certain they were preceding properly, DFD and the architectural team discussed preservation 3 Whereas, the state capitol is the state's most significant public 

decisions frequently at job progress nen ge evecou ihe West Mune project. Picci SMI who were not directly Go building ead one. of the wose Gtenieieand avehiveccupal (Foatures OF . the 

involved in the controversy welcomed it, feeling that public scrutiny would only serve to heighten awareness of the 
A " if a = x 5 ‘ s state; and 
importance of careful preservation planning for future work in the Capitol. In a memo to the Historic Preservation 

Review Board on 8 October 1993, Jeff Dean communicated his excitement over the debate, sharing his belief that a . Whereas, ‘the preservation of the historic, architectural and cultural 

great deal of good would result. Ultimately, he believed that DFD and SCERB would consider future Capitol projects 7 heritage of the state capitol is critically important to the citizens of 

as sensitively as possible especially as concerned the building’s historic fabric. The controversy did lead to a more @) dhe euadeey and 

studied approach to analysis of spaces and recommendations for preservation treatment in subsequent projects.”” 
9 Whereas, the first portion of the state capitol remodeling and 

10 restoration has recently been completed with the remqdeling and restora- 

Preservation Recommendations and Implementation 11 ion of the north wing of the state capitol; and 
Spaces within the West Wing were treated primarily as directed by the Master Plan. Despite controversy and legisla- 12 Whereas, the cemodeling. and festorerion oF the north wine altnauen 

tive action throughout the Selective Removal phase and production of Construction Documents, only minor changes ‘ oe x : : 
c wae ms 13 beautifully done, has raised concerns that the state capitol remodeling 

were made to the plans called for by the legislature’s action in 1987. In addition to the 1987 Master Plan, several 
: ; ; hee ; 14 id restora nay adversely affec istoric significe t other documents influenced the treatment of spaces in the Capitol; significant among them were the 1980 Restoration agi sERSEOBAE TORIC MAY | AGMET Sey oe ieee ae 

Guidelines, the 1992 Design Report and the 1993 “Preservation Recommendations.” The following analysis includes 15 state capitol due to the loss of antique furniture and the replacement of 

specific recommendations by floor, followed by a brief summary of the treatment implemented. 16 certain walls, doors, woodwork, art murals and other historically sig- 

G dFl 17 nificant artifacts; and 
roun oor 

Recommendations 18 Whereas, work on the remodeling and restoration of the west wing is 

The 1980 Restoration Guidelines were significant for differentiating between public and private space within the wing 19 scheduled to begin in several weeks; and 

and advocating the restoration or preservation of the central principal corridors at each level including the ground floor. 

The directives of the 1987 Master Plan included “providing a separate two-room office for each Representative and, 10.11 Assembly Joint Resolution 31, 1993 

as much as possible, locating these offices on the ground, first and second floors of the Capitol.”?* The Master Plan The joint resolution, advanced by Representative William Lorge and co-sponsored by Senators Brian Rude 
ieorditectedith 1“ ion” of the offi line far the rede ean MuaS iB and Calvin Potter, was introduced on 11 March 1993. It called for an investigation of the remodeling of the 

alse Gites . © ao Tenovation” of the ollice spaces, calling ror the redesign of private spaces and, althoug) North Wing, as well as the plans for the West Wing and subsequent phases of Capitol work, to determine 
the south side of the wing had been previously “remodeled,” the document advocated that the area be reconfigured to whether the building was being adversely affected and to make recommendations to SCERB. 
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SS MICAANGIN CTATE OAPHTOI Co WEeCTWIIGC include additional partition walls within the staff areas. The floor plans included with the Master Plan indicated the 
: WISCONSIN STATE CAPITOL WES! WING GB : Gl a : ‘ : 
epee S Lee ee ie ee eee ae oe, 2a 6 [Soe es Bates S removal of stairs to the basement from an original vault and the provision of a new door opening onto the main corridor. 
a ee So ee OE 9 : : : : acpi : : Se ge ee pp Subsequent documents issued by the A/E remained consistent with these directives. The floor plans included in the 

nie eee a eR ae eee ee ee as ey Reps tien en ee S : 4 ‘ fi F Bas 
pee ee ok SS: ey q oe ue he = 1992 Design Report followed the general layout of the offices as prescribed, with slight modifications in some of the 

0 Beers?) & details, such as the placement of doors. Drawing on the earlier Guidelines, the 1993 “Preservation Recommendations’ MIE eee af ee ae eee a ete ae : : ‘ ae ‘ 
eee Be = | al q : called for restoration of the ground floor main corridor and entrance lobby ceilings and preservation of the Kasota stone 

ae area ee ol _— Fl —— ; corridor walls. In addition, it was recommended that the original marble flooring and wood doors and frames from the 

oe pare tS nr oe one | f north side of the ground floor be saved and reused in New Construction. 

t es | ie ees 
iC | = ; : = ee Implementation 

j ry q “em (CE . “=I Halen ey] F ; i . i i Ss a og eee ar fi ‘ a The ground floor main corridor and entry lobby ceilings were restored; however, a new door opening was cut into the 

S ¢ era eee I | me | main corridor as approved by SCERB. Spatial arrangement was completely altered in the private spaces to accom- 
a Be " ie Ta —! : : ‘ : : ; : ‘ 
vel E | | ss modate new two-room office suites for legislators and staff, with secondary corridors installed immediately adjacent 
KI alle eran eee : : ) 3 
Ps od eas # (oe ee to the main public corridor. Marble flooring and wood doors and frames were saved and reused. 

Of eS 
Us eg  ceteeeee ~~ sen a oe First Floor 

2h Sea OS cS ae Ea a ee i oa ba Tee fe aes Recommendations 
ie SRI sete et eee al ce RS es 2a ‘ ; ; ; sisi os : 
ieee a eae ee oe According to plans included in the 1980 Restoration Guidelines, original vault locations were recommended for use 

e fy ae = 6 : : FR - as staff and clerical offices. The original treasurer’s vault was shown as intact and indicated as a location for storage. 

eae oa wae oe : The secretary of state’s office suite on the west end of the wing was shown in its original configuration, with a staff 

ss : area in the large central office and private offices north and south of it. New partition walls were shown forming three 

private offices along both the north and south exterior walls. The original business office areas north and south of the 

octagonal main corridor terminus were shown as open clerical areas. In addition to advocating the two-room office 

1 ™ = 10.12 (above) Transition plan, first floor, suites for legislators, the 1987 Master Plan called for special consideration of electrical and ventilation requirements 

} 2 1993 in the assembly chief clerk’s office and for the removal of the treasurer’s vault and two original private toilet rooms. 

| ation for a presentation at the The 1992 Design Report recommended all new walls in the private spaces, as indicated by the Master Plan, in the 
‘| ‘3. Madison Trust’ forum on Capitol preser- Z ee i - 5 Unies ‘ 

| 2 WaHIBA meshade Kahler Slater Architects, ee of ite Ceo legislative suites. The 1993 “Preservation Recommendations” advocated the restoration of 

| Hague = Inc. developed plans showing the wing the main corridor and its octagonal terminus and the renovation of private space with the exception of the three-room 

| * as it was altered since initial occupancy. suite originally occupied by the secretary of state, which was recommended for restoration. This area, provided a 

j F . | | ihe dans Were eel or coded: do indicate shared staff office between two legislators’ private offices, meeting the requirements of the Master Plan in an alterna- 
Hy i portions of the building that were the most A " 

aa historically intact. tive fashion. The document also recommended that the door to the former treasurer’s vault be saved and advocated 

the restoration or recreation of decorative work in the side corridors and stairs and the reuse of original wood doors 
: : 10.13 (left) Original corner sink, ground and frames and marble floors. 

i [ floor, 1993 

i Several small corner sinks were original 

/ to the ground floor of the West Wing, but Implementation 

; 1) few remained in place by the time of the Restoration of the main corridor was accomplished in the project, as was rehabilitation of the secretary of state’s of- 
a + i West Wing Restoration and Renovation. fice suite as two legislative offices with shared staff room. The treasurer’s vault door was saved in place in a new 
eas Bh Because the Master Plan directed renova- k 2) : : " zy ae 
ei 5 4 tion of all private space on the ground secondary corridor, and original decorative work in the secondary corridors and stairs was recreated. Original doors 

a Td of 1 floor, the remaining sinks were removed and frames, along with other building elements, were saved and reused whenever possible. The original marble floor 

. 3 3 ge ] from the Capitol. of the secretary of state’s business office, on the north side of the wing, had been heavily damaged during the 1982 

a | | H remodeling of the space, and very little of the marble could be salvaged. Private spaces on both the north and south 
| i : 

5 | sides of the wing were renovated as two-room office suites. 

V3 YY a ; | 

UA ag L: 
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Second Floor j j ee 2 
Recommendations or aie ‘ = au | : 

The second floor is primarily occupied by the Assembly Chamber and Parlor, rendering considerably less space avail- Me i ae a | i; E 

able for renovation than on ground and first floors. Plans included in the 1980 Restoration Guidelines indicated no new | geek Es ba Be é 

offices or partitions in the private space on this floor. In 1987, the Master Plan emphasized the assembly’s approval : Reise (is emeem bee ul i | g 

of the recent work in the leadership offices; however, the document directed that the sergeant’s office (off the floor | ua pee ee i! a i e 

of the chamber) should be provided with upgraded telephone service and better furnishings. It also recommended : 15 Pi et te re i | 5 

relocation of the copy space in the chamber lobby, as well as restoration of the parlor to its original condition and use, | | / Te f wisp ‘ a i a | a i 

requiring relocation of the messenger staff. Notes on the accompanying plans echoed the recommendations made in ee py Se S| a cai 

the text. By the time of the 1992 Design Report, the scope of intended work appeared to be modified; at that time, the a / 3 A | i : fe a | | 

report included plans proposing entirely new walls in the private spaces of the second floor. The Preservation Recom- i ris 4 i i yW 

mendations of 1993 noted that the decorative work in the Assembly Chamber, Loggia and Lobby had been restored 4 eens “eh Ie i i 

or recreated in the 1988 project, and recommendations included restoration of the office lobbies and renovation of the ; : stint a A i 

parlor, speaker’s office area and adjacent offices and corridor. It was further recommended that the original details and : : Bene a iy | HE j 

decorative work be recreated in those areas, as well as in the secondary corridors and stairs. : ae vs i A ; | i 

aoe ad 
Implementation : ria? | : 

The lobbies were restored to their original appearance. The Assembly Parlor was also restored as closely as possible to 10.14 Vault door, first floor, 2002 ogee: ae 

original appearance. The speaker’s office was renovated and given historically sympathetic finishes. Original details The recommendation that the treasurer's vault door be preserved was o ieee 4 

and decorative work were recreated in all the recommended areas, including the secondary corridors and stairs. implemented as part of the West Wing project. Although the actual J eee | 
vault was removed, the heavy door was retained in its original location : hia 

Third Floor as an example of turn-of-the-century workmanship. 

Recommendations a ee z 

The area on this floor is primarily occupied by the upper portion of the Assembly Chamber and the Assembly Galler- ae E E ao mol F E i= : ; 

ies, so only the original committee rooms along the exterior walls were available for renovation. Plans included in the | se ae ee 2 

1980 Restoration Guidelines showed seven offices on the south exterior wall and six on the north, separated from the eo en cece a i & 

galleries by secondary corridors. Only one new wall was shown, in place of a temporary partition on the south side. By : ee : a a = 

By the time the 1987 Master Plan was issued, in order to accommodate the area’s intended use as caucus offices, the & ie 3 ib = ‘ < 

plan called for all office areas to be renovated, and notes indicated removal of the women’s public toilet at the northeast ; es as : i 

corner of the wing. In addition, the public radio broadcast function (located in a small room on the west end of the wing, : % 4 ay a e 

beneath the west gallery) was to be removed to a proposed basement media area. Proposed third floor plans included in a ees pa se a P | 

the 1992 Design Report indicated all new walls on the north and south sides of the West Wing, with Assembly Galler- = Ee Lo ; as | 

ies undisturbed and secondary corridors remaining in their original locations. The Preservation Recommendations of ; sate 2 iH : 5 a os 4 

1993 proposed retention of all non-office interior walls as well as all marble floors and stairs, reuse of all wood doors : gee 4 F | bat | ‘ i" e . 

and frames and restoration or recreation of original details and decorative schemes in all public spaces. / il i 4 | a q 

Lau a 
Implementation "i ee A 4 | i ser 

Treatment implemented in third floor public spaces entailed restoration of original decorative details in the groin vaulted = = | s 3 F 3 

stair galleries and recreation of decorative finishes in secondary stairwells. In private spaces, the areas occupied for- ES F 
merly by committee rooms were altered in spatial arrangement to create three office suites on the north side and four a \ : 

on the south side, entailing the removal of most interior partition walls. Wood doors and frames were saved and reused 10.15 Test probe and mock-up, 1993 : 

where possible, and historically sympathetic finishes were installed. the euension ie Beal extend lowers ie ce el movies ie / basis for DFD ’ conviction that they were striving to create a careful ‘ 

balance between the preservation of the Capitol’s historic character 

and the needs of current building occupants. a 
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x iw oie sea oe rea 2 Fourth Floor 

THE WEEKLY NEWSPAPER OF MADISON : ee 
= The fourth floor has very little usable space because of the size of the upper portion of the Assembly Chamber in com- 

5 bination with the stepped-back exterior walls at this level of the building; Post designated the fourth floor as document 

8 storage space. In addition, most of the space on the fourth level was accessible only by stairs at the north and south 

e corridors, due to the height of the Assembly Galleries on the third floor. According to the 1980 Restoration Guidelines, 

“ no occupancy was suggested for the fourth floor. All usable areas were suggested as appropriate for clerical or storage 

Vol. 20, No. 29 M@ July 21-27, 1995 space. The 1987 Master Plan recommended that the fourth floor be assigned to the Legislative Reference Bureau. 

en ee Notes on the plans indicated removal of existing double doors and their replacement with single doors, installation of a 

REALL I eal TR SPE: RY ae new freight hoist in the north corridor and installation of a new wheelchair lift in the south corridor. The 1992 Design 
~ ce eb i fhe haa ay Pe e S eres Report proposed new lifts as specified in the Master Plan, the construction of two office spaces on the west end of 

eerie h YY pen Fics a KS ey = ag Va a ee the wing and several smaller partitions to create storage space. The 1993 Preservation Recommendations advocated 

eS bir ora rr ieee, ’ is i) 4 i : Re. hi retention of all interior walls, marble floors and stairs, reuse of all wood doors and frames and restoration or recreation 

mics — ieee oie , & B® Ki of original decorative schemes in all public spaces. 

Ze et a iil fl 
ae - F iN Sn ae eo +, MTV | Implementation 

bAiT:) EVAL Sere " N en ioe pe Gi 2 Ro | in d The private space on the upper level was divided to form corner offices at the west ends of the wing and to provide some 

of baal: Capitol bs e < “ bs ‘o. a kt Aha ia cA i storage spaces, much as indicated in the Design Report. This space was never occupied by the Legislative Reference 

ae OR Piss 2 : aN Kei id AY. Frozen assets: Bureau, as suggested by the Master Plan; rather, the assembly sergeant-at-arms’ staff uses it. Public corridors and 

HES been ( @) x Ova ae Hee aH} Youd i ie f h stairs to the upper level were restored, although a platform lift was added in the south corridor, adjacent to the stairs, 

criticized TS es s eee hind a MA ate 9 vs to provide full accessibility to the private space. Marble floors and stairs were retained, and wood doors and frames 

‘ Ak aN oat +S if te aD) ¥ 2 é perject custara. saved and reused where possible. There were no decorative finishes installed on the fourth floor. 
Tet WVAVg irs UT t(10 Rik: fei a Page 35 

ites pg s a The ice cream 
aN) ed EN os. ARIE man cometh. Conclusion 

ca opened Lisi Litt apa > 5 é i ny Pages 37 The approach to preservation planning in the West Wing was based largely on the objectives set forth in the 1987 

) tS worthy of : Fe val ie praise eae Master Plan. The controversy that ensued was specifically the result of differing opinions concerning the type and 

ARez F Aes j ; Pek ee * te Russ Feingol d level of restorative treatment appropriate to a building of the cultural, historic and artistic significance of the Capitol. 

7 Ba SHOT i) aa + YF qi ts 3 fi h h Ironically, DFD was carrying out the charge of the legislature in implementing the directives of the Master Plan in 

ue ‘most important CSE) Fe 7} ne 4 ¥ : ¥ § ts the the West Wing when it came under the close scrutiny of the same body for a methodology that was considered too 

iS AAS She | Re LY Bee eS ; (ae cybercensors. invasive. Ultimately, the analysis to which the process was subject served to heighten the preservation sensibilities of 

‘ Mi OTC te 5 td le eh 19 ; b2 ak ry Page 10 those responsible for the restoration and renovation of the building and led to an increased research and documentation 

4 a 43 ieee nical effort in advance of the work. The State Historical Society and the Madison Trust for Historic Preservation, neither 

= F 2 Aras x ae Will Barnes with authority over the project, seized the opportunity to establish a position with regard to the Capitol project. The 

Fi wy ei & Noble larger situation had far-reaching implications in the subsequent phases of work. With a greater interest in retention 

F > Sy oF s shake up the of ee fabric ue original configuration, a more thorough analysis of conditions through survey and research took 

eS i C - | 2 local book place in later projects. 

“¢ 4 market? 
Tt vpemy Sericeae Page 21 

10.16 Cover, Isthmus, July 21-27, 1995 

The highly public profile of the West Wing Restoration and Renovation brought both criticism and praise to DFD. The result 

was an interest in greater retention of historic fabric and spatial configuration in ensuing projects. 
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28 Capitol Master Plan, pp. 10, 11. 
'* U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Preservation Assistance Division, National Register Bulletin 28, 

“Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties” (1 June 1982); continually revised. Information 

on NPS criteria for evaluation can be found on the Internet at www.cr.nps.gov/nr/publications/bulletins/nr15. 
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